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Samenvatting 

Micro-organismen worden al sinds de oudheid gebruikt om gefermenteerd voedsel en 

dranken te maken, zoals wijn, brood en bier. Met de huidige technieken in de 

moleculaire biologie kunnen microbiële prestaties worden verbeterd die betrekking 

hebben op producten die een micro-organisme van nature produceert. Bovendien is 

het mogelijk om micro-organismen aan te passen om producten te maken die van 

nature alleen door andere organismen worden gemaakt, of zelfs producten te laten 

maken die niet in de natuur voorkomen. De op deze wijze gemaakte, zogenaamde 

microbiële celfabrieken, kunnen brandstoffen en chemicaliën produceren die de 

verontreinigende en niet duurzame industrie van fossiele brandstoffen kan vervangen. 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, ook wel bekend als bakkersgist, wordt al decennialang 

gebruikt als een favoriete celfabriek om een scala aan industrieel relevante producten 

te produceren. Daarnaast is deze gist een belangrijk modelorganisme in fundamenteel 

onderzoek.  Naast zijn simpele voedingsbehoeften en makkelijke hanteerbaarheid, 

heeft S. cerevisiae zijn populariteit ook te danken aan zijn opmerkelijke vermogen om 

DNA-moleculen efficiënt en precies aan elkaar te maken via homologe recombinatie 

(HR). S. cerevisiae gebruikt dit natuurlijke mechanisme om potentieel schadelijke 

breuken in zijn genetische materiaal te repareren. Moleculair genetici gebruiken HR 

daarentegen om DNA naadloos in te bouwen of te verwijderen. De combinatie van het 

CRISPR/Cas-systeem voor  genoom-modificatie en de HR-precisie-reparatie maakt een 

hermodellering van het genoom voor de bouw van celfabrieken mogelijk. Het huidige 

nadeel van deze aanpak is dat slechts een gelimiteerd aantal DNA-veranderingen in 

één transformatieronde kan worden bewerkstelligd. Dit maakt uitgebreide 

hermodellering van het genoom nog steeds tot een tijdrovend proces. Het doel van dit 

proefschrift was om een strategie te ontwikkelen en te evalueren om het metabolisme 

van S. cerevisiae efficiënt en op grote schaal aan te kunnen passen.  

Het genoom van S. cerevisiae (en van eukaryoten in het algemeen) wordt 

gekarakteriseerd door een mozaïekstructuur, waarin genen, ongeacht hun cellulaire 

functie, over de 16 chromosomen verspreid liggen. Bovendien vertoont het 

gistgenoom een grote mate van genetische redundantie, waarbij meerdere eiwitten 

dezelfde functie uitvoeren.  Sommige van deze eiwitten kunnen misschien belangrijk 

zijn onder een specifieke groeiomstandigheid, terwijl ze onnodig zijn in een 

gecontroleerde laboratoriumsituatie of in industriële processen. Verwijdering van de 

genen die coderen voor deze eiwitten, zou genetische modificatie sterk kunnen 

vereenvoudigen. Het centrale koolstofmetabolisme (CKM) omvat ongeveer 53 

biochemische reacties en vormt een belangrijk deel van het centrale 

stofwisselingsnetwerk van bakkersgist. Het CKM is de leverancier van de essentiële 

bouwstenen, co-factoren en energierijke moleculen die nodig zijn voor het maken van 
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alle industrieel relevante producten die door bakkersgist worden gemaakt. Ook het 

CKM wordt gekarakteriseerd door een hoge mate van genetische redundantie. In een 

vorig onderzoek is een eerste stap gezet om deze genetische complexiteit te reduceren, 

door 13 van de 26 genen betrokken bij de glycolyse en alcoholische fermentatie te 

verwijderen. De 50% reductie van het aantal genen betrokken bij deze 

stofwisselingsroutes in de resulterende “minimale glycolyse” (MG) giststam had 

opmerkelijk weinig invloed op de fysiologie. Dit bleek onder meer uit een vergelijkbare 

groeisnelheid onder een breed scala van groei- en stresscondities. Gebruikmakend van 

de MG-stam als uitgangspunt, word in Hoofdstuk 2 de genetische reductie uitgebreid 

naar het gehele CKM, met inbegrip van de pentosefosfaatroute, citroenzuurcyclus, 

anaplerotische reacties, mitochondriële transporteiwitten, glyoxylaatcyclus, 

gluconeogenese, acetyl-CoA-metabolisme en glycerolsynthese.  In totaal werden 35 

van de betrokken 111 genen in het CKM verwijderd, wat resulteerde in een reductie 

van genetische complexiteit in het CKM van 32%. Deze reductie leidde tot slechts een 

marginale reductie in groeisnelheid in gecontroleerde bioreactoren op een synthetisch 

medium met glucose als koolstofbron.  Ook onder de meeste andere onderzochte 

groei- en stresscondities werd geen of weinig reductie in groeisnelheid waargenomen. 

Opvallende afwijkingen, waarbij significante verschillen in fysiologie werden 

gedetecteerd, werden slechts gevonden bij groei op pyruvaat en ethanol als 

koolstofbron, bij anaerobe groei op glucose en bij groei onder hoge osmotische stress. 

Gebruikmakend van een grote verscheidenheid aan intermediaire deletie-stammen 

konden voor een aantal van deze groeicondities de verantwoordelijke 

snelheids-reducerende gen-deleties worden geïdentificeerd. Voor andere 

groeicondities leidden deze experimenten tot eliminatie van een aantal hypotheses 

over de oorzaak van langzamere groei. De minimale CKM-stam is een uitstekende basis 

voor fundamenteel onderzoek naar het gistmetabolisme en voor intensieve en 

uitgebreide genoommodificatie met de strategieën die worden geïntroduceerd in 

Hoofdstuk 4 en 5.  

Zelfs als het CKM versimpeld kan worden door redundante (overbodige) genen te 

verwijderen, blijft aanpassing omslachtig door de verspreide ligging van de 

overgebleven genen in het genoom. In een eerdere studie is het concept van “pathway 

swapping” ontwikkeld. Hierbij worden genen betrokken bij een metabool proces op 

één locatie van het genoom geclusterd, zodat het gehele proces in twee stappen kan 

worden verwisseld voor een alternatief ontwerp.  Met de combinatie van glycolyse en 

alcoholische fermentatie als modelsysteem werden als "proof of concept" de 13 

overgebleven genen in de MG-stam geclusterd op één enkele chromosomale plek 

(locus) en de genen van hun natuurlijke plekken (loci) verwijderd. Terwijl de MG-stam 

geen merkbare verschillen in fysiologie vertoonde, groeide de stam met de geclusterde 

glycolyse en alcoholische fermentatie, SwYG (Switchable Yeast Glycolysis) genaamd, 
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substantieel langzamer dan een controlestam die de complete set van verspreide 

genen voor glycolyse en alcoholische fermentatie bevatte (10-30% langzamer 

afhankelijk van de meetcondities). In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt de oorzaak van deze reductie 

in groeisnelheid onderzocht. Met behulp van een hypothese-gestuurde benadering 

werden meerdere potentiële oorzaken uitgesloten, waaronder gebruik van “marker 

genes”, verandering van glycolytische capaciteit en globale veranderingen van 

genexpressie of DNA-replicatie als gevolg van de organisatie van het integratielocus. 

"Adaptive laboratory evolution" en "reverse engineering" maakten het mogelijk de 

groeisnelheid van de SwYG-stam te herstellen naar die van de ouderlijke stam. In de 

aldus geëvolueerde gist werden twee verantwoordelijke mutaties, in ATG41 en SUR2, 

geïdentificeerd. Beide genen zijn direct of indirect betrokken bij autofagie. Op basis van 

deze waarneming werden twee, mogelijk samenhangende, hypotheses opgesteld: Een 

ongewenste nevenmutatie in VPS15, een gen dat ook indirect gelinkt kan worden aan 

autofagosoomvorming, kan verantwoordelijk zijn voor de verminderde groeisnelheid. 

De tweede hypothese veronderstelt een mogelijke, maar niet onderzochte 

“moonlighting”-activiteit van fosfoglyceraatkinase (Pgk1) in autofagie, een goed 

gekarakteriseerde functionaliteit van het humane ortholoog van Pgk1. Hoewel een in 

de SwYG-stam waargenomen lagere enzymatische capaciteit van Pgk1 geen negatieve 

gevolgen leek te hebben voor de glycolytische flux, zou deze wel autofagie kunnen 

beïnvloeden. Deze hypothese zou daarmee een positieve invloed van de mutaties in 

ATG41 en SUR2 in de geëvolueerde SwYG-stammen kunnen verklaren. De in dit 

hoofdstuk onderzochte effecten vormen een treffende illustratie van de uitdagingen in 

onderzoek aan micro-organismen waarin complexe genetische modificaties zijn 

geïntroduceerd.  

Doordat het CKM van belang is voor aanlevering van bouwstenen, energie (ATP) en de 

redoxbalans tijdens productvorming, zal er bij programma’s voor optimalisering van 

celfabrieken rekening moeten worden gehouden met het gehele CKM. Alleen op deze 

wijze kunnen celfabrieken worden aangepast om een maximale productconcentratie 

(titer), productiesnelheid en productopbrengst te behalen. Intensieve en uitgebreide 

hermodellering van het CKM kan in principe worden vergemakkelijkt door de 

uitbreiding van het “pathway swapping” concept van de glycolyse naar het gehele CKM. 

Dit betekent echter dat een groot aantal genen (76 in het geval van de 

geminimaliseerde CKM in Hoofdstuk 2) zal moeten worden gecentraliseerd op één 

chromosoom, wat het risico met zich meebrengt van verstoring van de natuurlijke 

structuur, functie en expressie van gistchromosomen.  In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt de 

toepasbaarheid van een nieuw, extra, 17de (neo)-chromosoom onderzocht als platform 

om genen voor metabolisme te assembleren, tot expressie te brengen en aan te passen. 

Bij dit onderzoek werd gebruik gemaakt van de opmerkelijke HR-machinerie die 

bakkersgist in staat stelt om DNA sequenties nauwkeurig en met hoge efficiëntie te 
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assembleren. Ontwerp-strategieën zijn belangrijk voor de constructie van dergelijke 

neochromosomen. Het ideale scenario om op een zo eenvoudig mogelijke manier het 

metabolisme aan te passen, is een modulaire assemblage, gebaseerd op een in silico 

ontwerp van individuele transcriptie-eenheden met passende promotor- en 

terminatorsequenties. In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt aangetoond dat in één stap 100 kb 

test-neochromosomen, voornamelijk bestaande uit niet-coderend DNA, in vivo kunnen 

worden geassembleerd uit tot wel 44 DNA-fragmenten (met de grootte van 

transcriptie eenheden), met een hoge efficiëntie en sequentie-getrouwheid. Een 

belangrijke waarneming hierbij was dat de op deze wijze geassembleerde 

neochromosomen extreem stabiel waren voor wat betreft hun replicatie en segregatie 

bij vermeerdering of doorkweken. Tenslotte liet verplaatsing van de minimale set aan 

genen betrokken bij glycolyse en alcoholische fermentatie naar het neochromosoom 

zien dat de neochromosomen gebruikt kunnen worden als “landingsplatform” voor de 

genen betrokken bij complete metabole routes, en dat ze sets aan geclusterde genen 

kunnen dragen die hoog tot expressie komen en die betrokken zijn bij essentiële 

cellulaire processen. 

In Hoofdstuk 5 worden de neochromosomen verder onderzocht en geïmplementeerd 

als middel voor het aanpassen van de stofwisseling van bakkersgist. De in Hoofdstuk 4 

beschreven neochromosomen waren circulair terwijl in Hoofdstuk 5 voor het eerst 

wordt aangetoond dat ook 100 kb lineaire chromosomen in één stap in vivo 

geassembleerd kunnen worden uit 43 fragmenten, waarbij tegelijkertijd stabiele 

eindes van chromosomen (telomeren) worden gevormd. Ondanks dit succes bleek de 

assemblage van de lineaire neochromosomen minder efficiënt en sequentiegetrouw 

plaats te vinden dan die van de circulaire neochromosomen. Eenmaal geassembleerd 

vertoonden de lineaire en circulaire chromosomen echter een identieke stabiliteit en 

hadden ze een vergelijkbaar effect op de fysiologie van de giststam. Als bewijs van 

bruikbaarheid van neochromosomen voor grootschalige aanpassingen aan metabole 

processen werd de complete set van genen die benodigd is voor het maken van het 

anthocyaan pelargonidine 3-O-glucoside (P3G; een kleurstof en nutraceutical), van 

substraat tot product, ge(her)lokaliseerd op het synthetische chromosoom. De 

biosynthese van P3G begint bij glucose, en loopt via de glycolyse, de 

pentosefosfaatroute, de shikimaatroute naar een vanuit planten afkomstige route naar 

anthocyaanverbindingen. Eerst werden 42-43 fragmenten, waaronder een minimale 

set aan glycolyse-en pentosefosfaatroutegenen, als mede de genen die in 

Escherichia coli coderen voor de enzymen van de shikimaatroute, in één stap in vivo 

geassembleerd in circulaire en lineaire neochromosomen. Deze chromosomen werden 

vervolgens gebruikt als landingsplatforms voor integratie van de genen van de 

anthocyaanroute uit planten. Het uiteindelijke neochromosoom bevatte 41, volledig 

functionele genen, waardoor P3G kon worden geproduceerd in bakkersgist. Dit 
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geslaagde voorbeeld van de implementatie van neochromosomen voor het aanpassen 

van het metabolisme, opent mogelijkheden voor grootschalige genoom-modificatie 

door middel van neochromosomen. Het is goed mogelijk dat wanneer we de minimale 

set aan genen van het CKM gedefinieerd in Hoofdstuk 2 combineren met het “pathway 

swapping” concept en de neochromosomen in Hoofdstuk 4 en 5, we toekomstige 

celfabrieken kunnen maken met modulaire genomen waarin genen voor het metabole 

kernnetwerk en productvormingsroutes zijn gelokaliseerd op gespecialiseerde 

neochromosomen die vervolgens kunnen worden verwisseld voor alternatieve 

ontwerpen. Daarnaast zouden de neochromosomen kunnen functioneren als 

landingsplatform om er andere heterologe functionaliteiten dan stofwisseling op te 

plaatsen.
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Summary 

Microorganisms have been used by humanity since ancient times to produce 

fermented food and beverages such as wine, bread and beer. With the current 

molecular biology techniques, it is not only possible to increase microbial performance 

for the production of native products, but also to adapt microorganism to make 

heterologous or even novel-to-nature compounds. Hereby, microbial cell factories can 

produce fuels and chemicals to replace the polluting and unsustainable fossil fuel 

industry. Saccharomyces cerevisiae, also known as baker’s yeast has been used since 

decades as a preferred host to produce a range of industrial relevant compounds and 

as model organism in fundamental research. Next to its simple nutritional 

requirements and tractability, the popularity of S. cerevisiae also stems from its 

remarkable ability to efficiently and precisely stitch DNA molecules together via 

homologous recombination (HR). While S. cerevisiae uses this native mechanism to 

repair deleterious breaks in its genetic material while remaining faithful to the original 

sequence, HR has been harnessed by genetic engineers to seamlessly introduce or 

delete specific DNA sequences. The combination of CRISPR/Cas genome editing ability 

with HR precision repair enables genome remodelling for the construction of cell 

factories. A current drawback of this approach is that only a limited number of DNA 

modifications can be achieved in one transformation round, making extensive 

remodelling a time-consuming process. The goal of this thesis was to design and 

evaluate a strategy for extensive and efficient engineering of metabolism in 

S. cerevisiae.  

The genome of S. cerevisiae (and eukaryotes in general) is characterized by a mosaic 

structure, in which genes, irrespective of their cellular function, are scattered over the 

16 chromosomes, and by genetic redundancy, the fact that multiple proteins can have 

the same function. While these proteins might be important under specific 

environmental conditions, they could be dispensable in a controlled laboratory 

environment or a controlled industrial process. Removal of redundant genes, coding 

for these proteins could greatly simplify genetic engineering. The central carbon 

metabolism (CCM) encompassing approximately 53 reactions, is an important part of 

the metabolic network that delivers precursors, cofactors and energy-rich molecules 

that are required for all industrially relevant products made by yeast. CCM is 

characterized by a high degree of genetic redundancy. In a previous study, a first step 

was made in the reduction of this genetic complexity by removing 13 from the 26 genes 

from glycolysis and the ethanolic fermentation. In this minimal glycolysis (MG) strain, 

the 50% gene reduction was remarkably harmless, resulting in no measurable 

phenotypic effect under a wide range of growth and stress conditions. Using the MG 

strain as starting point, Chapter 2 expands this genetic reduction to the entire CCM, 
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including the pentose phosphate pathway, the TCA cycle, anaplerotic reactions, 

mitochondrial carriers, the glyoxylate cycle, gluconeogenesis, acetyl-CoA metabolism, 

and glycerol synthesis. In total 35 genes of the 111 genes present in the CCM were 

deleted resulting in a reduction of genetic complexity of 32%. Only a marginal decrease 

in growth rate could be observed in controlled bioreactors with synthetic medium and 

glucose as carbon source. No or little decrease in growth rate were observed under a 

broader range of stress and growth conditions. Remarkable exceptions, where more 

significant changes in physiology were detected, were growth on pyruvate and ethanol 

as carbon source, anaerobic growth on glucose and growth under high osmotic stress 

conditions. Using a library of intermediate deletion strains, for some of these 

conditions genes responsible for the decreases in growth rate could be identified, while 

for other conditions, hypothetical targets could be excluded. This minimal CCM strain 

presents an excellent platform for fundamental research on yeast metabolism and for 

intensive and extensive genome engineering by strategies introduced in 

Chapter 4 and 5.  

Even though metabolism can be simplified by deleting redundant genes, engineering 

metabolism remains cumbersome due to the scattered arrangement of the remaining 

genes across the genome. In a previous study the pathway swapping concept was 

developed, i.e. the clustering of all genes from a (metabolic) pathway at one genetic 

location, such that it can easily be swapped in two steps by an alternative design. Using 

glycolysis and ethanolic fermentation as proof of concept, the 13 major paralogs 

remaining in the MG strain were clustered at one genomic location and the genes from 

the native loci were deleted. However, while the MG strain showed no noticeable 

change in physiology, the strain with the clustered glycolysis, called SwYG (Switchable 

Yeast Glycolysis), grew substantially slower than the control strain with a full set of 

scattered glycolysis and fermentation genes (10-30% slower depending on the 

measuring conditions). In Chapter 3 the cause of this decrease in growth rate is 

investigated. Following a hypothesis-driven approach several potential causes such as: 

marker usage, glycolytic capacity and change in expression or replication at the 

cassette integration locus, could be ruled out. Adaptive laboratory evolution and 

reverse engineering enabled to increase the growth rate of the SwYG strain to the level 

of the unedited parental strain and discover the causal mutations: ATG41 and SUR2. 

Both of these genes are directly or indirectly linked to autophagy. Two, possibly 

intertwined, hypotheses could be formulated. An unwanted side mutation in VPS15, a 

gene also indirectly linked to autophagosome formation, could be responsible for the 

decreased growth rate. The second scenario entails a potential, yet unexplored 

moonlighting activity of phosphoglycerate kinase (encoded by PGK1) in autophagy, a 

well characterized function of its human orthologue. While the lower enzymatic 

capacity of Pgk1 observed in the SwYG strain is probably not negatively affecting the 
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glycolytic flux, it might affect autophagy, a mechanism in line with the mutation 

observed in ATG41 and SUR2 in the strains evolved from SwYG. This chapter highlights 

the challenges faced in intensive strain engineering programs.  

Considering the importance of CCM for precursor and ATP supply and redox balancing 

for product formation, cell factories improvement programs have to take into account 

the whole CCM and to tailor it to reach maximal product titer, rate and yield (TRY). 

Intensive and extensive remodelling of CCM could be facilitated by the extension of the 

pathway swapping concept from glycolysis to the entire CCM. However, it means that 

a large number of genes (76 in case of a minimised CCM set as determined in 

Chapter 2) would have to be centralised at one chromosomal location, with the risk of 

interfering with the native chromosomal structure, function and expression. In 

Chapter 4 the suitability of a supernumerary 17th neochromosome is investigated as 

orthogonal platform to assemble, express and remodel metabolism. This achievement 

was made possible by the remarkable HR machinery that enables yeast to stitch 

together DNA molecules with high efficiency and fidelity.  Design considerations are 

important for the construction of such neochromosomes for metabolic engineering 

approaches. To easily remodel metabolism, the ideal scenario entails the modular 

assembly, based on an in silico design of individual transcriptional units with 

customized promoters and terminators. In Chapter 4, 100 kb test neochromosomes, 

mostly consisting of non-coding DNA, could be assembled in vivo from up to 44 

transcriptional-unit-sized DNA fragments with a high efficiency and fidelity. 

Importantly, neochromosomes were extremely stable in terms of replication and 

segregation as well as genetic stability upon propagation and sub-culturing. Finally, 

relocalization of the minimized set of glycolytic and fermentative genes to the 

neochromosomes demonstrated that they can be used as landing pads for metabolic 

pathways, and that they can carry sets of heavily transcribed, clustered genes coding 

for essential cellular processes.  

In Chapter 5, neochromosomes are further investigated and implemented as tools for 

metabolic engineering. While the neochromosomes built in Chapter 4 were circular, 

in Chapter 5 it is demonstrated for the first time that 100 kb linear chromosomes can 

be assembled in a single step in vivo from 43 fragments, while simultaneously forming 

stable telomeres. Despite this success, the assembly of linear chromosomes seemed to 

proceed less efficiently and faithfully than circular chromosomes. Once assembled the 

linear and circular chromosomes displayed identical stability and had a similar impact 

on the host physiology. As proof of principle of the applicability of neochromosomes 

for extensive engineering of metabolic pathways, the complete set of genes for the 

formation of the anthocyanin pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside (P3G) from substrate to 

product were (re)localised to a synthetic chromosome. The biosynthesis of P3G 

(colorant and neutraceutical) proceeds from glucose, via glycolysis, the pentose 
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phosphate pathway, the shikimate pathway and the anthocyanin plant pathway. First 

a total of 42-43 fragments, including a minimized set of the glycolytic and pentose 

phosphate pathway genes as well as the Escherichia coli shikimate pathway, were 

assembled in vivo in one step into circular or linear neochromosomes. These 

chromosomes served as landing pad for integration of the anthocyanin plant pathway. 

The final neochromosomes harbouring 41 metabolic genes, were fully functional and 

enabled the production of P3G in yeast. This successful example of implementation of 

neochromosomes for metabolic engineering opens the door to neochromosome-

assisted large scale genome remodelling. Combining the minimal set of genes for CCM 

defined in Chapter 2, the pathway swapping concept and neochromosomes 

established in Chapter 4 and 5, we can envisage future microbial cell factories with 

modular genomes in which core metabolic network and processes, localized on 

satellite, specialized neochromosomes can be swapped for alternative configurations, 

next to landing pads neochromosomes serving for the addition of (heterologous) 

functionalities.
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The section “Synthetic genomics from a yeast perspective “ in the general 

introduction, is essentially as a manuscript in preparation for submission 
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History of microbial biotechnology  

Biotechnology can be described as “the utilization of biological processes, organisms 

or systems to produce  compounds that are anticipated to improve human lives” (1). 

Besides the domestication of plants and animals to serve human needs, humans 

already unknowingly started making use of microorganisms very early in history. 

Foraging humans in Israel fermented a variety of plants already 13,700 years ago (2), 

followed by Chinese fermenting a mixture of rice, honey and fruits into wine (7000 BC) 

(3), Sumerians and Babylonians brewing beer (6000 BC) (4) and finally wine 

fermentation by ancient Egyptians (3500 BC) (5). Later also a range of non-alcoholic 

fermentations emerged, such as pickling to preserve crops and the manufacture of 

cheeses (6). van Leeuwenhoek already observed micro-organisms with his microscope 

in 1680 and Schwann (7) and Cagniard-Latour (8) observed that alcoholic 

fermentation was linked to living microorganisms. However, it was not until Pasteur’s 

work (≈ 1876) on yeast (9) that alcoholic fermentation by microorganisms was 

unequivocally proven (10). Armed with this knowledge, the period until 1890 was 

marked by improvement of fermentation processes, such as the use of monocultures 

and prevention of infection by closed fermentation vessels. Between 1890 and 1940, 

the microbial industry greatly widened the range of fermentation products, such as the 

Weizmann process to produce butanol for making synthetic rubber (11), glycerol 

production to manufacture explosives (12) and sorbose as an intermediate for 

vitamin C production (10). The discovery of antibiotics and venture to increase 

antibiotic productivity gave birth to the classical non-targeted microbial strain 

improvement techniques including strain screening, laboratory evolution and random 

mutagenesis techniques (13,14). By these methods biomass-specific penicillin 

production was increased over 1000-fold (10). The real breakthrough in biotechnology 

was however in the last few decades with the discovery of molecular tools (gel 

electrophoresis, restriction-ligation procedures, PCR, sanger sequencing, etc.) for 

targeted genetic engineering (1). Finally, the time of modern biotechnology started 

with the approval of human insulin produced by recombinant DNA technology by the 

US Food and drug administration, marketed by Genentech and Ely Lilly for treating 

diabetes (6,10).   

Metabolic engineering for the development of microbial cell 

factories 

The development of microbes for biotechnological processes follows one of two 

general strategies (15). The first strategy is to select a natural producer of the molecule 

of interest. Using natural producers offer the advantage of the presence of the 
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metabolic and secretion pathway of interest, and of innate tolerance to the potential 

toxicity of the product. Several current biotechnological workhorses such as 

S. cerevisiae for the production of ethanol, Corynebacteria for amino acids, 

Penicillium chrysogenum and Streptomyces for antibiotics, and Aspergilli for enzymes 

are improved natural producers (16). However, obtaining microbes with economically 

relevant product yields, titres and robustness presents a major challenge, and the 

chances of success largely depend on the nature of the microbe. Natural producers 

might not be tractable and not, or poorly, accessible for performance improvement by 

targeted genetic engineering. Process improvement is then limited to empiric 

approaches such as random mutagenesis and laboratory evolution. As a powerful 

alternative to natural producers, the second strategy involves targeted genetic 

engineering of well-known, tractable and genetically accessible organisms by 

non-native production of bio-chemicals. This strategy is part of a branch of biology 

called metabolic engineering. In metabolic engineering, knowledge of the host genome 

and biological processes combined with their genetic accessibility enables to improve 

productivity and yields by eliminating side products, enhancing robustness, and 

increasing product export or flux in the production pathway. Together with this, the 

acquisition of new functionalities via heterologous expression in these hosts allows to 

broaden product and substrate range (17). Heterologous production in 

microorganisms is key for the industrial production of many relevant compounds of 

interest that originate from plants (e.g. anti-cancer drugs) or mammalian cells 

(e.g. hormones).  

Due to their economic interest, several natural producers (such as the ones mentioned 

above) have undergone decades of intensive research, reaching a level of knowledge 

and tractability suitable for metabolic engineering and for the development of 

heterologous production. Other current industrial hosts for heterologous production, 

such as the gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli (production of diols such as 

1,3-propanediol and 1,4-butanediol) or the gram-positive bacterium Bacillus subtilis 

(proteins, fine chemicals), were well-studied for fundamental research and easy to 

engineer and were thus propelled from laboratory to industrial production (17,18). 

S. cerevisiae produces native (ethanol, succinate) as well as heterologous products and 

is one of the best-known industrial cell factories and model organism in fundamental 

research (15,18). The popularity of S. cerevisiae as model organism and cell factory 

stems from its easy manipulation by genetic engineering, the vast knowledge on its 

physiology and genomics, and the availability of large scale industrial cultivation 

processes (18). S. cerevisiae is well suited for the production of chemicals and proteins 

which are natively predominantly produced by eukaryotes since it shares multiple 

biochemical processes with higher eukaryotes (16,18). For instance, the plant-derived 

drug precursor artimisinic acid, requires cytochrome P450 enzymes for its synthesis. 
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Due to the membrane bound nature of these enzymes and the necessary 

post-translational modifications, they are  difficult to express in bacterial hosts, but 

artimisinic acid has been produced using S. cerevisiae (19). Therefore, as cell factory 

S. cerevisiae now produces a wide range of recombinant proteins (e.g. insulin against 

diabetes, human platelet-derived growth factor against ulcers, and several vaccine 

proteins to prevent hepatitis A and B) (20), natural plant compounds such as 

resveratrol, organic acids for utilization as food additives or precursors to polymers 

(e.g. lactic acid, succinic acid), and fuel additive like bioethanol (21).  

Despite several successful examples of microbial production processes, constructing 

and optimizing microbes for biochemical production remains extremely challenging, 

particularly as the economic feasibility of the process requires extremely high product 

yields and productivity. Microbes have been shaped by eons of evolution to survive in 

ever-changing natural environments, to replicate themselves and not to make products 

for human convenience. Due to the still incomplete understanding of biological 

processes, predicting the impact of targeted genetic modifications on product 

titer/rate/yield (TRY) remains very difficult. To mitigate this lack of predictability, 

metabolic engineering goes through iterative design, build, test and learn cycles 

(Figure 1) (22). In the design phase, heterologous genes are selected to be introduced 

Figure 1 – The Design-Build-Test-Learn cycle employed in metabolic engineering. For each 
step of the cycle some representative examples are given.  
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in the host organism, while native genes are chosen for their increase or decrease in 

expression. The following build step involves a number of genetic interventions on the 

host cell: integration of heterologous genes under control of chosen promoters and 

terminators; deletion of native genes and replacement of native promoters with 

alternative promoters. With the test phase, a battery of (omics) analytical techniques 

is implemented to evaluate the impact of the genetic changes on the host physiology 

and performance. Finally, these acquired data are critically analyzed in the learn phase 

leading again to a new design, thereby stepping into a new cycle (22).  

For each step of the metabolic engineering cycle a broad range of powerful tools is 

available and is rapidly increasing in number. For the design phase, the choice of the 

best host-product combination is key but remains largely empiric, as can be seen by 

the multiplicity of studies attempting to produce the same chemical using a variety of 

prokaryotic or eukaryotic hosts. A good example is the production of succinic acid that 

has been attempted with over 15 different prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. Each 

host has its specific advantages and disadvantages. For succinic acid production, some 

organisms such as S. cerevisiae have the advantage to grow at low pH but do not 

naturally produce succinic acid. Other organisms such as 

Mannheimia succiniciproducens are natural succinic acid producers but are pH 

sensitive and harbor several auxothrophies (23). Some studies prefer to start with 

several hosts, focusing on the most promising as the research progresses. For example, 

the production of artimisinic acid was simultaneously attempted in both E.coli and 

S. cerevisiae, where the latter was eventually chosen as a more suitable host (19). The 

field would greatly benefit from the availability of databases with characteristics of 

starting material, products and organisms accompanied by corresponding software 

(i.e. BioCAD) such that the most suitable organism can be chosen for a particular 

conversion (22). Genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs) are becoming available for 

an increasing number of industrial microbes, and several tools have been developed to 

aid in selecting the most promising engineering targets. With flux balance analysis, 

GEMS can be used to model all reactions of the cell and link them to the enzymes 

catalyzing these reactions and their corresponding genes (24,25). There are now even 

models which integrate enzyme constraints and protein 3D structures such as 

ecYeast8 and proYeast8DB for S. cerevisiae (18,26).  

In the build phase, heterologous product formation requires introduction of one to 

several heterologous genes. For example, introduction of 31 (heterologous) genes 

were necessary for production of noscapine in S. cerevisiae (27). In addition, a 

screening for the highest product titers is often performed comparing heterologous 

enzymes from different organisms catalyzing the same enzymatic step (28). 

Introduction or screening of this many (heterologous) genes requires large scale and 

automated synthesis and assembly of DNA. Moreover, extensive engineering of the 
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host’s native pathways and cellular processes is required to redirect flux towards the 

product or production and secretion of protein. With the development of different 

CRISPR-Cas systems (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats and 

CRISPR-associated proteins) it has become possible to simultaneously, rapidly and 

efficiently edit multiple targets (e.g. up until nine simultaneous deletions at five 

individual loci in yeast) in an organism (29,30). Due to the lack of predictability of 

genetic modification, frequently multiple engineering strategies are tested in parallel 

(22). Therefore, CRISPR-Cas has to be optimized for efficient multiplex strain 

construction and made compatible with high-throughput strain construction using 

liquid handling robots.   

For many metabolic engineering efforts, constructed strains are only evaluated on 

product titers during the test phase. While product titers provide the most industrial 

relevant information, it overlooks the underlying mechanism of why a strain is 

preforming better, especially if multiple simultaneous modifications have been 

applied. Deep characterization of a strain can be performed using several –omics 

techniques. This in-depth knowledge can aid in the subsequent design phase and might 

thus decrease the number of metabolic engineering cycles. Using genomics 

technologies such as short read sequencing and long read nanopore sequencing, it can 

be verified if the genetic modification of the build phase were successful. A 

combination of transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics and fluxomics together 

with growth characteristics of the strain should give an elaborate view on how the 

genetic modifications have affected the strain (31).  

In the learn cycle, it is important to have software that can integrate all data gathered 

in the test phase and process it in a format, such that comprehensible conclusions on 

the effect of the genetic modifications can be drawn. Moreover, this software should be 

able to suggest new engineering targets for the next design-build-test-learn cycle, 

effectively uniting the learn and design phases. Although used scarcely up-to-date, 

machine-learning algorithms will probably have an important role to play (22).  

Synthetic Biology 

Engineering disciplines are characterized by concepts as standardization, modularity, 

hierarchy and predictability (32). For example, electronic engineering relies on several 

standardized parts such as resistors, capacitors, wires, switches and outputs like 

lamps. These can be modularly assembled into a range of possible circuits, each with a 

predictable and predefined output. Synthetic biology has been defined as “the design 

and construction of new biological systems that do not exist in nature through the 

assembly of well-characterized, standardized and reusable components” (33). 

Effectively, this sub-branch of metabolic engineering, aims to apply engineering 
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principles, like abstraction and standardization of parts, to the fundamental 

components of biology (34,35). Hereby desired biological systems possibly producing 

interesting biochemicals are built in a hierarchical fashion starting from parts 

(promoters, ribosome binding sites (RBS), open reading frames (ORFS) and 

terminators), which are clustered into circuits executing a certain function and which 

could then be assembled into entire genomes (35,36).  

Most extensive research has focused on development of parts and their use in 

metabolic engineering (36). An important aspect in metabolic engineering is the tuning 

of expression level of genes to obtain an optimum flux. In S. cerevisiae, over 900 

promoters have been cloned and characterized on expression level under various 

conditions (37). In addition, yeast synthetic promoters have been engineered by 

modifying elements in native promoters (38), adapting nucleosome architecture (39), 

constructing hybrid promoters (40) or using genetic logic gate controllers (responding 

to environmental or cellular stimuli) (36). Moreover, CRISPR technologies have been 

used to tune gene expression by fusing activator or repressor proteins to a catalytically 

inactive Cas9 (dCas9) targeted to a native promoter (41). Similarly, gene expression 

can be tuned by fusing dCas9 to methyltransferases or dioxygenases to change the 

methylation profile of DNA and thereby expression, as has been demonstrated in 

mammalian cells (42). Expression levels can also be tuned by choice of terminator, for 

which several synthetic variants have been studied in S. cerevisiae (36,43). At the 

mRNA level, a heterologous RNA interference (RNAi) machinery has been introduced 

in S. cerevisiae which does not natively carry this system (35,44). Finally, parts for 

translational control have been only scarcely studied (36). Most notable are the 

riboswitches which are mRNA structures in the 5’UTR region of an mRNA which can 

form a particular conformation (aptamer) able to bind ligands. Upon formation of the 

ligand-aptamer complex the ribosome is unable to bind or progress (36).  

Functional parts such as promoters, ORFs and terminators can be further assembled 

into devices or circuits to achieve more complex functions. One of the first examples 

applying this on a large scale is the Biobricks system in E.coli (45). A Biobrick part is “a 

basic unit with an indivisible biological function” (46). In the Biobricks system, these 

parts are flanked by DNA sequences containing enzymatic restriction sites. All of these 

parts are stored in a publicly accessible database (http://partsregistry.org). Using 

classical restriction-ligation techniques the scientific community can use each other’s 

Biobrick parts to assemble pathways and devices that perform a specific function. In 

addition to the Biobricks system there is now a large range of in vitro but also in vivo 

techniques, which can be used to assemble not only devices and circuits but even whole 

chromosomes and genomes.   

http://partsregistry.org/
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Synthetic genomics from a yeast perspective 

A general introduction to synthetic genomics 

Synthetic Genomics (SG) is a recent Synthetic Biology discipline that focuses on the 

construction of rationally designed chromosomes and genomes. SG offers a novel 

approach to address fundamental biological questions by restructuring, recoding, and 

minimizing (parts of) genomes (as recently reviewed by (47)). SG, purely academic 

until recently, is now spurring technological developments in both academia and 

industry (e.g. (48)). Humankind’s best microbial friend, the baker’s yeast S. cerevisiae, 

has played, and continues to play a key role in SG advances, both by enabling the 

construction of chromosomes for other hosts, and in the refactoring of its own genome. 

Here the reasons for this strategic positioning of S. cerevisiae in SG is explored, the main 

achievements enabled by this yeast are surveyed and future developments are 

reflected upon. 

Construction of chromosomes and genomes 

While small-sized viral chromosomes were the first to be chemically synthetized, the 

breakthrough in the field of SG came with the synthesis and assembly of the 592 

kilobase (kb) chromosome of Mycoplasma genitalium (49,50). The unicellular 

eukaryote S. cerevisiae has made a key contribution to this famous milestone. To 

understand how this microbe, commonly used in food and beverages, contributes to 

the assembly of synthetic genomes, let us recapitulate how synthetic chromosomes can 

be constructed (Figure 2). 

Figure 2 - Simplified overview of chromosome construction using S. cerevisiae for genome 
assembly and production. 
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It starts with the customized synthesis of short DNA molecules called oligonucleotides. 

Oligonucleotides are mostly synthetized via phosphoramidite chemistry, a 40 year-old 

method (51) that, despite decades of technological developments, struggles to deliver 

error-free oligonucleotides longer than 200 base pairs (bp). While the implementation 

of microarrays has substantially decreased the synthesis cost, it has not increased oligo 

length, an achievement that requires new synthesis methods (52). Enzymatic 

alternatives for DNA synthesis are under development (53,54), but still have 

considerable shortcomings regarding automation and scalability that must be 

overcome before commercial scale can be considered (reviewed in (55-58)). 

Considering that a theoretical minimal genome would be around 113 kb long (59) and 

that the first fully synthesized genome of M. genitalium contains about 583 kb (49), 

thousands of oligos must be stitched together to construct a complete synthetic 

genome. These DNA oligos can be assembled into longer DNA fragments owing to a 

plethora of in vitro methods (reviewed in (56,60,61)). A method that has gained 

tremendous popularity since its development is the homology-based Gibson 

isothermal assembly (62), devised to assemble the M. genitalium genome. As all in vitro 

methods, Gibson assembly is limited by the number of fragments that can reliably be 

stitched together in one reaction, usually around a dozen, requiring a stepwise 

assembly procedure of increasingly large genomic DNA constructs (63). DNA must be 

recovered from the reaction, amplified and verified in each round, to allow further 

processing. Selection and amplification of correctly cloned DNA is routinely performed 

in E. coli, however, maintenance of large constructs of exogenous DNA, especially from 

prokaryotic origins, in this bacterium is often limited by expression and toxicity of gene 

products (64). In vitro alternatives for efficient and faithful selection and amplification 

of correctly assembled DNA are under development, but these are currently limited in 

length of amplified DNA and scalability (65-68). While in principle stepwise in vitro 

assembly can lead to a DNA molecule of any size, and selection and amplification in 

E. coli worked well for DNA constructs up to 72 kb, E. coli had great difficulties 

maintaining quarter M. genitalium genomes, causing Gibson and colleagues to turn to 

baker’s yeast (49,50).  

S. cerevisiae seems a logical host for SG as it naturally maintains a 12 Mb genome 

consisting of 16 chromosomes ranging from 230 to 1500 kb in its haploid version, lives 

as polyploid in natural environments, and is extremely robust to changes in genome 

content and architecture (69). The extreme robustness of S. cerevisiae to 

supernumerary, chimeric chromosomes, a key feature for SG, was already 

demonstrated in the late ‘80s (70,71). A second key feature of S. cerevisiae is its 

preference for homologous recombination (HR) to repair double-strand DNA breaks, a 

rare trait among eukaryotes (72). S. cerevisiae ability to efficiently and with high 

fidelity stitch together linear DNA molecules that present homologous regions as short 
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as 40 bp (73) at their ends, was rapidly valorized for genetic manipulations and 

assembly of heterologous DNA.  Recently renamed in vivo (or in yeasto) assembly, this 

cloning technique (Figure 2) contributes to the remarkable genetic tractability and 

popularity of S. cerevisiae as model and industrial microbe (62,74). The combination of 

S. cerevisiae’s HR efficiency and fidelity, chromosome maintenance and propagation 

enabled the construction of the full Mycoplasma genome. Reflecting that “in the future, 

it may be advantageous to make greater use of yeast recombination to assemble 

chromosomes”, this study propelled S. cerevisiae as powerful ‘genome foundry’ (49). In 

the challenge to synthesize genomes, Ostrov and colleagues rightfully identified 

assembly and introduction of these long DNA constructs as ‘the most critical hurdle’ 

(55). To date, S. cerevisiae has been key to assembling entire or partial genomes in most 

synthetic genome projects (Table 1).  

Table 1 - Overview of the contribution of S. cerevisiae in the assembly of microbial and 
viral genomes 

Chromosome/ 

Genome 

Number of 

transformed 

fragments1 

Size of 

transformed 

fragments1 

Size of 

final 

construct 

DNA isolated 

/ 

transplanted 

Refe-

rence 

Herpes simplex 

virus 
11 14 kb 152 kb 

Isolated, virus 

reconstituted 
(75) 

SARS-Cov-2 20 Up to 12 kb 30.5 kb 
Isolated, virus 

reconstituted 
(76) 

Mycoplasma 

genitalium 
25 17-35 kb 592 kb N/A (50) 

Mycoplasma 

genitalium 
6 Up to 144 kb 592 kb N/A (49) 

Mycoplasma 

mycoides 
11 100 kb 1 Mb 

Isolated, 

transplanted 

to M. 

capricolum 

(77) 

Prechlorococcus 

marinus 
2 580-675 kb 1.66 Mb Isolated (78) 

Synechococcus 

elongatus 
4 100 - 200 kb 454 kb Isolated (79) 

Acholeplasma 

Laidlawii 
32 121-897 kb 1.38 Mb N/A (80) 
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Escherichia coli 7-14 6-13 kb 100 kb 

Isolated, 

transplanted 

in E. coli 

(81) 

Caulobacter 

crescentus 
16 38-65 kb 785 kb N/A (82) 

Phaeodactylum 

tricornutum 
5 106-128 kb 497 kb N/A (83) 

Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii 

chloroplast 

genome 

6 

 
34-129 kB 230 kb 

Isolated, 

transplanted 

to C. 

reinhardtii 

(84) 

Yeast 

chromosome XII 
333 26-39 kb 976 kb N/A (85) 

Single-

chromosome 

yeast 

153 230-1500 kb 11 Mb N/A (69) 

Human HPRT1 

gene 
13 3-83 kb 125 kb 

Isolated, 

transplanted 

to mouse 

embryonic 

stem cells 

(86) 

Human HPRT1 

gene 
29 3 kb 82 kb N/A (86) 

1 In case of a sequential assembly, the fragment number and size of the last assembly is used. 
2 Initial assembly of the entire genome failed due to gene toxicity. 
3 Assembly was performed by stepwise integration in multiple rounds. 

N/A – Not applicable 

 

For instance, the entire 785 kb refactored Caulobacter crescentus (renamed C. ethensis) 

genome was assembled in vivo from 16 fragments (82), while the recoded E. coli 

genome was split over 10 fragments of 91 to 136 kb individually assembled in vivo, and 

then sequentially integrated in the E. coli chromosome to replace native segments 

(Table 1) (81). In yeasto assembly is not limited to prokaryotic genomes; the rapid and 

faithful HR-based assembly (Figure 2) of S. cerevisiae recently enabled the 

reconstruction of a synthetic SARS-CoV-2 genome in a single week (76). More recently, 

it was used to assemble and transplant a 101 kb human gene into mouse embryonic 

cells (86). Additionally, S. cerevisiae was logically selected for the construction of the 

first synthetic eukaryotic genome. The international Sc2.0 consortium, spearheaded by 

Jef Boeke, undertook less than ten years ago the daunting task of synthesizing recoded 

versions of the 16 yeast chromosomes. Via stepwise, systematic replacement of 30 to 

40 kb (using ca. 12 DNA fragments of 2 to 4 kb) of the native yeast sequence, the 
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consortium is close to the completion of the largest synthetic genome to date (87,88), 

with the ambition to reshape and minimize the S. cerevisiae genome (89).  

While S. cerevisiae is not the only microbial host available for the construction of 

(neo)chromosomes (see Table 2), several key features make it superior to its bacterial 

alternatives B. subtilis and E. coli as genome foundry: i) S. cerevisiae has the natural 

ability to carry large amounts of DNA and therefore to host multiple exogenous 

bacterial genomes (90); ii) E. coli frequently struggles with toxicity caused by the 

expression of exogenous bacterial sequences (50,64,91), while S. cerevisiae is very 

resistant to the presence of heterologous DNA from prokaryotic or eukaryotic origin 

(78); iii) S. cerevisiae can, in a single transformation, assemble many DNA 

oligonucleotides into (partial)genomes. B. subtilis can also maintain large exogenous 

DNA constructs, but requires a stepwise method for DNA assembly, in which each DNA 

part is integrated sequentially into B. subtilis genome (92). This approach is 

intrinsically more labor-intensive and time-consuming than S. cerevisiae single 

transformation assembly.  

Surprised by S. cerevisiae's genetic tractability, Gibson and colleagues wondered “how 

many pieces can be assembled in yeast in a single step?” (49). In Chapter 4 of this thesis, 

this limit was probed by assembling large, modular synthetic chromosomes from many 

transcriptional-unit-sized DNA fragments. Once assembled, synthetic chromosomes 

can be easily adapted in S. cerevisiae thanks to the powerful combination of its 

HR-capacity and toolbox rich in efficient (CRISPR-based) DNA-editing tools. 

While S. cerevisiae is natively proficient for SG, several aspects of ‘in yeasto’ assembly 

are still far from optimal. Firstly, compared to bacterial genome foundries, S. cerevisiae 

cells grow slowly with a maximum specific growth rate around 0.4 - 0.5 h-1 and are 

hard to disrupt due to their sturdy cell wall. Considering that large DNA constructs 

above a few hundred kilobases are sensitive to shear stress, chromosome extraction 

and purification from S. cerevisiae is possible, but remains tenuous and inefficient, 

leading to low DNA yields and potentially damaged chromosomes (93). Secondly, the 

strength of S. cerevisiae can become its weakness, as the HR machinery can be 

overzealous and recombine any (short) DNA sequence with homology within or 

between the (neo)chromosomes, which may lead to misassemblies. Lastly, 

non-homologous end joining and microhomology-mediated end joining, DNA repair 

mechanisms that assemble pieces of DNA with no or minimal homology, are present in 

S. cerevisiae with low activity (94,95), and can also cause misassemblies. Similar to how 

E. coli was engineered to become a lab tool for DNA amplification, these shortcomings 

could be alleviated by engineering S. cerevisiae into a more powerful genome foundry.  
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Are there future alternatives to S. cerevisiae? Naturally, B. subtilis and E. coli could also 

be engineered. However, considering the minute fraction of the vast microbial 

biodiversity that has been tested for genetic accessibility and DNA assembly, it is likely 

that microbes yet to be discovered are even better genome foundries. Environments 

causing extreme DNA damage (high radiation, toxic chemicals, etc.) might be a source 

of HR-proficient organisms (e.g. (96,97)) better suited for SG. The choice of host can 

also depend on the (industrial) applicability of the organism. For example, 

Yarrowia lipolytica, a promising industrial workhorse due to its wide substrate- and 

product range, was recently used to assemble a synthetic chromosome, enabling 

pathway engineering in this genetically inaccessible yeast (98).  

Table 2 - Strengths and weaknesses of in vitro and in vivo assembly methods 

1 Assembly of fragments in B. subtilis is performed by integration into the host genome.  
2 Between rounds of sequential assembly, transformation into E. coli is conventional for selection 

and amplification of constructs. 
3 Requires in vivo amplification and selection in a microbial host 

 

 

 In vitro 

 

 

E. coli 

 

 

B. subtilis1 

 

 

S. cerevisiae 

 

 
One-pot assembly      

Number of fragments Up to 20 

(99) 

Up to 6 (100)  2 (101) Up to 29 (86) 

Construct size Up to 144 

kb (49) 

Up to ca. 180 

kb (100) 

Up to 200 

kb 39 

Up to 1.66 

Mb (78) 

Sequential assembly       

Number of assembled 

fragments  

600 (63)2 - 31 (101) 1078 (77) 

Number of sequential HR 

events 

4 - 18 3 

Final construct size 16.3 kb - 134.5 kb 1.08 Mb 

Other factors     

Compatibility with 

heterologous genes 

*** * *** *** 

DNA yield * *** Unknown ** 

Overall proficiency to 

assemble synthetic 

genomes 

- 3 * ** *** 
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In a more distant future, in vitro alternatives might replace the need for live DNA 

foundries altogether, thereby accelerating and simplifying genome construction. 

However, this will require major technological advances in in vitro DNA assembly and 

amplification. Already substantial efforts have led to the development of methods for 

DNA amplification, such as rolling circle amplification by the phage φ29 DNA 

polymerase (102), recently implemented for the amplification of a 116 kb multipartite 

genome (65) and the in vitro amplification of synthetic genomes using the E. coli 

replisome, which already demonstrated to be capable of amplification of 1Mb synthetic 

genomes (67). Targets for improvement of these methods are the maximal length of 

amplified DNA fragments, the yield of amplification, the need for restriction of the 

amplified, concatenated molecules or the formation of non-specifically amplified 

products. The development of an in vitro approach that can parallel S. cerevisiae in vivo 

assembly capability seems even more challenging. While an interesting avenue might 

be to transplant S. cerevisiae HR DNA repair in vitro, it presents a daunting task 

considering that all players and their respective role have not been fully elucidated yet 

(95,103). Still, considering that highly complex systems such as the transcription and 

translation machineries have been successfully implemented in vitro and are 

commercially available (104), in vitro S. cerevisiae HR might become a reality in the 

coming years. 

Outlook for synthetic genomics: building of bottom-up synthetic cells 

Since the first genome synthesis in 2008, relatively few genomes have been 

synthetized, despite remarkable technological advances. Low-cost, customizable 

construction of designer genomes, accessible for small viral, organellar or bacterial 

constructs, is still out of reach for large (eukaryotic) genomes. Looking further ahead, 

SG is anticipated to assist in the development of new cell therapies and other medical 

applications, which is the ambition of the Genome Project-Write (105). Another future 

application of SG is the construction of bottom-up synthetic cells to address both 

fundamental questions, as well as applied challenges (Figure 3). There are several 

research consortia studying bottom-up synthetic cell biology including BaSyC 

(http://www.basyc.nl), Build-a-cell (http://buildacell.io), MaxSynBio 

(https://www.maxsynbio.mpg.de) and the Synthetic cell initiative 

(http://www.syntheticcell.eu) (106). Although a bottom-up synthetic cell has not been 

made yet, several achievements have been made in the three main features necessary 

for performing the essential functions of life: i) the engineering of 

membranes/microenvironments able to enclose and protect cell constituents and 

allow exchange of molecules and energy; ii) the restructuring of macromolecules such 

as DNA or RNA that contain genetic information used for dictating the function and 

dynamics of the cell; iii) the remodeling of metabolic pathways to provide energy and 

constituents of the cell to self-maintain, self-renew and self-process information 

http://www.basyc.nl/
http://buildacell.io/
https://www.maxsynbio.mpg.de/
http://www.syntheticcell.eu/
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(107,108). These synthetic cells can answer question such as: where did life come 

from? How do lifeless components interact to form life? Moreover, gained 

understanding in biology, chemistry and physics necessary for building a minimal 

synthetic cell that is alive, could help in building applied synthetic cells that make 

human-desired products. We can envision a future in which modularly assembled 

synthetic cells, are specifically build to execute a desired biotechnological function. 

Figure 3 - Comparison between a top-down and a bottom-up approach for constructing 
minimal cells.  In a top-down approach a maximum of DNA is removed from an existing cell 
until no more can be removed, thus resulting in a minimal cell. Sometimes instead of deleting 
DNA in the native organism a synthetic minimal genome is assembled based on the native 
genome and transplanted in a living recipient cell. In a bottom-up approach life-less 
components are (step-by-step) assembled into ever more complex functioning systems until a 
viable minimal cell is obtained. 
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Top-down approaches to minimal genomes  

There are still numerous technical, financial, and computational limitations, as well as 

a lack in fundamental knowledge on the absolute requirements of life, that must be 

overcome towards the future prospect of bottom-up synthetic cells, tailored to 

applications in biobased industry. Therefore, for now, study and production of relevant 

chemicals and pharmaceuticals is still based on existing microorganisms. However, 

these microorganisms possess complex, mosaic genomes that have evolved to survive 

in natural environments. The mosaic architecture of genomes limits genetic 

accessibility, since multiple loci have to be targeted to alter a functionality. In addition, 

the complexity of microbial genomes limits our fundamental understanding and thus 

makes it more difficult to engineer microorganisms for biotechnological purposes. 

Moreover, micro-organisms can undergo both smaller-scale duplications (SSD) or 

whole genome duplications (WGD), thus introducing paralogous genes. Although these 

gene duplicates might confer a selective advantage by neofunctionalization, 

sub-functionalization or gene dosage effect, this might be only under very specific 

growth conditions (109). These acquired functions might not be relevant for 

specialized cell factories, cultured under specific conditions. In microbial cell factories, 

it is desired to have cellular energy and resources optimally allocated to perform a 

specific biotechnological process. Reducing genetic content by eliminating redundant 

genes and non-essential DNA, can improve understanding of the platform organism as 

well as cause enhanced genetic accessibility and reduce cellular expenses as illustrated 

by Chapter 2 of this thesis (110).   

Benefits and applications of minimal genomes 

Genome reduction can be defined as: “the repeated deletion of irrelevant genes…” or 

other DNA “…by methods of genetic engineering with the purpose of constructing a 

functionalized cell for a selected application” (110). One application of genome 

reduction is to gain fundamental understanding on the minimal number of genes that 

could sustain (self-replicating) life. On the other hand, genome reduction could also 

have benefits for biotechnological applications. First, genome reduction could save 

energy and carbon, invested in RNA and protein synthesis, unnecessary for a particular 

biotechnological process (110-112). Many platform microorganisms are generalists, 

which can adapt to changing environments by expression of genes that are not actually 

used in the laboratory environment. A study in E.coli suggests that up to 13% of 

proteins are only expressed to adapt to fluctuations in growth conditions and are thus 

described as the “stand-by proteome” (113). For biotechnological processes, 

specialized organisms are required to grow in a controlled environment in order to 

produce a specific product. Even though large reactors fluctuate in dissolved oxygen, 

pH and nutrient availability (114), thus necessitating some of this “stand-by 
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proteome”, still a large number of genes could be saved upon. In this way, energy and 

resources can be better allocated to the desired biotechnological product.   

Removal of genetic content can also facilitate genetic engineering. For instance, the 

effort to remove the rarest stop codon in E. coli by Lajoie et al. (115) would have taken 

much less time, if there would have been less genes to edit. In addition, the complexity 

of natural microorganisms necessitates the design-build-test-learn cycle adopted in 

metabolic engineering. Minimal genomes are easier to model (116,117) and might 

consequently result in more predictable phenotypes. The use of minimal genomes 

could hypothetically therefore result in less metabolic engineering cycles.   

Finally, several theoretical advantages of reducing genome content can be envisioned 

(110). On a DNA level, an estimated 1.5% of total ATP is invested in DNA synthesis 

(110-112) and reduction of DNA content could decrease ATP cost, which could be 

potentially invested in other processes. Furthermore, less DNA to replicate could 

possibly result in faster doubling times of the organism. The real impact that can be 

achieved by genetic reduction on ATP cost and growth rate might be small and, until 

now there have not been any experimental evidence to support either of these 

hypotheses.  

Top-down approaches with reduction of native genomes 

Genome reductions efforts have been made in different microorganisms, including 

E.coli, B. subtilis, C. glutamicum, Pseudomonas species,  Lactococcus lactis, Streptomyces 

species, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (see for instance 

(110), (118), (119), (120), (121), (122), (123) (124), (125)). In these studies, two types 

of DNA sequences were targeted: cryptic genes and mobile DNA such as prophages and 

insertion elements (119-121), and irrelevant/non-essential genes (118,124,125) such 

as the flagellar biosynthesis machinery (121). The removal of cryptic genes and mobile 

elements showed clear advantages, such as an increased genome stability (121). 

Genome reduction efforts by deletion of irrelevant/non-essential genes often led to 

changes in phenotype like decreased growth rate (118,119,124,125). The selection of 

deletion targets can be executed by a variety of methods including comparative 

genomics, deletion libraries, transposon mutagenesis libraries and GEMs (Figure 3) 

(110). One example of a genome reduction resulting in quantifiable benefits was the 

deletion of 4.3% of genomic content from Pseudomonas putida KT2440 (121). This 

genome reduction caused an increase in maximum specific growth rate and biomass 

yield in minimal medium, a reduced maintenance coefficient, an increased plasmid 

stability and an increase in specific heterologous protein production.  

A single study has so far been dedicated to specifically reduce genome content in 

S. cerevisiae on large scale. Marakami et al. (125) deleted 15 terminal chromosomal 
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regions of S. cerevisiae SH5209, which were predicted to be non-essential for growth 

and accounted up to 5% of the genome content (531.5 kb containing 247 ORFs). 

Despite many drawbacks (i.e. reduced mitochondrial function, reduced growth rate 

and a differential gene expression pattern), the authors managed to obtain a 1.8-fold 

increase in ethanol production. In addition, the study of Shao et al. (69), in which they 

fused all 16 chromosomes to create one circular chromosome, resulted in a genome 

reduction of 9% by removal of telomeres, long repeats and centromeres. Although 

under standard laboratory conditions the growth rate was only slightly reduced and 

minimal changes in transcriptome were observed, testing under a wider variety of 

growth conditions revealed more significant reduction in growth rate.   

Interesting, but little used, targets for genome reduction in S. cerevisiae are its 

paralogous genes resulting from the WGD and SSD events. S. cerevisiae underwent a 

whole genome duplication (WGD) approximately 100 million years ago (109). 

Although approximately 90% of these duplicates were lost during evolution, 551 gene 

pairs remain. In an effort to reduce the genetic complexity and thereby study sugar 

transport Wieczorke et al. (126) engineered a S. cerevisiae strain (Hxt0) in which all 21 

hexose transporters were deleted. Unfortunately, the use of the LoxP/cre system 

resulted in large chromosomal rearrangement. Wijsman et al. (30), making use of the 

CRISPR technology and taking advantage of the homologies between HXT genes, 

reconstructed the Hxt0 strain with no chromosomal rearrangement and only a few 

SNPs. In order to make strain engineering more efficient as well as to ameliorate the 

understanding of the glycolytic pathway, Solis-Escalante et al. (127) deleted the 13 

minor paralogs of glycolysis and alcoholic fermentation. Surprisingly these deletions 

did not lead to any change in phenotype on a wide range of growth conditions including 

different carbon sources and stress conditions. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, redundant 

(paralogous) genes were studied further as a source for genome reduction and to 

ameliorate genetic engineering.  

There are several drawbacks to reducing genetic complexity of native genomes. The 

more DNA or genes that needs to be deleted the more advanced the genome editing 

tools need to be in terms of accuracy and multiplexing. Otherwise, a higher number of 

transformation rounds are required to reach the desired number of correct alterations. 

Each transformation round and inherent propagation of the strain can lead to 

undesired mutations as investigated in Chapter 3 of this thesis. An alternative to 

reduction of native genomes is the chemical synthesis of reduced synthetic genomes, 

discussed in the following subsections. 

Top-down approaches with synthetic genomes 

Craig Venter and coworkers demonstrated that synthetic genomes, almost identical to 

M. genitalium (580 kb) and Mycoplasma mycoides JCVI-Syn1.0 (1.08 mb) could be 
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assembled by in vitro techniques and in vivo assembly in yeast (49,50,77). 

Transplantation of the synthetic genome JCVI-Syn1.0 in a M. capricolum recipient cell 

that was forced to lose its own genome, resulted in a synthetic cell (77). In pursuit of a 

minimal genome, the same group (128) used several approaches to design an in silico 

minimal genome. First, by using transposon mutagenesis of M. genitalium, essential, 

quasi-essential and non-essential genes were identified. In addition, comparative 

genomics of Haemophilus influenzae and M. genitalium together with biological 

knowledge on proteins necessary to sustain life, revealed a possible core set of genes. 

This in silico minimal synthetic genome, referred to as JCVI-syn3.0, was synthesized, 

assembled and transplanted similarly to JCVI-syn1.0 efforts. Interestingly, out of the 

473 genes in JCVI-syn3.0, the cellular function of 149 was unknown, highlighting the 

gaps in fundamental biological knowledge. This smallest (synthetic) self-replicating 

organism had a three times increased doubling time as compared to its M. genitalium 

‘parent’ (128).  

The largest scale effort of making a synthetic eukaryotic genome is the Sc2.0 project, 

discussed earlier (129), in which multiple research groups worldwide collectively 

synthetize and assemble a synthetic S. cerevisiae genome. The synthetic genome is 

nearly identical to the S. cerevisiae template. However, some changes were introduced 

to promote a more stable genome including removal of Ty elements, Long Terminal 

Repeats (LTR) and introns. Although the aim of this project was not genome reduction, 

these changes resulted in a total genome reduction of approximately 8%. While this 

type of genetic reduction of non-coding regions may increase genome stability and 

possibly decrease ATP expenses, these alterations by themselves do not really facilitate 

metabolic engineering. However, other changes that could facilitate metabolic 

engineering, such as addition of LoxPsym sites for inducible evolution (called 

SCRAMBLE) and the removal of the TAG stop codon for utilization in an orthogonal 

system, were also introduced (129).   

A radically new approach to pathway engineering in S. cerevisiae 

The Sc2.0 project offers a unique possibility at studying yeast genome architecture and 

the SCRAMBLE systems allows for selecting interesting phenotypes by inducible 

evolution. Contrary to the discovery-driven approach of engineering S. cerevisiae for 

biotech products by the Sc2.0 SCRAMBLE system, this section discusses alternative 

approaches based on efficient modular pathway engineering.  

Any product will depend on the host core machinery for energy conservation, co-factor 

balancing and supply of relevant precursors. Construction of microbial cell factories 

with economically relevant TRYs therefore entails intensive and extensive engineering 

of these core processes. The central carbon metabolism (CCM), as considered in 
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Chapter 2 (excluding reserve carbohydrates and plasma membrane transporters), 

encompasses circa 53 enzymatic reactions (glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, ethanolic 

fermentation, pentose phosphate pathway, tricarboxylic acid cycle, anaplerotic 

reactions mitochondrial carriers, fumarate reductases, glyoxylate cycle, acetyl-CoA 

synthesis, glycerol synthesis, gluconeogenesis), encoded by approximately 111 genes 

(Figure 4). The CCM provides most of the relevant precursors, cofactors and energy for 

Figure 4 - Schematic overview of the Central Carbon Metabolism. MCs are mitochondrial 
carriers and TCA cycle is tricarboxylic acid cycle. Four reactions are present in the both the TCA 
cycle and the glyoxylate cycle, namely: malate dehydrogenase, citrate synthase, aconitase and 
isocitrate dehydrogenase. One gene, namely ACO1 has been counted for both the TCA cycle and 
the glyoxylate cycle. An elaborate figure which includes genes and metabolites can be found in 
Chapter 2. 
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high-value chemical building blocks and is therefore an important target for genetic 

engineering of cell factories (130). The production of farnesene in S. cerevisiae is an 

excellent example of the need to rewire the CCM to obtain a relevant TRY for industrial 

application. By introducing four non-native reactions, the generation of acetyl-CoA was 

altered resulting in higher farnesene yield and titer, while requiring less oxygen than 

the control strain (131). Despite this and some other examples (132,133), only limited 

knowledge-based engineering of central carbon metabolism has been performed for 

three main reasons: (i) the central role of the CCM enzymes in metabolism implies that 

the enzymes are functionally entwined with each other and with peripheral pathways, 

(ii) the CCM genes/enzymes are under tight and intricate regulatory control 

mechanisms and (iii) the CCM genes have only limited genetic accessibility. The latter 

point implies that genes cannot simply be deleted and replaced, because most are 

essential for survival of the cell. Furthermore, the approximately 111 genes of the CCM 

are scattered across yeast’s sixteen chromosomes, making large scale reprogramming 

even more tedious. Focusing on the Embden-Meyerhoff-Parnas pathway of glycolysis 

as paradigm, Solis-Escalante et al. (127) and Kuijpers et al. (134), proposed a radically 

Figure 5 - Construction of the Switchable Yeast Glycolysis (SwYG) strain and 
representation of pathway swapping. Red is minor glycolytic paralogs; orange is major 
glycolytic paralogs and yellow is rewired glycolysis. SinLoG is Single Locus Glycolysis. 
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new approach to rapidly and efficiently edit a key pathway of the CCM in yeast. The 

Minimal Glycolysis strain described in the previous section is a powerful platform to 

study genetic redundancy and to easily perform single complementation of the 

glycolytic and alcoholic fermentation genes. However, the remaining major paralogs 

are still scattered across different chromosomes, making a full replacement of 

glycolysis laborious and time consuming (127). Starting from the MG strain, 

Kuijpers et al. (134) developed a model for pathway swapping (Figure 5). The concept 

of pathway swapping is based on relocalising all genes from a particular pathway to 

one chromosomal location, such that the entire pathway can be easily replaced by an 

alternative design. In the case of glycolysis and fermentation, the 13 remaining major 

paralogs of the MG strain were clustered at a single locus on chromosome IX, while 

their native copies were removed from their original loci. Remodelling of this single 

locus glycolytic pathway could be achieved within 2 weeks, by integrating a second 

copy of glycolysis in chromosome V and removing the first copy from chromosome IX. 

The SwYG strain has been used to study the effect of watermarking on gene expression 

and yeast physiology and could be applied to study the expression, regulation and 

product formation of heterologous glycolysis designs (135).  

Scope of this thesis 

The aim of this PhD thesis is to design, construct and use a versatile yeast synthetic 

platform in which the central carbon metabolism (CCM) can be remodeled at will.  

The evolutionary forces responsible for the maintenance of genetic redundancy in all 

eukaryotic and some prokaryotic genomes are still largely unresolved. This 

redundancy presents an obstacle for fundamental studies and for metabolic 

engineering programs. The construction of the MG and SwYG strains demonstrates that 

genetic redundancy can be reduced without visible impact on physiology and that 

strains with reduced genomes can be used to remodel essential pathways in 

S. cerevisiae CCM. Inspired by these earlier studies, Chapter 2 aims at extending these 

achievements to the whole CCM of S. cerevisiae, with the pathways specified in the 

previous section (Figure 4). Based on literature, an attempt was made at reducing CCM 

genetic complexity by deleting genes considered as redundant for growth. Redundancy 

was defined as null or minor effect (less than 25% decrease) on specific growth rate in 

the presence or absence of the genes in, chemically defined medium with glucose or 

ethanol as sole carbon source. This top-down approach represents a reduction in 

genetic complexity of 32 % in the CCM.   

In an era rapidly moving towards designer genomes, the lack of predictability of 

biological systems presents a considerable hurdle. Considering the growing 

complexity of pathways genetic design, the ability to efficiently design large genetic 
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constructs from DNA parts and to predict the outcome of this genetic design becomes 

increasingly important. While the MG strain did not show a measurable phenotypic 

response under a wide array of growth and stress conditions, the SwYG strain in which 

the same set of glycolytic genes is clustered instead of scattered, did show a substantial 

decrease in growth rate. This unexpected response could not be explained by a 

decreased activity of glycolytic enzymes, but several other mechanisms could be 

involved. For instance, integration of this 35 kb glycolytic DNA cassette, irrespective of 

the genes carried, could alter structure, transcription or replication at the integration 

locus. Alternatively, as glycolytic genes are among the most intensively transcribed in 

the cells, a glycolytic DNA cassette might present a transcriptional hotspot, potentially 

clashing with replication or interfering with the expression of genes framing the 

integration site. To explore the causes of SwYG’s slower growth rate, in Chapter 3 an 

in-depth study of its physiology is combined with adaptive laboratory evolution and 

reverse engineering. Although the exact mechanism underlying the reduced growth 

rate was not unveiled, two realistic hypotheses could be formulated and important 

guiding principles for the genetic design of synthetic pathways were identified. 

Expanding the pathway swapping approach from glycolysis to the entire CCM would 

require the clustering of the 76 major paralogs identified in Chapter 2 at one genomic 

locus. Stitched altogether these genes represent a DNA construct of approximately 

200 kb, the size range of S. cerevisiae smallest chromosome. Introduction or removal 

of a DNA cassette of this size into a native chromosome presents a risk to disrupt or 

alter the activity of neighboring genes, or even distort the integrity and stability of 

chromosomes. Chapter 4 explores the potential of supernumerary synthetic 

neochromosomes to serve as modular platform to engineering pathways in yeast. This 

chapter evaluates the assembly efficiency of many overlapping transcriptional-unit 

sized DNA fragments into large test-chromosomes mostly consisting of non-coding 

DNA. The genomic stability of different test chromosome designs is probed and the 

impact on yeast physiology is evaluated. Moreover, a first step towards pathway 

swapping using neochromosomes is set in this chapter by relocalising the essential 

glycolytic pathway on this synthetic chromosome.  

In Chapter 5 the knowledge obtained from the previous chapters is combined in order 

to construct a neochromosome which serves as expression platform for native as well 

as heterologous pathways. The neochromosome is constructed in a strain in which part 

of the CCM (glycolysis, alcoholic fermentation and pentose phosphate pathway) is 

reduced in genetic complexity, as demonstrated in Chapter 2. With the knowledge of 

neochromosome design and construction from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, 

chromosomes carrying the major paralogs of glycolysis and the pentose phosphate 

pathway as well as the genes from the E. coli shikimate pathway were constructed. 

Subsequently, the glycolytic and pentose phosphate pathway genes were deleted from 
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their native location, resulting in a strain in which these pathways can be easily 

swapped. Finally, the constructed neochromosomes were used as a landing pad for the 

plant flavonoid biosynthetic pathway, such that genes encoding all metabolic enzymes 

from substrate to product required for anthocyanin production were located on the 

neochromosome. This work illustrates the potential of modular genomes in which core 

metabolic networks, localized on satellite, specialized neochromosomes can be 

swapped for alternative configurations and serve as landing pads for addition of 

functionalities. 
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Abstract 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, whose evolutionary past includes a whole-genome 

duplication event, is characterized by a mosaic genome configuration with substantial 

apparent genetic redundancy. This apparent redundancy raises questions about the 

evolutionary driving force for genomic fixation of ‘minor’ paralogs and complicates 

modular and combinatorial metabolic engineering strategies. While isoenzymes might 

be important in specific environments, they could be dispensable in controlled 

laboratory or industrial contexts. The present study explores the extent to which the 

genetic complexity of the central carbon metabolism (CCM) in S. cerevisiae, here 

defined as the combination of glycolysis, pentose phosphate pathway, tricarboxylic 

acid cycle and a limited number of related pathways and reactions, can be reduced by 

elimination of (iso)enzymes without major negative impacts on strain physiology. 

Cas9-mediated, groupwise deletion of 35 from the 111 genes yielded a ‘minimal CCM’ 

strain, which despite the elimination of 32 % of CCM-related proteins, showed only a 

minimal change in phenotype on glucose-containing synthetic medium in controlled 

bioreactor cultures relative to a congenic reference strain. Analysis under a wide range 

of other growth and stress conditions revealed remarkably few phenotypic changes of 

the reduction of genetic complexity. Still, a well-documented context-dependent role 

of GPD1 in osmotolerance was confirmed.  The minimal CCM strain provides a model 

system for further research into genetic redundancy of yeast genes and a platform for 

strategies aimed at large-scale, combinatorial remodeling of yeast CCM.  
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Introduction 

The fundamental challenge of defining the minimum complement of genes required for 

life has been addressed by theoretical as well as experimental approaches. Bottom-up 

and top-down strategies mainly focused on bacteria with small genomes (1-9). Their 

larger genome sizes might appear to make eukaryotic microorganisms less relevant for 

this type of research. However, they do offer attractive models to explore the biological 

significance of (apparent) genetic redundancy. Different evolutionary advantages have 

been proposed for the fixation of duplicated genes in genomes, including provision of 

a molecular landscape for functional (minor or major) innovation (e.g., neo- and 

subfunctionalization), a functional backup, gene dosage effects or increased buffering 

to respond to environmental cues (10,11). Systematically identifying the physiological 

significance underlying gene fixation presents a daunting challenge.  

Figure 1 - CCM precursors of industrially relevant chemicals. Abbreviations: 3-PG is 
3-Phosphoglycerate and PEP is phosphoenolpyruvate. 
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With its relatively small genome (12 Mb), tractability and high genetic accessibility, the 

yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a valuable model for fundamental research on 

minimal genetic requirements. S. cerevisiae underwent a whole genome duplication 

(WGD) approximately 100 million years ago as well as Smaller-Scale Duplication (SSD) 

events. While 90 % of the WGD genes were lost during evolution, some duplicates 

remain (11). As in humans, a substantial fraction of the total gene duplicates in 

S. cerevisiae originates from the WGD (approximately 63 % of duplicates in S. cerevisiae 

genome and 62 % in the human genome), while a smaller fraction originates from SSD 

(approximately 37 % of duplicates in S. cerevisiae genome and 38 % in the human 

genome) (12,13). While systematic, large scale studies like the construction of the 

yeast deletion collections (14-17), the synthetic genetic array projects (18-20) or the 

recent SCRaMbLE-based genome compaction (21), have provided valuable 

information on the dispensability of (a combination of) genes, the physiological role of 

many of these paralogous genes remains poorly defined. 

In addition to the fundamental scientific questions raised by genetic redundancy, it also 

complicates genome engineering of S. cerevisiae. The conversion of substrate into 

product via native or engineered pathways, relies on the microbial host core pathways 

for the supply of metabolic precursors, energy-rich molecules and redox equivalents. 

These biochemical reactions are catalyzed by sets of ‘metabolic’ genes that are 

characterized by a high genetic redundancy in eukaryotes (11). Not only has the 

physiological role of many paralogous genes not been fully elucidated, but the 

manipulation of specific biochemical reactions is hindered by the presence of multiple 

paralogous genes with poorly known functions that are scattered over the 12 Mb, 

mosaic yeast genome and its 16 chromosomes. Additionally, expression of these 

redundant genes dissipates cellular resources (e.g., carbon, energy) that might be 

better invested in industrially-relevant properties such as high product yield or 

cellular robustness to the stressful environment of large-scale fermentation. 

To tackle these fundamental and applied challenges, taking glycolysis and ethanolic 

fermentation as starting point, Solis-Escalante and colleagues pioneered the genetic 

reduction of central carbon metabolism in S. cerevisiae. The set of 26 genes encoding 

the (iso)enzymes catalyzing 12 reactions was reduced to 13 genes (22). Remarkably, 

this 50 % genetic reduction did not result in any visible phenotypic effect, although a 

wide range of growth conditions were tested. These observations argued against gene 

dosage being a strong driving force in the evolution of Crabtree positive yeasts (11,22) 

and raised questions on the mechanisms involved the fixation of these gene duplicates 

in the S. cerevisiae genome. A recent study suggests that the role of the redundant 

paralogs might be highly context-dependent and that some relevant conditions were 

not tested by Solis-Escalante et al. (22) (e.g. the role of Pyruvate kinase 2 in the 

utilization of three-carbon substrates such as dihydroxyacetone (23)). The surprising 
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lack of phenotype of the “Minimal Glycolysis” yeast strain (called MG) enabled the 

construction of a genetically simplified version of the glycolytic pathway, which was 

subsequently relocalized to a single chromosomal locus (24). The resulting yeast strain 

with a single-locus glycolysis presents a powerful tool to remodel the glycolytic 

pathway in two single steps into any redesigned (heterologous) version. 

Glycolysis is an important but small part of Central Carbon Metabolism (CCM), a set of 

reactions required for the conversion of carbon feedstocks into any 

industrially-relevant product (Figure 1). For cells, CCM is primarily the set of reactions 

that convert carbon sources into the 12 building blocks required for the synthesis of 

cellular components (25). CCM encompasses ca. 111 genes, with 66 % of duplicates 

(Figure 2). Reducing its genetic complexity would be the first step in an attempt to 

construct a modular, designer yeast genome, with a single-locus CCM, as previously 

achieved for glycolysis and fermentation. Modular, specialized synthetic chromosomes 

could be ideal platforms for the centralization of the CCM genes (26). 

The main goal of this study was to explore the extent to which the number of genes 

encoding CCM enzymes in S. cerevisiae can be reduced without substantially affecting 

fitness under a set of chosen growth conditions. To this end, redundancies were first 

predicted based on literature data on gene expression, enzyme activities and 

phenotype of (single) deletion mutants. Subsequently, phenotypes of mutants with 

mutations in sets of genes encoding CCM enzymes were tested under a wider range of 

growth conditions. In this first attempt of genetic reduction of yeast CCM at this scale, 

special attention is given to possible synergistic effects of mutations that were 

previously studied in separate strains. 
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Figure 2 - Reactions of the central carbon metabolism (CCM) of S. cerevisiae considered for 
genetic reduction. Schematic representation of sub-processes and pathways in CCM metabolic 
pathways considered for genetic reduction in this study. Enzyme-catalysed conversions (black 
lines) and transport processes (dotted lines) are shown between intermediates and through 
mitochondrial transporters (circles and ovals), respectively. Directionality and reversibility of 
reactions was based on https://pathway.yeastgenome.org/. Enzyme localization was based on 
literature information. Genes retained in the genetic reduction strategy are shown in black, genes 
selected for deletion in the minimal CCM strain are indicated in bold and underlined. Occurrence 
of pathways in different cellular compartments is shown by grey borders. Simplifications have 
been made for visualization reasons, for example H2O and inorganic phosphate are not shown. 
Abbreviations can be found in the abbreviation list. 

https://pathway.yeastgenome.org/
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Results 

Genetic reduction strategy 

In this study the CCM of S. cerevisiae was defined as the set of biochemical reactions 

encompassed by glycolysis, ethanolic fermentation, pentose-phosphate pathway, 

acetyl-CoA synthesis, tricarboxylic acid cycle, anaplerosis, gluconeogenesis, glyoxylate 

cycle and glycerol metabolism. As CCM reactions occur in multiple compartments, 

mitochondrial transporters were also considered (Figure 2). Transport over the 

peroxisomal membrane was not considered as this phenomenon is poorly studied 

(27). For the construction of a minimal CCM stain, decisions to remove or retain genes 

were based on (i) transcript levels from an expression compendium encompassing 170 

different cultivation conditions (28), (ii) enzyme activities in cell extracts of mutant 

strains when data were available, and (iii) on reported phenotypes of null mutants. 

Genes encoding proteins with reported secondary (‘moonlighting’) functions or 

proteins known to cause auxotrophy upon deletion were retained (29). 

Genes were classified as functionally redundant when at least 75 % of the specific 

growth rate of the congenic reference strains CEN.PK113-7D (Ura+) or IMX581 (Ura-) 

was retained during aerobic batch cultivation on synthetic medium supplied with 

either glucose or ethanol. Ethanol-grown cultures were included as, in contrast to 

glucose, ethanol can only be dissimilated by respiration and because its metabolism 

involves different sets of CCM enzymes and transporters. In addition, testing for 

growth on ethanol ensured that the intensive engineering undergone by the strains, 

including removal of several mitochondrial proteins, did not cause respiratory 

deficiency.  

The previously constructed MG strain, in which 13 out of the 26 existing paralogs of 

genes encoding glycolytic enzymes and fermentation enzymes were deleted without 

the detection of major phenotypes, was used as starting point of the present CCM 

reduction endeavor. To identify any synergistic effects between the newly introduced 

deletions and the 13 deletions already present in the MG strain, a congenic naïve 

reference strain (IMX581) with a full complement of glycolytic and fermentation genes 

was also used in parallel to MG for serial deletions. To accelerate the deletion workflow, 

genes involved in individual pathways or processes were deleted in sets of two to four 

(Figure 3). When substantial loss of fitness was observed, the contribution of 

individual deletions was dissected by constructing additional strains with various 

combinations and numbers of deletions. 
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Deletion of 35 CCM genes has minimal impact on specific growth rate on 

chemically defined glucose medium 

Pentose-phosphate pathway 

The pentose-phosphate pathway (PPP) reduces cellular NADP+, generates 

ribose-5-phosphate and erythrose-4-phosphate for nucleic acid and amino-acid 

synthesis and, in strains engineered for pentose fermentation, acts as dissimilatory 

pathway (30).  

Four of the seven reactions in the PPP are catalyzed by pairs of isoenzymes encoded 

by WGD paralogs, for which sequence similarities range from 47 % (SOL3 and SOL4) to 

87 % (GND1 and GND2) (Supplementary Table S1). Based on transcript levels across a 

wide ranges of cultivation conditions (28), SOL4, GND2, TKL2 and NQM1 were 

considered as minor paralogs. Moreover, deletion of TKL2 and NQM1 was previously 

reported not to affect growth on glucose synthetic medium (31-33). While similar in 

vitro enzyme activities were reported for Sol3 and Sol4 in cell extracts (34), SOL4 was 

deleted based on its consistently lower transcript level (28). Simultaneous deletion of 

GND2, TKL2, SOL4 and NQM1 in the naïve reference strain or in the MG strain, while 

retaining SOL3, GND1, TKL1 and TAL1, did not significantly affect growth rate on either 

synthetic medium with 2 % (w/v) glucose (SMD) or 2 % (v/v) ethanol (SME) as carbon 

sources (strains IMX1592 (pppmin) and IMX1591 (called CCMin1: glycmin fermin pppmin), 

Figure 3). A previously reported extended lag phase and slower growth on ethanol of 

sol4 null mutants (35) was not observed. This difference may be related to the use of 

different S. cerevisiae strain backgrounds.    

Tricarboxylic acid cycle, anaplerotic reactions and gluconeogenesis 

In addition to its dissimilatory role in oxidizing acetyl-CoA units to CO2, the 

tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle supplies precursors, NADH, FADH2 and ATP (36). During 

growth on fermentable sugars, the TCA cycle is a mitochondrial pathway, with 

acetyl-CoA resulting from oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvate by the pyruvate 

dehydrogenase (PDH) complex. To replenish use of TCA-cycle intermediates for 

biosynthesis, the cycle’s acceptor molecule oxaloacetate can be imported from the 

cytosol, where it is produced by carboxylation of pyruvate. The nine biochemical 

reactions of the TCA cycle involve 22 mitochondrial enzymes, which show little genetic 

redundancy. Two reactions are catalyzed by single enzymes, Mdh1 and Fum1, while 

three steps are catalyzed by complexes of two to five proteins. Deletion of genes 

encoding individual subunits of the α-ketoglutarate and succinyl-CoA synthetase 

complexes renders the complexes dysfunctional (37-42). In contrast, the succinate 

dehydrogenase complex, in which four functions are performed by seven proteins, 

does show some redundancy. SDH1, SDH3 and SDH4 have SDH1b, SHH3, and SHH4, 

respectively, as homologs originating from the WGD, while SDH2 is a unique gene  
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(43-48). Deletion of SDH1b, SHH3 and SHH4 has minor or no effect on complex integrity 

and yeast physiology and these genes are considered as functionally redundant 

(45,48,49). Citrate synthase (Cit1 and Cit3) and isocitrate dehydrogenase (Idh1, Idh2 

and Idp1) have functionally redundant mitochondrial enzymes. Based on expression 

data and lack of a phenotypic difference during fermentative and respiratory growth, 

Cit3 and the NADP+-dependent Idp1 were considered to be redundant (28,50-52). 

Single deletion of ACO1 or ACO2, which encode aconitase isoenzymes, causes amino 

acid auxotrophies (53,54). Idh1 and Idh2 are part of a complex and are both required 

for isocitrate dehydrogenase activity (37,38). Based on this information, only five of 

the 22 TCA cycle mitochondrial proteins were considered functionally redundant and, 

therefore, selected as candidates for elimination: Cit3, Idp1, Sdh1b, Shh3 and Shh4. 

IDP1 was targeted in a later deletion round, along with extra-mitochondrial paralogs 

of the TCA-cycle that are part of the glyoxylate cycle.  

There are several enzymes that form an interface between the TCA cycle and glycolysis. 

The WGD paralog pair PYC1 and PYC2 encode isoenzymes of the anaplerotic enzyme 

pyruvate carboxylase. Transcript levels of these two highly similar genes (92 %, 

Supplementary Table S1) are condition-dependent, and despite some conflicting 

reports on the physiological impact of PYC1 and PYC2 deletion (28,55-57),  one study 

shows that only deletion of PYC1 leads to aspartate auxotrophy (57). PYC2 was 

therefore deleted. Deletion of MAE1, which encodes a mitochondrial malic enzyme 

catalyzing the oxidative decarboxylation of malate to pyruvate, does not show a clear 

phenotype. However, double deletion of MAE1 and PYK2 reduces the specific growth 

rate on ethanol by 62 % (58). As PYK2 was deleted in the MG strain, MAE1 was retained. 

The gluconeogenic enzymes PEP carboxykinase (Pck1) and 

fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (Fbp1) are essential for bypassing the irreversible 

pyruvate-kinase and phosphofructokinase reactions, respectively, during growth on 

non-fermentable carbon sources (59,60). 

CIT3, SDH1b, SHH3, SHH4 and PYC2 were deleted in two consecutive transformations 

rounds in the naïve reference strain and the CCMin1 strain (glycmin fermin pppmin), 

resulting in IMX1805 (tcamin) and IMX1806 (CCMin2: glycmin fermin pppmin tcamin), 

respectively. Both strains grew as well as their parental strains in chemically defined 

medium supplemented with glucose or ethanol (Figure 3). 

Figure 3 - Deletion strategy and specific growth rates of resulting strains. Construction 
workflow for relevant S. cerevisiae strains (A) and their respective specific growth rates 
measured in shake flask rate on synthetic medium with glucose (SMD) or ethanol (SME) as 
carbon source, supplemented with uracil (B). Specific growth rates represent average and 
standard deviation of measurements on independent duplicate cultures for each strain and are 
expressed as a percentage of specific growth rate of the naïve uracil auxotrophic reference strain 
S. cerevisiae IMX581 or the naïve uracil prototrophic reference strain S. cerevisiae 
CEN.PK113-7D. Significant differences in specific growth rate relative to the control strain are 
indicated with a * (two-tailed paired homoscedastic t-test p<0.05). 
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Mitochondrial Carriers 

The 35 nuclearly encoded mitochondrial carriers (MCs) mediate transport of 

numerous metabolites, nucleotides, cofactors and inorganic anions between 

mitochondrial matrix and cytosol (61). Based on extensive functional analysis studies 

(62,63), 19 MCs involved in transport of pyruvate, TCA-cycle intermediates, CoA, ADP, 

ATP, Pi, NAD+, FAD and thiamine pyrophosphate (cofactor of pyruvate dehydrogenase 

and α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase) were considered to be part of CCM 

(Supplementary Table S2, Figure 2). Potential genetic redundancy was identified for 

10 of these MCs, with protein sequence similarity varying between 51 and 87 % 

(Supplementary Table S1). In addition to genetic redundancy, functional redundancy 

has to be considered since several genetically distinct transporters can transport the 

same solutes, as exemplified by the antiport of ADP and ATP across the mitochondrial 

membrane by three Aac homologs as well as by Sal1. Aac2 and Aac3 originate from 

WGD while Aac1 does not. Sal1 shares no homology with the Aac carriers and harbors 

an additional Ca2+-binding domain (64,65). Several studies indicate Aac2 as major 

paralog, whose presence suffices to sustain adenine nucleotide transport during 

respiratory growth  (28,64-69). AAC1, AAC3 and SAL1 were therefore all candidates for 

deletion. NAD+, synthesized in the cytosol and required for the NAD+-dependent 

mitochondrial dehydrogenases in CCM, is imported by two MCs encoded by NDT1 and 

NDT2, paralogs with 51 % similarity at the protein level (Supplementary Table S1). 

NDT1 and NDT2 are individually dispensable for growth on glucose or ethanol, but 

deletion of both precludes growth on non-fermentable carbon sources (70). Therefore, 

only one of the paralogs, NDT2 was chosen for deletion. Since import of FAD, CoA and 

thiamine pyrophosphate is crucial for mitochondrial activity, the corresponding 

unique genes (FLX1, LEU5 and TPC1) were retained (71-74).  

Pyruvate is located at the interface of glycolysis and the TCA cycle and, in addition, 

mitochondrial pyruvate is required for synthesis of branched-chain amino acids 

(BCAA). Pyruvate import into mitochondria is mediated by three isoenzymes: Mpc1, 

Mpc2 and Mpc3. Mpc1 is constitutively expressed and forms complexes with either of 

the highly homologous Mpc2 or Mpc3 isoenzymes (75). MPC2 is expressed during 

fermentative growth, while MPC3 is expressed during respiratory growth. Deletion of 

MPC2 leads to a severe growth defect, even in glucose-containing medium supplied 

with BCAA, while MPC3 deletion leads to a modest (20 %) decrease of specific growth 

rates on non-fermentable carbon sources (76,77). Based on these literature data, it was 

decided to delete MPC3.  

Sfc1 and Dic1 employ different mechanisms to import succinate into mitochondria and, 

since both are essential for growth on ethanol (78-80), neither were eliminated. 

Oxaloacetate is mainly transported by Oac1, whose removal only has a minor impact 

on specific growth rate on glucose medium, which is linked to its secondary function 
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as an exporter of α-isopropylmalate for leucine biosynthesis (81,82). Since we 

observed a 26 % reduction of the specific growth rate on glucose upon deletion of OAC1 

in the CEN.PK genetic background used in this study (Supplementary Figure S1), it was 

retained in strain construction. 

Four additional and partially functionally redundant MCs with different transport 

mechanisms and affinities mediate organic acid transport. Ctp1 is a citrate/malate 

antiporter, the paralogous carriers Odc1 and Odc2 are 

α-ketoglutarate/oxodicarboxylate antiporters and Yhm2 exchanges α-ketoglutarate 

and citrate, thereby enabling NADPH shuttling between cytosol and mitochondria 

(involving isocitrate dehydrogenase and aconitase)  (83-89). Deletion of CTP1 or 

double deletion of ODC1 and ODC2 does not affect growth, while triple deletion of 

YHM2, ODC1 and ODC2 does (84,85). Based on these literature data, CTP1, ODC1 and 

ODC2 were selected for deletion, with the realization that their combined deletion 

might affect di- and tri-carboxylic acids trafficking. 

In total, eight MCs were targeted for elimination. First, AAC1, AAC3, SAL1 and MPC3 

were simultaneously deleted, followed by simultaneous deletion of NDT2, CTP1, ODC1 

and ODC2.  Deletion of AAC1, AAC3, SAL1 and MPC3 in the naïve reference strain, 

resulting in strain IMX2360 only marginally affected specific growth rate on SMD 

(3-5 % decrease), but had a stronger impact on growth on SME (14-18 % slower 

growth, Figure 3). These results are in agreement with the reported roles of these MCs 

in respiratory growth. When introduced in CCMin2 (glycmin fermin pppmin tcamin), 

resulting in strain IMX1984, the same set of deletions did not affect specific growth rate 

on either SMD or SME.  

Combined deletion of NDT2, CTP1, ODC1 and ODC2 reduced specific growth rate on 

SMD by 23 % in the naïve reference strain (resulting in strain IMX2230) and 30 % in 

IMX1984 (glycmin fermin pppmin tcamin aac1∆ aac3∆ sal1∆ mpc3∆; resulting in strain 

IMX2231) (Figure 3). When, instead, only NDT2, CTP1 and ODC1 were deleted in the 

naïve reference strain (resulting in strain IMX2404) or in engineered background 

strain IMX1984 (resulting in strain IMX2407, called CCMin3: glycmin fermin pppmin tcamin 

mcmin), specific growth rate on SMD was not affected and only a small (3-7 %) reduction 

of growth rate was observed on SME (Supplementary Figure S2 and Figure 3). CCMin3 

(glycmin fermin pppmin tcamin mcmin), retained 96 % of the specific growth rate of the 

reference strain on SMD and 82 % of its specific growth rate on SME. 

Fumarate reductases, acetyl-CoA synthesis and glyoxylate cycle 

Cytosolic (Frds1) and mitochondrial (Osm1) fumarate reductases re-oxidize FADH2 

which has been proposed to be important for protein folding under anaerobic 

conditions (90-93). Double deletion of FRDS1 and OSM1 has no phenotypic effect on 
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complex glucose medium under aerobic conditions (94). However, Osm1 has a 

moonlighting function outside CCM, as it contains two translation sites, leading to the 

targeting to the ER of an Osm1 variant. Therefore, only FRDS1 was considered for 

deletion in the design of a minimal CCM strain. 

The glyoxylate cycle, which is essential for providing biosynthetic precursors with 

more than 2 carbon atoms during growth on fatty acids and two-carbon compounds, 

encompasses reactions in the peroxisome and cytosol (95,96) and uses acetyl-CoA as 

substrate made by the acetyl-CoA synthesis pathway. Ethanol is converted into to 

acetyl-CoA via alcohol dehydrogenase (already reduced in the MG strain), 

acetaldehyde dehydrogenases and acetyl-CoA synthetases. Five acetaldehyde 

dehydrogenase isoenzymes, Ald2 to Ald6, oxidize acetaldehyde to acetate with either 

NADP+ or NAD+ as cofactor. The mitochondrial isoenzymes Ald4 and Ald5, required for 

growth on ethanol (97,98) and for maintenance of a functional respiratory chain (98), 

were both retained. Ald6 is the major cytosolic isoenzyme, whose elimination strongly 

affects growth on fermentable and non-fermentable carbon sources (99). The other 

two cytosolic acetaldehyde dehydrogenases, Ald2 and Ald3 are involved in conversion 

of 3-aminopropanal to β-alanine for pantothenic acid biosynthesis (99,100). As single 

deletion of ALD2 or ALD3 does affect growth on ethanol or glucose and ALD2 is the 

major paralog in pantothenic acid production (100,101), ALD3 was considered for 

deletion.  

Acetate is then converted to acetyl-CoA via Acs1, whose localization is under debate. 

Acs1 has been reported to occur in the cytosol, the nucleus and in peroxisomes, 

depending on growth conditions (102,103). Acs1 and its isoenzyme Acs2 are essential 

for growth on non-fermentable and fermentable carbon sources, respectively (103). 

The mitochondrial acetyl-CoA hydrolase Ach1, is also able to convert acetate into 

acetyl-CoA, but uses succinyl-CoA as CoA donor. Deletion of ACH1 leads to reduced 

chronological lifespan, severe mitochondrial damage and accumulation of reactive 

oxygen species (104,105). ACS1, ACS2 and ACH1 were therefore retained.  

The glyoxylate cycle is initiated by Cit2, an extramitochondrial isoenzyme of the 

mitochondrial Cit1 and Cit3 citrate synthases, whose localization is under debate and 

has been reported in the cytosol and peroxisome (103,106). Citrate is then converted 

into isocitrate in the cytosol by the dually localized enzyme Aco1 in cytosol and 

mitochondria (107). Via a series of cytosolic and peroxisomal reactions (some 

localizations under debate), including: the isocitrate lyase Icl1 (cytosol) (108,109), the 

malate synthase (Mls1/Mls2 cytosol and peroxisome) (103,110,111) and malate 

dehydrogenase (Mdh2 in cytosol and Mdh3 occurs in the peroxisome) (111), the net 

synthesis of TCA-cycle intermediates is enabled from acetyl-CoA. Possible 

redundancies of glyoxylate enzymes also involved in TCA cycle were discussed above, 
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with only Cit3 selected for elimination in a minimal CCM strain. Since the glyoxylate 

cycle enzymes Cit2, Mls1, Icl1 and Mdh2 (cytosolic isoenzyme of the mitochondrial 

Mdh1) are either essential for growth on C2-compounds or their elimination leads to 

strong reductions in growth rate, they were retained in the minimal CCM design 

(95,103,112-116). The proteins Icl2, Mls2 and Mdh3 are homologous to Icl1, Mls1 and 

Mdh1/Mdh2, respectively, but have (additional) functions outside CCM (113,117,118) 

and were therefore also retained.  

The peroxisomes harbor the NADP+-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase Idp3. 

Deletion of its mitochondrial homologs Idp1 and Idp2 does not affect growth on 

ethanol or glucose (51,52). Idp1 and Idp2 were therefore the only genes considered for 

elimination in the minimal CCM design. 

Triple deletion of FRDS1, IDP1 and IDP2 in the naïve reference strain (resulting in 

strain IMX2470: fummin glyoxmin) did not affect specific growth rate on SMD and caused 

a 7 % lower growth rate on SME (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S2). Deletion in 

CCMin3 (IMX2407: glycmin fermin pppmin tcamin mcmin) did not affect specific growth rate 

on either SMD or SME (Figure 3). The resulting strain CCMin4 (IMX2475: glycmin fermin 

pppmin tcamin mcmin fummin glyoxmin) retained 94 % and 79 % of the specific growth rate 

of the naïve reference strain IMX581, on SMD and SME, respectively. For reasons of 

experimental efficiency, ALD3 was removed in the final deletion round (see below). 

Glycerol synthesis 

Glycerol production is essential for redox balancing in anaerobic S. cerevisiae cultures 

(119). In addition, glycerol plays a key role in osmotolerance and maintenance of 

cellular volume and turgor pressure during growth under hypertonic conditions 

(120,121). The conversion of dihydroxyacetone phosphate to glycerol-3-phosphate is 

catalyzed by the isoenzymes Gpd1 and Gpd2. gpd1 deletion mutants are osmosensitive, 

but show no growth defects in the absence of stress (122-124). In contrast, gpd2 null 

mutants show a mild reduction of aerobic growth rates and strongly decreased growth 

rates under anaerobic conditions (125,126). Glycerol-3-phosphate is converted into 

glycerol by the redundant Gpp1 and Gpp2 isoenzymes. Single deletion of either enzyme 

neither affects osmotolerance nor growth on glucose or ethanol, while gpp1 mutants 

have been reported to show extended lag phases in anaerobic cultures (127,128). 

Therefore, GPD1 and GPP2 were chosen for deletion.  

Triple deletion of ALD3, GPD1 and GPP2 did not significantly affect specific growth rate 

on SMD, while a small growth rate reduction was observed on SME in both the naïve 

reference strain and the engineered background (IMX2509: Ace ,min Glycerolmin and 

IMX2519/CCMin5: glycmin fermin pppmin tcamin mcmin fummin glyoxmin Ace,min Glycerolmin, 

respectively Figure 3). The lower specific growth rate on SME could be attributed to 
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the double deletion of GPD1 and GPP2 (strain IMX2612, Figure 3 and Supplementary 

Figure S2).  

The auxotrophic 35-deletion strain IMX2519 (glycmin fermin pppmin tcamin mcmin fummin 

glyoxmin Ace,min Glycerolmin) grew at 93 % and 71 % of the specific growth rate of control 

strain IMX581 on uracil-supplemented SMD and SME, respectively. Integration of a 

URA3 cassette yielded the uracil-prototrophic 35-deletion strain IMX2538, which was 

labelled ‘minimal CCM strain’. This prototrophic strain grew at 94 % of the 

prototrophic control strain with a full set of CCM genes CEN.PK113-7D on SMD and at 

76 % on SME (Figure 3). These values were within the 25 % boundary that were 

initially set, and the physiology of the minimal CCM strain was further explored.  

A S. cerevisiae strain with minimalized CCM shows only mild growth defects on 

synthetic media 

The genome sequence of the minimal CCM strain was analyzed by short-read and 

long-read techniques. Long-read sequencing revealed that 9 transformation rounds 

and deletion of 22 genes from the MG strain had not led to chromosomal 

rearrangements or deletions. Previously reported duplicated regions on chromosomes 

3 and 5 of the MG strain based on karyotyping and short read sequencing (22) were 

also observed in this study with long-read sequencing. Sequence analysis confirmed 

that all 22 targeted CCM genes were correctly deleted from the MG strain. The genome 

of the minimal CCM strain showed 45 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) 

relative to the MG strain, of which eight were located in genes and only four led to an 

amino acid change (Table 1), none of which affected proteins involved in CCM. 

Table 1 - Single-nucleotide mutations identified in coding regions of the prototrophic 
minimal CCM strain IMX2538. Single-nucleotide changes in S. cerevisiae IMX2538 
(prototrophic minimal CCM) relative to the genome sequence of S. cerevisiae IMX372 
(prototrophic minimal glycolysis (MG)) (22). 

Systematic name Name Type* Amino acid change 

YBR114W RAD16 NS Ile-202-Thr 

YDL035C GPR1 S Asn-523-Asn 

YDR098C GRX3 NS Glu-239-Asp 

YFL062W COS4 S Cys-151-Cys 

YLR002C NOC3 NS Asp-526-Glu 

YML058W SML1 NS Gly-52-Ser 

YMR154C RIM13 S Lys-265-Lys 

YNL273W TOF1 S Asn-117-Asn 

*S: synonymous, NS: non-synonymous 
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Table 2 - Physiological characterization of a 35-deletion, minimal CCM prototrophic 
S. cerevisiae strain in aerobic bioreactor batch cultures. S. cerevisiae strains were grown at 
pH 5.0 and at 30 °C in aerobic bioreactors on synthetic medium with glucose as sole carbon 
source. Data are presented as average and standard deviation of 3 biological replicates for 
S. cerevisiae strains CEN.PK113-7D (naïve reference) and IMX2538 (minimal CCM). Data for 
S. cerevisiae IMX372 (minimal glycolysis) were recalculated from the raw data of Solis-Escalante 
et al. (22) obtained with two biological replicates. Statistical significance with respect to 
CEN.PK113-7D is represented in bold and with an * (two-tailed t-test, equal variances, P<0.05). 

The physiology of the minimal CCM strain was compared to that of the congenic 

reference strain CEN.PK113-7D, which has a full complement of CCM genes, in 

pH-controlled aerobic bioreactor cultures on SMD. Consistent with the analyses in 

shake flasks, the specific growth rate of the minimal CCM strain in these cultures was 

8 % lower than the rate of the reference strain CEN.PK113-7D (Table 2). During the 

glucose consumption phase, biomass-specific glucose and oxygen consumption rates 

of the two strains, as well as their ethanol and CO2 production rates and their biomass 

and ethanol yields on glucose were also similar. The minimal CCM strain did exhibit a 

higher acetate production rate and yield (63 % and 71 % higher, respectively) than the 

reference strain, a difference already observed for the MG strain (22). Similarly, a lower 

glycerol production rate and glycerol yield on glucose (27 % and 23 % lower, 

respectively), was in line with data reported for a gpd1 deletion mutant (122). After 

the diauxic shift, growth of the minimal CCM strain on ethanol, glycerol and organic 

acids produced during the glucose phase, proceeded at a 17 % lower rate than 

observed for the reference strain (Table 2). As a macroscopic characterization based 

on extracellular products might mask subtle differences of intracellular fluxes, 

 CEN.PK113-7D 

(Naïve 

reference) 

IMX372  

(Minimal 

Glycolysis) 

IMX2538  

(Minimal 

CCM) 

Glucose phase    

µmax (h-1) 0.37 ± 0.00 0.38 ± 0.01* 0.34 ± 0.00* 

qs (mmol.gDW-1.h-1) -16.2 ± 0.2 -15.7 ± 0.7 -15.4 ± 0.5 

qEthanol (mmol.gDW-1.h-1) 23.5 ± 1.5 23.1 ± 1.1 23.2 ± 2.1 

qGlycerol (mmol.gDW-1.h-1) 1.52 ± 0.05 1.40 ± 0.02 1.11 ± 0.05* 

qAcetate (mmol.gDW-1.h-1) 0.44 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.04* 0.71 ± 0.02* 

qCO2 (mmol.gDW-1.h-1) 23.4 ± 0.2 - 22.6 ± 0.5 

qO2 (mmol.gDW-1.h-1) -6.8 ± 0.4 - -7.0 ± 0.2 

    
Ybiomass/glucose (gDW.gglucose-1) 0.13 ± 0.00 0.13 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.00 

Yethanol/glucose (mol.mol-1) 1.45 ± 0.09 1.48 ± 0.01 1.51 ± 0.09 

Yglycerol/glucose (mol.mol-1) 0.09 ± 0.00 0.09 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.00* 

Yacetate/glucose (mol.mol-1) 0.03 ± 0.00 0.05 ± 0.00 0.05 ± 0.00* 

    

Post-diauxic phase    

µmax (h-1) 0.10 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.00* 0.08 ± 0.01* 

qEthanol (mmol.gDW-1.h-1) -3.10 ± 0.19 -3.93 ± 0.04* -3.07 ± 0.31 
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intracellular concentrations of CCM intermediates were measured during the 

mid-exponential growth phase on glucose. The concentrations of these metabolites 

hardly differed between the minimal CCM and the control strains (Table 3). These 

results indicated that a 32 % reduction of the complement of genes encoding CCM 

enzymes of S. cerevisiae had only a small impact on its physiology under standard 

laboratory conditions. 

Table 3 - Intracellular metabolite profiles of a 35-deletion, minimal CCM prototrophic 
S. cerevisiae strain in aerobic bioreactor batch cultures. Intracellular metabolite contents 
were measured during the mid-exponential glucose phase of aerobic bioreactor batch cultures 
of S. cerevisiae CEN.PK113-7D (naïve reference) and IMX2538 (minimal CCM) (see Table 2 for 
other physiological data). Data represent average and standard deviation of data from analyses 
on three independent cultures for each strain. Fold differences that are statistically significant 
are indicated in bold and with an * (two-tailed t-test, equal variances, P<0.05). # Below detection 
limit.  

Metabolite CEN.PK113-7D 

(naïve reference) 

IMX2538 

(Minimal CCM) 

Fold 

difference 

 µmol.(g biomass dry weight)-1  

Glycolysis 

Glucose 6-phosphate 4.13 ± 0.49 5.01 ± 0.38 1.2 

Fructose 6-phosphate 0.38 ± 0.06 0.59 ± 0.08 1.5* 

Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate 17.53 ± 0.82 20.52 ± 0.66 1.2* 

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 0.15 ± 0.01 0.19 ± 0.01 1.3* 

Dihydroxyacetone phosphate 0.79 ± 0.13 2.08 ± 0.66 2.6 

3-Phosphoglycerate 1.30 ± 0.12 2.52 ± 0.28 1.9* 

2-Phosphoglycerate 0.16 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 1.0 

Phosphoenolpyruvate 0.25 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.5* 

    

Trehalose synthesis 

Trehalose 6-phosphate 9.34 ± 1.18 14.48 ± 1.67 1.6* 

Trehalose# 0.20 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.09 2.1* 

    

Pentose phosphate pathway 

6-Phosphoglucononate 1.01 ± 0.02 1.11 ± 0.07 1.1 

Ribose 5-phosphate 0.40 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.03 1.3* 

Ribulose 5-phosphate 0.20 ± 0.03 0.33 ± 0.06 1.6* 

Xylulose 5-phosphate 0.43 ± 0.07 0.72 ± 0.13 1.7 

Sedoheptulose 7-phosphate 0.50 ± 0.06 0.54 ± 0.04 1.1 

Erythrose 4-phosphate 0.004 ± 0.000 0.005 ± 0.000 1.3* 

    

TCA cycle and Glyoxylate cycle 

Citrate 4.56 ± 0.65 5.80 ± 0.98 1.3 

Isocitrate 0.02 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.00 1.7* 

α-ketoglutarate 0.29 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.24 2.3 
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Succinate 0.37 ± 0.03 0.37 ± 0.12 1.0 

Fumarate 0.10 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.06 1.8 

Malate 0.60 ± 0.08 1.03 ± 0.19 1.7* 

    

Nucleotides and cofactors 

Energy charge 0.86 ± 0.00 0.88 ± 0.01 1.0 

AMP 0.13 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.01 1.3* 

ADP 1.55 ± 0.08 1.43 ± 0.11 0.9 

ATP 5.50 ± 0.16 5.58 ± 0.21 1.0 

UDP 0.23 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.05 0.9 

UTP 1.61 ± 0.06 1.57 ± 0.10 1.0 

GDP 0.27 ± 0.02 0.21 ± 0.07 0.8 

GTP 1.58 ± 0.06 1.49 ± 0.15 0.9 

CDP 0.13 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.01 1.1 

CTP 0.84 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.03 1.0 

NADH 0.18 ± 0.02 0.15 ± 0.02 0.8 

NAD+ 85.43 ± 1.90 91.82 ± 2.64 1.1* 

NADP+ 8.49 ± 0.67 6.87 ± 0.25 0.8* 

Acetyl-CoA 5.80 ± 0.18 5.38 ± 0.34 0.9 

FAD 0.87 ± 0.12 0.54 ± 0.18  0.6 

 

Dissecting individual from synergistic responses to growth on a range of 

conditions 

To explore genetic redundancy of CCM genes, the minimal CCM strain and the congenic 

reference strain CEN.PK113-7D were grown under a broad range of conditions. Some 

of these were chosen based on previously reported phenotypes (e.g. high osmolarity) 

or connection to CCM (e.g. growth on various carbon sources), while others subjected 

the strains to adverse conditions (e.g. acidic or alkaline pH). 

Consistent with reports that deletion of GPD1 causes decreased osmotolerance 

(123,125), the minimal CCM strain grew 13 to 25% slower than the reference strain 

exposed to high osmolarity, which was imposed by adding high concentrations of 

sorbitol (1M and 2M) or glucose (10 % and 20 % w/v). Construction and analysis of 

strains with different combinations of deletions in reference and CCM-minimization 

backgrounds confirmed that this growth reduction specifically resulted from GPD1 

deletion, rather than from synergistic effects (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S3). 

MPC3 deletion has been reported to cause lower growth rates on glycerol or lactate as 

sole carbon source (77). Since Mpc3 is a pyruvate transporter, growth was assessed 

directly on chemically defined medium with pyruvate as sole carbon source. The 

minimal CCM strain grew 79% slower than the control strain, however this could 
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surprisingly not be attributed to the MPC3 deletion (Figure 4 and Supplementary 

Figure S3).   

Combined deletion of AAC1, AAC3, MPC3 and SAL1 caused a 3 – 5 % and a 14 – 18 % 

decrease of growth rates on SMD and SME, respectively, thus marking their importance 

on these carbon sources. According to previous reports, individual deletion of these 

four genes does not affect growth on glucose and individual deletion of AAC1, AAC3 and 

SAL1 does not affect growth on ethanol (64,65,77,129). Deletion of MPC3 has been 

reported to cause a decrease in growth rate on glycerol and lactate (77), and may 

therefore also be responsible for the lower growth rate on ethanol. Reintroduction of 

MPC3 in strain IMX1984 (glycmin fermin pppmin tcamin aac1∆ aac3∆ sal1∆ mpc3∆) 

increased specific growth rate on SME by only 3 %, while reintroduction in IMX2519 

(CCMin 5: glycmin fermin pppmin tcamin mcmin fummin glyoxmin Ace,min Glycerolmin) did not 

affect growth rate (Supplementary Figure S3). These results suggest that the observed 

impact of quadruple deletion of AAC1, AAC3, MPC3 and SAL1 on ethanol growth was 

caused by synergistic effects. 

Figure 4 - Specific growth rates of 35-deletion, prototrophic minimal CCM strain under a 
broad range of growth conditions. Specific growth rates of the prototrophic S. cerevisiae strains 
CEN.PK113-7D (naïve reference strain), IMX372 (minimal glycolysis (MG)) and IMX2538 
(minimal CCM) under different growth conditions. Specific growth rates were measured in 
triplicate cultures using a growth profiler, except for those in SMPyr and SMD-anaerobic, which 
were measured in independent duplicate shake flask cultures. Abbreviations indicate the 
following growth conditions: SM, synthetic medium; SMD, synthetic medium with glucose; Gal, 
galactose as carbon source; Mal, maltose as carbon source; Suc, sucrose as carbon source; Fruc, 
fructose as carbon source; Pyr, pyruvate as carbon source; YPD, complex medium with glucose. 
Significant changes in growth rate of IMX372 and IMX2538 with respect to CEN.PK113-7D are 
indicated with a * (two-tailed paired homoscedastic t-test p<0.05). 
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Some paralogs have been reported to be specifically important under anaerobic 

conditions (AAC3, FRDS1) (94,129). In line with these reports, while the MG strain 

showed the same growth rate as CEN.PK113-7D under anaerobic conditions, the 

minimal CCM strain showed a 25 % lower anaerobic growth rate (Figure 4). However, 

testing of deletions in the reference background indicated that this difference was not 

caused by the deletions of AAC3 or FRDS1 (Supplementary Figure S3). 

Over the broad range of conditions tested, including several stress conditions, few 

differences in specific growth rate were observed (Figure 4). Combining the phenotype 

of strains with individual and clustered deletions enabled to identify synergistic 

interactions between minor paralogs. 

Discussion 

Genetic reduction has been applied in several microorganisms (1), including B. subtilis 

(3), E.coli (2), Lactococcus lactis (6), C. glutamicum (4), Streptomyces species (7), 

Pseudomonas species (5) and Schizosaccharomyces pombe (130), with the purpose of 

discovering a minimal genome content and/or for engineering efficient cell factories. 

In S. cerevisiae, Marakami et al. reduced genome content by 5 % by deleting 15 terminal 

chromosomal regions (131). Moreover, the creation of a synthetic yeast genome in the 

Sc2.0 project is accompanied by an 8 % genome reduction by deletion of long terminal 

repeats, retrotransposons and introns; and engineering of a single chromosome yeast 

strain was characterized by a 9 % decrease in DNA (132,133). Genome reduction 

studies typically target two types of DNA sequences: non-expressed DNA (cryptic 

genes, mobile DNA) and irrelevant/non-essential genes. These DNA elements can be 

targeted by random strategies for which little knowledge is required, such as 

transposon mutagenesis or the elegant SCRaMbLE technique used for the recent 

reduction of left synthetic chromosome arm XII in S. cerevisiae (21). In the present 

study, knowledge-based reduction of the gene complement for CCM in S. cerevisiae was 

informed by gene expression data and previous phenotypic analysis on 

single-knockout mutants (21,131-133).  

In this study, we reduced genetic complexity of central carbon metabolism (CCM) in 

S. cerevisiae by deletion of 35 genes encoding enzymes and transporters. This 

reduction corresponded to elimination of 32 % of the (iso)enzymes and transporters 

involved in the included processes, without major impacts on strain physiology, which 

was tested under a broad range of conditions (Figure 2-4). The present study built on 

earlier work by Solis-Escalante et al. (22), who eliminated 50 % of isoenzymes involved 

in glycolysis and ethanolic fermentation with a similar small impact on physiology. The 

attainable reduction of gene sets for enzymes and transporters involved in other CCM 

pathways differed, with 50 % for fumarate reduction and glycerol synthesis, 37 % for 
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the mitochondrial carriers, 36 % for the pentose-phosphate pathway, 23 % for the TCA 

cycle, 14% for the glyoxylate cycle, 20 % for the glycolysis – TCA cycle interface plus 

gluconeogenesis, and 8 % for acetyl-CoA metabolism. The lower attainable genetic 

reduction of the four latter pathways can be largely attributed to neofunctionalization 

and relocalization of enzymes during evolution.  

Our results show that yeast CCM is remarkably robust to genetic reduction, in 

particular during growth on glucose, yeast’s favorite carbon source, but also when 

challenged by a broad range of growth conditions. Notable exceptions were growth on 

pyruvate (79 % growth rate reduction), anaerobic growth on glucose (25 % reduction), 

growth on ethanol (24 % reduction) and growth at high osmolarity (between 13 % and 

25 % lower specific growth rates). Growth-rate reductions on ethanol and at high 

osmolarity could be attributed to specific genes or gene combinations, while for growth 

on pyruvate and anaerobic growth some hypothetical targets could be excluded. The 

physiological role of most deleted paralogs remains elusive. Such a situation is 

exemplified by TKL2 and NQM1, which are paralogs of the major PPP genes TKL1 and 

TAL1, respectively. In S. cerevisiae strains engineered for l-arabinose utilization, their 

deletion was shown to lead to lower growth rates on this pentose sugar (33,134). 

Clearly, as pentoses are not natural carbon sources for S. cerevisiae, this role cannot 

have provided an evolutionary driving force for fixation of these paralogs in its 

genome, but it does indicate potential contribution to fitness under other, as yet 

unidentified growth conditions. Testing the minimal CCM strain under an even wider 

variety of environmental conditions, including dynamics in nutrient availability and 

other environmental parameters may reveal physiological roles of these and other 

paralogs. Alternatively, the mechanisms that fixed some paralogs during evolution may 

have been disrupted by relatively recent mutations or gene loss (135). Following this 

reasoning, absence of a clear phenotype of knock-out mutants may have captured a 

stage in the evolutionary trajectory of S. cerevisiae that will eventually lead to loss of a 

paralog, evolution towards complete sub-functionalization, or retention of functional 

overlap with asymmetric divergence (136).  

In this first step towards the genetic minimization of CCM in yeast, choices had to be 

made on which pathways and genes were considered as part of the CCM and on criteria 

for redundancy. For instance, transport of NAD+, FAD+, ADP/ATP and Pi across the 

mitochondrial membrane was considered, while transport of NAD(P)H, which requires 

more complex shuttle systems (137,138) was not yet included. In addition, as 

S. cerevisiae cannot synthetize carnitine (139), the carnitine shuttle system 

transporting acetyl-CoA across compartments was not considered. Since CRC1, CAT1, 

YAT1 and YAT2 involved in this shuttle are dispensable for growth in the absence of 

carnitine (139), they can be considered for further genetic reduction of the CCM. Some 

genes required for anaerobic growth, such as ADH3 (137,140) were also retained, but 
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could be removed if fast anaerobic growth is excluded as a criterion. Several other 

processes and pathways are of particular interest for development of strain platforms 

for modular engineering yeast CCM. In this context, glucose uptake, which involves a 

set of 20 hexose transporters (141) provides and interesting target for future 

experiments, whose minimization can benefit from a recently constructed Hxt0 CRISPR 

kit (142). Another logical target for minimization is uptake and assimilation of 

(alternative) carbon sources and especially of maltose, whose metabolism is enabled 

by highly redundant subtelomeric genes (143,144).   

Genetic reduction presents a first, indispensable step towards the construction of 

modular yeast strains for extensive remodeling of CCM. Current demands for 

economically competitive cell factories, with optimized titer, rate and yield (TRY), 

requires extensive remodeling of the CCM for the supply of precursors, (redox) 

cofactors and energy-rich molecules (145-147). For instance, the extensive remodeling 

of the native Entner-Doudoroff (ED) glycolytic pathway into the 

Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway improved carotenoid synthesis in 

Pseudomonas putida (148). Similarly, substantial efforts are invested in remodeling 

yeast CCM in S. cerevisiae to increase the supply of cytosolic acetyl-CoA, a precursor for 

a wide array of attractive biomolecules (Figure 1) (149). Also, production of 

complicated chemical structures like plant natural products in S. cerevisiae requires 

extensive remodeling of the entire central carbon metabolism (150-152). As 

demonstrated by Kuijpers et al. (24), genetic reduction facilitates the colocalization of 

sets of genes in ‘pathway clusters’ and strongly accelerates the genetic remodeling of 

these pathways. With this strategy, the 12 steps of glycolysis and ethanolic 

fermentation were rapidly and efficiently swapped with heterologous variants and 

enabled the implementation of an innocuous DNA and RNA watermarking method 

(153). A similar strategy can be considered for remodeling CCM, with the minimal CCM 

strain as starting point. As recently demonstrated, 44 transcriptional-unit sized DNA 

fragments can be assembled in S. cerevisiae into specialized, synthetic supernumerary 

chromosomes (26). Since the capacity of HR was not reached, assembly of synthetic 

chromosomes containing the set of 76 genes encoding the minimal CCM has now 

become a realistic objective. Subsequent CRISPR-Cas assisted removal of the duplicate 

CCM genes from their native locations could then generate powerful platforms for 

chromosome swapping and combinatorial CCM remodeling studies. The reduction of 

genetic complexity demonstrated in the present study therefore not only provides new 

insights in genetic redundancy of CCM, but also contributes to the eventual localization 

of all genes required for a minimized CCM on specialized, synthetic supernumerary 

chromosomes that allow for extensive, combinatorial remodeling of yeast metabolism 

for industrial applications.   
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Materials and Methods 

Strains, media and maintenance 

The Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains used in this study are all derived from the CEN.PK 

family (154,155) (Supplementary Table S3). The naïve, uracil auxotrophic and Cas9 

containing strain, IMX581 (156) and the uracil auxotrophic MG (minimal glycolysis) 

strain IMX370 (22) were used for deletion of genes encoding enzymes or transporters 

involved in central carbon metabolism (CCM). The naïve uracil prototrophic strain 

CEN.PK113-7D was used for physiological comparison.  Complex medium used for 

propagation of yeast strains consisted of 10 g L-1 Bacto yeast extract, 20 g L-1 Bacto 

peptone and 20 g L-1 glucose (YPD), autoclaved at 110°C for 20 min. After 

transformation, yeast strains were selected in synthetic medium (SM) (157) containing 

3.0 g L-1 KH2PO4, 0.5 g L-1 MgSO4·7H2O, 5.0 g L-1 (NH4)2SO4 and 1.0 mL L-1 trace elements 

autoclaved at 121°C for 20 min, whereafter 1.0 mL L-1 of filter sterilized vitamin 

solution was added. Before autoclaving media were set to pH 6 by 1 M KOH addition. 

SM was supplemented with 20 g L-1 glucose (SMD) or 2 % ethanol v/v (SME) for 

propagation and growth characterization. Synthetic medium was supplemented with 

150 mg L-1 uracil for uracil auxotrophic strains. For selection of transformants carrying 

the amdS selection marker (158), ammonium sulfate was replaced as nitrogen source 

with 10 mM of acetamide. For experiments on SM in the growth profiler and under 

anaerobic conditions, ammonium sulfate was replaced by 2.3 g L-1 Urea. For both media 

in which ammonium sulfate was replaced, 6.6 g L-1 K2SO4 was added. Growth was 

performed in 500 mL shake flask containing 100 mL medium or in 100 mL shake flasks 

containing 20 mL medium at 30 °C and 200 rpm in an Innova 44 Incubator shaker (New 

Brunswick Scientific, Edisan, NJ). Culture on solid media were incubated for 3-5 days 

at 30 °C. 

CEN.PK113-7D, IMX372, IMX2538 and several intermediate strains were tested in the 

growth profiler on a variety of liquid media , containing: SM(urea) plus 2 % glucose 

(SMD), SMD at pH 3.0, 3.5 or 7.5, SM plus 10 % glucose (SMD (10 %)), SM plus 20 % 

glucose (SMD (20 %)), SMD plus 1 or 2M sorbitol, SMD plus 200 or 500 mM NaCl, SM 

plus 111 mM galactose (SMGal), SM plus 55 mM maltose (SMMal), SM plus 55mM 

sucrose (SMSuc), SM plus 111 mM fructose (SMFruc), SM plus 125 mM acetic acid, SMD 

plus 1 mM paraquat and YPD (2 % glucose). Growth on SM plus 83.3 mM pyruvic acid 

was performed in shake flasks. For anaerobic growth in shake flasks SMD was 

supplemented with 0.01 g L−1 ergosterol and 0.42 g L−1 Tween 80 dissolved in ethanol 

(SMD (2 %) anaerobic) (157).   

Plasmids were propagated in and isolated from chemically competent Escherichia coli 

XL1-Blue cells, which were cultivated in Lysogeny Broth containing 10 g L-1 Bacto 
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tryptone, 5.0 g L-1 Bacto yeast extract and 5 g L-1 NaCl supplemented with 100 mg L-1 

ampicillin (LB-amp) when required. E. coli was cultivated in 15 mL Greiner tubes 

containing 5 mL medium at 37 °C and 200 rpm in an Innova 4000 Incubator shaker 

(New Brunswick Scientific). Bacterial cultures on solid medium were incubated 

overnight at 37°C. 

For solid medium 20 g L-1 of agar was added before autoclaving. All S. cerevisiae and 

E. coli strains were stored at -80˚C in 1 ml aliquots containing 30 % v/v glycerol in 

appropriate medium. 

Molecular biology techniques 

Plasmids were isolated from E. coli using the GenElute Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or the GeneJET Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA) according to the provided protocols. DNA fragments for plasmid 

construction or integrative DNA fragments used in yeast transformation were 

amplified using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

according to manufacturer’s instructions, using PAGE-purified or desalted 

oligonucleotides (Sigma-Aldrich) depending on the application. Purification of 

genomic Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) amplified DNA was performed with the 

GenElute PCR Clean-Up kit (Sigma-Aldrich) or the GeneJET PCR Purification Kit 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) if no a-specific products were present. When a-specific 

products were present or when DNA was amplified from plasmids, the DNA was 

purified by separation using electrophoresis on a 1 % (w/v) agarose gel (TopVision 

Agarose, Thermo Fisher Scientific) in 1x Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) or on a 2 % (w/v) agarose gel (TopVision Agarose, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) in 1x Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 

subsequent purification with the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery kit (Zymo Research). 

Chemical transformation of E. coli XL1-Blue was performed by thawing of competent 

cells on ice, addition of DNA, followed by a heat shock for 40s at 42°C. Subsequently, 

cells were incubated on ice for 2 minutes and plated immediately on selective LB-amp 

plates and grown overnight at 37°C. Transformation of S. cerevisiae was performed 

using the lithium acetate/single-stranded carrier DNA/polyethylene glycol method 

(159). Single-cell lines were obtained by three consecutive re-streaks on selective solid 

medium. Yeast genomic DNA was extracted according to Looke et al. (160), the YeaStar 

Genomic DNA kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA) according to Protocol I supplied by the 

manufacturer or the QIAGEN Blood & Cell Culture Kit with 100/G or 20/G Genomic-

tips (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s recommendations. 

Verification of the accurate genotype of engineered S. cerevisiae strains and E. coli 

plasmids was done by diagnostic PCR before strain storage at -80°C. These diagnostic 

PCRs were performed using desalted oligonucleotides and the DreamTaq PCR master 

Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 
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Plasmid and strain construction 

Deletions were performed using CRISPR/Cas9. CRISPR/Cas9-based genome editing of 

S. cerevisiae was performed as described by Mans et al. (156) with minor alterations. 

Plasmids containing a single gRNA (Supplementary Table S4) were constructed via 

Gibson assembly with a backbone containing the marker cassette and one insert 

fragment containing the gRNA and the 2 µm fragment. The backbone was amplified 

from a pMEL plasmid (156) with primers 5980 and 5792 and the insert fragment was 

amplified with a gRNA specific primer designed with the yeastriction tool (156) and 

primer 5979 (primers in Supplementary Table S5).  Plasmids containing two gRNAs 

were constructed using one backbone fragment and two insert fragments, each 

containing one gRNA and one half of the 2 µm fragment. Backbones were PCR amplified 

from the pROS plasmids (156) with the double-binding primer 6005. Insert fragments 

were obtained with the gRNA specific primers together with either primer 5974 or 

primer 5975 (Primers in Supplementary Table S5). The backbone and gRNA insert 

fragment(s) were gel purified, DpnI digested (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 

Gibson-assembled in a final volume of 5 µL using NEBuilder HiFi DNA assembly master 

mix (NEB, Ipswich, MA), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Assembled plasmids 

were transformed and subsequently isolated from LB-amp grown E. coli. Correct 

assembly was checked using diagnostic PCR (Supplementary Table S6).  

IMK588 was constructed by integrating the KanMX marker at the OAC1 locus of 

CEN.PK113-7D. The KanMX marker with homologous flanks to OAC1 was amplified 

with primers 6358 and 6359 from pUG6 (Supplementary Table S4, S7 and S8). 

In order to perform CRISPR editing in the MG strain (IMX370), Cas9 was integrated by 

transforming a Cas9 and natNT2 DNA fragment, which can assemble by homologous 

recombination at the CAN1 locus. The Cas9 fragment (can1 flank-Cas9 expression 

cassette-SHR A) was PCR amplified with primers 2873 and 4653 from plasmid 

p414-TEF1p-Cas9-CYC1t (Supplementary Table S4 and S9). The natNT2 fragment 

(SHR A-NatNT2 marker cassette-can 1 flank) was amplified with primers 3093 and 

5542 from plasmid pUG-natNT2 (Supplementary Table S4 and S9). The Cas9 

containing MG strain was stocked as IMX1331.  

For genome editing using CRISPR, S. cerevisiae strains were transformed with 1 µg of 

each gRNA plasmid and 1 µg of each 120 bp double-stranded DNA repair fragment. 

These repair fragments were made by annealing of complimentary oligonucleotides 

listed in Supplementary Table S7, and consisted 60 bp homology sequences 

immediately upstream of the start codon and downstream of the stop codon of the 

targeted gene, unless stated otherwise. Transformants were plated on selective 

medium. Gene deletion was verified by diagnostic colony PCR on randomly picked 

colonies by using the primers which bind outside of the targeted open reading frame 
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(Supplementary Table S8). gRNA plasmids were removed by growing the colonies in 

liquid YPD medium and subsequent plating on solid YPD medium. Plasmid removal 

was confirmed by growth on selective and non-selective solid media after which the 

strains were stored. For all transformations the corresponding gRNA plasmids and 

repair fragment are summarized in Supplementary Table S10.   

To obtain a prototrophic strain with 35 deletions, a URA3 transcriptional unit amplified 

from CEN.PK113-7D DNA (primers: 17752 and 17753, Supplementary Table S7) was 

integrated at the GPP2 locus of strain IMX2520 (34 deletions). The flanks of the URA3 

repair fragment were homologous to the 60 bp immediately upstream and 

downstream of the GPP2 ORF. The prototrophic 35 deletion strain IMX2538 was 

checked by diagnostic PCR, short-read sequencing and long-read nanopore 

sequencing. Integration of the MPC3 transcriptional unit at the X2 locus of IMX1984 

and IMX2519 was achieved by amplifying the respective fragment from CEN.PK113-7D 

genomic DNA (primers:18025 and 18026 Supplementary Table S7) and integration by 

CRISPR/Cas9 using gRNA plasmid pUDR376, resulting in strains IMX2640 and 

IMX2641 respectively. Correct integration was verified by diagnostic PCR 

(Supplementary Table S8). 

Sequencing 

High-quality genomic DNA of yeast for sequencing was extracted using the QIAGEN 

Blood & Cell Culture Kit with 100/G or 20/G Genomic-tips (QIAGEN) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. DNA concentration was measured using the BR ds DNA 

kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and a Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

The purity was verified with a Nanodrop 2000 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). 

Short read sequencing 

IMX2538 (35 deletions prototrophic strain) was sequenced using 300 bp paired-end 

sequencing reads prepared with the MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 on an Illumina MiSeq 

sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA). To this end, extracted DNA was mechanically 

sheared to 550 bp with the M220 ultrasonicator (Covaris, Wolburn, MA) and 

subsequently, the TruSeq DNA PCR-Free Library Preparation kit (Illumina) was 

employed to make a six-strain library. The samples were quantified by qPCR on a 

Rotor-Gene Q PCR cycler (Qiagen) using the KAPA Library Quantification Kit (Kapa 

Biosystems, Wilmington, MA). Library integrity and fragment size were determined 

with a Tapestation 2200 (Agilent Technologies). Sequencing reads were mapped onto 

the CEN.PK113-7D (161) reference genome using the Burrows–Wheeler Alignment 

(BWA) tool (version 0.7.15) (162) and further processed using SAMtools (version 

1.3.1)  (163) and Pilon (with -vcf setting; version 1.18) (164) to identify single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The sequence was analyzed by visualizing the 
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generated .bam files in the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) software (version 2.4.0) 

(165). Chromosomal copy number was estimated by the Magnolya algorithm (version 

0.15) (166). 

Long read sequencing 

High quality DNA of IMX2538 was isolated and checked on quantity and quality as 

described above. Furthermore, quality and integrity of DNA was checked with a 

TapeStation 2200 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). IMX2538 was sequenced 

in-house on a single R10 flow cell (FLO—MIN111) using the SQK-LSK109 sequencing 

kit (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, United Kingdom), according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. With MinKnow (version 3.6.5, Oxford Nanopore 

Technologies) raw signal files were generated. Basecalling was performed by Guppy 

(version 4.0.11, Oxford Nanopore Technologies), followed by de novo assembly with 

Canu (version 2.0 (167)). 

Short- and long-read sequencing data are available at NCBI under BioProject 

PRJNA757356. 

Growth rate measurement in shake flasks 

The growth rate of the constructed strains was determined in 500 mL shake flasks 

containing 100 mL of SMD or SME medium. Wake-up cultures were inoculated with a 

1 mL aliquot of a strain stored at -80 ˚C and grown until late-exponential phase. 

Pre-cultures were inoculated from the wake-up cultures and grown to mid-exponential 

phase. Finally, measuring cultures were inoculated in biological duplicate from the 

pre-culture at an initial OD660 of 0.3. Cultures were monitored for OD660 with a Jenway 

7200 spectrophotometer in technical duplicate (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL). A 

maximum specific growth rate (µmax) was calculated from at least five data points in 

the exponential phase with at least 2 doublings.  

Anaerobic shake flask-based experiments were performed at 30 °C in a Bactron 

anaerobic chamber (Sheldon Manufacturing Inc., Cornelius, OR) with an atmosphere of 

5 % (v/v) H2, 6 % (v/v) CO2 and 89 % (v/v) N2, on a IKA KS 260 basic shaker at 200 rpm, 

using 50 mL shake flasks containing 30 mL SMD (2 %) anaerobic medium. 

Growth rate measurement in microtiter plates 

Growth measurements of strains in microtiter plate with a Growth Profiler 960 

(EnzyScreen BV, Heemstede, The Netherlands) were performed as described by 

Postma et al. (26).   
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Physiological characterization of CEN.PK113-7D and IMX2538 in bioreactor 

cultures 

Aerobic batch bioreactor cultures were performed in 2-L bioreactors (Applikon, Delft, 

The Netherlands). Bioreactors were filled with synthetic medium containing 5.0 g L-1 

(NH4)2SO4, 3.0 g L-1 KH2PO4, 0.5 g L-1 MgSO4·7H2O, and 1.0 mL L-1 trace elements. After 

heat sterilization, 20 g L-1 glucose, 0.2 g L-1 antifoam emulsion C (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 

Louis, MA), and filter-sterilized vitamins were added to complete the medium. Upon 

inoculation, bioreactors contained a working volume 1.4 L and the culture pH was 

maintained at 5.0 by automated addition of 2M H2SO4 or 2M KOH. Temperature was 

kept stable at 30°C and mixing of the medium was performed at 800 rpm. The gas flow 

was set to 700 mL of air per minute to supply oxygen and remove produced carbon 

dioxide, and an overpressure of 0.3 bar was applied to the reactor. Dissolved oxygen 

tension was thus maintained for all reactors above 59 % over the whole duration of 

the batch cultivation. Off-gas was cooled to 2°C in a condenser on the bioreactor to 

prevent water evaporation, and further dried with a Permapure MD-110-48P-4 filter 

dryer (Permapure, Lakewood, NJ) for subsequent analysis of carbon dioxide and 

oxygen percentages by a MultiExact 4100 gas analyser (Servomex, Zoetermeer, The 

Netherlands).  For both CEN.PK113-7D and IMX2538 reactors were run in biological 

triplicate and inoculated from exponentially growing shake flask cultures. 

Optical densities were measured in technical triplicates on Jenway 7200 

spectrophotometer (Cole-Parmer) at 660 nm, while cell dry weights were determined 

by filtration of 10 mL of well-mixed sample over dried PES membrane filters with a 

pore size of 0.45 µm (Pall Corporation, Port Washington, NY). Filters were washed with 

demineralized water and dried in a microwave oven for 20 minutes at 360 W. 

Extracellular organic acids, sugars and ethanol were determined by high performance 

liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis using an Aminex HPX-87H ion-exchange 

column (Agilent, Santa Clara) with 5 mM H2SO4 as mobile phase and a flow rate of 0.6 

mL min−1 at 60°C. Glucose, glycerol, and ethanol were detected by a refractive-index 

detector (Agilent G1362A) and organic acids by a dual-wavelength absorbance 

detector (Agilent G1314F). 

During mid-exponential growth in the glucose consumption phase, intracellular 

metabolite samples were taken with a filtration-based washing method according to 

Douma et al. (168) with some modifications. Briefly, approximately 3 mL of cell culture 

was sampled in 15 mL of 100 % methanol at -40°C. Biomass was washed with cooled 

100 % methanol on a PES membrane with a pore size of 0.45 µm (Pall Corporation) 

which was pre-cooled and wetted with 100 % methanol at -40°C. Finally, metabolites 

were extracted with 75 % of boiling ethanol. 100 μL of 13C cell extract was added to 

each tube as an internal standard  for metabolite quantification (169). The intracellular 
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CCM metabolites, cofactors and nucleotides were derivatized and quantified as 

described by de Jonge et al. (170) and Niedenführ et al. (171). 

Data availability 

All genomic data for this chapter have been deposited in the NCBI database 

(https://www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/) under the BioProjectID 

PRJNA757356.  
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Supplementary data 

Figure S1 - Growth rate of the OAC1 deletion mutant 

Maximum specific growth rate of S. cerevisiae CEN.PK113-7D (naïve reference strain) and the 

OAC1 deletion mutant, S. cerevisiae IMK588, tested in shake flasks on selective SMD medium. 

Growth rates represent the average and standard deviation of two biological duplicates. 

* IMK588 had a 26% slower growth rate with respect to CEN.PK113-7D (two-tailed paired 

homoscedastic t-test p<0.05). 

 

 

Figure S2 - Growth rates of deletion strains  

Maximum specific growth rates of all S. cerevisiae strains tested in shake flasks on selective SMD 

(A, B) or SME (B, D) supplemented with uracil. Represented are deletion strains in naïve 

background (A, B) and in the engineered background (C,D).  Color coding is according to Figure 3 

in the main manuscript. Growth rates represent the average and standard deviation of two 

biological duplicates. Growth rates of the deletion strains are expressed as % of the control strain 

IMX581. Significant changes in growth rate with respect to the control strain are indicated with 

a * (two-tailed paired homoscedastic t-test p<0.05). 
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Figure S3 - Growth rates in specific environments 

A, B, C and D) Specific growth rate determination on osmotic stress conditions (supplemented 

with uracil) measured with the growth profiler in biological triplicate. E) Specific growth rate of 

FRDS1 and AAC3 deletion mutants on SMD supplemented with Tween, ergosterol and uracil 

measured under anaerobic conditions in shake flasks in biological duplicate. F) Specific growth 

rate of MPC3 complementation strains on SME supplemented with uracil in shake flask in 

biological duplicate. G) Specific growth rate of MPC3 complementation strain on SM with 

83.3 mM pyruvate supplemented with uracil in shake flask in biological duplicate. Significant 

changes in growth rate with respect to the parental strain are indicated with a * (two-tailed 

paired homoscedastic t-test p<0.05). 
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Table S1 Genetic characteristics of the paralogs considered for deletion 

Genes that were deleted in this study are marked in red. Protein similarity was based on global 

alignment using BLOSUM62 of the translated genes of the S. cerevisiae CEN.PK113-7D genome 

sequence (161). WGD pairs are indicated (172).  

Pathway Gene % Protein Similarity Type of duplication 

Pentose phosphate 

pathway 

GND1 (YHR183W) / 

GND2 (YGR256W) 

87% WGD 

TKL1 (YPR074C) / 

TKL2 (YBR117C) 

71% WGD 

SOL3 (YHR163W) / 

SOL4 (YGR248W) 

47%  WGD 

TAL1 (YLR354C) / 

NQM1 (YGR043C) 

68% WGD 

TCA cycle + 

anaplerotic 

reactions 

PYC1 (YGL062W) / 

PYC2 (YBR218C) 

92% WGD 

SDH1 (YKL148C) / 

SDH1b (YJL045W) 

84% WGD 

SDH3 (YKL141W) / 

SHH3 (YMR118C) 

42% WGD 

SDH4 (YDR178W) / 

SHH4 (YLR164W) 

47% WGD 

CIT1 (YNR001C) / 

CIT2 (YCR005C) / 

CIT3 (YPR001W) 

CIT1/CIT2=75% 

CIT1/CIT3=42% 

CIT1/CIT2=WGD  

Mitochondrial 

transporters 

AAC1 (YMR056C)/ 

AAC2 (YBL030C) / 

AAC3 (YBR085W) 

AAC2/AAC1=73% 

AAC2/AAC3=87% 

AAC2/AAC3=WGD 

 

SAL1 (YNL083W)   

MPC1 (YGL080W) / 

MPC2 (YHR162W) / 

MPC3 (YGR243W) 

MPC2/MPC3=65% 

MPC2/MPC1=25% 

MPC2/MPC3=WGD 

 

CTP1 (YBR291C)   

ODC1 (YPL134C) / 

ODC2 (YOR222W) 

61% WGD 

NDT1 (YIL006W) / 

NDT2 (YEL006W) 

51% WGD 

Fumarate 

reductase 

OSM1 (YJR051W) / 

FRDS1 (YEL047C) 

59% WGD 

Glyoxylate and 

TCA cycle 

IDP1 (YDL066W) / 

IDP2 (YLR174W) / 

IDP3 (YNL009W) 

IDP1/IDP3=65%   

IDP2/IDP3 =73% 

IDP2/IDP3=WGD 

acetyl-CoA 

synthesis 

ALD2 (YMR170C) / 

ALD3 (YMR169C) 

91%  
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Glycerol synthesis GPD1 (YDL022W) / 

GPD2 (YOL059W) 

72% WGD 

GPP1 (YIL053W) / 

GPP2 (YER062C) 

92% WGD 

 

Table S2 Mitochondrial carrier proteins 

A list of 35 mitochondrial transporter identified by Palmieri et al. (62) and reviewed by Palmieri 

and Monné (63).  In this list the systematic name, standard name, importance in this study and 

the function of the gene encoding for mitochondrial transporters are listed. NA, not assigned. 

*CRC1 was not considered as involved in the CCM since there is no carnitine supplied to the 

cultures in this study and thus the carnitine shuttle is not active.  

Systematic 

name  

Standard 

name 

Considered 

as involved 

in CCM? 

Function 

YIL006w NDT1 YES Mitochondrial NAD+ transporter 

YEL006w NDT2 YES Mitochondrial NAD+ transporter 

YIL134w FLX1 YES Mitochondrial FAD transporter 

YBR192w RIM2 NO Mitochondrial pyrimidine nucleotide transporter 

YDL119c HEM25 NO Mitochondrial glycine transporter 

YNL003c SAM5 NO S-adenosylmethionine transporter of the 

mitochondrial inner membrane  

YKR052c MRS4 NO Iron transporter of the mitochondrial carrier 

family (may transport other cations) 

YJL133w MRS3 NO Iron transporter of the mitochondrial carrier 

family (May transport other cations) 

YGR257c MTM1 NO pyridoxal 5'-phosphate (PLP) transporter 

YER053c PIC2 NO Mitochondrial copper and phosphate carrier 

YJR077c MIR1 NO Mitochondrial phosphate carrier 

YOR130c ORT1 NO Ornithine transporter of the mitochondrial inner 

membrane (ornithine-proton exchange or 

ornithine-ornithine exchange also transports 

arginine and lysine) 

YOR100c CRC1 NO* Mitochondrial inner membrane carnitine 

transporter. Transports carnitine, acetylcarnitin 

and propionylcarnitine . 

YBR104w YMC2 NO Putative mitochondrial inner membrane 

transporter. Proposed role in oleate metabolism 

and glutamate biosynthesis. 

YPR058w YMC1 NO  Secondary mitochondrial inner membrane glycine 

transporter; required with HEM25 for the 

transport of glycine into mitochondria. Proposed 
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role in oleate metabolism and glutamate 

biosynthesis. 

YPL134c ODC1 YES 2-oxodicarboxylate transporter (transports 2-

oxoglutarate and oxodipate+ corresponding 

dicarboxylates and malate by counterexchange) 

YOR222w ODC2 YES 2-oxodicarboxylate transporter (transports 

oxogluterate and oxodipate+ corresponding 

dicarboxylates and malate by counterexchange) 

YPR021c AGC1 NO Mitochondrial amino acid transporter (transport 

aspartate and glutamate in uniport as well as in 

exchange mechanism) 

YJR095w SFC1 YES Mitochondrial succinate-fumarate counter 

exchange transporter (fumerate to cytosol, 

succinate to mitochondria) 

YBR291c CTP1 YES Mitochondrial inner membrane citrate 

transporter 

YFR045w NA NO Putative mitochondrial transport protein; null 

mutant is viable 

YMR241w YHM2 YES Citrate and oxoglutarate carrier protein (Citrate 

exported and oxogluterate imported) 

(oxaloacetate, succinate and fumerate to a lesser 

extend) 

YLR348c DIC1 YES Mitochondrial dicarboxylate carrier (transports 

malate, succinate, malonate, inorganic phosphate 

by counter exchange mechanism. Also sulphate, 

thiosulphate) 

YKL120w OAC1 YES Transports oxaloacetate and sulfate 

(unidirectional+counterexchange) 

YDL198c GGC1 NO Mitochondrial GTP/GDP exchange  transporter, 

essential for mitochondrial genome maintenance, 

has a role in mitochondrial iron transport 

YGR096w TPC1 YES Mediates uptake of the essential cofactor thiamine 

pyrophosphate (ThPP) into mitochondria 

YMR056c AAC1 YES Mitochondrial inner membrane ADP/ATP 

translocator 

YBL030c AAC2 YES Mitochondrial inner membrane ADP/ATP 

translocator 

YBR085w AAC3 YES Mitochondrial inner membrane ADP/ATP 

translocator 

YHR002w LEU5 YES Involved in the accumulation of CoA in the 

mitochondrial matrix 

YPR011c NA NO Putative 5'-phosphosulfate (APS) and 3'-phospho-

adenosine 5'-phosphosulfate (PAPS) transporter. 
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Not enough information on the function to include 

in this study.  

YNL083w SAL1 YES  ADP/ATP transporter (activity of either Sal1p or 

Pet9p is critical for viability) 

YGL080w MPC1 YES Conserved subunit of mitochondrial pyruvate 

carrier (MPC) 

YHR162w MPC2 YES Highly conserved subunit of the mitochondrial 

pyruvate carrier (MPC) 

YGR243w MPC3 YES Highly conserved subunit of the mitochondrial 

pyruvate carrier (MPC) 

YMR166C MME1 NO Mitochondrial inner membrane transporter that 

exports magnesium 

 

Table S3 Strains 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955  

Table S4 Plasmids 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955  

Table S5 pROS/pMEL gRNA primers. gRNA sequence is underlined.  

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955  

Table S6 List of primers used to confirm guideRNA plasmids 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955  

Table S7 List of primers used for making repair fragments for gene deletion or integration 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955  

Table S8 List of primers used the verify removal or insertion of a gene. 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955  

Table S9 List of primers to construct and verify strain IMX1331 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955  

Table S10 Strain transformations 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955  

https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955
https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955
https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955
https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955
https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955
https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955
https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955
https://doi.org/10.4121/16538955
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Abstract 

The construction of powerful cell factories requires extensive remodeling of microbial 

genomes, entailing many rounds of transformations to perform the large number of 

desired gene modifications. However, increasing the number of genetic interventions 

inevitably increases the occurrence of unwanted mutations and effects. Using 

glycolysis as paradigm, a previous study developed a Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain 

in which the glycolytic genes, relocalized to a single locus, can be easily swapped by 

any new design, thereby enabling fast and easy remodeling of the entire pathway. After 

27 genetic modifications performed in 43 transformation rounds, the Switchable Yeast 

Glycolysis (SwYG) strain grew ca. 20 % slower than its ancestor with native glycolysis 

design. Exploring the cause of this slower growth rate, the present study reflects on the 

genetic and analytical challenges encountered by extensive strain construction 

programs and provides design guidelines for integration of large constructs in the 

yeast genome. 
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Introduction 

Converting microbial cells, optimized to operate in defined natural environments, into 

powerful factories with high product yields and productivity in harsh industrial 

environments requires extensive remodelling of their genome. Due to the limited 

predictability of biological systems, the construction of such cell factories requires the 

iteration of design-build-test-learn cycles (1). In the build phase of the cycle, microbial 

cells undergo many rounds of genetic manipulations meant to add new metabolic 

routes, but also to rewire native pathways and cellular machineries, indispensable to 

optimally supply energy-rich moieties, redox equivalents, precursors and co-factors to 

the newly added routes (2-4). Despite the recent developments in DNA editing with 

CRISPR-Cas technologies, extensive rewiring of native pathways and processes still 

presents a technical challenge. Taking as paradigm the popular model organism and 

synthetic biology platform Saccharomyces cerevisiae, rewiring entire native pathways 

is complicated by a high degree of genetic redundancy and the scattering of genes over 

the 12 Mb and 16 chromosome-containing genome. For instance, glycolysis and 

alcoholic fermentation, central pathways for carbon conversion, cover a set of twelve 

biochemical reactions important for industrial applications of this yeast. Most of these 

twelve reactions are catalyzed by multiple iso-enzymes, resulting in a set of 26 genes 

scattered over the yeast chromosomes. To facilitate remodeling of glycolysis and 

alcoholic fermentation in yeast, previous studies reported the construction of a strain 

in which genes encoding the 13 minor paralogs of glycolysis and fermentation were 

deleted and the remaining 13 major paralogs were relocalized to a single locus (5,6). 

In a process named pathway swapping, the resulting Switchable Yeast Glycolysis strain 

(SwYG) enables the two-step replacement of the entire glycolytic and fermentation 

pathways by any new design, and their translocation to any locus on native or synthetic 

chromosomes (5,7). The SwYG strain, harboring a minimized set of glycolytic and 

fermentation genes clustered on a single chromosomal locus, grew remarkably well 

but consistently displayed a 10 - 30 % reduction in growth rate in synthetic chemically 

defined medium with glucose as carbon source, as compared to a strain with a 

complete set of glycolytic enzymes scattered over the yeast chromosomes (5). This 

decrease in growth rate could not be attributed to the removal of the minor glycolytic 

paralogs, as a similar strain in which the same minimized set of genes was still present 

in their native loci grew just as fast as the non-minimized control strain, and therefore 

faster than SwYG (6). While the SwYG strain is a valuable addition to S. cerevisiae 

molecular toolbox, this decrease in growth rate was puzzling and could hold key 

information regarding the genetic design of large DNA constructs. If the co-localization 

of thirteen highly expressed genes had deleterious effects on the host, it should be 

taken into consideration for the design and engineering of cells factories, as well as the 

construction of synthetic chromosomes and genomes. 
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Many mechanisms could potentially cause the growth defect of the SwYG strain, and 

this study attempts to identify which ones are at play (Figure 1). The growth defect 

could be directly caused by the integration of the set of 13 clustered genes (called 

SinLoG for Single Locus Glycolysis) in the yeast chromosomes, by altering the 

expression either of genes in the SinLoG itself or of genes neighboring the SinLoG 

integration site. Alternatively, the SinLoG might affect DNA replication either by 

causing collision between the replication machinery and the polymerase processing 

the highly transcribed colocalized glycolytic genes, or by excessively increasing the 

distance between adjacent autonomously replicating sequences (ARS) (8,9).  The 

growth defect of the SwYG strain could also be indirectly caused by the mutations 

voluntarily (targeted deletion of genes, presence of selection markers and plasmids) 

or involuntarily (random mutations) induced during strain construction. Using a 

combination of targeted genetic engineering, and explorative evolutionary and reverse 

Figure 1 - Schematic overview of the experimental approach. Strain construction strategy 
leading to the Switchable Yeast Glycolysis (SwYG) strain with a Single Locus Glycolysis (SinLoG). 
First the Minimal Glycolysis (MG) strain was constructed by deletion of the minor glycolytic 
paralogs without measurable phenotypic effects (6). Subsequently the major glycolytic paralogs 
were integrated as SinLoG in chromosome IX and deleted from their native loci, resulting in the 
SwYG strain (5). The SwYG strain displayed a decreased growth rate as compared to the MG 
strain. Several hypotheses for the mechanism underlying this growth rate decrease were tested, 
as well as exploratory transcriptomics and adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE). 
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engineering, this study makes full use of the rich S. cerevisiae molecular and analytical 

toolbox to directly test these hypotheses and to discover yet unpredicted mechanisms. 

Results 

Confirmation that SinLoG integration in the MG strain causes a decrease in yeast 

specific growth rate 

First, the specific growth rate of the SwYG strain (IMX589) and its ancestor the MG 

strain was measured again, confirming that the SwYG strain grew slower than the MG 

strain harboring a minimal set of glycolytic genes scattered over the yeast genome 

(Figure 2). The SwYG strain is auxotrophic for uracil and harbors the amdS marker in 

the SinLoG. Repairing the uracil auxotrophy by integration of the URA3 gene at the 

Figure 2 - Specific growth rates of single locus glycolysis strains. The specific growth rates of 
various strains with a SinLoG integration are shown in blue and reference strains are in grey. 
Prototrophic strains are shown as filled column while uracil auxotrophic strains are depicted 
with dashed columns. All growth rates are normalized to the CEN.PK113-7D (prototrophic) or 
CEN.PK113-5D (uracil auxotrophic) control strains from the same experiment. A) Specific growth 
rates determined in duplicate shake flask cultures for several reference strains and single locus 
glycolysis strains. B) Growth rates of intermediate strains with glycolytic gene deletions during 
strain construction of the single locus glycolysis strains. Each modification follows below the 
previous one from top (MG strain) to bottom (SwYG strain). Growth rates are measured in 
96-wells plates in at least culture triplicate. Statistically significant differences relative to the 
auxotrophic or prototrophic CEN.PK reference strain are indicated (* P<0.05, t-test 2-tailed, 
homoscedastic). 
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TDH1 locus and removing the amdS marker did not affect growth rate, indicating that 

selection markers were not accountable for the SwYG strain slower growth phenotype 

(strain IMX1822, Figure 2). Re-localization of glycolytic genes to a single locus required 

18 transformation rounds, starting by the integration of the SinLoG and followed by 

the sequential deletion of the 13 glycolytic genes from their native loci (Figure 1). To 

test which steps were involved in the SwYG strain slower growth, the specific growth 

rate of all relevant intermediate strains in the construction steps between the MG and 

the SwYG strains were measured. It revealed that, after integration of the SinLoG in the 

MG strain the following deletion steps did not significantly affect growth. It was further 

confirmed that the growth rate decrease caused by SinLoG integration was not an 

artefact, by repeating the transformation of the MG strain with the SinLoG DNA parts 

(strain IMX382, Supplementary Figure S1). Altogether these results confirmed that the 

integration of the SinLoG cassette caused a specific growth rate reduction and 

suggested that it was the most probable cause for the SwYG strain’s slower growth rate 

phenotype.   

SwYG decreased growth rate is not caused by secondary effects at the integration 

site 

While the SinLoG seemed to be responsible for the SwYG strain’s reduced growth rate, 

this effect might not be a direct consequence of the genetic clustering of the glycolytic 

genes. It could result from unexpected genetic effects at the integration site. To explore 

this hypothesis, prototrophic strains with the SinLoG integrated in the CAN1 

(chromosome V, IMX1821) or SGA1 locus (chromosome IX, IMX1822) were 

constructed. However, this resulted in a similar growth rate as measured before for 

prototrophic SwYG strains IMX605 and IMX606 and auxotrophic strain IMX589 ((5) 

and Figure 2). The SinLoG is a 35 kb long DNA stretch, considering that autonomously 

replicating sequences (ARS) are distributed on average every 30 kb across the yeast 

genome, integration of the SinLoG might hinder replication (5,9). However, flanking 

the SinLoG by additional ARS sequences (strain IMX2109 Figure 3, strain lineage in 

Supplementary Figure S2) (7), had no positive effect on the growth rate of the SwYG 

strain. The presence of the SinLoG might also impact the expression of genes 

surrounding its integration site, however their transcript levels were largely 

unaffected by the SinLoG presence (Supplementary Figure S3). Yeast appeared 

therefore extremely robust to the disruption of its chromosomes by integration of a 

35 kb highly transcribed DNA sequence. 

SwYG decreased growth rate is not caused by expression of genes from the 

SinLoG 

As the indirect effects considered so far were not responsible for the SwYG strain’s 

slower growth rate, possible direct effects of the SinLoG itself were explored. Glycolysis 

is an essential pathway for growth on glucose as sole carbon source, altering its 
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expression might therefore affect yeast growth. Transcript levels of the glycolytic 

genes and in vitro activity of the glycolytic enzymes were measured in the SwYG and 

control strains. Despite the re-localization and clustering of the glycolytic genes, their 

expression was very similar in the SwYG strain compared to the minimal glycolysis 

strain IMX372 (MG), with only PGK1 expression changing more than 2-fold (Figure 4A). 

Accordingly, activity of the glycolytic enzymes was largely comparable to the MG 

control strain. Only Pgk1 activity was significantly decreased by 43 % in SwYG as 

compared to MG (Figure 4B). However, this reduced catalytic activity of Pgk1 is most 

likely not responsible for the lower growth rate of the SwYG strain as, like most 

glycolytic enzymes, Pgk1 is present with a large overcapacity and even with reduced 

activity it operates far from saturation (10). Indeed, for Pgk1, the degree of saturation 

estimated from the glucose uptake rate and enzyme activity only increased from 19 % 

in the MG strain to 26 % in the SwYG strain.  Next to their key role in central carbon 

metabolism, several glycolytic enzymes (hexokinase, aldolase and enolase) are also 

involved in moonlighting functions outside glycolysis (11), however, since glycolytic 

transcript levels and in vitro activity are similar whether the glycolytic genes are 

Figure 3 - Effects of ARS sequences and gene orientation. A) Configurations of single locus 
glycolysis gene clusters with ARS sequences and various gene orientations. B) Specific growth 
rate of strains with SinLoG designed represented in panel A. Bars represent the average and 
standard deviation of duplicate shake flask cultures expressed as a percentage of the control 
strain CEN.PK113-7D. Statistically significant differences are indicated (* P<0.05, t-test 2-tailed, 
homoscedastic).  
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scattered over the chromosomes or co-localized, there is no evidence suggesting that 

moonlighting functions play a role in the SwYG strain reduced growth rate.  

There is yet another aspect to consider for the genetic co-localization of genes such as 

the glycolytic genes. Glycolytic genes are intensively and continuously transcribed in 

Figure 4 - Transcription and enzyme activity of the glycolytic genes in the single locus 
glycolysis strains. A) PFKM-normalized transcript levels of the glycolytic genes in strains 
IMX372, IMX606 and IMX605 are compared. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean 
of independent culture duplicates. * indicates significant difference compared to IMX372 (Padj < 
0.05). B) Enzyme activities measured in cell-free extracts of the minimal glycolysis strain IMX372, 
the double glycolysis strain IMX382 and single locus glycolysis strain IMX606 (SwYG, SinLoG-IX). 
The data for IMX372 and IMX606 shown here is reproduced from (5) and is the average of at least 
four replicates. IMX382 was measured in duplicates. Error bars represent the standard error of 
the mean. * indicates significant difference to IMX372 (P < 0.05, student t-test, 2 tailed, 
homoscedastic).    
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yeast and their transcripts are amongst the most abundant. While the strong and 

constitutive glycolytic promoters are an asset for yeast molecular biology toolbox, their 

co-localization might be deleterious for the host. During cell division, the replication 

machinery needs to access DNA, which might lead to head-on collisions with RNA 

polymerases in the SinLoG transcriptional hotspot (8). In such a scenario, DNA 

replication might be stalled, and even lead to DNA damage, which could result in a 

slower growth rate. Since co-directional collisions are less detrimental than head-on 

collisions, aligning the orientation of transcription units with the nearest ARS 

sequences could attenuate conflicts between replication and transcription. This 

possibility was assessed by the design, construction and growth rate measurement of 

two strains with modified transcription-unit’s orientation, one without (IMX1770) and 

one with co-directionality of transcription and replication (IMX2381). These strains 

showed no significant difference in growth rate (Figure 3). The SwYG strain 

(auxothrophic IMX589 and prototrophic IMX1821) did not display alterations in the 

duration of the S phase of the cell cycle, which could be expected if DNA replication was 

competing with transcription (Supplementary Figure S4). Although these results do 

not entirely exclude potential effects of the SinLoG on DNA replication, they strongly 

suggest that it is not the main cause of the SwYG strain’s growth defect. 

Discovery-driven approaches to elucidate the molecular basis of SwYG slow 

growth rate 

While the targeted engineering strategy enabled the elimination of factors that were 

not causal for the SwYG strain’s slower growth rate, it failed to directly identify the 

responsible factors. In an attempt to identify these mechanisms, gene expression 

profiles in the SwYG strains with SinLoG in chromosome V and IX and their ancestor 

the MG strain were mined. There again, while genes were up- and down-regulated in 

the strains with a SinLoG as compared to the MG strain, transcriptome analysis did not 

identify specific genes, sets of genes or mechanisms potentially involved in the SwYG 

strain’s slow growth (Supplementary Figure S5).  

As transcriptome analysis proved inconclusive, an adaptive laboratory evolution 

approach was undertaken. To increase the growth rate of SwYG, repeated transfers of 

IMX1821 and the control strain CEN.PK113-7D were performed on chemically defined 

glucose medium for approximately 525 generations (Figure 1).  Three independent 

evolution lines successfully led to SwYG populations with growth rates comparable to 

that of the reference strain CEN.PK113-7D (Figure 5A and Supplementary Figure S6). 

Three single colony isolates were selected from independent evolution lines of SwYG 

and the control strain, and their genome was sequenced. All three independent single 

locus glycolysis evolution lines carried mutations in ATG41, CNB1 and SUR2 (Figure 5B 

and for strain lineage Supplementary Figure S6). CNB1, encoding a regulatory subunit 

of calcineurin, was also mutated in one of the evolution lines of the CEN.PK113-7D 
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control strain, and was most likely not the causal mutation for the SwYG strain 

phenotype (Supplementary Figure S7). Introducing the CNB1 mutation of the evolved 

strains in the non-evolved SwYG strain confirmed this hypothesis (Figure 5). 

Conversely, ATG41 and SUR2 were not mutated in the control strain evolution lines and 

could therefore be involved in the slower growth phenotype of the SwYG strain. SUR2 

is involved in sphingolipids biosynthesis and encodes a sphinganine C4-hydroxylase 

(12-14). Sphingolipids are important membrane components and act as messengers 

and bioactive molecules in cell growth, senescence, autophagy and apoptosis (15). In 

all three evolution lines the Sur2 fatty acid hydroxylase domain (amino acids 162 to 

297) was mutated. In one of the evolved strains the mutation caused the occurrence of 

an early stop codon, suggesting that the mutations most likely caused a loss of function 

of this non-essential gene (16). Both removal and reverse-engineering of the SUR2 

mutations were performed in the SwYG parental strain IMX1821, but did not result in 

a measurable phenotypic effect (Figure 5). The exact function of ATG41 has not been 

identified, but it is associated with the formation of the autophagosome (17). Similar 

to Sur2, several mutations found in Atg41 truncated the protein, removing its extreme 

Figure 5 - Physiological and genetic characterization of the evolved and reverse 
engineered strains derived from the SwYG strain. A) Specific growth rates of the evolved 
population of the SwYG strain, single colony isolates of the evolved populations and reverse 
engineered strains, shown as percentage of reference SwYG strain IMX1821. Control strains 
without a single locus glycolysis are shown in grey, evolved strains in orange and engineered 
SwYG strains are shown in blue, dashed lines indicate growth rates of the reference strains 
IMX1821 and CEN.PK113-7D. Significant differences compared to strain IMX1821 are indicated 
(*, P<0.05, t-test, homoscedastic). B) Venn diagram showing genes in which mutations were 
identified in the evolved strains derived from IMX1821. 
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C-terminal domain (amino acids 127-136). This region is essential for the interaction 

with protein partners (more particularly Atg9) and thus  correct subcellular 

distribution and autophagy activity (17). As SUR2, ATG41 was therefore deleted both 

in the SwYG parental strain IMX1821 and modified with the mutations found in the 

evolved strain. While individual mutations hardly affected the growth rate of the SwYG 

strain, the combined deletion or mutation of both SUR2 and ATG41 successfully 

restored the growth rate of the evolved strains (Figure 5). These results demonstrated 

that mutations in both genes are required to fix the slower growth rate phenotype of 

the SwYG strain.  

Discussion 

With the ambition to consolidate the SwYG strain as platform for glycolysis swapping 

and to identify design principles for integration of large, modular pathways in 

S. cerevisiae, we aimed to characterize and identify underlying factors of the slower 

growth phenotype observed upon genetic clustering of the glycolytic pathway in the 

SwYG strain. 

This in-depth study revealed that genetic factors directly or indirectly related to the 

integration of the SinLoG were not responsible for the SwYG strain slow growth rate, a 

promising outcome for integration of large DNA constructs in yeast. ALE rather 

identified the involvement of autophagy and sphingolipids biosynthesis in the slower 

growth rate phenotype, a response difficult to reconcile with the genetic interventions 

performed in the SwYG strain. These results might yet be explained if we consider an 

alternative theory, initially discarded due to its unlikelihood, but that might, in the light 

of all the data obtained in this study, explain the SwYG strain phenotype. The SinLoG 

integration in the MG strain causes a duplication of the glycolysis and fermentation 

genes. Glycolysis and fermentation proteins are amongst the most abundant proteins 

in S. cerevisiae cells, representing around 15% of total cell proteins under fermentative 

conditions (18). Integration of a second copy of these genes might increase the 

abundance of these proteins and, considering that proteins are extremely costly to 

synthetize, cause an energetic burden to the cells, reflected in a decreased growth rate. 

Enzyme assays confirmed the increased specific activity of most of these enzymes by 

1.5- to 2-fold in the double glycolysis strain (IMX382, Figure 4). This increase in 

activity, with the reasonable assumption that it represents an equivalent increase in 

protein abundance, should result in a decrease in growth rate. Indeed, individual 

overexpression of glycolytic enzymes has been shown to lead to decreased growth 

rates when around 15% of the total cellular protein is made up of gratuitous glycolytic 

protein (19). Similarly, overexpression of fluorescent proteins to high percentages of 

the proteome (estimated around 10-15%) has been shown to lead to a growth rate 
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decrease of up to 15% from the cost of protein production (20). This overexpression 

alone therefore could explain the decrease in growth rate measured for the double 

glycolysis strain (IMX382, Figure 2).  

Building on the realistic working hypothesis that protein burden is the major cause of 

the decreased growth rate in the double glycolysis strain, subsequent removal of the 

gene duplicates in this strain is expected to alleviate this burden and to restore growth 

rate to the levels of the MG strain. However, deletion of the 13 duplicated genes from 

the double glycolysis strain did not alter growth rate (Figure 2). This stability in growth 

rate upon deletion of the gene duplicates could reflect the compensation of the 

expected positive effect of sequential deletion by the occurrence of deleterious events 

during strain construction. While analysis of the genome sequence and transcriptome 

of the SwYG strain indicated that the targeted genetic modifications did not have 

measurable direct or indirect deleterious effects on yeast physiology, the 18 

transformation rounds necessary to engineer IMX382 into the SwYG strain could have 

caused unwanted mutations in the yeast genome. Accordingly, the sequence of the 

SwYG strain revealed six mutations in coding regions of the native genome 

(Supplementary Table S1), three of which led to amino acid changes in Opt1 (plasma 

membrane oligopeptide transporter), Cwc25 (essential protein, component of 

spliceosomal complex implicated in the catalytic step of pre-mRNA splicing) and more 

interestingly Vps15 a serine/threonine protein kinase, key component in the synthesis 

of phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate (PI(3)P) required for autophagosome formation 

(21-25). Bringing together the present results, a scenario describing the potential 

mechanisms involved in the SwYG strain slow growth phenotype emerges. During the 

construction of the SwYG strain from the double glycolysis strain, a mutation in VPS15 

occurred and negatively affected growth rate. The deletion of VPS15 as well as the 

other main component of the PI3-kinase complex, VPS34, has been reported to lead to 

growth defects and cause aberrant endosome morphology (26,27). Further deletion of 

glycolytic genes in this impaired, VPS15-mutated intermediate strain would then fail to 

restore the growth rate to the level of the MG strain. During ALE, mutations in ATG41, 

an important protein for autophagosome formation (15,17), would counterbalance the 

deleterious effect of the mutated VPS15. The role of SUR2 mutations in restoring the 

growth rate of the SwYG strain might appear more puzzling, however, evidence for the 

role of ceramides, important membrane lipids, in autophagy is growing (12-15,28). An 

additional, particularly attractive scenario in the context of engineering glycolysis, 

involves Pgk1. In mammals the Pgk1 homologue, also called Pgk1, plays a key role in 

the formation and activation of the complex responsible for PI(3)P synthesis and 

autophagosome formation (29). The PI3-kinase complex is largely conserved between 

mammalian cells and yeast and the human Pgk1 interaction partner, Beclin1, 

complements the function of its yeast homolog Vps30 (30). The potential involvement 
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of the yeast Pgk1 in PI(3)P synthesis and autophagy has not been explored yet, but it 

is not unlikely considering the conservation of moonlighting functions of several 

glycolytic proteins between yeast and mammals (31-33). Remarkably, the activity of 

Pgk1 is two-fold lower in SwYG strains as compared to the minimal glycolysis control 

strain (Figure 4). While this lower activity of an enzyme operating far from saturation 

is most likely not hindering the glycolytic flux, it might be deleterious for a potential 

moonlighting function. If such a moonlighting exists, deletion of the second copy of 

Pgk1 in the double glycolysis strain (strain IMX557, Figure 2) and ensuing lower Pgk1 

abundance might have a negative effect on autophagosome formation and therefore 

growth. Further research will be required to test these hypotheses, starting by the 

repair of VPS15 in the SwYG strain, and the integration of a second copy of Pgk1.       

While S. cerevisiae is a fantastic microbial cell factory and model organism, with a 

remarkable genetic accessibility, the present study illustrates the challenges faced by 

intensive strain construction. It also illustrates the limits of analytical tools and 

highlights the need to combine multiple techniques to identify the molecular basis of 

mild phenotypic responses. Still, this study enabled a first, in-depth investigation of the 

impact of integration of large DNA constructs in S. cerevisiae native chromosomes, 

thereby identifying design guidelines for pathway transplantation, but also pathway 

design. The SGA1 and CAN1 loci proved to be robust integration sites for constructs of 

30-40 kb, and can most likely harbor longer constructs. Addition of ARS was not 

required, although the spacing between adjacent ARS was increased from 38 kb to 

73 kb, an observation in line with previous reports (34). Transcriptional hotspots, 

different from the native genetic configuration with a mosaic of genes with different 

transcription levels, did not harm yeast physiology, and the orientation of transcription 

did not require careful design. As in most organisms, in S. cerevisiae transformation is 

mutagenic, it is therefore recommended to keep the number of transformations to a 

minimum, an achievement made possible using CRISPR-Cas mediated multiplex 

editing. Finally, efforts to relocalize genes for genome modularization should consider 

watermarking genes, such that only the desired (native) copy can be exclusively 

targeted and edited (35). This approach minimizes the risk of excessive removal of 

DNA sequences during gene deletion. Applicable to native and synthetic chromosomes, 

these design guidelines should facilitate future large scale strain engineering 

endeavors.  

Materials and Methods 

Media, strain cultivation and stocking 

The yeast strains used in this study are all derived from the CEN.PK lineage 

(Supplementary Table S2) (36). For non-selective growth, S. cerevisiae strains were 
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cultivated on Yeast extract Peptone Dextrose (YPD) medium, consisting of 10 g L-1 

Bacto yeast extract, 20 g L-1 Bacto peptone and 20 g L-1 glucose. For selective growth, 

Synthetic Medium (SM) was used, containing: 3 g L-1 KH2PO4, 0.5 g L-1 MgSO4·7H2O, 

5 g L-1 (NH4)2SO4, 1 mL L-1 of a trace element solution (37). YPD and SM medium were 

set to pH 6 by addition of KOH and 20 g L-1 Bacto agar was added in case of solid 

medium. YPD and SM media were autoclaved for 20 min at 110°C and 121°C, 

respectively. Finally, for Synthetic Medium with glucose (SMD), 1 ml L-1 of a filter 

sterilized vitamin solution and 20 g L-1 of glucose separately autoclaved for 20 min at 

110°C was added. When needed, SMD was supplemented with 125 mg L-1 histidine 

and/or 150 mg L-1 uracil. When the dominant markers amdS, KanMX or hphNT1 were 

used with SM, (NH4)2SO4 was omitted from the medium and replaced by 6.6 g L-1 K2SO4. 

For amdS selection, 1.8 g L-1 filter sterilized acetamide was used as nitrogen source. 

For selection of KanMX or hphNT1, 2.3 g L-1 urea was used as nitrogen source instead 

and 200 mg L-1 G418 and 200 mg L-1 hygromycin (Hyg) were added to the medium, 

respectively. For YPD medium, the G418 and hygromycin were directly added to the 

medium. Yeast cultures were grown at 30°C at 200 rpm in 50-/100-/500-mL shake 

flasks containing respectively 10-/20-/100 mL of medium, in an Innova 44 incubator 

shaker (New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ). Yeast on solid media were incubated 

until single colonies were visible (approximately 3 days). Escherichia coli XL1-Blue 

strains with ampR containing plasmids were cultivated on Lysogeny Broth (LB) 

medium, consisting of: 10 g L-1 tryptone, 5.0 g L-1 yeast extract, and 5 g L-1 NaCl, 

supplemented with 100 mg mL-1 ampicillin. E. coli cultivations were performed at 37°C 

and 200 rpm in an Innova 4000 incubator (New Brunswick Scientific) shaker, in 15 mL 

Greiner tubes containing 5 mL medium. Cultures on solid LB medium, containing 20 g 

L-1 Bacto agar, were incubated overnight at 37°C.  

S. cerevisiae and E. coli strains were stored at -80°C in 1 mL aliquots of appropriate 

medium containing 30 % (v/v) glycerol.  

Molecular biology techniques 

DNA used for strain construction purposes was amplified by PCR using Phusion™ 

High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions. All diagnostic PCRs were performed with DreamTaq 

PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific), following the supplier’s instruction. 

Primers were ordered desalted unless used for amplification of open reading frames 

(ORFs) in which case PAGE purified primers were used (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).  

DNA was purified using the GenElute PCR Clean-Up kit (Sigma-Aldrich) or the GeneJET 

PCR Purification Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) when no unspecific bands were 

present. In case of unspecific bands, the DNA was separated on a 1 % or 2 % (w/v) 

agarose (TopVision Agarose, Thermo Fisher Scientific) gel in 1x Tris-acetate-EDTA 
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(TAE) buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or 1x Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE) (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) buffer. 10 μl L-1 SERVA (SERVA Electrophoresis GmbH, Heidelberg, 

Germany) was added to the gel for DNA staining. As size standards, the GeneRuler DNA 

Ladder mix (Sigma-Aldrich) or GeneRuler DNA Ladder 50bp (Sigma-Aldrich) were 

used. DNA was isolated from gel using the GenElute PCR Clean-Up kit (Sigma-Aldrich). 

The purity and quantity of DNA was assessed using a NanoDrop 2000 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For more precise DNA quantification 

the Qubit dsDNA BR Assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in combination with the Qubit 

2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was used. Digestion of DNA with DpnI was 

performed with the FastDigest restriction enzyme (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 

following the manufacturer’s protocol. Gibson assembly for construction of gRNA 

plasmids was performed with Gibson assembly master mix 2x (New England Biolabs, 

Ipswich, MA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions but scaled down to a final 

volume of 5 µL.  

DNA for plasmid assembly was transformed into E.coli XL1-Blue by chemical 

transformation as described by Inoue et al. (38). Plasmids were isolated using the 

GenElute Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or the GeneJET Plasmid 

Miniprep Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and verified by diagnostic PCR or restriction 

analysis. S. cerevisiae was transformed with the lithium acetate/polyethylene glycol 

method (39). Single colony isolates were obtained by three consecutive re-streaks on 

selective solid medium. Yeast DNA was isolated by either boiling in 0.02 N NaOH, the 

protocol described by Looke et al. (40), the YeaStar genomic DNA kit (Zymo Research, 

Irvine, CA) or the QIAGEN Blood & Cell Culture Kit with 100/G Genomic-tips (Qiagen, 

Hilden, Germany) depending on the desired DNA purity.   

Adaptive laboratory evolution 

CEN.PK113-7D and IMX1821 were evolved for faster growth on aerobic SMD medium 

at 30°C and 150 rpm in 100 mL shake flasks with 20 mL medium. The strains were 

inoculated from a freezer stock and subsequently transferred every 24 hours, by a 

1:100 dilution in fresh medium. For both strains, three separate evolution lines were 

maintained for 79 transfers, when all IMX1821 evolution cultures had reached the 

approximate growth rate of wild type CEN.PK113-7D. The first 23 transfers of the 

CEN.PK113-7D evolution line were reported previously (41). From each evolution line, 

single colonies were isolated. The single cell lines that showed a growth rate 

representative of the evolved population were stored at -80°C and whole-genome 

sequenced (Supplementary Table S2).  

Plasmid Construction 

To target the Cas9 protein to a desired locus and induce a double strand break, gRNA 

plasmids were constructed according to Mans et al. (42) with minor alterations. To 
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summarize, plasmids containing two gRNAs were Gibson assembled from a backbone 

amplified with primer 6005 from a pROS plasmid, and two insert fragments amplified 

with primers 5974 and 5975 and a respective gRNA specific primer. In Supplementary 

Table S3A all constructed plasmids are listed. Supplementary Table S4A-B contains all 

primers to construct and verify the gRNA plasmids. 

Strain construction 

All strains constructed in this study originate from IMX589, the uracil auxothrophic 

SwYG strain, constructed by Kuijpers et al. (5) (Supplementary Table S2). This strain 

is characterized by the deletion of the minor paralogs of glycolysis and the 

relocalization of the major paralogs of glycolysis to the SGA1 locus on chromosome IX. 

Some of the strains used in this study to test hypotheses were previously constructed 

and described (5,7,35,43). All strains constructed by CRISPR-Cas9 have been made as 

described by Mans et al. (42) and all strains were verified by diagnostic PCR (primers 

in Supplementary Table S4). 

To construct a strain in which the transcription of the glycolytic genes was aligned with 

replication an in silico design was made (Figure 3). The watermarked glycolytic genes 

and auxiliary parts were amplified from template DNA with SHR containing primers to 

allow for homologous recombination (Supplementary Tables S3B, S4C and S5).  Strain 

IMX1338 was transformed with 1.5 μg of plasmid p426-SNR52p-gRNA.CAN1.Y-SUP4t 

(Supplementary Table S3) and 200 fmol of each fragment (13 glycolytic genes: FBA1, 

TPI1, PGK1, ADH1, PYK1, TDH3, ENO2, HXK2, PGI1, PFK1, PFK2, GPM1, PDC1, the HIS3 

marker, ARS418 and ARS1211) to integrate an altered orientation SinLoG in the CAN1 

locus (Chr. V). The gRNA plasmid was removed by non-selective growth and the uracil 

auxotrophic strain was stocked as IMX2359. To construct IMX2381, the glycolytic 

cassette in the sga1 locus on Chr. IX was deleted from IMX2359 using gRNA plasmid 

pUDR413 and repaired with a KlURA3 transcriptional unit. The KlURA3 fragment was 

amplified from the pMEL10 plasmid with primers containing sga1 flanks 

(Supplementary Table S3 and S4E).  The gRNA plasmid was removed before stocking.  

For reverse engineering of the mutations in ATG41, SUR2 and CNB1 found in the 

IMX1821 evolution lines, the three genes were first deleted by insertion of a synthetic 

gRNA and PAM sequence. To this end, IMX1821 was separately transformed with 

pUDR748, pUDR749 or pUDR750, to delete ATG41, CNB1 and SUR2, respectively. 120 

bp of corresponding repair fragments made by annealing of complementary primers 

containing the synthetic gRNA and PAM sequence were also supplied (Supplementary 

Table S4F). gRNA plasmids were removed, and strains were stocked as IMX2542, 

IMX2543 and IMX2544 for the deletion of SUR2, ATG41 and CNB1, respectively. The 

mutated SUR2 gene was amplified from evolution strains IMS1022, IMS1026 and 

IMS1031 with primer pair 17559/17560 (Supplementary Table S4G). Strain IMX2542 
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was transformed with plasmid pUDR114 to cut in the synthetic gRNA and separate 

repair fragments, resulting after plasmid removal in strains IMX2605 (SUR2E192stop), 

IMX2606 (SUR2M179K) and IMX2607 (SUR2G251R). Similarly, the ATG41 and CNB1 genes 

were amplified from the evolution lines (primers in Supplementary Table S4G) and 

transformed together with plasmid pUDR114 in strain IMX2543 and IMX2544, 

respectively. These transformations resulted in strains IMX2589 (ATG41W132C), 

IMX2590 (ATG41W132stop) and IMX2594 (CNB1L82F). For double deletion and 

replacement with a synthetic gRNA and PAM of ATG41 and SUR2, strain IMX1821 was 

transformed with gRNA plasmid pUDR751 and corresponding 120 bp repair fragments 

(Supplementary Table S4F). After plasmid removal the resulting strain was stocked as 

IMX2570. Transformation of this strain with pUDR114 to cut the synthetic gRNAs and 

the amplified repair fragment (primers in Supplementary Table S4G) of ATG41 and 

SUR2 from evolution strain IMS1022, resulted in strain IMX2591 (ATG41W132C 

SUR2E192stop). Finally the triple deletion strain IMX2567 was made by transforming 

IMX2544 (CNB1::(synthethic gRNA)) with gRNA plasmid pUDR751 targeting ATG41 

and SUR2 and the corresponding repair fragments with synthetic gRNA and PAM 

(Supplementary Table S4F).  

  

Growth rate determination 

Shake flasks 

The growth of strains was monitored from 100 mL SMD cultures in 500 mL shake flasks 

by following the optical density at 660 nm (OD660) with a JENWAY 7200 

spectrophotometer (Cole-Parmer, Stone, UK). Maximum specific growth rates (µmax) 

were determined in at least biological duplicates from a minimal of six time points in 

exponential phase. To ensure that the cultures were in exponentially phase for growth 

rate measurements, two successive pre-cultures were performed prior to inoculation 

in the measuring flasks.  

96-well format 

Pre-cultures inoculated from glycerol-stocks were performed in 1.5 mL of YPD medium 

in 12-wells plate, and grown at 30°C and 800 rpm in a thermoshaker (Grant-bio 

PHMP-4, United Kingdom) until stationary phase. Of each strain 20 μL were 

transferred to fresh SMD (with uracil) medium in a new 12-well plate and grown until 

mid-exponential phase. Each strain was then transferred with six biological replicates 

to a 96-well plate (CELLSTAR, Greiner Bio-One). Both the 12-well and 96-well plates 

were covered with sterile polyester acrylate sealing tape (Thermo Scientific). The 

OD660 from the cultures in the 96-well plates were determined every 20 min using a 

plate reader (TECAN infinite M200 Pro. Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland). The growth 

rate was determined from at least 6 points in exponential phase.  
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Ploidy staining and cell cycle phase estimation 

Circa 107 cells were sampled from mid-exponential shake-flasks cultures on YPD and 

centrifuged (5 min at 4700 g). The pellet was washed with demineralized water, 

centrifuged again and resupended in 800 μl 70% ethanol while vortexing. Another 

800 μl 70% ethanol was added and fixed cells were stored at 4 °C until analysis. 

Staining of cells with SYTOX© Green Nucleic Acid Stain (Invitrogen S7020) was 

performed as described earlier (44). Samples were analyzed on a BD Accuri C6 flow 

cytometer with a 488 nm laser (BD Biosciences, Breda, The Netherlands). Fluorescence 

intensity was represented using FlowJo (V. 10.6.1, FlowJo, LLC, Ashland, OR, USA).  

For cell cycle analysis, stained cells were selected from all events based on fluorescence 

at 533/30 nm. Subsequently the G1 and G2 populations corresponding to 1n and 2n 

were selected with ellipsoid gates based on forward scatter and fluorescence. All cells 

not corresponding to G1 or G2 were designated to be in the S phase.  

Sequencing 

Whole genome sequencing and alignment 

High quality genomic DNA was isolated with the QIAGEN Blood & Cell Culture Kit with 

100/G Genomic-tips (Qiagen) from IMX1821 and evolution strains IMS1022, IMS1026, 

IMS1031, IMS1043, IMS1048 and IMS1053. The strains were sequenced in-house 

using an Illumina MiSeq Sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA) as described previously 

(7,35).  

For long-read DNA sequencing of IMX589, genomic DNA was loaded on a R9 flowcell 

and sequenced on a MinION (Oxford Nanopore, sequencing kit SQK-LSK109). Guppy 

(Oxford Nanopore, version 3.9.5_GPU) was used for basecalling. The resulting fastq 

files were filtered on length (>1 kb) and de novo assembled with Canu (version 1.8) 

(45). Resulting contigs were error-corrected by first mapping the Illumina paired-end 

read library of IMX589 with Burrows-Wheeler Algorithm (BWA mem, version 0.7.15) 

(46), converting the alignments to binary alignment format (BAM, samtools version 

1.3.1) (47) and further processed with Pilon (48). 

A de novo assembled reference genome was constructed for IMX589 (auxothrophic 

SwYG) using MinION and Miseq data (5). Using the Burrows-Wheeler Alignment 

(BWA) Tool (49) (version 0.7.15), sequencing data of IMX1821, IMS1022, IMS1026 and 

IMS1031 was aligned to the IMX589 reference genome and sequencing data of 

IMS1043, IMS1048 and IMS1053 was aligned to a CEN.PK113-7D reference (50). The 

data was further processed using SAMTools (49) (version 1.3.1) and single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) were determined using Pilon (with -vcf setting; version 1.18)) 

(48). The BWA.bam output file was visualized using the Integrative Genomics Viewer 

(version 2.4.0) (51), and copy numbers were estimated using Magnolya (version 0.15) 
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(52). SNPs were compared between CENPK113-7D and the three CEN.PK113-7D 

evolutions lines (IMS1043, IMS1048 and IMS1053) and IMX1821 and the three SwYG 

evolution lines (IMS1022, IMS1026 and IMS1031).  

Sanger sequencing 

Sanger sequencing (Baseclear, Leiden, The Netherlands) was performed to check the 

reverse engineering of SNPs in ATG41, SUR2, CNB1, VPS15, OPT1 and CWC25.  

RNA sequencing and analysis 

RNA sequencing results from the MG strain (IMX372) grown in aerobic SMD bioreactor 

cultures were obtained from Solis-Escalante et al. (6). For the SwYG strains with the 

glycolytic cassette in Chr. IX (IMX606) and in Chr. V (IMX605), RNA was sampled from 

the biological duplicate aerobic SMD bioreactor cultures run by Kuijpers et al. (5). The 

sampling and processing of the transcriptome samples from these bioreactors was 

executed as described by Solis-Escalante et al. (6). Library preparation and RNA 

sequencing were performed by Novogen. Sequencing of samples IMX605 and IMX606 

was done with Illumina paired end 150 bp sequencing read system (PE150) using a 

250 bp insert strand specific library which was prepared by Novogen.  

Sequencing reads of samples IMX606, IMX605 and IMX372 were aligned to the 

CEN.PK113-7D genome using STAR (53). Expression was quantified by featureCounts 

(version 1.6.0) (54). Normalized FPKM counts were obtained by applying the rpkm 

function from the edgeR package (55). Differential expression analysis was done by 

applying DESeq2 (56). 
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Data availability 

All genomic data for this chapter have been deposited in the NCBI database 

(https://www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/) under the BioProjectID 

PRJNA757374.  
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Supplementary data 

Figure S1: Specific growth rates of yeast strains with Minimal Glycolysis background after 

integration of the single locus glycolysis 

Reconstruction of strain IMX382 (SinLoG integration in sga1 in IMX370) led to a similar growth 

rate defect. All growth rates are normalized to the CEN.PK113-7D control strain from the same 

experiment, prototrophic strains are shown as filled bars, uracil auxotrophic strains with dashed 

fill. Statistically significant differences relative to the auxotrophic MG strain reference strain are 

indicated (* P<0.05, t-test 2-tailed, homoscedastic).  
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Figure S3: Relative transcription of genes neighboring the deletion loci of native glycolytic 

genes 

A) Relative expression in strain IMX606 (SinLoG-Chr IX) relative to the MG strain IMX372 of the 

genes neighboring the deleted glycolytic loci is indicated. Genes which are decreased in 

expression are marked in orange, genes which are increased in expression are marked in green 

and genes which are not expressed or did not change in expression are marked black (Mean 

PFKM_MG>10 or Mean PFKM IMX606>10, padj<0.05). Genes with log2FoldChange>2 are marked 

in bold. B,C) Expression of genes neighboring the SinLoG loci on Chr. IX (IMX606) and Chr. V 

(IMX605). D) Function and PFKM count of IMX372 (MG) of genes that are changed in expression. 

Genes were considered not expressed if PFKM<10 in all strains (7); high expression was 

considered for PFKM>300.  
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Figure S4: Ploidy and cell cycle distribution estimation by flow cytometric analysis 

A) Ploidy measurement based on DNA staining and flow cytometry. All analyzed single locus 

glycolysis strains match the haploid reference. B) Cell cycle distribution based on the DNA 

content shown in panel A. The estimated percentage of cells in each cell cycle phase is shown. 

Error bars represent standard deviation between duplicate samples. The single locus glycolysis 

strain IMX589 (Chr IX) shows a slight increase in cells in G1 compared to the CEN.PK113-7D and 

IMX372 (minimal glycolysis) control strains.  
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Figure S5: Global transcription effects from the single locus glycolysis 

Global transcriptional changes in strains IMX605 (SinLoG on Chr. V) and IMX606 (SinLoG on Chr. 

IX) compared to the minimal glycolysis strain IMX372. Since both strains carrying a SinLoG share 

a similar growth rate enrichment analysis was performed on significantly up and down 

regulated genes in both strains to identify possible causal factors for this growth defect.  Up- and 

down regulated genes with an adjusted p-value below 0.05 and a fold change greater than 2 were 

selected and doublons were removed. Enrichment analysis was performed with FunSpec 

(http://funspec.med.utoronto.ca/cgi-bin/funspec), GO terms with a Bonferroni-corrected 

p-value < 10-5 are reported. Although several categories are significantly enriched, no link to 

processes related to the integration of the SinLoG were identified.  
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Figure S6: Strain lineage of evolved isolates of the SwYG strain and reverse engineered 

strains 

A) Mutations in ATG41, SUR2 and CNB1 in evolved strains IMS1022, IMS1026 and IMS1031.  

B) Reverse engineering strategy of the SUR2, ATG41 and CNB1 mutations in the SwYG strain 

IMX1821.  
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Figure S7: Physiological and genetic characterization of populations and single colony 

isolates after evolution of the CEN.PK113-7D reference strain. 

A) Specific growth rate CEN.PK113-7D and derived strains after evolution, represented as 

evolved population and single colony isolates. Growth rates are shown as percentage of the 

unevolved reference strain. No significant increase in growth rate was found except a slight 

increase for the population of line 1. Bars represent the average growth rate and standard 

deviation of duplicate shake flask cultures. Significant differences as compared to unevolved 

control are indicated (*, P<0.05, t-test, homoscedastic). B) Venn diagram showing genes in which 

mutations were identified in the evolved strains derived from CEN.PK113-7D. 

 

Table S1 Single nucleotide polymorphisms in the auxotrophic SwYG strain (IMX589) 

compared to MG strain (IMX372) 

Information from Kuijpers et al. (5) 

Mutations (SNP) Genome SinloG 

All 15 9 

In ORF 6# 1* 

MisSense 3 (VPS15, OPT1, CWC25) 0 
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# Information on the 6 in ORF SNPs in the genome 

Systematic name Name Type Amino Acid change 

YBR079W VPS15 Non-synonymous E474K 

YJL212C OPT1 Non-synonymous I463T 

YNL245C CWC25 Non-synonymous P62L 

YDL079C MRK1 Synonymous I190I 

YLR180W SAM1 Synonymous V217V 

YNL262W POL2 Synonymous F1536F 

 

* Information on the single SNP in the SinLoG 

Systematic name Name Type Amino Acid change 

YOL086C ADH1 Synonymous A180A 

 

Table S2: List of strains used in this study 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16539840  

Table S3 List of plasmids used in this study 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16539840  

Table S4 List of primers used in this study 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16539840  

Table S5 Configuration of SinLoG in IMX2359 and IMX2381 

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16539840  

  

https://doi.org/10.4121/16539840
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Abstract 

The construction of microbial cell factories for sustainable production of chemicals and 

pharmaceuticals requires extensive genome engineering. Using Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae, this study proposes synthetic neochromosomes as orthogonal expression 

platforms for rewiring native cellular processes and implementing new functionalities. 

Capitalizing the powerful homologous recombination capability of S. cerevisiae, 

modular neochromosomes of 50 and 100 kb were fully assembled de novo from up to 

44 transcriptional-unit-sized fragments in a single transformation. These assemblies 

were remarkably efficient and faithful to their in silico design. Neochromosomes made 

of non-coding DNA were stably replicated and segregated irrespective of their size 

without affecting the physiology of their host. These non-coding neochromosomes 

were successfully used as landing pad and as exclusive expression platform for the 

essential glycolytic pathway. This work pushes the limit of DNA assembly 

in S. cerevisiae and paves the way for de novo designer chromosomes as modular 

genome engineering platforms in S. cerevisiae. 
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Introduction 

Microbial cell factories have an important role to play in the development of a 

sustainable and environmentally friendly biobased economy, as already exemplified 

by the ca. 100 billion litres of bioethanol (1) and half of the world's insulin (2) annually 

produced by Saccharomyces cerevisiae, more commonly known as baker's yeast. 

However, the construction of novel microbial production hosts for chemicals and 

pharmaceuticals is impeded by the poor economic viability of bio-based processes. 

Improving microbial process profitability and competition with current 

(petrochemical based) production methods requires powerful microbial cell factories 

that produce (novel) chemicals from non-native feedstock (3) with high product yields 

and productivity in harsh industrial conditions. This can only be accomplished by 

extensive genome engineering that not only adds new functionalities to the host 

microbe, but also deeply rewires its native cellular and metabolic processes (4,5). 

Although the construction of synthetic cell factories with designer genomes, 

tailor-made for the optimum production of certain chemicals, might become feasible 

in the future, it is currently far from reach. One reason is our still limited understanding 

of the absolute requirements of life, as demonstrated by the recent reconstruction of a 

minimal Mycoplasma genome in which one third of the essential genes are not 

functionally characterized (6). The second major hurdle in the synthesis of designer 

genomes is DNA synthesis. The maximum size for the chemical synthesis of ssDNA of a 

quality that can be used for biotechnological application is 200 bp (7,8). Despite recent 

developments in stitching together these ssDNA parts into genes, routine synthesis of 

designer genomes would be too cumbersome and expensive (8,9). Indeed, although 

numerous fast (seamless) in vitro assembly methods (10) have been developed such 

as: Gibson assembly, Golden Gate, ligase cycling reaction, seamless ligation cloning 

extract and circular polymerase extension cloning, these methods are intrinsically 

limited in the number of fragments that can be assembled as well as the final size of the 

assembled DNA. Furthermore, Escherichia coli, used as a propagation host (11), cannot 

faithfully replicate genome-size DNA constructs (12). It is S. cerevisiae that ultimately 

enabled the complete assembly and replication of the 580 kb Mycoplasma genome 

(12). The homologous recombination machinery of S. cerevisiae was able to assemble 

25 overlapping DNA fragments of ∼24 kb into the Mycoplasma genome as well as 

assemble 38 overlapping ssDNA pieces of 200 bp (13,14). This high efficiency and 

fidelity of homologous recombination has undoubtedly contributed 

to S. cerevisiae popularity as eukaryotic model and cell factory. Yet, the full extent of in 

vivo assembly capabilities in terms of size and number of fragments has not been 

explored. Introduction of large genetic constructs in S. cerevisiae typically takes place 

by integration in existing chromosomes, without much considerations for potential 
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impact on the host chromosome architecture. The recent introduction of the noscapine 

pathway, for example, required introduction of 31 (heterologous) genes in nine 

different chromosomal loci (4). Integration of large constructs might alter the 

chromosome structure and affect the expression of genes surrounding the newly 

added construct, as well as replication of the host chromosome. It might also trigger 

unwanted chromosomal rearrangements between native chromosomes. It is long 

known that S. cerevisiae can stably replicate and segregate Yeast Artificial 

Chromosomes (YACs) (15). In the present study, we explore the potential 

of in vivo assembled, supernumerary chromosomes for modular genome engineering 

in S. cerevisiae. 

To enable easy remodeling of existing functions, Kuijpers et al. (16) developed the 

pathway swapping concept in S. cerevisiae. The genetic reduction and relocalization of 

the entire Embden–Meyerhoff–Parnas pathway of glycolysis to a single chromosomal 

locus enabled to swap this essential pathway to any new (heterologous) design in two 

simple steps (16,17). Combined to an orthogonal expression platform, in the form of a 

supernumerary synthetic neochromosome, pathway swapping would offer the 

possibility to make the introduction and expression of large product pathways in 

combination with the rewiring of essential native pathways, more efficient and 

predictable. Unlike the construction of chromosomes based on an existing structure 

for the Mycoplasma and S. cerevisiae genome projects (Sc2.0) (18,19), the 

neochromosomes assembly design should be based on modularity to allow for easy 

change in makeup and configuration of native and heterologous pathways. 

The present study explores the possibility for a modular assembly of a designer, 

supernumerary neochromosome for rational engineering of the yeast genome. A 

pipeline was developed for easy and rapid design, in vivo assembly and verification of 

neochromosomes. The limits of in vivo assembly in terms of number and size of 

assembled DNA fragments, efficiency and fidelity were explored. The stability of the 

neochromosomes and their impact on yeast physiology were probed. Finally, the 

ability of supernumerary synthetic chromosomes to serve as landing pad for metabolic 

pathways and to carry essential pathways was investigated. This study paves the way 

for the implementation of supernumerary, synthetic chromosomes as modular 

expression platforms for native and heterologous functions. 

Results 

Design considerations and proof of concept for the modular, de novo assembly of 

supernumerary synthetic neochromosomes 

Establishment of a workflow for fast and flexible construction of neochromosomes 

should include a set of rules to enable easy design, assembly and screening of 
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neochromosomes with different configurations of genes and auxiliary parts. This 

flexibility, required for pathway optimization in future strain construction programs, 

gave the possibility to explore structural requirements for the assembly and 

maintenance of the neochromosomes in the present study. Indeed, in this nascent field, 

very little is known about neochromosome design requirements and even less is 

known about neochromosome stability and impact on physiology. The second most 

important construction criterion was the minimization of experimental steps to 

construct the neochromosomes. Accordingly, the chosen construction workflow 

exploits the strengths of in vitro and in vivo assembly, by first using Golden gate cloning 

for stitching functional DNA parts together (e.g. construction of transcription units 

from promoter, gene and terminator), then assembling de novo these in vitro stitched 

parts using S. cerevisiae highly efficient homologous recombination (Figure 1A). This 

workflow also minimized the number of PCR amplification steps, that are notoriously 

error-prone, to a single one. 

In vivo neochromosome assembly was promoted by framing the DNA fragments 

transformed to yeast with short overhangs with no homology with the yeast genome 

(60 bp long called SHRs (20)), that can be easily and cheaply added by PCR. The 

neochromosomes were designed to carry replicative fragments, including a 

centromere and autonomously replicating sequences (ARS) spaced every 30–40 kb 

(21), and markers to facilitate the selection of transformants with correctly assembled 

neochromosomes. To evaluate the efficiency of our neochromosome construction 

workflow, two test chromosomes of 50 and 100 kb were designed and assembled. To 

mimic assembly of pathways, typically composed of transcription units of ca. 2–3 kb, 

but to avoid potential interference by gene expression from the neochromosomes, the 

test neochromosomes were assembled from 2.5 kb E. coli DNA fragments. Although 

these DNA fragments contain E. coli genes, they are not expected to be expressed 

in S. cerevisiae due to fundamental differences in prokaryotic and eukaryotic 

transcription machineries (22,23). Specifically, the test neochromosomes 

comprised: CEN6/ARS4 (24), ARS1 (and also ARS417 for 100 kb neochromosome), two 

auxotrophic selection markers (HIS3 and URA3), three fluorescent proteins (Venus, 

mRuby2 and mTurquoise2), and 2.5 kb non-coding E. coli DNA fragments used to reach 

the desired chromosome size (called filler fragments) and the telomerator (25). The 

telomerator allows for in vivo chromosome linearization and was included for 

potential future use. This resulted in 23 fragments for the assembly of the 50 kb 

neochromosome and 44 fragments for the 100 kb neochromosome (Figure 2), which 

were transformed in fixed molar amounts per fragment (therefore approximately 

twice as much DNA was transformed for the 100 kb neochromosome with respect to 

the 50 kb neochromosome). Despite the large number of DNA fragments, 

transformation on selective growth medium (histidine and uracil deficient) resulted in 
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a large number of colonies (ca. 2000 colonies and 275 colonies, for the 50 and 100 kb 

neochromosome respectively). Four colonies of each transformation were checked by 

fluorescence microscopy and all expressed the three fluorescent markers 

(Figure 1B and Supplementary Figure S1). For both test chromosomes, one of these 

Figure 1 - Modular genome engineering strategy. Schematic representation of the design and 
construction of neochromosomes (A), as well as screening based on fluorescence, size and 
sequencing (B). The data in panel B represent the results pertaining to the assembly of the 
100 kb neochromosome in strain IMF6. The red bar in the top left of the fluorescence microscopy 
pictures (40x) represents 10 µm. The CHEF gel used to determine the size of the 
neochromosomes, contains two transformants (#3 and #4) of the 100 kb neochromosome 
transformation. The neochromosomes are either undigested (undig.) by I-SceI and therefore in 
their circular form, or in-plug linearized by I-SceI digestion (dig.) and therefore in linear form, 
which can be visualised on CHEF gel. 
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four colonies was randomly selected and tested by diagnostic PCR of the assembly 

junctions (Supplementary Figure S2), which revealed the correct assembly of the 50 

and 100 kb neochromosomes. The genome of two transformants harboring the 100 kb 

neochromosome (IMF1 and IMF6) and one transformant harboring the 50 kb 

neochromosome (IMF2) were sequenced. While IMF2 and IMF6 were faithfully 

assembled, harboring all fragments of the in silico design in the correct configuration, 

IMF1 was not. According to the sequencing data, IMF1 carried all expected fragments 

but was harboring an internal deletion in a filler fragment (6C) and a duplication of a 

35 kb region (Supplementary Figure S3). This duplication, covering the middle 

of mTurquoise2 to the middle of Venus, was confirmed by karyotyping using in-plug 

linearization of the neochromosome (Supplementary Figures S4 and S5) and most 

likely resulted from a recombination event between the mTurquoise2 and 

Figure 2 - 50 and 100 kb neochromosome designs. The outer circle depicts the in vivo 
assembly of the 100 kb neochromosome from 44 fragments present in strain IMF6. The inner 
circle depicts the in vivo assembly of the 50 kb neochromosome from 23 fragments present in 
strain IMF2. 
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the Venus genes, that have a nucleotide identity of 97% (26-28). Long-read sequencing 

of IMF2 and IMF6 further confirmed that in these strains no duplication or 

recombination events had occurred (Supplementary Figure S6). Neochromosomes can 

therefore be efficiently and faithfully assembled from as many as 44 fragments, despite 

the presence of an internal homologous region of approximately 700 bp, as well as 

regions homologous to the native chromosomes (pTEF1, pTEF2, pCCW12, tSSA1, ARS, 

HIS3 and URA3 expression cassette). The 60 bp SHRs were therefore sufficient to 

promote the efficient assembly of the neochromosomes. 

Exploring optimal fragment size and number for efficient, 

modular in vivo assembly of neochromosomes 

Although the assembly of the 50 and 100 kb neochromosomes resulted in a large 

number of colonies, doubling the number of transformed fragments caused a 

seven-fold decrease in colony count (ca. 2000 colonies and 275 colonies, respectively). 

This suggested that the number of fragments in the neochromosome design might 

become a limiting factor for the construction of larger neochromosomes harboring 

many native and non-native pathways. To gain more insight into transformation 

efficiency (i.e. CFU/108 transformed cells) and to test to what extent efficiency might 

be influenced by fragment size and/or the number of transformed fragments, new 50 

and 100 kb neochromosomes were designed and assembled using DNA filler fragments 

of three different sizes: 2.5, 5 and 10 kb, transformed in equimolar amounts. The 

transformations resulted in a large number of colonies (103–104 upon plating of the 

whole transformation mixture), and was most efficient with 5 kb fragments. On 

average transformation with 5 kb fragments was four-fold more efficient than 2.5 kb 

fragments and three-fold more efficient than with 10 kb fragments (one-tailed 

paired t-tests P ≤ 0.05), but fragments of 2.5 and 10 kb led to the same number of 

transformants (one-tailed paired t-test P > 0.05) (Figure 3A). The number of fragments 

transformed to yeast can affect in vivo assembly in different ways. A large number of 

fragments can negatively affect the efficiency of in vivo assembly as the number of 

repair events that cells have to perform increases with the number of fragments. 

Additionally, the probability that all transformed fragments access the nucleus is 

negatively correlated to the number of fragments (14). Fragment size is also expected 

to affect in vivo assembly efficiency, considering that cell entry might be hindered for 

large DNA parts. The intermediate fragment size of 5 kb might present a good 

compromise between these antagonistic factors. For each specific fragment size, 

doubling the number of fragments to assemble significantly decreased transformation 

efficiency by ca. 3-fold (2-tailed paired t-test P < 0.01) (Figure 3A). 

Next to transformation efficiency, fidelity of assembly (i.e. percentage of the 

transformants harboring all transformed fragments in the correct order) is of 

paramount importance for functional pathway construction. Verification of the 
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neochromosome assembly by PCR, as performed in most other synthetic 

neochromosome assemblies (14,18), is not only too labor intensive considering the 

large number of assembled fragments, but it is also unreliable. Indeed, PCR 

erroneously indicated a correct configuration for IMF1. Sequencing dozens of 

chromosomes by next generation sequencing is also time-consuming and costly. We 

therefore set up a screening pipeline consisting in a first selection based on the 

presence of auxotrophic markers distributed on the neochromosome, followed by 

fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) of transformants expressing the fluorescent 

markers also distributed evenly on the neochromosome, the subsequent filtering 

based on chromosome size by karyotyping and a final confirmation of correct assembly 

by sequencing (Figure 1B). 

To test the fidelity of assembly and assess the ease of our screening pipeline a novel 

neochromosome design was made (Supplementary Figure S7). The 100 kb NeoChr12 

chromosome was similar to the 100 kb neochromosome carried by IMF6, except that 

only two fluorescent markers, mRuby2 and mTurquoise2, were included, to prevent 

unwanted recombinations between the highly similar mTurquoise2 and Venus genes, 

and the strongly expressed mRuby2 was relocated away from the centromere. From 

Figure 3 - Transformation efficiency and fidelity. (A) Transformation efficiencies for the 
in vivo assembly of 100 and 50 kb synthetic chromosomes. Both neochromosomes have been 
assembled with 2.5 kb (dark blue), 5 kb (lighter blue) and 10 kb (lightest blue) fragments. The 
number above each bar indicates the number of assembled fragments. Data were normalized to 
108 cells using controls on YPD plates, performed in biological duplicates (replicate 1 and 2) in 
technical triplicates for replicate 1 and technical duplicates for replicate 2. The asterisks 
indicates that transformation with 5 kb fragments resulted in a significantly different 
transformation efficiency compared to both neighboring efficiencies (two-tailed paired 
homoscedastic t-test P < 0.05). (B) Assembly fidelity. In vivo assembly of the 100 kb NeoChr12 
from 43 fragments. Eleven colonies that grew on selective medium were tested for mRuby2 and 
mTurquoise2 fluorescence. Neochromosomes were subsequently screened based on their size 
on CHEF gel and lastly by Illumina sequencing. The percentage of correct colonies for each 
screening round is indicated. 
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the transformation of 43 fragments of ∼2.5 kb, eleven colonies were screened for 

correct neochromosome assembly. Eight (73%, Figure 3B and Supplementary 

Figure S8) showed double fluorescence, of which five displayed the correct 

neochromosome size by karyotyping (45% of all transformants, Supplementary Figure 

S9). Of these five correctly sized neochromosomes, Illumina whole genome sequencing 

revealed that four contained all expected fragments (Supplementary Figure S3). 

Therefore, a remarkably high assembly fidelity of 36% was reached when assembling 

43 fragments in S. cerevisiae. It should be noted however that although sequencing data 

showed coverage for all fragments in the four correct colonies, two showed uniform 

coverage of all fragments (NeoChr12.4 and NeoChr12.8) while in the other two, the 

coverage of a small number of fragments differed from the rest of the neochromosome 

(four and two E. coli filler fragments with lower coverage for NeoChr12.1 and 

NeoChr12.3 respectively). This coverage variation most likely results from population 

heterogeneity, with subpopulations carrying different neochromosome 

configurations. This heterogeneity might have occurred early during neochromosome 

assembly, even though the strains were selected after single colony isolation, or later 

by recombination events occurring during strain propagation. Sequencing of IMF2 and 

IMF6, carrying the 50 and 100 kb original neochromosome design, confirmed a 

uniform coverage for all fragments in these strains. To investigate the possibility of 

recombination events during strain propagation, a single colony of IMF6 (100 kb 

original neochromosome) and of IMF23 (100 kb improved neochromosome), was 

inoculated in liquid selective medium and transferred in biological triplicate to fresh 

medium every day for fourteen days. Long-read sequencing from the first and last 

liquid cultures revealed that for both strains the neochromosome sequence from 

starting and end population was identical and faithful to the in silico design 

(Supplementary Figures S6 and S10). In conclusion, neochromosomes are genetically 

stable during propagation and population heterogeneity most likely occurs from 

neochromosome assembly and insufficient pure culture isolation. 

It is important that assembly of the synthetic chromosomes does not result in a large 

number of mutations in the native genome or in the assembled synthetic 

chromosomes. Sequencing data revealed that the assembly of the neochromosomes 

resulted in a low number of mutations in the native genome as well as in the assembled 

neochromosome. NeoChr12.1 (IMF24), NeoChr12.3 (IMF25), NeoChr12.4 (IMF26) and 

NeoChr12.8 (IMF23) contained 3, 1, 13 and 12 SNPs in the neochromosome, 

respectively (between 0% and 58% of all mutations identified in the neochromosomes 

were located in SHRs, most likely originating from amplification primers (20)); and the 

native genome contained 1, 0, 2 and 0 mutations in coding regions, respectively 

(Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). This was similar to the previously constructed 

IMF2 (50 kb) and IMF6 (100 kb) strain which only harbored no and a single mutation 
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in coding regions of the native genome; and 5 and 16 mutations in the 

neochromosomes respectively (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). 

Application of synthetic chromosomes as DNA landing pads 

Supernumerary neochromosomes can be attractive landing pads to add, remove or 

modify functionalities. While recent chromosome engineering efforts have 

demonstrated that native S. cerevisiae chromosomes are extremely robust to large 

changes in their size and number (29,30), very little is known about S. cerevisiae 

tolerance to in vivo synthetic chromosome editing (19). The 50 and 100 kb 

neochromosomes carried by strains IMF2 and IMF6 respectively, were used as landing 

pads for the integration of an additional 35 kb of non-coding DNA 

(Figure 4). mTurquoise2 was targeted by CRISPR/Cas9 for introducing a double strand 

break and replaced by the 35 kb construct in vivo-assembled from 16 DNA fragments, 

resulting in two chromosomes of 85 and 135 kb (Supplementary Figure S11). FACS 

(loss of mTurquoise2 fluorescence), diagnostic PCR, karyotyping and short- and 

Figure 4 - Neochromosomes as landing pads. (A) 35 kb of non-coding DNA was 
simultaneously in vivo assembled and inserted by CRISPR/Cas9 at the mTurquoise2 locus of the 
100 kb neochromosome in IMF6 and of the 50 kb neochromosome in IMF2, resulting in 135 kb 
(IMF11) and 85 kb (IMF12) neochromosomes, respectively. (B) 35 kb of glycolytic genes were 
simultaneously in vivo assembled and inserted using CRISPR/Cas9 at the mTurquoise2 locus of 
the 100 kb neochromosome in IMF6 and of the 50 kb neochromosome in IMF2 resulting in 135 
kb (IMF13) and 85 kb (IMF14) neochromosomes, respectively. As control, the same glycolytic 
cassettes were integrated at the native CAN1 locus of chromosome V resulting in strain IMX1959. 
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long-read sequencing revealed correct integration of all fragments (Supplementary 

Figures S3, S6, S12, S13).  

Physiological characterization on selective SMD medium of the initial strains harboring 

the four differently sized neochromosomes (50 kb in strain IMF2, 85 kb in strain 

IMF12, 100 kb in strain IMF6 and 135 kb in strain IMF11) revealed that they grew on 

average 8% slower than their prototrophic parental strain (IMX2059), irrespective of 

neochromosome size (Figure 5). Genome sequencing did not reveal mutations that 

could explain the decrease in growth rate (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). 

Conversely, IMF23 (100 kb NeoChr12.8), with the improved neochromosome design, 

in which the highly expressed mRuby2 was re-located from its place adjacent to the 

centromere and in which Venus (highly homologous to mTurquoise2) was removed, 

showed the same growth rate as the parental strain. In addition, in comparison to the 

prototrophic control strain IMX2059, IMF23 showed no or very little variation in 

growth rate under a range of carbon sources (galactose, maltose and sucrose) and 

stress conditions (pH-, oxidative-, osmotic-, salt- and temperature-stress) 

(Supplementary Figure S14).  

As S. cerevisiae is tolerant to variations in the number of native chromosomes (29-31), 

the observed slower growth phenotype for four of the neochromosome strains might 

be specific to the neochromosome design. It has been previously shown that the size of 

artificial chromosomes affects their stability (32-35). In selective medium, 

neochromosome loss would result in cells unable to grow and thereby in reduced 

growth rate. To evaluate the mitotic stability of the neochromosomes, IMF2, IMF12, 

IMF6, IMF11 and IMF23 were sequentially transferred in selective media and plated 

on both non-selective (YPD) and selective media (SMD). Along four successive culture 

transfers (ca. 25 generations), the viability of the strains on non-selective medium was 

similar to that of the prototrophic control strain CEN.PK113–7D (Figure 5), or a control 

strain containing a 6.5 kb centromeric plasmid (IMC153) (one-way ANOVA with 

Post-Hoc Tukey–Kramer, P>0.05). 

Plating on selective medium revealed that for the four neochromosomes with the initial 

design (strains IMF2, IMF12, IMF6, IMF11), 14% to 30% of the population lost their 

neochromosome (Figure 5). This percentage remained stable over 25 generations 

(Supplementary Figure S15), and most likely explained the reduced growth rate 

measured for neochromosome-bearing strains. Indeed, the neochromosome with the 

improved design (IMF23), which did not show a reduced growth phenotype was highly 

stable with 92% of the population retaining the neochromosome, which is the same as 

the control strain IMC153, carrying a 6.5 kb centromeric plasmid with the same 

auxotrophic markers as located on the neochromosomes, and with the same parental 

strain as the neochromosome strains (Figure 5). Contrary to earlier reports (32,35) no 
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correlation was observed between neochromosome size and stability (strains IMF2, 

IMF12, IMF6 and IMF11 with increasing neochromosome size showed stability of 80%, 

86%, 70% and 81%, respectively).  

Therefore, empty neochromosomes can be very stable. The strains with the four 

neochromosomes (IMF2, IMF12, IMF6, IMF11) with the initial design showed 

decreased neochromosome stability as well as a decreased growth rate. In contrast, the 

improved neochromosome design was stable and resulted in a strain (IMF23) with a 

growth rate identical to that of the control strain (IMX2059). Deletion 

of mRuby2 (IMF37) or Venus (IMF38), or both mRuby2 and Venus (IMF39) from the 

100 kb neochromosome in IMF6 did not increase the growth rate (Supplementary 

Figure S16). Therefore, homology between mTurquoise2 and Venus (potential cause of 

recombination and loop-out of genetic elements essential for neochromosome 

maintenance) and/or strong expression of mRuby2 close to the centromere 

(potentially leading to centromere destabilization), cannot account for the reduced 

growth rate of IMF2, IMF12, IMF6 and IMF11. It is noteworthy 

that mRuby2 and Venus are not the only differences between the stable and unstable 

neochromosome designs, as they carried different filler fragments. One or more of 

these E. coli filler fragments might cause neochromosome instability. This could result 

in a mother cell retaining one copy of the neochromosome and the daughter cell zero 

copies (1:0 segregation) or the mother retaining two copies and the daughter zero (2:0 

segregation) (Figure 6C). From the coverage of reads belonging to the 

neochromosomes, we estimated that average copy numbers of 0.6, 1.5, 1.5, 1.7, for the 

Figure 5 - Physiological characterization of strains carrying synthetic chromosomes. 
(A and B) Specific growth rate of strains carrying empty neochromosomes (Panel A: IMF2, 
IMF12, IMF6, IMF11 and IMF23) and glycolytic neochromosomes (Panel B: IMF18 and IMF17). 
Growth rates represent the average and standard deviation of biological duplicates except for 
the parental strain which cultures were performed in biological quadruplicate. (C and D) 
Viability measured as number of colonies on YPD (C) or SMD (D) sorted by FACS, divided by the 
total number of possible colonies (96), for the empty and glycolytic neochromosomes. Data 
represent biological duplicates and are averaged from 4 days of measurement for all strains 
except for the 100 kb improved design (two samples at day 1 and day 4). (E) Stability measured 
as the number of transformants on selective plates (SMD) divided by the number of colonies on 
non-selective plates (YPD). For each strain, the stability represents the average of 4 days of 
measurement in biological duplicates, except for 100 kb improved design (IMF23) for which 2 
days of measurement were used (day 1 and day 4). (F) Transcript levels of the glycolytic genes 
from IMF17 (135 kb glycolysis neochromosome) and control strain IMX2109 expressing 
glycolysis from native chromosome V, grown in aerobic batch cultures. Transcript levels and 
standard deviations are from biological triplicates. (G) Specific activity of glycolytic enzymes in 
IMF17 and control strain IMX2109 from aerobic batch cultures. Activities were measured at 
least in biological duplicates. For panels A, B, C, D and E all significant differences with respect 
to the first bar are indicated with an asterisk (one-way ANOVA with Post-Hoc Tukey–Kramer, P 
< 0.05). For panels F and G, the asterisk indicates whether transcript levels or enzyme activities 
of IMF17 are significantly different with respect to IMX2109 (two-tailed paired homoscedastic 
t-test P  < 0.05). 
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50 kb (IMF2), 85 kb (IMF12), 100 kb (IMF6) and 135 kb (IMF11) neochromosomes, 

respectively (Figure 6A and Supplementary Figure S3). Since reads coverage was 

uniform along the neochromosomes, the most likely explanation for these non-integer 

average neochromosome copy numbers far from one, is an heterogeneous population 

with cells carrying none, one, two, or more neochromosome copies. Remarkably, the 

improved neochromosome design (strain IMF23) showed an average copy number of 

one, confirming its stable design. Copy number variations were confirmed by 

monitoring mRuby2 fluorescence, which is present on all neochromosomes. For the 

neochromosomes with less optimal design, the larger the neochromosome, the higher 

the fraction of cells with high fluorescence (indicating multiple copies, Figure 6B). For 

the new design (IMF23) most cells showed the same fluorescence intensity as the 

control in which mRuby2 (with the same promoter and terminator) was integrated in 

Figure 6 - Quantification of neochromosome copy number. (A) neochromosome copy 
number as determined by whole genome sequencing. (B) neochromosome copy number 
estimation based on mRuby2 fluorescence. CEN.PK113-7D with no copies of mRuby2 was used 
as negative control and IMX2224 with a single copy of mRuby2 integrated in the genome as 
positive control. (C) Schematic overview of the potential segregation of circular 
neochromosome upon cell division. 
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single copy in the genome of the neochromosome parental strain (IMX2224) 

(Figure 6B).  

Synthetic chromosomes as platforms for exclusive expression of (essential) 

pathways 

Neochromosomes have the potential to become powerful platforms for genome 

engineering, to rewire yeast native gene networks as well as to act as versatile 

expression hubs for heterologous pathways and processes. The transplantation of the 

complete human purine pathway to a neochromosome (36) is an encouraging 

demonstration, however the potential of neochromosomes as orthogonal expression 

platforms hasn’t been fully explored yet. Using the pathway swapping concept, we used 

neochromosomes as exclusive expression platform for the essential glycolytic 

pathway, and evaluated the impact of neochromosome-borne glycolysis expression on 

yeast physiology. The 50 kb (IMF2) and 100 kb (IMF6) ‘empty’ neochromosomes were 

assembled in the SwYG (16) ancestor strain IMX1338, in which the set of 13 genes 

coding for the glycolytic pathway has been relocalized to a single genomic locus. Using 

CRISPR/Cas9 editing combined with in vivo assembly of 13 glycolytic transcriptional 

units (Figure 4), the 35 kb glycolytic cassette was introduced in the mTurquoise2 locus 

of the 50 and 100 kb neochromosomes. In these strains harboring two glycolytic gene 

sets, the single locus glycolysis from chromosome IX was successfully removed by 

induction of double strand DNA breaks (DSBs) at the flanks of the glycolytic cassette 

and repaired with a 120 bp DNA fragment (16). The resulting strain with a single 

neochromosome-borne glycolytic gene set demonstrated that neochromosomes can 

serve as exclusive expression hubs for essential pathways (strain construction 

represented in Figure 7). The strains carrying ‘glycolytic neochromosomes’ IMF18 

(glycolysis on 85 kb neochromosome) and IMF17 (glycolysis on 135 kb 

neochromosome) were grown in aerobic batch cultures in chemically defined medium 

with glucose as sole carbon source, and compared to IMX2109, a control strain carrying 

an identical genetic configuration of glycolysis on chromosome V. Both IMF17 and 

IMF18 grew significantly slower than the control strain (Figure 5), IMF17 growing 

14% slower than IMF18. Several hypotheses could explain this decreased growth rate 

of strains with glycolytic neochromosomes, (i) the unfortunate occurrence of 

deleterious mutations in the native or synthetic chromosomes during transformation, 

(ii) the low expression of neochromosome-borne glycolytic genes and resulting 

decreased glycolytic flux, (iii) the loss of neochromosomes or (iv) stalled replication 

due to transcription-replication clashes at the clustered glycolysis. Both IMF17 and 

IMF18 carried the same mutation in the GPM1 promoter, in addition IMF17 carried 

non-synonymous mutations in TPI1 and PFK2 ORFs (Supplementary Table S2). 

However, none of these mutations caused a decrease in the specific activity of the 

corresponding enzymes tested in vitro comparing IMF17 and the control strain 
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IMX2109 (Figure 5), demonstrating that mutations in the glycolytic genes was most 

likely not responsible for the decreased growth rate of IMF17 and IMF18. A few 

mutations were observed in coding regions of other genes, and it cannot be excluded 

that they contributed to decreasing the growth rate of IMF17 and IMF18 

(Supplementary Table S1). Secondly, the similar or slightly higher RNA expression 

(except PFK1) and specific activity in glycolytic enzymes between IMF17 and control 

strain IMX2109 expressing glycolysis from native chromosome V (Figure 5) indicated 

that low expression of neochromosome-borne glycolytic genes was not involved in the 

reduced growth rate of IMF17 (and IMF18). Furthermore, previous studies have 

shown that an increase in specific activity of glycolytic enzymes does not result in a 

decrease in growth rate (37,38). Alternatively, this decreased growth rate might result 

from neochromosome instability and potential loss in a fraction of the yeast 

Figure 7 - Strain construction overview. The parental strain IMX1338 is framed by a filled 
grey box from which its direct decedents are indicated with black arrows. The schematic 
representations of linear or circular chromosomes indicate the relevant native or synthetic 
chromosomes that were modified in this study, and the significance of the symbols is explained 
in the top left box. Strains characterized in this study are framed by a dashed gray box. 
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population. Because the loss of glycolytic neochromosomes leads to lethality in 

selective as well as in non-selective medium (e.g. YPD or YP ethanol), testing their 

stability is challenging. However, the viability of glycolytic neochromosome strains on 

YPD could be used as indicator of neochromosome loss when comparing with the 

viability on YPD of control strains and empty neochromosome strains IMF12 and 

IMF11. IMF12 and IMF11 can survive neochromosome loss on YPD medium, in which 

they display a viability similar to that of the control strain (85–92%). Conversely, the 

viability of IMF18 (85 kb glycolytic neochromosome) and IMF17 (135 kb glycolytic 

neochromosome), was significantly reduced on YPD to 73% and 68% respectively and 

on SMD medium to 77% and 70% respectively (Figure 5). Assuming that this 

decreased viability results from neochromosome loss, ca. 20% of the IMF17 and IMF18 

population would lose their glycolytic neochromosome. The neochromosome loss 

would therefore be similar for neochromosomes with and without the glycolytic genes. 

The reduced growth rate of IMF17 and IMF18 does therefore most probably not result 

from a lower stability of glycolytic neochromosomes as compared to empty 

neochromosomes. Lastly, while stalled replication of the neochromosomes due to 

transcription-replication clashes might cause the decreased specific growth rate, 

transcriptome analysis did not support this hypothesis as no genetic markers of DNA 

replication stress and damage (e.g. RNR1 to RNR4 (39)) were differentially expressed 

between IMF17 and its control strain IMX2109 (Supplementary Table S3). Differential 

gene expression analysis by RNA sequencing of IMF17 and its control strain IMX2109 

did not provide further leads on the cause of the reduced growth rate. Few 

transcriptional differences were observed between the two strains, most likely 

originating from technical differences in the shake flask grown cultures. This analysis 

additionally confirmed that E. coli DNA used as filler fragments for the construction of 

the neochromosomes was, as expected, non-coding. With the exception of a few small 

regions for which transcripts with low abundance could be detected, there was 

virtually no expression from the E. coli DNA (Supplementary Figure S17). It is highly 

unlikely that these transcripts from E. coli DNA lead to translation of (functional) 

peptides in S. cerevisiae. 

Discussion 

The present study explores the potential of de novo assembled synthetic chromosomes 

to operate as large, modular expression islands in the popular workhorse and model 

strain S. cerevisiae. The design and construction workflow of neochromosomes 

developed in this study are highly versatile, enabling the facile construction of 

chromosomes with a wide variety of configurations. 
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Probing the limits of in vivo assembly, the present results demonstrate that a large 

number of DNA fragments of the size of expression cassettes can be efficiently 

assembled de novo in yeast. While other studies have reported this remarkable feature 

of S. cerevisiae (e.g. assembly of 38 fragments of 200 bp (13), and 25 fragments of 24 

kb (14)), quantitative information on the transformation and assembly efficiencies and 

fidelity was so far lacking. The neochromosome assembly from 44 fragments, the 

record to date, showed a remarkably high efficiency, with 36% of faithfully assembled 

neochromosomes. This efficiency is substantially higher than previously reported, for 

instance by Annaluru et al. (40) where assembly of 27 fragments into chromosome III 

resulted in 0.5% of clones with the expected marker combination. Still, increasing the 

number of fragments was accompanied by a decrease in transformation efficiency and 

in the total number of clones on plates, which can become a limitation for the modular 

assembly of large neochromosomes. The construction of neochromosomes involves 

several cellular mechanisms, many of which are yet poorly understood but need to be 

considered to further enhance the neochromosomes construction efficiency. For 

instance, access of all required DNA fragments to the nucleus is essential for 

neochromosome assembly, but the mechanisms involved in DNA translocation during 

transformation are not fully resolved and are poorly investigated. Once all DNA 

fragments have reached the nucleus, the Homologous Recombination (HR) machinery 

has to be mobilized to repair a large number of DSBs. While the number of 

simultaneous DNA breaks that S. cerevisiae tolerates is yet undefined, hundreds of 

simultaneous repairs most probably present a formidable challenge. Additionally, 

while HR is the preferred mechanism for DSB repair in S. cerevisiae, other, 

non-homologous repair mechanisms exist (41,42), and might take over when the HR 

machinery is inactive or saturated, thereby promoting erroneous assemblies. 

Inactivation of non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) is unfortunately not an option 

in S. cerevisiae as, due to the pleiotropic role of the NHEJ proteins, it leads to 

deleterious consequences (43-45). Last but not least, assembly in a complete 

neochromosome is not a guarantee for cell survival, as they have to recover from the 

transformation stress, which is yet another poorly explored phenomenon. The 

combination of complex and often poorly understood events that have to take place for 

DNA to be assembled largely explains why typically only a small fraction of the 

transformed cell harbor the expected constructs (ca. one cell out of millions). One thing 

is however certain: the full potential of yeast in vivo assembly hasn’t been reached yet. 

While intensive efforts have been made to turn E. coli into a universal molecular 

biology tool, the power of S. cerevisiae as DNA assembly platform has so far been 

largely untapped. Despite the pivotal role played by S. cerevisiae in the last decade in 

the assembly of genomes (14,46-49) there is so far relatively little effort invested in 

turning this yeast into a universal and powerful DNA assembly platform (50,51), a 

situation that we expect will change in the future. 
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Neochromosome stability and impact on the host physiology is a critical feature for the 

applicability of neochromosomes for synthetic biology. In the present study, 

introduction of four differently sized empty neochromosomes caused a decrease in 

specific growth rate and in neochromosome loss in 20% of the cell population. In-depth 

analysis by Illumina sequencing and flow cytometric analysis showed a lower average 

neochromosome copy number at population level and per cell for the smallest, 50 kb 

chromosome. For larger neochromosomes the average copy number was above one, 

considering that part of the population did not carry a neochromosome, it means that 

a substantial fraction of the cells carried more than one neochromosome. This 

phenotype is most likely explained by aberrant segregation of the neochromosomes. 

However this was not caused by strong expression of the gene located next to the 

centromere (52), possibly impairing the centromere function, nor the possible 

recombination between highly homologous DNA on the neochromosome. Another 

hypothesis that remains to be tested is that particular E. coli filler fragments cause 

chromosome destabilization. This would result from DNA architecture and not from 

transcription, since there was no or very little transcription from the E. coli DNA. The 

lower average copy number of the smallest neochromosome could also be caused by 

failed replication or loss of the neochromosome. Still, the average percentage of cells 

in a population (70–86%) containing at least one neochromosome copy was similar 

between chromosomes of 50–135 kb. Comparing the stability of the empty 

neochromosomes with published data is not straightforward as earlier work with YACs 

typically evaluates plasmid loss in non-selective media. However, the absence of 

size-dependency of neochromosome stability contrasts with earlier work showing that 

circular chromosomes increase in stability up to ∼100 kb but decrease in stability 

above this size, a phenomenon tentatively attributed to the formation of dicentric 

dimeric circles (32,35,53). Considering future applications in synthetic biology, 

population homogeneity might be further enhanced by linear neochromosome design, 

either by linearization of the circular neochromosomes (for instance with the 

telomerator carried by the neochromosomes (25)) or direct, de novo assembly of linear 

neochromosomes. Alternatively, other strategies to improve segregation such as 

equipping chromosomes with synthetic kinetochores can be considered (54). 

The present study demonstrates for the first time that synthetic chromosomes, fully de 

novo assembled from transcription-unit sized DNA parts can serve as exclusive, 

orthogonal expression platforms for essential metabolic pathways. There are few 

reports using synthetic and artificial chromosomes to express genes in yeast using 

heterologous genes or, in the case of the tRNA neochromosome, expressing a second, 

complete set of tRNAs, which understandably lead to a decrease in growth rate 

(36,53,55-58). In the present study, the native glycolytic and fermentative pathways 

were transplanted from a native chromosome to a neochromosome with an identical 
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genetic configuration (Figure 4), a unique experimental set-up that enables the direct 

comparison of native and neochromosome-borne expression of an entire pathway. 

This approach revealed that neochromosome-based expression of an essential 

pathway reduced the host specific growth rate by ca. 14–24% and suggested a negative 

correlation between neochromosome size and growth rate. Although this decrease in 

growth rate could be partly explained by aberrant segregation as observed for some of 

the empty neochromosomes strains, other factors most probably play a role. Reduced 

expression and capacity of the glycolytic and fermentative enzymes or population 

heterogeneity in term of neochromosome copy number are most likely not involved. 

One important aspect to consider is that the expression of the clustered glycolytic and 

fermentative genes is driven by some of the most highly transcriptionally active 

promoters, resulting in a transcriptional hotspot. An alternative explanation might 

therefore be a clash between the transcription and replication machineries, causing 

delayed replication (59). In IMX2109, carrying the same glycolytic cassette but on a 

native chromosome, such a conflict might be attenuated by the native genetic context 

(e.g. different chromatin structure, ARS sequences). Future neochromosome 

architecture should therefore take into account directionality of transcription with 

respect to neighboring ARSs and localization of highly transcribed genes. 

Altogether this study highlights the potential of synthetic chromosomes to serve as 

platforms for modular assembly of native and heterologous pathways and paves the 

way towards modular genomes for synthetic biology. 

Materials and Methods 

All tables and figures which are only referred to in the Materials and Methods are 

indicated with Supplementary Table SMM or Supplementary Figure SMM. These tables 

and figures can be found in the supplementary materials and methods data file at 

https://doi-org.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/10.1093/nar/gkaa1167.  

Strains, maintenance and growth media 

All S. cerevisiae strains used in this study (Supplementary Table SMM1-SMM2) were 

derived from the CEN.PK family (60). For non-selective growth and propagation, the 

yeast strains were grown on Yeast extract-Peptone (YP) medium containing: 10 g L-1 

Bacto yeast extract and 20 g L-1 Bacto peptone. For selective growth, Synthetic Medium 

(SM) was used, consisting of: 3 g L-1 KH2PO4, 0.5 g L-1 MgSO4·7H2O, 5 g L-1 (NH4)2SO4 

and 1 mL L-1 of a trace element solution (61). YP and SM medium were set to pH 6.0 

using 2 M KOH and sterilized by autoclaving at 110°C for 20 min and 121°C for 20 min, 

respectively. Subsequently, synthetic medium was supplemented with 1 ml L-1 of a 

filter sterilized vitamin solution. As a carbon source 20 g L-1 glucose, sterilized at 110°C 

for 20 min, was supplemented to SM or YP medium, resulting in SMD or YPD medium, 

javascript:;
https://doi-org.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/10.1093/nar/gkaa1167
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respectively. When auxothrophic strains were cultivated in SMD, it was supplemented 

with 125 mg L-1 histidine and/or 150 mg L-1 uracil. Screening of strains lacking the 

URA3 gene was performed on SMD with 150 mg L-1 uracil and 1 g L-1 5-FluoroOrotic 

Acid (SMD–5-FOA). For the selection based on the dominant markers hphNT1 and 

KanMX, 200 mg L-1 hygromycin (Hyg) and 200 mg L-1 G418 were added to the medium, 

respectively. When G418 was used for selection in SMD medium, the 5 g L-1 (NH4)2SO4 

in the SM was replaced with either 1.0 g L-1 of L-glutamate (monosodium: C5H8NO4Na; 

H2O content of 1 mol mol-1) or 2.3 g L-1 urea. Moreover 6.6 g L-1 K2SO4 was added to 

compensate for sulfate supply. Solid medium was obtained by adding 20 g L-1 Bacto 

agar to the YP or SM medium before autoclaving. Liquid yeast cultures were grown in 

500 mL shake flask with 100 mL medium at 30°C and 200 rpm in an Innova incubator 

(New Brunswick Scientific, Edison, NJ), unless stated otherwise.  

For the growth profiler experiment the strains IMX2059 and IMF23 were grown on a 

range of liquid media containing SM plus 2% glucose (SMD), SM plus 5% glucose (SMD 

5% glu), SMD at pH 4 or 7.5, SMD plus 1 or 10mM H2O2, SMD plus 1 or 2M sorbitol, SMD 

plus 200 or 500 mM NaCl SM plus 2% galactose (SMGal), SM plus 2% maltose (SMMal), 

SM plus 2% sucrose (SMSuc). Escherichia coli XL1-blue was used for propagation and 

isolation of plasmids. 

E. coli was grown in 5 mL Lysogeny Broth (10 g L-1 Bacto tryptone, 5 g L-1 Bacto yeast 

extract and 5 g L-1 NaCl) supplemented with 100 mg L-1 ampicillin when required. 

Cultivation was performed in 15 mL Greiner tubes or 25 mL shake flasks at 37°C and 

200 rpm in an Innova 4000 shaker (New Brunswick Scientific).  

For storage of S. cerevisiae and E. coli strains, the cultures were mixed with glycerol 

(30% v/v) and stored in 1 mL vials at -80°C. 

Molecular biology techniques 

Genomic DNA from S. cerevisiae used for amplification of integrative cassettes or 

fragments to build synthetic chromosomes, was isolated with the YeaStar genomic 

DNA kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA) or the QIAGEN Blood & Cell Culture Kit with 100/G 

Genomic-tips (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s 

recommendations. Genomic DNA of E. coli, to serve as template for fragments of the 

synthetic chromosomes, was isolated by pelleting 1.5 mL of overnight grown culture 

and resuspension of the cell pellet in 600 μL of Lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 

1 mM EDTA, 0.6% SDS (v/v), 0.12 g L-1 proteinase K). This mixture was incubated for 

1 hour at 37°C, whereafter the protocol I of the YeaStar genomic DNA kit (Zymo 

research) was followed from step 4 onwards (600 μL instead of 250 μL of chloroform 

was added). Plasmids were isolated from E. coli using the Sigma GenElute Plasmid DNA 

miniprep kit (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).  
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All DNA fragments for transformation in S. cerevisiae or E. coli of less than 10 kb were 

amplified by PCR using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA), all fragments of 10 kb or longer were amplified with 

LongRange PCR (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. E. coli DNA was 

amplified with desalted primers while coding DNA from S. cerevisiae or plasmids 

(Supplementary Table SMM3-SMM4) was amplified with PAGE-purified 

oligonucleotides (all primers listed in Supplementary Tables SMM5-SMM18) (Sigma 

Aldrich). PCR products were purified by either one of three different methods. First, by 

separation using electrophoresis on a 1% (w/v) agarose gel (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

in 1X TAE buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with subsequent purification with the 

Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery kit (Zymo Research). Second, by the GenElute PCR 

Clean-Up kit (Sigma-Aldrich). Third by size selection using the AMPure XP beads 

(Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) according to the supplier’s protocol. Purity of fragments 

was checked using the NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

and concentration was measured either by the NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) or by the Qubit dsDNA BR Assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using the 

Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).  

Transformation in S. cerevisiae was executed using the lithium acetate/polyethylene 

glycol method (62). To verify correct transformants by diagnostic PCR, genomic DNA 

was isolated using an SDS/lithium acetate protocol (63) or using the YeaStar genomic 

DNA kit (Zymo Research). Unless stated otherwise, single-colony isolates were 

obtained by three consecutive re-streaks on selective solid medium and verification of 

the accurate genotype by diagnostic PCR before storage at -80°C. Plasmids were 

transformed in E. coli XL1-blue using chemical transformation (64) and verified by 

restriction analysis or diagnostic PCR after isolation. All diagnostic PCRs were 

performed using DreamTaq PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to 

the manufacturer’s instruction. 

Plasmid construction 

Plasmids used in this study are described in Supplementary Table SMM3. Plasmids 

carrying the fluorescent markers mRuby2 (pUDC191), mTurquoise2 (pUDC192) and 

Venus (pUDC193) were constructed by Golden Gate BsaI assembly using the plasmid 

parts provided in the Yeast Toolkit (6). First the GFP dropout plasmid pUD538 was 

built using Golden Gate BsaI cloning, which consisted of ConLS (pYTK002), sfGFP 

(pYTK047), ConR1 (pYTK067), AmpR (pYTK083), URA3 (pYTK074) and CEN6/ARS4 

(pYTK081). pUDC191 was assembled from the GFP dropout plasmid pUD538, pCCW12 

(pYTK010), mRuby2 (pYTK034) and tENO1 (pYTK051). pUDC192 was assembled from 

pUD538, pTEF2 (pYTK014), mTurquoise2 (pYTK032) and tSSA1 (pYTK052). Finally, 

pUDC193 was assembled from pUD538, pTEF1 (pYTK013), Venus (pYTK033) and 

tTDH1 (pYTK056). A golden gate reaction mixture was made by using 20 fmol of each 
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part plasmid or dropout plasmid, 1 μL T4 DNA ligase buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA), 0.5 μL T7 DNA ligase (NEB New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA), 0.5 μL 

FastDigest Eco31I (BsaI) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and filled to a final volume of 10 μL 

with MilliQ H2O. The reaction was performed in a thermocycler with 25 cycles of 

digestion at 42°C for 2 min followed by ligation at 16°C for 5 min. The reaction was 

ended by a final digestion at 60°C for 10 min followed by heat inactivation of the 

enzyme at 80°C for 10 min. 1 μL of the assembly reaction was transformed in chemical 

competent E. coli XL1-blue cells as described in the supplementary materials. Correct 

transformants were screened based on the presence/absence of the GFP gene, which 

could be identified by colony color on the Safe Imager 2.0 Blue-Light Transilluminator 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The transformants were subsequently also confirmed by 

PCR.  

The transcriptional units of the major glycolytic and fermentation enzymes FBA1, TPI1, 

PGK1, ADH1, PYK1, TDH3, ENO2, HXK2, PGI1, PFK1, PFK2, GPM1 and PDC1 were also 

cloned in plasmids by Golden Gate assembly to facilitate amplification by PCR 

(plasmids listed in Supplementary Table SMM3). The promoter (800bp)-gene-

terminator (300bp) sequences were amplified from their own native location in the 

genome of CEN.PK113-7D using primers containing BsaI sites (Supplementary Table 

SMM5). Using BsaI Golden Gate assembly as described earlier, the entry plasmid 

pGGkd017 was constructed from pYTK002, pYTK047, pYTK072, pYTK074, pYTK082 

and pYTK083 and used as backbone for assembly of the glycolysis plasmids.  

pUDR400, a guide RNA (gRNA) plasmid for introducing Cas9-mediated double strand 

breaks in mTurquoise2, was constructed as described by Mans et al. (65) with pROS12 

as backbone and gRNAcontaining primers listed in Supplementary Table SMM6. 

Similarly, gRNA plasmids pUDR514, pUDR547, pUDR557, pUDR289 and pUDR761 

were constructed targeting the YPRcTau3 locus (primer ‘YPRCtau3_targetRNA FW’), 

the intergenic X2 locus (primer ‘FW_X-2_gRNA’), the sga1 SinLoG locus (primer 

‘CRISPR RNA Recycl fw’), the mRuby2 locus (primer ’mRuby2_targetRNA_fw’) and the 

Venus locus (primer ’Venus_targetRNA_fw’) respectively (Supplementary Table 

SMM6). 

Strain construction 

The strains constructed in this study are derived from SwYG described in Kuipers et al. 

(16) (Figure 7). SwYG is characterized by the genetic reduction and relocalization to 

the SGA1 locus of the set of genes encoding the glycolytic and fermentative pathways. 

As host strain for synthetic chromosome assembly, IMX1338 was constructed by 

integration in SwYG’s genome of an inducible expression cassette for the meganuclease 

I-SceI (66). To summarize, an I-SceI expression cassette consisting of 

pGAL1-I-SceI-tCYC1 was amplified from pUDC073. Two fragments to assemble a gRNA 
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plasmid for a double strand break (DSB) in SpHIS5 were amplified as described by 

Mans et al. (65). The expression cassette and two gRNA fragments were transformed 

in strain IMX589 and correct colonies were confirmed by diagnostic PCR. The 

assembled URA3-based gRNA plasmid was removed by counter selection on plates 

containing 5-FOA before the strain was stocked.  

For the construction of strains carrying in vivo assembled synthetic chromosomes 

(IMF1, IMF2, IMF6), the amount of DNA fragments transformed was kept constant for 

all experiments with 200 fmol of each E. coli filler fragment, 200 fmol of each 

fluorescent marker and 100 fmol of the CEN6/ARS4, ARS and selectable markers. The 

total amount of transformed DNA therefore depended on the number and nature of 

DNA parts in the chromosome design (Supplementary Table SMM19-SMM20). DNA 

fragments for assembly of synthetic chromosomes were amplified from genomic DNA 

of E. coli XL1 blue/E. coli BL21, genomic DNA of S. cerevisiae CEN.PK113-7D or plasmids 

as specified in Supplementary Table SMM4. All primers for amplification of synthetic 

chromosome fragments consisted of a primer binding part of 18 bp to 25 bp, flanked 

by 60 bp Synthetic Homologous Recombination sequences (SHR) (10). IMF1, IMF2 

(50 kb) and IMF6 (100 kb) were assembled from ~2.5 kb E. coli filler fragments, three 

fluorescent markers: mRuby2, mTurquoise2, Venus, Autonomously Replicating 

Sequences (ARS), CEN6/ARS4, a telomerator fragment and a HIS3 selective marker 

(Figure 2, Supplementary Table SMM19-SMM20). After amplification and purification 

of these fragments they were concentrated by chromatography with Vivacon 500 PCR 

grade columns (Sartorius, Gottingen, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s 

instruction. The fragments for each neochromosome were pooled using the amounts 

described above. This was supplemented with MilliQ H2O to a final volume of 50 μL, 

before transformation. The transformants were checked by fluorescent microscopy, 

FACS, CHEF and Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) as described below. Moreover, 

strains IMF2 (50 kb) and IMF6 (100 kb) were verified by long-read nanopore 

sequencing. 

The synthetic chromosomes were used as landing pads for in vivo assembly and 

integration of two types of DNA constructs, both 35 kb long. Both constructs were 

flanked by ARS sequences and carried the KanMX selectable marker, but differed by the 

presence of non-coding E. coli filler fragments for one, and 13 functional glycolytic and 

fermentative genes from yeast for the other (Supplementary Table SMM21-SMM24). 

Integration of these constructs in the 50 kb neochromosome of IMF2 and 100 kb 

neochromosome of IMF6 was facilitated by Cas9-mediated editing of the 

neochromosomes at the mTurquoise2 locus. Integration of the E. coli and glycolytic 

constructs in IMF6 resulted in strains IMF11 and IMF13, respectively; and in IMF2 

resulted in IMF12 and IMF14, respectively. As control, the same 35 kb glycolytic 
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construct was also integrated in IMX1338 genomic DNA at the CAN1 locus using Cas9-

mediated editing (strain IMX1959).  

In more detail, for construction of IMF12 (85 kb) and IMF11 (135 kb), E. coli fragments 

adding up to ~35 kb were inserted at the mTurquoise2 locus of IMF2 (50 kb) and IMF6 

(100 kb). To this end, IMF2 and IMF6 were transformed with pUDR400 for 

introduction of a DSB at mTurquoise2 and with sixteen DNA fragments flanked with 

60 bp SHRs for in vivo assembly and insertion at that locus (Figure 4 and 

Supplementary Table SMM23-SMM24). The gRNA plasmid was removed by 

non-selective growth and correct transformants were verified by PCR, CHEF, WGS and 

long-read nanopore sequencing. For construction of IMF13 (135 kb) and IMF14 

(85 kb), the major paralogs of glycolysis flanked by ARS sequences and the KanMX 

selective marker, were inserted at the mTurquoise2 locus of IMF2 (50 kb) and IMF6 

(100 kb). The glycolytic expression cassettes consisted of 800bp promoters, the gene 

and 300 bp terminators. The 16 DNA fragments (Figure 4 and Supplementary Table 

SMM21-SMM22), forming a total of ~35 kb, were in vivo assembled and inserted at the 

mTurquoise2 locus, facilitated by the DSB induced by pUDR400. For construction of 

IMX1959, the same DNA fragments were also transformed in IMX1338 for insertion of 

the same configuration of the single locus glycolysis in the can1 locus. To induce the 

DSB, the gRNA plasmid p426- SNR52p-gRNA.CAN1.Y-SUP4t was used. Again, gRNA 

plasmids were removed from all strains by nonselective growth and correct 

transformants were verified by PCR.  

Strains IMF13, IMF14 and IMX1959 contained two genetic copies of the glycolytic and 

fermentative pathways. The copy harbored in the SGA1 locus on chromosome IX was 

removed to obtain strains with a single locus glycolysis, either carried by a 

neochromosome (IMF17 and IMF18) or by chromosome V (CAN1 locus, strain 

IMX2080). Removal of glycolysis from IMF13, IMF14 and IMX1959 resulted in strains 

IMF17, IMF18 and IMX2080 respectively. More precisely, strains IMF13, IMF14 and 

IMX1959 were transformed with pUDR557 and a repair fragment (synthesized by 

annealing the primers COUNTER SELECT oligo fw and COUNTER SELECT oligo rv 

(Supplementary Table SMM15)). Removal of the SinLoG at sga1 was confirmed by PCR 

and gRNA plasmids were removed by non-selective growth. Finally strain IMX2080 

was made prototrophic by inserting an expression cassette for URA3 and HIS3 in the 

X2 locus. Two fragments were amplified X2 flank-pURA3-URA3-tURA3-SHR DT from the 

S. cerevisiae CEN.PK113-7D genome and SHR DT-pHIS3-HIS3-tHIS3-X2flank from 

pLM092 (Supplementary Table SMM16). These fragments were transformed together 

with gRNA plasmid pUDR547 in IMX2080. After validation of correct insertion at the 

X2 locus by diagnostic PCR the gRNA plasmid was removed by non-selective growth 

and the strain was stocked as IMX2109. The original IMX1338 strain (single locus 

glycolysis on chromosome IX) was made prototrophic in the same way, resulting in 
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strain IMX2059. The strains IMF17, IMF18 and IMX2109 were confirmed by WGS and 

in addition strains IMF17 and IMF18 were confirmed by long-read nanopore 

sequencing. Strain IMX2059 was confirmed by diagnostic PCR.  

Fluorescent control strains IMX2224 (mRuby2), IMX2225 (Venus) and IMX2226 

(mTurquoise2) were constructed, with stable expression from the genome, with the 

same promoters and terminators as used for expression from the neochromosome and 

in the same genetic background as for the neochromosome strains. 

pCCW12-mRuby2-tENO1 was amplified with primers YPRcTau3_pCCW12_fw and 

YPRcTau3_tENO1_rv from pUDC191, pTEF1-Venus-tTDH1 was amplified with primers 

YPRcTau3_pTEF1_fwd and YPRcTau3_tTDH1_rev from pUDC193 and 

pTEF2-mTurquoise2-tSSA1 was amplified with primers YPRcTau3_pTEF2_fw and 

YPRcTau3_tSSA1_rv from pUDC193 (Supplementary Table SMM17). The strains were 

made by transforming the individual fragments together with pUDR514 in IMX2059. 

gRNA plasmids were removed from all strains by non-selective growth and correct 

transformants were verified by PCR and FACS.  

The prototrophic stability control strain IMC153 was made by transforming a 

centromeric 6.5 kb plasmid (pLM092) in IMX1338. Fluorescent control strains for 

mRuby2 (IMC111), mTurquoise2 (IMC112) and Venus (IMC113) were made by 

transforming centromeric plasmids with these markers in IMX581 (CEN.PK113-5D 

with Cas9).  

Deletion of mRuby2 from strain IMF6, resulting in strain IMF37, was accomplished by 

transformation of gRNA plasmid pUDR289 and 120bp repair DNA (made by annealing 

of primers mRuby2_repair oligo_fw and mRuby2_repair oligo_rv (Supplementary 

Table SMM17)) homologous to the 60 bp SHRs upstream (SHR AC) and downstream 

(SHR AD) of the mRuby2 expression cassette. Similarly, Venus was deleted from IMF6 

using pUDR761 and 120 bp repair DNA (primers Venus_repair oligo_fw and 

Venus_repair oligo_rv (Supplementary Table SMM17)), resulting in strain IMF38. 

Finally, both mRuby2 and Venus were deleted from IMF6 by transformation of 

pUDR289, pUDR761 and 120 bp repair fragments for both mRuby2 and Venus, 

resulting in strain IMF39. All three strains were grown on non-selective medium to 

remove the gRNA plasmid and verified by PCR and FACS before they were stocked.  

All strains used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table SMM1-SMM2 and 

Figure 7 gives a graphical overview of the most important strains in this study. 

Experimental quantification of neochromosome assembly efficiency 

To compare transformation efficiency of differently sized DNA fragments, 2.5 kb, 5 kb 

and 10 kb fragments were transformed in IMX1338 to build neochromosomes. The 

neochromosome design was the same as the 100 kb neochromosome of IMF6 and the 
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50 kb neochromosome of IMF2, except the telomerator fragment was omitted since it 

had only 30 bp homology in comparison to the 60 bp of the other fragments. Therefore, 

colonies were selected based on HIS3 prototrophy alone instead of the URA3 and HIS3 

prototrophy of IMF2 and IMF6. 2.5 kb E. coli filler fragments were amplified from E. coli 

XL1 blue/E. coli BL21 genome. 5 kb and 10 kb fragments were amplified from genomic 

DNA isolated from strain IMF1 (Supplementary Figure SMM1). The fragments were 

purified and concentrated before transformation. The fragments outlined in 

Supplementary Tables SMM25-SMM30 were transformed in the concentrations 

described for the construction of IMF1, IMF2 and IMF6 into IMX1338. Both a 50 kb 

chromosome as well as a 100 kb chromosome were assembled from all three fragment 

sizes. In the transformation the IMX1338 competent cells were also transformed with 

50 μL of MilliQ H2O and several dilutions (1.0 x 105 and 1.0 x 106) were plated on YPD. 

For the transformation with the different size fragments also several dilutions of the 

transformation mix were plated (100x, 20x and 10x), which were considered as 

technical replicates when single colonies could be counted. Based on the colony 

forming units (CFU) counted on the plates, and the viability of the cells based on the 

YPD control, the efficiency (CFU/108 cells) was calculated. The experiment was 

performed in biological duplicate, by performing the same transformations on 

different days.  

NeoChr12, a 100 kb neochromosome with a different design, contained two 

fluorescent markers: mRuby2, mTurquoise2 (to prevent homology between 

mTurquoise2 and Venus), Autonomously Replicating Sequences (ARS), CEN6/ARS4, a 

telomerator fragment and a HIS3 selective marker (Supplementary Table SMM31 and 

Supplementary Figure S7). After one restreak, the total number of correct 

transformants were assessed based on screening by FACS, CHEF and WGS 

(Supplementary Table SMM32). Four correct transformants were stocked as IMF23 to 

IMF26. In addition, strain IMF23 was verified by long-read nanopore sequencing. 

Fluorescence detection by microscopy and flow cytometry 

To validate the expression of the fluorescent proteins mRuby2, Venus and 

mTurquoise2, from their genes on the neochromosome, the transformants were 

checked by fluorescent microscopy and/or by flow cytometry.  

For validation based on fluorescent microscopy, single colony isolates were cultivated 

overnight in SMD. Subsequently, 5 μL of culture were spotted on a 18x18 mm coverslip 

and placed on a microscopic slide. Fluorescence of the cells was observed by the ZEISS 

Axio Imager Z1 microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany), with three different 

filter sets. mRuby2 was detected by Filter set 14 with excitation at 535 nm and 

emission at 590 nm. Venus was visualized using filter set 9, with excitation at 470 nm 
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and emission at 515 nm. Finally, filter set 47 was used to detect mTurquoise2 at an 

excitation of 436 nm and an emission of 480 nm.  

The BDFACSAria™ II Cell Sorter in combination with the BDFACSDiva software (BD 

Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ) was used for flow cytometry analysis. The machine 

was equipped with 355 nm, 445 nm, 488 nm, 561 nm and 640 nm lasers and a 70 μm 

nozzle, and operated with filtered FACSFlow™ (BD Biosciences). Prior to every 

experiment, a CS&T cycle with the corresponding CS&T Beads (BD Biosciences) was 

run to evaluate a correct cytometer performance. Furthermore, if the FACS was used 

for sorting an Auto Drop Delay cycle with the corresponding Accudrop Beads (BD 

Biosciences) was run to determine the drop delay. mTurquoise2 was excited by the 

445 nm laser and the emission was detected using a 525 nm bandpass filter with a 

bandwidth of 50 nm. Venus was excited by the 488 nm laser and the emission was 

detected using a 545 nm bandpass filter with a bandwidth of 30 nm. mRuby2 was 

excited by the 561 nm laser and the emission was detected using a 582 nm bandpass 

filter with a bandwidth of 15 nm.  

For FACS analysis, single colony isolates were grown overnight in SMD. In the morning 

the culture was transferred to new SMD at an OD660 of 0.5. The culture was grown for 

2 generations to an OD660 of ~2.0. The level of fluorescence was analyzed by plotting 

the according fluorescence versus the area of the cell of 10,000 or 100,000 events. The 

sorting regions (‘gates’) of fluorescence or no fluorescence were based on the reference 

strain CEN.PK113-7D taken along in the experiments. FACS data were analyzed using 

FlowJo® software (version 3.05230, FlowJo, LLC, Ashland, OR, USA). 

Contour-clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF) electrophoresis 

Agarose plugs containing genomic DNA were made using the CHEF Yeast Genomic DNA 

Plug Kit (Bio-Rad laboratories, Hercules, CA) following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. For in-plug linearization of the synthetic chromosomes, an I-SceI 

digestion (Thermo Fischer Scientific) was performed in the plugs. For this, the plugs 

were washed for 1 hour in 1 mL 0.1x wash buffer (Bio-Rad laboratories) per plug. 

Subsequently, the wash buffer was decanted and fresh wash buffer was added to 

sufficiently cover the plugs. The wash buffer was aspirated and the plugs were then 

equilibrated for 1 hour in 1 mL of 1x Tango buffer without Mg-acetate per plug. The 

buffer was aspirated again and 100 μL fresh Tango buffer without Mg-acetate and 2 μL 

of I-SceI enzyme were added to each plug. This was incubated for 2 hours on ice, after 

which 10 μL of 100 mM Mg-acetate was added to each plug. After 1h or overnight 

incubation, the buffer was removed and the plugs were kept in 1 mL 1x wash buffer 

each. One-half of each plug was used per well and 1 gradation (on the syringe) thin 

slice of the Lambda PFG Ladder (New England Biolabs) was used as standard in a 1% 

Certified™ Megabase Agarose (Bio-Rad laboratories) gel in 0.5x TBE Electrophoresis 
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Buffer (prepared from a 10x TBE Electrophoresis Buffer stock; Thermo Fischer 

Scientific).  

The chromosomes were separated using a Bio-Rad Electrophoresis Cell in combination 

with a CHEF-DR® II Control Module and a CHEF-DR® II Drive module (Bio-Rad 

laboratories). The CHEF electrophoresis was run for 24 hours with the following 

parameters: an initial and final switch time of 35 seconds, a pulse angle of 120°, a 

voltage of 5.3 V/cm, a flow of 70 (about 0.75 L/min), a set temperature of 14°C and a 

buffer volume of 1.5 L. The CHEF gel was stained for 15 minutes with ethidium bromide 

(3 μg mL-1) in 0.5x TBE buffer and unstained for 15 minutes with 0.5x TBE buffer. The 

gel was visualized with an InGenius LHR gel Imaging System (Syngene, Bangalore, 

India). 

Sequencing 

Whole genome short-read sequencing 

For whole genome sequencing, genomic DNA was isolated using the QIAGEN Blood & 

Cell Culture Kit with 100/G Genomic-tips (Qiagen), according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. The Miseq Reagent Kit v3 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), was used to 

obtain 300 bp reads for paired-end sequencing. DNA was sheared to 550 bp with the 

M220 ultrasonicator (Covaris, Wolburn, MA) and subsequently the TruSeq DNA 

PCR-Free Library Preparation kit (Illumina) was employed for a six-strain library. The 

samples were quantified by qPCR on a Rotor-Gene Q PCR cycler (Qiagen) using the 

KAPA Library Quantification Kit (Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA). Finally, the 

library was sequenced using an Illumina MiSeq sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA). 

Data were mapped to the CEN.PK113-7D (67) genome with corresponding in silico 

neochromosome design using the Burrows-Wheeler alignment tool (68) 

(version 0.7.15). Data was visualized using the Integrated Genomics Viewer (IGV) (69) 

(version 2.4.0). Chromosomal copy number variations (CNV) were quantified with the 

Magnolya algorithm (70) (version 0.15). Finally, an overview of single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) was made using the SAMtools (68) (version 1.3.1) and Pilon 

(71) (with -vcf setting; version 1.18). Sequenced strains are indicated in 

Supplementary Table SMM1.  

Sanger short-read sequencing 

Sanger sequencing (Baseclear, Leiden, The Netherlands) was performed on the original 

purified E. coli chunks used for assembly of the neochromosome (primers in 

Supplementary Table SMM18). 

Whole genome long-read sequencing 

Genomic DNA of all samples were in-house prepared using the QIAGEN Blood & Cell 

Culture Kit with 100/G Genomic-tips (Qiagen) and sequenced on a MinION (Oxford 
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Nanopore, sequencing kit SQKLSK109, expansion kit EXP NBD104) in three runs. 

Samples IMF2, IMF11, IMF12, IMF17, IMF18 on a R9 flowcell, IMF6 and IMF23 on a 

R10 flowcell combined with samples IMF6-1, IMF6-2, IMF6-3, IMF23-1, IMF23-2 and 

IMF23-3 (genetic stability experiment) while these were also sequenced on a R9 

flowcell. Guppy (Oxford Nanopore, version 4.0.11_GPU) was used for basecalling and 

demultiplexing. The resulting fastq files were filtered on length (>1 kb) and de novo 

assembled with Flye (version 2.7.1) (72). Sample IMF17 was annotated with MAKER2 

(version 2.31.8) (17), in addition the E. coli DNA on the synthetic chromosome was 

annotated with Prokka (version 1.12) (73).  

RNA-Sequencing 

Strains IMF17 and IMX2109 were inoculated from a freezer stock in a wake-up culture 

of 100 mL SMD in a 500 mL shake flask. The strains were transferred to a pre-culture 

and grown until mid-exponential phase. These cultures were transferred in biological 

triplicate to fresh medium and grown until mid-exponential phase at an OD660 of 

8.65 mL of cell culture was harvested in liquid nitrogen and processed as previously 

described by Piper et al. (74). RNA was extracted with the hot-phenol method as 

described by Schmitt et al. (75). Macrogen (Macrogen Europe B.V., Amsterdam, The 

Netherlands) performed the cDNA library preparation using the TruSeq stranded 

mRNA kit (Illumina) and RNA sequencing. Sequencing was done with Illumina paired 

end 150 bp sequencing read system (PE150) using a 250 bp insert strand specific 

library. Sequencing reads of triplicates of samples IMF17 and IMX2109 were aligned 

to a de novo assembled IMF17 (this study) genome using STAR (76). Expression was 

quantified by featureCounts (version 1.6.0) (77). Normalized FPKM counts were 

obtained by applying rpkm function from the edgeR package (78). Genes were filtered 

(mean_IMF17>10 or IMX2109>10) on low expression. The raw expressed genes that 

were kept were used in the differential expression analysis by applying DESeq2 (79). 

Determination of genetic neochromosome stability during strain propagation 

From a -80°C freezer stock, the strains IMF6 and IMF23 were plated on selective SMD 

medium for single colony isolation. One single colony of each strain was inoculated in 

a 500 mL shakeflask containing 100 mL SMD medium. When sufficient cell density was 

reached, genomic DNA was isolated and sequenced with long-read nanopore 

technology as described earlier. For each strain, from these starter cultures, three 

independent propagation lines were started by transferring 200 µL of culture in 20 mL 

fresh SMD medium in a 100 mL shakeflask. In this manner each propagation line was 

transferred fourteen times. Before transfer the OD660 was measured to ensure the 

culture was in stationary phase. For the last transfer a 500 mL shakeflask containing 

100 mL of SMD medium was used such that when sufficient cell density was reached, 

genomic DNA could again be isolated and sequenced with long-read nanopore 

technology as described earlier. The neochromosomes contigs from the long-read 
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sequencing assemblies were compared with the in silico neochromosome design using 

the global alignment tool from Clone manager (CMSuite9, Sci Ed Software LLC, 

Westminster, CO). 

Physiological characterization 

Physiological characterization in shake flasks 

A 1 mL aliquot stored at -80°C was used to inoculate a wake-up culture of 100 mL SMD 

in a 500 mL shake flask. The culture was grown until late exponential phase and used 

to inoculate a pre-culture. The pre-culture was grown until mid-exponential phase and 

used to inoculate a measuring culture in biological duplicate at an initial OD660 of 0.3. 

Optical densities at 660 nm of the cultures were monitored by a Jenway 7200 

spectrophotometer in technical duplicate (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL). A maximum 

specific growth rate (µmax) was calculated from at least 5 data points in the exponential 

phase. 

Physiological characterization in the growth profiler 

Growth studies in microtiter plate were performed at 30 °C or 37 °C and 250 rpm using 

a Growth Profiler 960 (EnzyScreen BV, Heemstede, The Netherlands). Strains from 

glycerol freezer stocks were inoculated and grown overnight in 10 mL SMD medium in 

a 50 mL shake flask. This culture was used to inoculate a pre-culture in 10 mL SMD 

medium in a 50 mL shake flask, which was cultivated until mid-exponential growth. 

From this culture the growth study was started in a 96-wells microtiter plate 

(EnzyScreen, type CR1496dl), with final working volumes of 250 µL and approximate 

starting OD660 of 0.3. Microtiter plates were closed with a sandwich cover (EnzyScreen, 

type CR1296). Images of cultures were made at 30 min intervals. Green-values for each 

well were corrected for plate position using measurements of a culture of OD660 5.05 

of CEN.PK113-7D. Corrected green values were converted to OD-values based on a 

15-point calibration, resulting in the following equation: 

OD-equivalent = a×Gv(t) + b×Gv(t)c - d in which Gv(t) is the corrected green-value 

measured in a well at time point ‘t’. The constants used for calculation are position 

dependent. For this study two microtiter plates were used: MTP07 (a:0.0738, 

b:2.06*10-7, c: 3.5737, d:-1.2655) and MPT08 (a:0.0774, b:1.66*10-7, c: 3.6235, 

d:-1.6150) 

Growth rates were calculated in the time frame where the calculated OD was between 

2 and 10. Each experimental condition was performed in biological triplicates. 

Neochromosome stability determination 

Neochromosome stability was assessed based on plating on selective and non-selective 

growth medium with respect to the neochromosome borne URA3 and HIS3 markers. 

Strains were inoculated from a freezer stock in 20 mL of selective SMD medium in a 
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100 mL shake flask and grown overnight. The strains were then inoculated in biological 

duplicate to fresh 20 mL medium in a 100 mL shake flask at an OD660 of 0.5 and were 

grown for 2 generations until an approximate OD660 of 2.0. From the culture 3 mL were 

taken, washed in sterile COULTER® ISOTON® II Diluent (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) 

and subsequently resuspended in 3 mL sterile COULTER® ISOTON® II Diluent 

(Beckman Coulter) to be sorted by the FACS. 96 cells of the entire population were 

sorted on both solid non-selective YPD and solid selective SMD medium in a single well 

OmniTray (Thermo Fischer Scientific).  

The viability was determined by: 

 𝑉𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (%) =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑌𝑃𝐷 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒

96
× 100% 

The stability was determined by: 

Stability (%)=
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑀𝐷 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑌𝑃𝐷 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒
× 100% 

After the samples for the FACS were taken the cultures were placed back in the 

incubator and grown until the morning, after which the biological duplicates of each 

strain were transferred to new medium at an OD660 of 0.5 and the abovementioned 

protocol was repeated. In total, the strains were analyzed by FACS for 4 consecutive 

days, except for IMF23 which was analyzed on the first and the fourth day. 

In vitro enzyme activities 

For determining the glycolytic enzyme activities, strains IMX2109 and IMF17 was 

inoculated from a freezer stock in 100 mL selective SMD medium in a 500 mL shake 

flask. They were transferred in biological duplicate to fresh 100 mL SMD medium and 

grown until mid-exponential phase at an OD660 of 8. 50 mL of cell culture were 

harvested from each biological duplicate by centrifuging for 10 minutes at 5000 rpm 

at 4˚C. Cell extracts were prepared as described by Postma et al. (80). Assays were 

prepared in at least technical duplicates for HXK, PGI, FBA, TPI, GAPDH (16.5 U of 

enzyme instead of 25U), PGK, GPM, ENO, PYK, PDC and ADH as described by Jansen et 

al. (81) and PFK according to Cruz et al. (82). Cell extracts were diluted with 100 mM 

KH2PO4 buffer with 2 mM MgCl2 (pH 7.5) when necessary, except for the assay for TPI, 

for which the cell extract was diluted with demineralized water. The 

spectrophotometric assays were carried out in a U-3010 spectophotometer (Hitachi, 

Tokyo, Japan) at 30 °C and 340 nm. The protocol by Lowry et al. (83) was used to 

determine protein concentrations in the cell extract, using bovine serum albumin (fatty 

acid-free) as standard.  
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Statistical analysis 

If replicates were performed, data are presented as mean ± s.d. and the number of 

replicates is indicated. Statistical significance was determined either by using a t-test 

(paired or unpaired is indicated) for comparison of two samples using excel or for 

comparison of multiple samples by ANOVA with Post-Hoc Tukey-Kramer using 

GraphPad Prism 4 (Graphpad, San Diego, CA). For both tests, differences were 

considered significant when P<0.05.  

Data availability 

All genomic data for this chapter have been deposited in the NCBI database 

(https://www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/) under the BioProjectID 

PRJNA596648. All RNA-seq sequences have been deposited at NCBI GEO 

(https://www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/geo/) under GEO accession 

number: ‘GSE159524’.   
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Supplementary data 
All tables and figures which are only referred to in the Supplementary data or the 

materials and methods are indicated with Supplementary Table SMM or 

Supplementary Figure SMM. These tables and figures can be found in the 

supplementary materials and methods data file at  

https://doi-org.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/10.1093/nar/gkaa1167.  

 

Table S1 Amino acid substitutions identified in the genome of the constructed strains as 

compared to most relevant parental strain.  

Systematic name Name  Type Amino acid change 

IMF2 compared to IMX1338 

No mutations observed 

IMF6 compared to IMX1338 

YEL074W - Non-synonymous Pro-34-His 

IMF24 (genome of NeoChr12.1) compared to IMX1338 

YER116C SLX8 Non-synonymous Pro-150-Leu 

IMF25 (genome NeoChr12.3) compared to IMX1338 

No mutations observed 

IMF26 (genome NeoChr12.4) compared to IMX1338 

YCL052C PBN1 Non-synonymous Ile-109-Thr 
YOL076W MDM20 Non-synonymous Leu-249-Ile 

IMF23 (genome NeoChr12.8) compared to IMX1338 

No mutations observed 

IMF12 compared to IMF2 

YMR323W ERR3 Non-synonymous Leu-447-Phe 
IMF11 compared to IMF6 

YKL205W LOS1 Synonymous Val-860-Val 
IMF18 compared to IMF2 

YBR084W  MIS1 Non-synonymous Phe-547-Leu 
YDL159W  STE7 Non-synonymous Cys-447-Ser 
YDR295C  HDA2 Non-synonymous Ala-556-Glu 
YGL150C  INO80 Non-synonymous Ala-882-Val 
YBL113C - Intron - 
YPL006W  NCR1 Synonymous Gly-119-Gly 
YPR147C - Synonymous Leu-52-Leu 
IMF17 compared to IMF6 

YFL025C  BST1 Non-synonymous Asn-791-His 
YIL169C CSS1 Non-synonymous Thr-906-Ser 
YKL176C  LST4 Non-synonymous Ser-705-Tyr 
IMX2109 compared to IMX1338 
YJR162C - Synonymous Thr-33-Thr 
YIL130W ASG1 Non-synonymous Asp-617-Asn 

YKR004C ECM9 Non-synonymous Ser-47-Tyr 

YPL283W-A - Intron  

https://doi-org.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/10.1093/nar/gkaa1167
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YLR172C DPH5 Non-synonymous Ala-79-Thr 

YNR050C LYS9 Synonymous Phe-150-Phe 

 

Table S2 Mutation identified in Synthetic Chromosomes as compared with in silico design 

and with the most relevant parental strain 

For the neochromosomes containing E. coli DNA it was discovered that the template DNA used 

for PCR amplification and subsequent transformation was a mix of two E. coli strains: XL1-Blue 

and BL21. Therefore, all mutations identified from the in silico neochromosome design (based 

on E. coli BL21) that were identical to the sequence of E. coli XL1-Blue were discarded. To verify 

that indeed these variations were already present in PCR fragments used for transformation and 

did not occur during neochromosome assembly/propagation, a part of the PCR fragments used 

for transformation were sanger sequenced (Supplementary Figure SMM2). For IMF11, IMF12, 

IMF17 and IMF18, five SNPs were observed for ARS418 and 2 for ARS1211 with respect to the 

in silico design. However, these were verified not to be real SNPs, since for the in silico template 

S. cerevisiae S228C was used while ARS418 and ARS1211 were amplified from S. cerevisiae 

CEN.PK113-7D. These strains indeed differ in the 7 SNPs observed for the two ARSs. 

*The SNP in TPI1 for IMF17 was a non-synonymous Val-7-Phe mutation.  
#The SNP in PFK2 for IMF17 was a non-synonymous Met-390-Ile mutation 

 

Position Fragment Mutation type 
NeoChr2 (IMF2) 
12242 HIS3 promoter C to CA 
18451 SHR BD C to CT 
24938 TDH1 terminator (Venus) 34 bp deletion 
42085 SHR BK C to CA 
48959 SHR AD G to A 
NeoChr1 (IMF6) 
1703 Chunk 1A A to T 
22970 Chunk 3A C to T 
30653 SHR AH AC to A 
32769 HIS3 promoter C to CA 
38952 SHR BD T to TG 
46433 SHR BF CA to C 
54835 Chunk 5A A to T 
56692 SHR BG T to TC 
59309 SHR BH AT to A 
59315 SHR BH AC to A 
65869 TDH1 terminator (Venus) 34 bp deletion 
71313 SHR BQ C to CT 
77341 Telomerator (URA3 CDS) G to GA (in stretch of A’s) 
77997 SHR AO C to CA 
87376 Chunk 7D G to A 
100069 SHR AD A to AG 
NeoChr12.1 (IMF24) 
17843 SHR BO G to GC 
39753 Chunk 15C Insertion of 12 bp 
97403 SSA1 terminator (mTurquoise2) CAT to C 
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NeoChr12.3 (IMF25) 
64232 HIS3 promoter C to CA 
NeoChr12.4 (IMF26) 
7596 SHR BL A to AT 
20696 CCW12 promoter (mRuby2) CA to C 
22174 ARS1 A to AC 
24751 Chunk 18A GGT to G 
37589 SHR DH C to T 
43110 CEN6/ARS4 AT to A 
51015 SHR DM GA to G 
53542 SHR DN C to T 
64232 HIS3 promoter C to CA 
65169 HIS3 terminator  C to T 
70141 Chunk 4B C to T 
75441 SHR AK T to TC 
97403 SSA1 terminator (mTurquoise2) CAT to C 
NeoChr12.8 (IMF23) 
43 
 

SHR AO AT to A 

20696 CCW12 promoter (mRuby2) C to CA 
40152 SHR DI A to AC 
40171 SHR DI AG to A 
41708 Chunk 15D G to T 
56968 Chunk 17B C to T 
64232 HIS3 promoter C to CA 
77907 SHR BF A to AG 
77911 SHR BF AC to A 
80507 SHR BS Deletion of 12 bp 
93363 SHR BI GA to G 
97595 SHR DS T to TC 
NeoChr20 (IMF12) as compared to NeoChr2 (IMF2) 
10248 SHR AH C to CG 
14530 SHR DF G to C 
23462 Chunk 16A G to A 
33079 Chunk 17A A to G 
40176 Chunk 17D TA to T 
NeoChr19 (IMF11) as compared to NeoChr1 (IMF6) 
40004 SHR DI GC to G 
62440 Chunk 17D C to T 
63119 SHR DR AG to A 
NeoChr16 (IMF18) as compared to NeoChr2 (IMF2) 
23389 SHR 0 CT to C 
30653 SHR C A to AG 
43179 GPM1 promoter Deletion of 18 bp (AT’s) 
NeoChr15 (IMF17) as compared to NeoChr1 (IMF6) 
32334 SHR AA  AT to A 
35439 TPI1*  G to T 
41106 SHR N  T to TG 
60046 PFK2 # C to G 
62020 SHR L  AT to A 
63582 GPM1 promoter Deletion of 18 bp (AT’s) 
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63970 SHR M  T to TG 
105411 Chunk 6B Insertion of 59 bp 
105412 Chunk 6B T to C 
105415 Chunk 6B C to T 
105417 Chunk 6B G to A 
105421 Chunk 6B T to C 
105430 Chunk 6B G to A 
8590 tADH1 A to T 
20368 tHXK2 AT to A 
30676 pPFK2 GA to G 
32946 pGPM1 Deletion of 18 bp (AT’s) 

 

Table S3 RNA sequencing of IMX2109 and IMF17: Analysis of differentially expressed 

genes 

 From mid-exponential aerobic SMD cultures of IMX2109 and IMF17, RNA was isolated, 

processed and sequenced. Non-expressed genes were filtered out of the differential expression 

analysis (Supplementary Figure SMM3). In total the differential expression analysis (padj<0.05 

and FC>2) revealed 67 differentially expressed genes in the native genome. Five (A) from the 67 

genes were differentially expressed because they were absent in IMX2109 since the 2µ plasmid 

was lost from this strain and the glycolysis was inserted at CAN1. In addition, 11 genes showed 

for both strain IMX2109 and IMF17, fpkm values which were close to the detection level 

(normalized fpkm count<20). This results in 51 meaningful differentially expressed genes on the 

native genome (B), which indicates a very small transcriptional difference between strains 

IMX2109 and IMF17. In addition, most of the genes (65 %) show only a mild transcriptional 

response (FC<3). FUNSPEC (funspec.med.utoronto.ca, Bonferroni correction and P-value 

cutoff=0.05) was used to evaluate which classes and categories of genes are enriched based on 

the GO Database (C) and MIPS Database (D).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A) Non-expressed genes in IMX2109 

Systematic name Name Fold change 

R0040C REP2 - 

R0020C REP1 - 

R0030W RAF1 - 

R0010W FLP1 - 

YEL063C CAN1 - 
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B) Differentially expressed genes 

Systematic 

name 

Name Fold 

change 

YDR077W SED1 2,5 

YBR054W YRO2 4,2 

YFL014W HSP12 4,8 

YBR072W HSP26 4,0 

YER062C HOR2 2,9 

YDL022W GPD1 2,1 

YNL160W YGP1 9,6 

YLR327C TMA10 2,4 

YML054C CYB2 2,3 

YKL096W CWP1 2,4 

YGR144W THI4 13,7 

YBR093C PHO5 5,7 

YOL052C-

A 

DDR2 2,8 

YER053C PIC2 2,5 

YML123C PHO84 2,2 

YGL121C GPG1 3,4 

YHR087W RTC3 3,1 

YOR374W ALD4 2,1 

YGR289C MAL11 9,3 

YNR034W-

A 

Uncharacterized 4,6 

YGR292W MAL12 15,7 

YER150W SPI1 2,7 

YDR516C EMI2 2,3 

YER067W RGI1 2,6 

YDR119W-

A 

Uncharacterized 2,1 

YKL163W PIR3 5,5 

YIL136W OM45 2,1 

YOR161C PNS1 2,1 

YBR092C PHO3 3,3 

YDR070C FMP16 3 

YOL055C THI20 2,1 

YML100W TSL1 2,3 

YMR105C PGM2 2,1 

YBL049W MOH1 2,8 

YBR169C SSE2 2,5 

YER037W PHM8 3 

YFL030W AGX1 2,6 

YOR173W DCS2 2,5 

YGR248W SOL4 2,5 

YJL108C PRM10 2,4 

YGR088W CTT1 2,6 

YFL059W SNZ3 2,4 

YNL333W SNZ2 2 

YEL039C CYC7 5,1 

YGR043C NQM1 3,9 

YHR136C SPL2 2,1 

YPR160W GPH1 4,8 

YAL061W BDH2 3 

YJL161W FMP33 2,7 

YMR169C ALD3 2 

 
C) GO Biological Process 

  

Category P-value In Category from Cluster k f 

response to stress 
[GO:0006950] 

1.908e-06 HSP26 SSE2 HSP30 GPD1 HOR2 HSP12 
CTT1 TSL1 DDR2 

9 152 

carbohydrate 
metabolic process 
[GO:0005975] 

6.574e-06 GPD1 EMI2 NQM1 SOL4 MAL12 PGM2 
GPH1 

7 94 

thiamine biosynthetic 
process [GO:0009228] 

6.978e-06 SNZ3 THI4 SNZ2 THI20 4 17 
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Figure S1 Microscope imaging of neochromosomes  

Sample images captured with fluorescence microscopy (40x). IMF6, IMF1 and IMF2 contained a 

putative correct assembly of NeoChr1 (for IMF6 and IMF1) and NeoChr2 respectively, based on 

fluorescence for the red, green and blue channels. mRuby2 control: IMC111, Venus control: 

IMC113, mTurquoise2 control: IMC112, Negative control: CEN.PK113-7D. PC: Phase Contrast. 

For visibility red channel images were adjusted by 60 % in brightness. The red bar in the bottom 

right of the fluorescence microscopy pictures (40x) represents 10 µm. 

D) MIPS Functional Classification   

Category P-value In Category from Cluster k f 
stress response 
[32.01] 

2.195e-
09 

YRO2 SSE2 HSP30 SED1 CYC7 SNZ3 PIR3 
TSL1 ALD3 YGP1 SNZ2 DDR2 

12 162 

C-compound and 
carbohydrate 
metabolism [01.05] 

4.296e-
05 

BDH2 PHO3 PHO5 GPD1 EMI2 HOR2 
HSP12 CYB2 ALD3 

9 223 
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Figure S2 Strategy to test correct assembly of a neochromosome by diagnostic PCR.  

The neochromosome in strains IMF1, IMF2 and IMF6 were initially checked by diagnostic PCR. 

Correct assembly of adjacent fragments was checked in three possible ways. Most often 

amplification of a 5 kb fragment confirming two adjacent E. coli chunks (green). Otherwise an 

amplification of 10 kb fragment spanning 4 E. coli chunks (blue). Lastly, an amplification of a 

short PCR fragment spanning over an SHR (red).  

 

 

Figure S3 Sequencing: coverage and Magnolya plots of neochromosomes 

WGS data from strains carrying neochromosome. Both the coverage plot (left) and the Magnolya 

plot (right) for each neochromosome are represented. The y-axis of the coverage plots 

represents the read coverage (a.u.). For IMF1, a whole segment in the middle of the chromosome 

from the middle of mTurquoise2 to the middle of Venus is duplicated. All other strains harbor all 

fragments of the neochromosomes in the correct order. For parts in neochromosome the 
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coverage is 0 or 0.5 (ex. IMF18 and IMF17). This is because CEN.PK113-7D was used as reference 

strain to align to the sequencing reads to. This reference contains promoters/genes/terminators 

which are absent in the actual strain (IMX1338) in which the neochromosomes were 

constructed. Therefore, reads will (also) map to this native location instead of to the 

neochromosome. All these sites were verified to be present in the particular neochromosome. 

From the Magnolya plots it can be observed that the neochromosome in IMF2 is present on 

average in 0.6 copies/cell, for IMF12 and IMF6 on average in 1.5 copies/cell, for IMF11 on 

average in 1.7 copies/cell and for IMF1 on average in 2.0 copies/cell. The neochromosomes: 

NeoChr12.1 (IMF24), NeoChr12.3 (IMF25), NeoChr12.4 (IMF26) and NeoChr12.8 (IMF23) are 

on average in 1 copy/cell, as well as the neochromosome in IMF18 and IMF17.  
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Figure S4 CHEF analysis of IMF1 and IMF2 

CHEF analysis of IMF1 and IMF2. 1) CEN.PK113-5D (- control), 2) IMX1338 (- control), 

3) IMS0480 (+ control), 4) in plug I-SceI digested IMX212, 5) in plug I-SceI digested (1h) IMF1, 

6) in plug I-SceI digested (O/N) IMF1, 7) In plug NotI digested IMF1, 8) In plug I-SceI digested 

IMF2, 9) Lambda PFG ladder. NeoChr1 in IMF1, shows it is approximately 135 kb, which is 35 kb 

larger than the in silico design. NeoChr2 in IMF2 has the size of 50 kb as in silico designed. 
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Figure S5 CHEF IMF1, IMF2 and IMF6 

1) CEN.PK113-5D (- control), 2) IMX1338 (- control), 3) IMS0480 (+ control), 4) in plug I-SceI 

digested IMF1, 5) in plug I-SceI digested IMF2, 6) in plug I-SceI digested IMF1, 7) undigested 

transformant 3 (IMF6), 8) in plug I-SceI digested transformant 3 (IMF6), 9) undigested 

transformant 4, 10) in plug I-SceI digested transformant 4., 11) Lambda PFG ladder. NeoChr1 in 

IMF1, shows it is approximately 135 kb, which is 35 kb larger than the in silico design. NeoChr2 

in IMF2 has the size of 50 kb as in silico designed. NeoChr1 in transformant 3 and 4 both show a 

correct size of approximately 100 kb.  
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Figure S6 Long-read nanopore sequencing of Neochromosomes  

The genomic DNA of strains IMF2, IMF6, IMF11, IMF12, IMF17, IMF18 and IMF23 carrying 

neochromosomes was sequenced by long-read nanopore technology. The reads were assembled 

into contigs using flye. Using clone manager, a global alignment of the neochromosome contig 

against the in silico neochromosome design was performed. Blue represents areas of significant 

similarity while a black line represents areas without significant similarities. All strains 

sequenced with long-read sequencing revealed neochromosomes corresponding to their in silico 

design without duplications or rearrangements.  
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Figure S7 NeoChr12 assembly 

The assembly of 43 fragments into a 100 kb NeoChr12 chromosome. Chunks represent 2.5 kb 

non-coding E. coli DNA. HIS3, URA3 (in telomerator), mRuby2 and mTurquoise2 were used as 

markers. CEN6/ARS4 was included for segregation of the neochromosome and ARS1 and ARS417 

were included to ensure correct replication. 
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Figure S8 FACS imaging of NeoChr12 transformants  

FACS analysis of neochromosomes. The fluorescence is plotted on the y-axis and the FSC-A on 

the x-axis. Negative control: CEN.PK113-7D. Positive controls: IMC111(mRuby2), IMC112 

(mTurquoise2). Gates for fluorescence of the two different fluorescent proteins were drawn 

based on the IMC111 and IMC112 controls. Double fluorescence: NeoChr12.1, NeoChr12.3, 

NeoChr12.4, NeoChr12.7, NeoChr12.8, NeoChr12.9, NeoChr12.10 and NeoChr12.11. mRuby2 

fluorescence only: NeoChr12.5. mTurquoise2 fluorescence only: NeoChr12.2 and NeoChr12.6. 

Approximately 10000 events are shown. 
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Figure S9 CHEF analysis of NeoChr12 transformants.  

CHEF analysis of NeoChr12 transformants. 1) CEN.PK113-7D (- control), 2) IMX1338 (- control), 

3) in plug I-SceI digested  IMF6 (+ control) 4) in plug I-SceI digested  NeoChr12.1 (IMF24), 5) in 

plug I-SceI digested NeoChr12.3 (IMF25), 6) in plug I-SceI digested NeoChr12.4 (IMF26), 7) in 

plug I-SceI digested NeoChr12.7, 8) in plug I-SceI digested NeoChr12.8 (IMF23), 9) in plug I-SceI 

digested NeoChr12.9, 10) in plug I-SceI digested NeoChr12.10, 11) in plug I-SceI digested 

NeoChr12.11, 12) Lambda PFG ladder. Transformants 1, 3, 4, 7 and 8 appear to have a 

neochromosome of the correct size of 100 kb. Transformants 9 and 10 have a smaller 

neochromosome than 100 kb. There seems to be no band for a neochromosome for 

transformant 11. 
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Figure S10 Experiment to test genetic stability of neochromosomes 

Illustration of the experiment to investigate the genetic stability of neochromosomes. From 

a -80°C freezer stock, single colonies were isolated on an SMD agar plate. A single colony was 

inoculated in liquid SMD medium. From this starter culture, genomic DNA was isolated and 

sequenced by long-read sequencing. The starter culture was also used to inoculate 3 individual 

propagation lines. Each line was transferred to fresh medium every day, for fourteen days. The 

last liquid cultures were used to isolate genomic DNA and perform long-read sequencing. The 

sequencing results of the end and starter cultures were compared to the in silico 

neochromosome designs of the strains. 
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Figure S11 Genetic design to test the potential of neochromosomes as landing pads 

35 kb of non-coding DNA was inserted by CRISPR/Cas9 at the mTurquoise2 locus of the 100 kb 

neochromosome in IMF6 (A) and of the 50 kb neochromosome in IMF2 (B) resulting in a 135 kb 

(IMF11) and an 85 kb (IMF12) neochromosome, respectively. 35 kb of glycolytic genes were 

inserted using CRISPR/Cas9 at the mTurquoise2 locus of the 100 kb neochromosome in IMF6 (C) 

and of the 50 kb neochromosome of IMF2 (D) resulting in a 135 kb (IMF11) and an 85 kb (IMF12) 

neochromosome, respectively. As control, the same glycolytic cassettes were integrated at the 

native CAN1 locus (E) resulting in strain IMX1959. 
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Figure S12 FACS imaging of neochromosomes 

The fluorescence is plotted on the y-axis and the FSC-A on the x-axis. The negative control: 

CEN.PK113-7D. Positive controls: IMX2224 (mRuby2), IMX2225 (Venus), IMX2226 

(mTurquoise2). The Venus protein showed bleed through in the mTurquoise2 channel, this was 

compensated based on the compensation matrix in FlowJo V10 with IMX2226 as positive signal 

and IMX2225 as negative signal. Gates for fluorescence of the three different fluorescent proteins 

were drawn based on the IMX2224, IMX2225 and IMX2226 controls. IMF2 (50 kb, empty) 

showed all three fluorescence. IMF6 (100 kb, empty) showed all three fluorescence. IMF11 

(135 kb, empty) showed mRuby2 fluorescence and Venus fluorescence. IMF12 (85 kb, empty) 

showed mRuby2 fluorescence and Venus fluorescence. IMF17 (135 kb, glycolysis) showed 

mRuby2 fluorescence and Venus fluorescence. IMF18 (85 kb, glycolysis) showed mRuby2 

fluorescence and Venus fluorescence. IMF37 showed Venus fluorescence and mTurquoise2 

fluorescence. IMF38 showed mRuby2 fluorescence and mTurquoise2 fluorescence. IMF39 

showed mTurquoise2 fluorescence. Approximately 100000 events are shown for each plot. 
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Figure S13 CHEF analysis of IMF2, IMF12, IMF18, IMF6, IMF11, IMF17 

1) Lambda PFG ladder, 2) CEN.PK113-7D (- control), 3) IMX1338 (- control), 4) in plug I-SceI 

digested IMF2 (50 kb neochromosome), 5) in plug I-SceI digested IMF12 (85 kb 

neochromosome), 6) in plug I-SceI digested IMF18 (85 kb neochromosome containing SinLoG), 

7) in plug I-SceI digested IMF6 (100 kb neochromosome), 8) in plug I-SceI digested IMF11 (135 

kb neochromosome), 9) in plug I-SceI digested IMF17 (135 kb neochromosome containing 

SinLoG), 10) Lambda PFG ladder. 
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Figure S14 Impact of neochromosomes on the physiology of the host 

The growth rate of the prototrophic control strain IMX2059 without neochromosome and strain 

IMF23 carrying the 100 kb neochromosome with improved design was compared on different 

growth media and stress conditions using a growth profiler. To account for variation in growth 

rate among growth profiler plates, the growth rates are represented as the percentage of the 

growth rate of control strain IMX2059 on SMD (taken along in each plate). Bars represent the 

average and standard deviation of biological triplicates. All significant differences between 

IMX2059 and IMF23 are indicated with an asterisk (2-tailed student t-test, P<0.05). The strains 

were tested on different carbon sources (SMD (2% glucose), SMD 5% glu (5% glucose), SMGal 

(2% galactose), SMMal (2% maltose), SMSuc (2% sucrose)), pH stress (SMD pH4, SMD pH7.5), 

oxidative stress (SMD 1 mM H2O2, SMD 10 mM H2O2), osmotic stress (SMD 1M sorbitol, SMD 2M 

sorbitol), salt stress (SMD 200 mM NaCl, SMD 500 mM NaCl) and heat stress (SMD 37°C). IMF23 

showed little or no difference in physiology compared to IMX2059.  
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Figure S15 Neochromosome stability upon transfer. 

The stability of the neochromosome calculated by:  

% 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑁𝑒𝑜𝐶ℎ𝑟: 
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑀𝐷

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑌𝑃𝐷
× 100% 

IMF18 day 1: only in single measurements 

IMF11 day 1: no measurements  

IMF17 day 1: no measurements 

IMF23: only measurements on day 1 and 4 

 

For CEN.PK113-7D, IMF18 (50 kb, glycolysis), IMF17 (50 kb, glycolysis) the percentage is 

approximately 100% for all measurements. This is due to the fact that SMD and YPD medium are 

both selective media with respect to the (synthetic) chromosome(s) that they carry. For IMF23 

(100 kb empty, improved design) and IMC153 (6.5 kb plasmid) the percentage of cells with the 

neochromosome/plasmid is high on all days meaning it is very stable. For IMF2 (50 kb, empty), 

IMF12 (85 kb, empty), IMF6 (100 kb, empty) and IMF11 (135 kb, empty) the percentage of cells 

with neochromosome was lower on all days tested (around 80 %), revealing reduced stability of 

the respective neochromosomes.  
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Figure S16 Growth rate of IMF37, IMF38 and IMF39  

Growth rate of strains carrying 100 kb synthetic neochromosomes: IMF23 (100 kb improved 

design), IMF6 (100 kb initial design), IMF37 (100 kb initial design, mRuby2 deleted), IMF38 

(100 kb initial design, Venus deleted), IMF39 (100 kb, mRuby2 and Venus deleted). Growth rates 

represent the average and standard deviation of biological duplicates. All significant differences 

with respect to the control strain IMX2059 are indicated with an asterisk (one-way ANOVA with 

Post-Hoc Tukey-Kramer, P<0.05). 
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Figure S17 RNA sequencing: evaluation of transcription from E. coli DNA 

In the top graph the expression along the 135 kb neochromosome of IMF17 is represented. Each 

data point represents the average raw coverage of the three biological triplicates at that 

particular point on the neochromosome. Blue depicts E. coli template, while red represent 

S. cerevisiae template or genes that should express in S. cerevisiae (Venus and mRuby2). There 

are four small defined areas where there is above threshold expression from E. coli DNA 

template. The bottom graph is a zoom-in of the most significant expression from E. coli DNA 

template and the E. coli genes which are located in this area. Apart from this few defined areas 

with low expression, there is no expression from E. coli DNA.  
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Abbreviations 

Metabolites 

2PE: 2-phenylethanol 

CIN: cinnamic acid 

COCOA: coumaroyl-CoA 

COUM: coumaric acid 

DHK: dihydrokaempferol 

K3G: kaempferol 3-O-glucoside 

KAE: kaempferol 

LPE: leucopelargonidin 

NAR: naringenin 

NARCC: naringenin chalcone 

P3G: pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside 

PAA: phenylacetic acid 

PEL: pelargonidin 

PHE: L-phenylalanine 

PHLOR: phloretic acid 

pOHPPY: p-hydroxyphenylpyruvate 

pOH2PE: p-hydroxyphenylethanol 

pOHPAA: p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid 

PPY: phenylpyruvate 

TYR: tyrosine 

 

Enzymatic reaction 

3GT: anthocyanin 3-O-glucosyltransferase 

ANS: anthocyanidin synthase 

C4H: cinnamate 4-hydroxylase 

4CL: 4-coumarate CoA ligase 

CHI: chalcone isomerase 

CHS: chalcone synthase 

CPR: cytochrome P450 reductase 

DFR: dihydroflavonol 4-reductase 

F3H: flavanone 3-hydroxylase 

PAL: phenylalanine ammonia lyase 

TAL: tyrosine ammonia lyase 
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Abstract 

The construction of powerful cell factories requires intensive genetic engineering for 

the addition of new functionalities and the remodeling of native pathways and 

processes. The present study, using Saccharomyces cerevisiae, explores the potential of 

modular, specialized de novo-assembled neochromosomes (named NeoChrs) to 

facilitate extensive genome reprogramming. Linear and circular NeoChrs carrying 

20 native and 21 heterologous genes were designed and constructed by in vivo 

assembly in yeast in two transformation steps leading to de novo production of 

anthocyanins, native to plants. Turned into exclusive expression platforms for 

heterologous and essential metabolic routes, the NeoChrs behaved like native 

chromosomes regarding mitotic and genetic stability, copy number, harmlessness for 

the host and editability by CRISPR-Cas9. This study paves the way for future microbial 

cell factories with modular genomes in which core metabolic networks, localized on 

satellite, specialized NeoChrs can be swapped for alternative configurations and serve 

as landing pads for addition of functionalities. 
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Introduction 

While microbial cell factories have a great potential for the sustainable production of 

fuels, chemicals and therapeutics, microbial processes are often less economically 

attractive than chemical, oil-based processes (1,2). Increasing the cost efficiency of 

microbial cell factories requires high product titer, rate and yield, features only 

attainable by intensive genetic engineering of the microbial host via costly strain 

construction programs. These programs focus on the transplantation of new 

functionalities, as well as on the reprogramming of the microbial host metabolic 

networks in which the new functionalities are plugged. These networks of biochemical 

reactions are encoded by several hundreds of genes scattered over large mosaic 

microbial genomes. Even considering the CRISPR/Cas9 revolution, rewiring these 

biochemical networks remains a daunting challenge, in particular for eukaryotic cell 

factories characterized by a high degree of genetic redundancy (3). Microbial platforms 

in which core biochemical networks can be remodeled at will have a great role to play 

in the construction of powerful cell factories, but also to reach a deep fundamental 

understanding of these biochemical networks and their regulation.  

The pathway swapping concept was developed to address this persistent challenge (4). 

This modular concept is based on the genetic reduction and clustering of genes 

belonging to a metabolic pathway, so the pathway can be easily swapped by any other 

design. This concept was demonstrated in the model, and industrial yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, using glycolysis and alcoholic fermentation, a 12-step 

pathway catalyzed by a set of 26 enzymes, as an example. In the SwYG (Switchable 

Yeast Glycolysis) strain this set of 26 genes was reduced to 13 and relocalized to a 

single chromosomal locus, enabling the facile remodeling of the entire pathway (4). 

Scaling up pathway swapping to the set of core biochemical reactions required for most 

biotechnological applications (i.e. central carbon metabolism) would offer an 

unprecedented ability to deeply reprogram cell factories metabolism. However, it 

would require the integration of hundreds of genes on existing chromosomes, which is 

a potential source of genetic instability. This problem can be addressed by the 

implementation of supernumerary, de novo assembled synthetic chromosomes 

(named NeoChrs) as orthogonal expression platforms for genome remodeling (5).  

The present study explores the potential of combining pathway swapping with 

NeoChrs to simultaneously equip S. cerevisiae with new heterologous routes and 

remodel native metabolic networks. De novo production from glucose of the 

anthocyanin pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside (P3G), a food and industrial dye, was 

attempted in S. cerevisiae as proof of principle (6). Although already demonstrated in 

S. cerevisiae, the synthesis of anthocyanins is highly inefficient in all microbial 
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platforms tested hitherto (6-8). Requiring the channeling of carbon through 27 core 

metabolic catalytic steps in the glycolytic, pentose phosphate, shikimate and aromatic 

amino acids biosynthesis pathway, as well as 10 reactions native to plants (Figure 1 

and Supplementary Figure S1), P3G is a perfect paradigm to test the potential of 
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NeoChrs for metabolic engineering. Modular NeoChrs in linear and circular form 

harboring yeast native, bacterial and plant genes required for P3G de novo synthesis 

were designed and constructed (Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure S1). The resulting 

strains were tested by in-depth genetic and physiological characterization, and 

compared to strains carrying test NeoChrs of equivalent size but mostly composed of 

non-coding DNA. Ultimately, the ability of NeoChrs to serve as landing pad for large 

pathways and to be edited by CRISPR-Cas9 for metabolic engineering purposes was 

evaluated.  

Results 

Neochromosome genetic design: does circular or linear configuration matter? 

In S. cerevisiae the highly efficient homology directed repair machinery can be 

exploited for the modular assembly of tailored synthetic chromosomes (5). The 

application of these de novo assembled NeoChrs as orthogonal expression platform for 

pathway engineering requires the fulfilment of several core, size-independent, 

properties: efficiency and fidelity of assembly, stability in terms of sequence fidelity as 

well as copy number during replication and segregation, and finally absence of toxicity 

towards the microbial host. These properties were well met in one particular NeoChr 

design in strain IMF23 constructed by Postma et al. (5), offering a promising proof of 

principle. The chromosomes in this study however were circular, and mimicking the 

linear configuration of yeast native chromosomes might further improve these core 

properties (9,10). To test this hypothesis, a linear, 100 kb NeoChr was assembled 

in vivo from transcription-unit sized DNA parts and compared to the previously 

published, circular NeoChr.  

The design of the linear test NeoChr in the present study was identical to the 100 kb 

circular NeoChr design in strain IMF23, consisting of 43 DNA fragments of 2.5 kb (5). 

To summarize, 36 of the DNA fragments used were non-coding in yeast and originated 

Figure 1 - A) Schematic overview of the anthocyanin production pathway. Compounds that can 
be measured by HPLC or GC are underlined, coumaroyl-CoA, narigenin-chalcone, and 
leucopelargonidin were not measured. The end products of the pathway are indicated in a 
frame. B) Extracellular production of aromatic intermediates of the anthocyanin pathway by 
engineered S. cerevisiae strains IMF41 (Circular NeoChr) and IMF42 (Linear NeoChr). The yeast 
strains were grown in shake-flask cultures with chemically defined minimal medium with 
20 g L-1 glucose as carbon source and urea as nitrogen source for 72 hours. The color of the bars 
corresponds to the color of the metabolites in panel A. Phenylpyruvate (blue), 
p-hydroxyphenylethanol (green), 2-phenylethanol (dark red), cinnamic acid (orange), 
coumaric acid (grey), phloretic acid (sky blue), dihydrokaempferol (purple), kaempferol (dark 
green), pelargonidin (red) and kaempferol 3-O-glucoside (dark blue). Naringenin and 
pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside were not detected. The right panel shows a magnification of the 
data of the metabolites downstream naringenin. The data represents the average ± standard 
deviation of independent biological triplicates.  
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from Escherichia coli, the remaining 7 fragments encompassed selection markers, 

fluorescent reporters and the elements required for chromosome replication and 

segregation (Figure 2). Direct assembly of linear chromosomes of this scale has never 

Figure 2 - Construction and physiological characterization of test Neochromosomes 
A) Schematic representation of the in vivo assembly design for linear and circular chromosomes. 
B) Physiological characterization of strains with a 100 kb de novo assembled linear (IMF22) and 
circular (IMF23) test NeoChr. Left graph, stability of NeoChrs calculated as ratio of the number 
of colonies on selective medium (with respect to the NeoChr) divided by the number of colonies 
on non-selective medium. Data represent the average and standard deviation of two days of 
measurements (day 1 and day 4) of culture duplicates. Middle graph, viability of strains, counted 
as the ratio between the number of colonies growing on non-selective YPD medium and the total 
number of individually plated cells. Bars represent the average and standard deviation of two 
days of measurements (day 1 and day 4) of culture duplicates. Right graph, specific growth rate 
of strains grown on selective SMD medium. Growth rates represent the average and standard 
deviation of six biological replicates for IMX2059 and IMF23 and two biological replicates for 
IMF22. None of the measurements show significant differences between strains (one-way ANOVA 
with Post-Hoc Tukey-Kramer, p<0.05). 
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been attempted before, therefore particular attention was given to the DNA parts 

framing the chromosomes, containing the telomeric regions. The telomerator 

containing short telomere seed regions (TeSS) flanking an I-SceI recognition sequence 

(embedded as intron in a functional URA3 selection marker), was previously shown to 

lead to stable linear chromosomes upon in vivo digestion (11,12). The same TeSS were 

used for the direct assembly of linear chromosomes. This design, composed of 

44 fragments and identical TeSS regions on the right and left arm of the NeoChr was 

named NeoChr10. To evaluate the risk of unwanted recombination events between the 

two identical terminal TeSS fragments, which might cause circularization during in vivo 

assembly of all the DNA parts, a second design was tested. In this second design, one of 

the TeSS was mutagenized to prevent homologous recombination with the original 

TeSS, leading to NeoChr11. With the exception of the telomerator module (carrying the 

URA3 selection marker), the design of the linear chromosomes (NeoChr10 and 11) and 

circular chromosome (NeoChr12) was identical, which enabled the direct comparison 

of the core properties between linear and circular chromosomes. The identification of 

correctly assembled chromosomes was performed by screening for expression of 

fluorescent markers by FACS, for chromosome size by CHEF and for DNA sequence by 

whole genome, long-read sequencing (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure S2-S3).  

As reported by Postma et al. (5), 36% of the transformants with circular chromosomes 

were true to the in silico design. Conversely, irrespective of the telomere sequence 

used, no linear NeoChrs faithful to the original design were found.  Seven 

transformants of the linear NeoChr10 and one transformant of the NeoChr11, with 

correct size according to CHEF analysis (Table 1) were sequenced by Nanopore 

technology. Presence of intact telomeres for all NeoChrs and absence of circularization 

for both NeoChr10 and 11, demonstrated that the short TeSS supplied were sufficient 

for the formation of functional telomeres and that homology between the two 

telomeric fragments was not a hurdle for the direct assembly of linear chromosomes. 

A wide variety of configurations was observed for these assembled linear NeoChrs 

(Supplementary Figure S4), ranging from the absence of a single fragment 

(NeoChr10.13 and 10.47), a combination of missing and duplicated fragments 

(e.g. NeoChr10.62) and more complex configurations with missing, duplicated or 

inverted fragments and swapped regions (NeoChr10.54 and 11.19). These 

misassemblies revealed the difficulty encountered by yeast cells to assemble all 

supplied DNA parts, and demonstrated the intervention of non-homologous end 

joining, while homology directed repair is typically the preferred mode of DNA double 

strand break repair in S. cerevisiae (13-15) . The large impact of linear versus circular 

configuration, despite otherwise identical design, on in vivo chromosome assembly 

possibly revealed differences in the accessibility of telomerator and TeSS fragments in 

the nucleus for repair and assembly with the other fragments. Nevertheless, two 
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NeoChrs, NeoChr10.13 and 10.47, displayed a remarkably high degree of fidelity with 

the in silico design, with a single fragment (7A) missing while the remaining 43 

fragments were correctly assembled. Overall, keeping in mind that circular 

chromosomes carried an additional auxotrophic marker as compared to linear 

chromosomes, these results demonstrated that circular chromosomes are superior in 

terms of assembly efficiency and fidelity as compared to linear chromosomes. 

Table 1 - NeoChrs assembly efficiency and fidelity. NeoChrs assembly fidelity tested by the 
screening pipeline. Correct sequence means that all fragments are present in the correct 
configuration with respect to the in silico design.  
a excluding telomeres. 
b due to a bacterial infection on plates, the total number of colonies is not reliable. Yeast colonies 
were subsequently isolated by microscopy based on fluorescence (88 for Neochr25 and 15 for 
Neochr26), the data in the rows below are therefore reliable. 
c For NeoChr25 all 12 colonies were screened on CHEF, 6 colonies showed correct size while no 
bands were observed for the other colonies. ND: not determined. 
 

 Test NeoChrs NeoChrs 

NeoChr NeoChr10  NeoChr11 NeoChr12 NeoChr25 NeoChr26 

Configuration Linear Linear Circular Linear  Circular 

Chromosome sizea 

(bp)  

99228 99228 99228 99832 99832 

Number of 

fragments 

44 44 43 43 42 

Auxotrophic 

markers 

HIS3 HIS3 HIS3 and 

URA3 

HIS3 HIS3 and 

URA3 

Number of colonies 72 31 11 391b 94b 

Correct 

fluorescence 

9 (=13%) 7 (=20%) 8 (=72%) 12 (14%) 12 (80%) 

Correct size 7 (=10%) 1 (=3%) 5 (=45%) 6 (=7%)c  NDc 

Correct sequence 0 out of 7 

screened 

0 out of 1 

screened 

4 (=36%) 

out of 5 

screened 

1 out of 4 

screened 

3 out of 5 

screened 

 

The physiology of strains IMF22, carrying the linear NeoChr10.13, and IMF23, 

harboring a correct circular chromosome NeoChr12, was compared (Figure 2B). Both 

strains grew as fast as the control strain on minimal, chemically defined medium and 
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displayed the same viability on complex medium. During propagation of the strains 

over four days (ca. 25 generations), the fraction of the population containing both 

linear and circular chromosomes (measured as the ratio of colonies on selective over 

non-selective medium) remained unaltered and similar to the control strain, 

demonstrating the stability of the NeoChrs during cell division. Moreover, fluorescence 

analysis and sequencing showed that both NeoChr-configurations were present in a 

single copy per cell (Supplementary Figure S5-S6). To conclude, both linear and 

circular de novo assembled 100 kb NeoChrs were present in one copy per cell, stable 

and innocuous to their host. As the linear or circular nature of the test NeoChrs did not 

visibly affect the phenotype of the yeast strains, both configurations were further 

tested as platforms for metabolic engineering. 

In vivo, de novo modular assembly of specialized NeoChrs for anthocyanin 

synthesis 

Following the construction strategy as described above, linear and circular NeoChrs, 

which were expressing the genes native to yeast, bacteria and plants required for P3G 

production, were designed (Figure 3). The precursors for P3G synthesis natively 

produced in yeast are L-tyrosine and L-phenylalanine (Figure 1). For de novo P3G 

synthesis from glucose, carbon flows through glycolysis, the pentose phosphate 

pathway (PPP), cytosolic acetyl-CoA and malonyl-CoA synthesis, the shikimate 

pathway and aromatic amino acid biosynthesis (Supplementary Figure S1). The genes 

encoding enzymes in these pathways are scattered over the 16 yeast chromosomes and 

many have a high degree of genetic redundancy, making the remodeling of these 

metabolic routes extremely challenging. Expanding on the pathway swapping concept, 

the strain construction strategy was built on SwYG, a strain harboring a single locus, 

minimized glycolysis and fermentation pathway (13 genes involved in the conversion 

of glucose to ethanol (4)). This strain was further engineered by the genetic reduction 

of the pentose phosphate pathway (removal of the four minor paralogs NQM1, GND2, 

TKL2, SOL4 (16)) with the goal of relocating the genes encoding glycolysis, ethanol 

fermentation and the PPP from native chromosomes to the specialized NeoChrs 

(Figure 3-4 and Supplementary Figure S1). The biosynthesis of amino acids is tightly 

regulated in S. cerevisiae, particularly via feedback inhibition (17). Therefore, to 

improve the supply of tyrosine and phenylalanine for P3G synthesis, the entire 

pathways for aromatic amino acids synthesis from E. coli (10 genes) including key 

feedback resistant alleles (coEcaroGfbr (18), coEtyrAfbr (19), coEpheAfbr (20)) were 

integrated in the design of the specialized NeoChrs. Finally, as aromatic fusel alcohols 

and acids are undesired by-products during flavonoid production (21), the 2-oxo acid 

decarboxylases responsible for their production (Pdc5, Pdc6 and Aro10) had to be 

removed (22,23). In the SwYG strain, PDC5 and PDC6, homologues to the major 

pyruvate decarboxylase encoded by PDC1, were already deleted. ARO10, that encodes 
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Figure 3 - Genetic design of NeoChr for anthocyanin production. In silico design of NeoChr25, 
NeoChr26, NeoChr30 and NeoChr31. The arrows indicate the directionality of transcription. The 
names of the genes and auxiliary parts are indicated on the circular chromosome. All genes from 
E. coli were codon-optimized. The linear NeoChr differs from the circular NeoChr by the presence 
of two TeSS ends instead of the telomerator (carrying the URA3 selection marker, pink parts). 
The eleven plant genes required for P3G biosynthesis were integrated into chunk 16AB from 
NeoChr25 and NoeChr26, resulting in linear NeoChr30 and circular NeoChr31 respectively. 

a 2-oxo acid decarboxalyse with broad substrate specificity, was therefore deleted as 

well from the SwYG strain (Figure 4A).  

To summarize the NeoChr design for P3G synthesis, the specialized synthetic 

chromosomes were intended as exclusive expression platforms for the glycolytic, 

fermentative, pentose phosphate pathways (20 genes), the bacterial shikimate and 
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Figure 4 - Construction and physiological characterization of strains with NeoChrs 
engineered for anthocyanin production. A) Overview of the strains constructed in this study 
for pathway engineering. B) Specific growth rate on SMD medium of engineered strains 
expressed as % of the control CEN.PK113-7D. The same color-coding has been used as for panel 
A. Solid-filled bars: average and standard deviations of biological duplicates grown in shake 
flasks. Pattern-filled bars: average and standard deviations of three to six biological replicates 
grown in plate reader. For strain IMF27 and IMX589, uracil was supplemented to the medium. 
For IMX2270 uracil and histidine were supplemented to the medium. C and D, viability calculated 
as the number of colonies on YPD (C) or SMD (D) divided by the total number of plated cells 
(384 FACS-sorted cells). E) Stability of the NeoChrs measured as number of transformants on 
selective medium (SMD (supplemented with uracil)) divided by the number of colonies on 
non-selective medium (YPD). For panels C, D and E, bars represent the average and standard 
deviation of biological duplicates measured on two days (day 1 and day 4). Significant differences 
with respect to the first ancestor in the same graph are indicated with an asterisk (two-tailed 
paired homoscedastic t-test P< 0.05). In Panel B NA indicates data for which statistics could not 
be calculated because the ancestor was grown in a different set-up than the tested strain (shake 
flask or plate reader). 
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amino acid biosynthesis pathway (10 genes), and the 11 plant genes involved in the 

synthesis of P3G from tyrosine and phenylalanine.  

The genetic design of the specialized NeoChrs was particularly challenging. This study 

presents the very first attempt of pathway construction of this magnitude, and 

information to rationally design an optimal configuration for NeoChr assembly with 

high efficiency, stability and expression is scarce. The first design consideration was 

high fidelity assembly and maintenance of the Neochrs. While the present study 

embraces the remarkable ability of S. cerevisiae to recombine homologous sequences, 

homology directed repair (HDR) might cause unwanted recombinations within the 

NeoChr during assembly and propagation. To prevent unwanted recombinations, 

homology within the NeoChr was kept to a minimum. However, maintaining a low 

homology for promoter and terminators regions for 41 transcription units was 

challenging. The 20 yeast genes were framed by their native promoter and terminator, 

however the 21 bacterial and plant genes also required terminators and strong 

constitutive promoters with unique sequences. Such promoters are not abundant in 

the S. cerevisiae molecular toolbox, and most often of glycolytic origin. The 

heterologous genes were therefore expressed from a selection of previously 

characterized S. cerevisiae promoters (24,25) which also showed high and 

condition-independent expression in S. cerevisiae from a large transcriptome 

compendium (26), and promoters from Saccharomyces eubayanus and 

Saccharomyces kudriavzevii that have little sequence similarity but share functionality 

with their S. cerevisiae relatives (27) (Supplementary Table S1). The promoter regions 

of the transcription units on the NeoChr design did not display homologous sequences 

longer than 43 bp (pScADH1/pSkADH1 and pScTDH3/pSkTDH3). Terminators, that 

generally have a milder impact on gene expression than promoters, especially when 

paired with strong promoters (28-30), were selected from a set of in-house central 

carbon metabolism terminators (Supplementary Table S1).  

The second consideration for the genetic design of the NeoChrs (Figure 3) was the 

spatial organization of transcriptional units and other elements along the 

chromosomes, which might impact both maintenance and gene expression of NeoChrs. 

To facilitate future modular pathway remodeling, genes encoding glycolysis, 

fermentation, PPP, shikimate and aromatic amino acids pathways were clustered per 

pathway. To prevent gene silencing resulting from chromatin structure near 

centromere and telomeres, transcriptional units were separated from these elements 

by 5 kb non-coding DNA fragments originating from E. coli. To facilitate the screening 

of correctly assembled chromosomes, fluorescent reporters (mRuby2, mTurquoise2) 

and auxotrophic markers (HIS3 and URA3 for circular and HIS3 only for linear 

NeoChrs) were evenly spaced along the NeoChrs. Finally, while highly expressed genes 

are scattered across native chromosomes (31), the designed NeoChrs are 
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transcriptional hotspots with high density of heavily transcribed genes. To prevent 

potential clashes between the replication and transcription machineries, the 

directionality of transcription units was chosen to follow the same orientation as 

replication (11).  

To test the suitability of NeoChrs for both de novo assembly of pathways and as landing 

pads for pathways a two-steps construction approach was followed. In a first step, 

100 kb circular and linear chromosomes carrying all yeast and bacterial genes were 

assembled de novo in yeast (NeoChr26 and 25, respectively) (Figure 4A). In a second 

step, the genes for anthocyanin synthesis from plant and from Rhodobacter capsulatus 

(coRcTAL1 only) were simultaneously de novo assembled and integrated as a module 

in the NeoChrs (Figure 3).   

De novo assembly of fully coding NeoChrs verified by fluorescence, CHEF and 

sequencing, confirmed the higher assembly efficiency of circular over linear NeoChrs 

observed with the test NeoChrs (Table 1, Supplementary Figure S7-S8 and 

Supplementary Table S2-S3). Remarkably, one linear NeoChr was faithful to the 

in silico design. Genome re-sequencing of a transformant with this NeoChr (NeoChr25, 

strain IMF27) and sequencing of a transformant with a correctly assembled circular 

NeoChr (NeoChr26, strain IMF29), identified few mutations, with a single 

non-synonymous mutation in a coding region of NeoChr26 (RKI1, Supplementary 

Table S2). Summarizing, the assembly of the linear and circular NeoChrs was successful 

and few mutations in the native and synthetic chromosomes were caused by the 

addition of the NeoChrs (Supplementary Table S2-S3). Next, exclusive expression of 

glycolysis, fermentation and PPP from the specialized NeoChrs was achieved by 

Cas9-mediated excision of the single locus glycolysis from ChrIX and multiplex deletion 

of the seven genes of the minimized PPP (Figure 4A). The targeted deletion of the seven 

PPP genes scattered over the native chromosomes was facilitated by the insertion of 

watermarks on their near-identical copy carried by the NeoChrs (32). 

As previously observed, genetic relocalization of the glycolytic and fermentative 

pathways in SwYG caused a mild (IMX589, 10%) reduction in growth rate as compared 

to the control strain CEN.PK113-7D (Figure 4B, (4)). Additional genetic reduction of 

the PPP and deletion of ARO10 (strain IMX2270) had no visible additional phenotypic 

effect (Figure 4B). Remarkably, NeoChrs with 30 yeast and bacterial genes were as 

stable during cell division as native chromosomes in control strain CEN.PK113-7D, and 

strains IMF27 and IMF29 were as viable as the control strain. Their growth rate was 

slightly decreased (10-16%) with respect to their parental strain IMX2270 (Figure 4B). 

The linear or circular topology affected neither NeoChr stability and viability nor 

specific growth rate. Finally, exclusive expression of the yeast glycolytic, fermentative 

and pentose phosphate pathway from the NeoChrs (strains IMF34 (linear) and IMF40 
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(circular)) did not further decrease viability nor the specific growth rate, which 

remained high at ca. 0.30 h-1 (Figure 4B and C). 

Expression of the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway from a NeoChr 

Inspired by earlier work (7), synthesis of P3G was attempted by integration of 

11 anthocyanin genes from Arabidopsis thaliana (AtPAL1, coAtCPR1, coAtC4H, At4CL3, 

coAtCHS3, AtCHI1, coAtF3H, coAt3GT, coAtANS), Gerbera hybrida (coGhDFR) and 

Rhodobacter capsulatus (coRcTAL1). As basal design, single copies of these 11 genes, 

interspaced by an ARS sequence, were integrated in the 16AB E. coli DNA chunk on the 

circular and linear NeoChrs (Figure 3 and 4A), leading to NeoChr30 (IMF41) and 

NeoChr31 (IMF42), respectively. The two strains grew with a similar specific growth 

rate, but as compared to their parental strain devoid of anthocyanin pathway, they 

displayed a 15-17% slower specific growth rate (IMF34 and IMF40, p-values of 0.01 

and 0.00 respectively, Figure 4B), in agreement with previous observations (7). The 

viability of IMF41 was similar to that of IMF42, but IMF41 was slightly less viable than 

its ancestor IMF40 (7% lower, p-values of 0.03, Figure 4C and D). Flow cytometric DNA 

quantification, short-and long-read sequencing showed that both linear and circular 

chromosomes were present in a single copy in IMF41 and IMF42 (Supplementary 

Figure S5 and S6). 

In both IMF41 and IMF42, insertion of the plant genes on the NeoChr caused the 

duplication and inversion of the last four genes in the anthocyanin pathway, coAtF3H, 

coGhDFR, coAtANS and coAt3GT. Sequence analysis revealed that this unexpected event 

resulted from homologous recombination between the ScFBA1 promoter (upstream 

ScFBA1) and the SeFBA1 promoter (upstream coAtC4H), although slightly different 

regions of the promoters recombined in IMF41 and IMF42 (Supplementary Figure S9). 

The two promoters share 58% homology with identical stretches of 24 nucleotides. 

The absence of homology in the region where the second recombination event 

occurred suggested the non-homologous recombination of the two pSePYK1-SHR CJ 

ends (Supplementary Figure S9). The presence of the same chromosomal 

rearrangement in both the linear and circular chromosome, involving rare 

micro-homology (7-24 bp of 100% homology) and non-homologous recombination 

events, and the absence of ARS106, suggested that the ARS106 fragment was supplied 

in suboptimal concentration during transformation. As the same duplication occurred 

in the strains with linear and circular NeoChr, the impact of NeoChr shape can still be 

investigated. Plant proteins are typically difficult to express in a yeast environment, a 

positive rather than negative effect of this duplication on anthocyanin production was 

therefore anticipated. If desired the duplicated genes can be removed using 

CRISPR/Cas9 editing. 
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Short-and long-read sequencing revealed the occurrence of a 46 bp insertion at the 

beginning of the coAtANS gene. The presence of this mutation in the coAtANS 

expression cassette showed that it occurred prior to assembly in the NeoChr, and was 

not caused by in vivo assembly. This insertion led to an early stop codon, however the 

presence of a start codon further along the protein still enabled the synthesis of a 277 

amino acids long peptide (Supplementary Figure S10). This 80 amino acids shortening 

from the N-terminus most likely strongly affected the anthocyanidin synthase 

functionality in IMF41 and IMF42. With the exception of a single non-synonymous 

mutation in the gene encoding the 4-coumarate:CoA ligase (At4CL3, Thr-15-Ala) in 

IMF42, plant genes were exempt of mutations.  

Grown in aerobic shake flask cultures in chemically defined medium, IMF41 and IMF42 

produced detectable levels of anthocyanins. The total amount of aromatics produced 

by the two strains was similar (1.69±0.08 and 1.61±0.06 mM) and anthocyanins down 

to dihydrokaempferol (DHK) could be reliably detected and quantified (Figure 1, 

Supplementary Table S4). The production of DHK revealed the functional expression 

of at least eight out of the eleven NeoChr-borne plant genes in S. cerevisiae. Considering 

that metabolites downstream At4Cl3 such as phloretic acid and dihydrokaempferol 

were detected in both IMF41 and IMF42, the mutation of At4CL3 had no detectable 

effect (Figure 1).   

Over 98% of the produced aromatic products were represented by intermediates 

(cinnamic and coumaric acid) or byproducts upstream chalcone synthase (phloretic 

acid) (Figure 1), a result in line with previous reports of chalcone synthase being a 

bottleneck for anthocyanin production, and a typical target for gene-dosage 

engineering (7,21). While the synthesis of the end products P3G and K3G is challenging, 

detectable levels of other metabolites downstream dihydrokaempferol were expected 

(kaempferol, pelargonidin and leucopelargonidin) (7). The absent or barely detectable 

levels of these metabolites, both in culture supernatants and cell extracts (Figure 1 and 

Supplementary Table S4) confirmed the poor functionality of the truncated 

anthocyanidin synthase AtAns. Overall, these results showed that the linear or circular 

structure of the NeoChrs did not affect the physiology of the engineered strains or 

anthocyanin production, and that the two-step assembly of a NeoChr expressing the 

de novo anthocyanin synthesis pathway enabled anthocyanin production. 

Neochromosome engineering for improved de novo anthocyanin biosynthesis  

The two engineering targets identified to improve anthocyanin synthesis were 

implemented by CRISPR/Cas9 editing of the NeoChrs. Targeting the linear NeoChr31 

(strain IMF42), four additional coAtCHS3 copies were integrated in four different loci 

on the NeoChr spaced by essential genes (in Chunk 7BC, chunk 15CD, SHR N and chunk 

9CD, Figure 3). In an attempt to further boost anthocyanin synthesis, four additional 
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coAtCHS3 copies were integrated in native chromosomes (at CAN1, X2, YPRCtau3 and 

SPR3 loci (33-36)), resulting in a total of nine coAtCHS3 copies (IMF47). Finally, the 

coAtANS gene was repaired leading to strain IMF48. The structure of the NeoChr was 

not affected by these additional genetic interventions. 

The performance of IMF48, IMF42 and IMF41 was compared in pH-controlled, aerated 

bioreactors, a culture tool previously shown to enable higher anthocyanin titers than 

shake flasks (7). The strains were grown in minimal, chemically defined medium 

without additional growth supplements (e.g. yeast extract or peptone), to purely 

evaluate de novo production of anthocyanins from glucose. The physiology of the three 

strains was similar, despite the eight additional coAtCHS3 copies carried by IMF48 

(Supplementary Table S5). Irrespective of the strain, flavonoids were produced both 

during exponential growth on glucose and after the diauxic shift (Supplementary 

Figure S11). Confirming the results from shake flask cultures, the structure of the 

NeoChr in IMF41 and IMF42 affected neither yeast physiology nor flavonoid formation 

(Table 2, Supplementary Figure S11 and Supplementary Table S5). Overall, strain 

IMF48 outperformed IMF41 and IMF42 carrying a single coAtCHS3 copy and a 

truncated coAtANS (Table 2, Supplementary Figure S11 and Supplementary Table S5). 

IMF48 produced 14-fold more flavonoids downstream chalcone synthase than IMF41 

and IMF42, and the production of pelargonidin, kaempferol and K3G, metabolites 

downstream AtAns, was increased by ca. 30-, 350- and 500-fold, respectively in IMF48 

as compared to IMF41 and IMF42 (Table 2). P3G, not detected intracellularly nor 

extracellularly in IMF41 and IMF42 cultures, was produced with a titer of 0.049 ± 

0.007 μM by IMF48 at the end of the glucose consumption phase (Supplementary 

Figure S11). Notably, this is the first report of P3G extracellular production by yeast 

cultures. The concentration of P3G decreased by ca. three-fold at the end of the diauxic 

phase, presumably due to degradation by periplasmic β-glucosidases (e.g. Exg1), upon 

glucose exhaustion (Supplementary Figure S11). These enzymes are interesting 

targets for further improvement of P3G production. IMF48 accumulated more 

coumaric acid and p-hydroxyphenylethanol, aromatic intermediates upstream AtChs3, 

an unexpected response to the increased chalcone synthase expression that suggested 

some yet unidentified regulation of the plant enzymes in the yeast environment 

(Table 2). No extracellular naringenin was detected for any of the tested strains. The 

absence of naringenin but increased intra- and extracellular dihydroxykaempferol 

concentration with increasing coAtCHS3 copy number and flux through the 

anthocyanin pathway, showed that flavonoid hydroxylase (F3H) was most probably 

not limiting P3G production and was therefore not a target for genetic engineering at 

that stage. This apparent overcapacity of flavonoid hydroxylase might be related to its 

presence in two copies on the NeoChrs. Conversely, the strong increase in flavonoid 

concentration upstream the last enzyme, 3GT (kaempfarol and pelargonidin, Table 2), 
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 BD Below Detection, NM Not Measured 

 IMF41  IMF42  IMF48 

 Extracellular 

(mM) 

Intracellular 

(μmol/g dry weights) 

 Extracellular 

(mM) 

Intracellular 

(μmol/g dry weights) 

 Extracellular 

(mM) 

Intracellular  

(μmol/g dry weights) 

Phenylpyruvate 6.68E-02 ± 0.00E+00 NM  4.47E-02 ± 4.95E-03 NM  BD NM 

2-phenylethanol BD NM  BD NM  BD NM 

p-hydroxyphenylethanol 8.94E-02 ± 2.55E-03 NM  7.87E-02 ± 9.90E-04 NM  1.40E-01 ± 2.83E-03* NM 

Cinnamic acid BD NM  BD NM  BD NM 

Coumaric acid 8.46E-01 ± 2.38E-02 NM  7.89E-01 ± 6.22E-03 NM  2.05E+00 ± 1.98E-02* NM 

Phloretic acid 5.46E-01 ± 3.24E-02 NM  5.92E-01 ± 1.15E-02 NM  5.98E-01 ± 2.42E-02 NM 

Naringenin BD NM  BD NM  BD NM 

Dihydrokaempferol 3.29E-02 ± 1.64E-04 7.26E-02 ± 4.44E-02  3.32E-02 ± 2.01E-04 1.41E-01 ±1.93E-02  2.90E-01 ± 3.98E-03* 1.15E+00 ±2.00E-01 

Kaempferol 1.04E-04 ± 8.51E-06 1.20E-03 ± 8.84E-04  8.61E-05 ± 1.64E-05 1.58E-03 ± 6.99E-04  3.55E-02 ± 5.63E-03* 3.64E+00 ± 1.18E+00 

Pelargonidin 1.46E-03 ±1.99E-05 6.25E-03 ± 3.96E-03  1.64E-03 ±2.73E-05 1.00E-02 ± 3.26E-03  4.14E-02 ±5.63E-04* 4.96E-01 ± 7.76E-02 

Kaempferol 3-O-glucoside 2.74E-05 ± 5.38E-07 3.42E-05 ± 2.88E-05  2.17E-05 ± 6.21E-07 1.18E-04 ±8.03E-05  9.77E-03 ± 1.09E-04* 1.44E-02 ± 1.70E-03 

Pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside BD BD  BD BD  1.45E-05 ± 4.78E-06* 2.51E-04 ± 1.95E-05 

Total aromatics (a) 1.47 ± 0.04 -  1.14 ± 0.03 -  3.3 ± 0.23* - 

Total flavonoids (b) 0.03 ± 0.002   0.03 ± 0.002   0.51 ± 0.19*  

Fraction of flavonoids (=b/a) 2% -  2% -  15%* - 

Table 2 - Characterization of anthocyanin production in bioreactors. Determination of the intermediates of the anthocyanin pathway in 
S. cerevisiae strains IMF41, IMF42 and IMF48. Extracellular and intracellular metabolite concentration at the end of aerobic and pH controlled 
(pH 5.0) bioreactor batch cultures on glucose. The concentrations (mM) of metabolites upstream from, and including, naringenin were measured 
by HPLC while metabolites downstream were quantified by LC-MS method. The data represents the average ± standard deviation of independent 
biological duplicates. Intermediates of the anthocyanin pathway coumaroyl-CoA, naringenin chalcone, and leucopelargonidin were not measured. 
An asterisk indicates statistical significance when comparing extracellular concentrations of IMF48 to concentrations of IMF41 and IMF42 (Student 
t-test, p-value threshold 0.05, two-tailed, homoscedastic). 
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suggested that despite the duplication of its gene, this enzyme might be limiting for 

K3G and P3G production and a target for further improvement. The titers of produced 

flavonoids were modest. However, the fraction of flavonoids over all aromatic 

compounds produced by IMF48 was 15%, representing a substantial improvement 

compared to the 2% produced by IMF41 and IMF42. Additionally, the total production 

of aromatic compounds was increased by 2.3-fold in IMF48. 

The combined coAtCHS3 copy number increase and coAtANS repair markedly affected 

the flux distribution in the aromatics pathway. To estimate the respective contribution 

of chalcone and anthocyanidin synthase to these changes, the parental strain of IMF48, 

a strain carrying nine coAtCHS3 copies, but with impaired coAtANS was tested (IMF47, 

Figure 4A). In line with increased chalcone synthase activity, IMF47 produced three 

times more flavonoids than IMF42, while the production of metabolites upstream 

chalcone synthase was unchanged. However, P3G was still not detected in IMF47 

cultures. The fraction of flavonoids over total aromatics was 6% in IMF47 

(Supplementary Table S4). Repair of coAtANS in IMF48 further increased flavonoids 

production by ca. four-fold and slightly, but significantly, increased total aromatics 

production as compared to IMF47 (1.4-fold, Supplementary Table S4). Altogether 

these data revealed that both increased coAtCHS3 copy number and coAtANS repair 

contributed to the improvement of anthocyanin production in IMF48.   

Discussion 

The present study illustrates the amazing potential of S. cerevisiae for fast and 

extensive genome remodeling via synthetic chromosome engineering. Supernumerary, 

specialized chromosomes could be easily and rapidly assembled, in a single 

transformation round, from 30 transcription units and 13 accessory DNA parts. 

Beyond this technical ‘tour de force’, the NeoChrs resembled native chromosomes in 

terms of replication and segregation. The stable maintenance of the NeoChrs at one 

copy number and their harmlessness to the host are important features for their 

implementation as metabolic engineering platforms. Plant-derived chemicals have a 

broad range of biotechnological applications, but their de novo microbial production 

requires remodeling of the host metabolism, as well as functional transplantation of 

the plant pathway. Equipped with pathway swapping, NeoChrs enabled the facile 

implementation of three complex interventions: i) the remodeling of native metabolic 

networks (glycolysis and PPP), ii) the provision of an optimized metabolic route from 

prokaryotic origin (shikimate pathway) as surrogate for a native route, and iii) the 

implementation of a new, heterologous pathway from plant origin (anthocyanin 

synthesis). These modifications readily enabled the synthesis of anthocyanins from 

glucose, and the first report of extracellular P3G production in yeast or any other single 
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microbial host. The implementation of NeoChrs not only accelerated strain 

construction, and thereby genome remodeling, but also prevented interferences with 

native chromosomes. While chromosome construction was carefully designed in two 

steps to probe the limits of in vivo NeoChr assembly, the present data suggest that 

single step chromosome assembly would have readily enabled anthocyanin production 

in a shorter time frame. Once assembled, the NeoChrs could be edited at will using 

CRISPR-Cas9. CRISPR-Cas9 editing efficiency is locus-dependent, and a small set of 

robust genomic integration sites have been validated to date (33,34,37). Carefully 

designed, mostly non-coding NeoChrs, harboring strategically located, optimized 

CRISPR-Cas9 programmed sites, could become ideal landing pads for large sets of 

(heterologous) genes. Finally, the successful assembly of chromosomes from 43 parts 

suggests that the limit of in vivo assembly has not been reached and even larger 

chromosomes can be assembled if required. 

Synthetic Genomics is a young research field  (38,39), and the design principles for 

optimal, tailor-made NeoChrs are ill-defined. The synthetic chromosomes rebuilt in the 

Sc2.0 initiative uses native chromosomes as scaffolds and yet reproduces the native 

organization of the chromosomes, albeit omitting non-essential elements and adding 

some short sequences (40,41). With the possibility to construct and test any genetic 

design, de novo-assembled NeoChrs are fantastic testbeds to explore the genetic and 

physiological impact of chromosome sequence and structure. In this study, some 

design guidelines were formulated and tested, leading to stable chromosomes, easy to 

screen and with functionally expressed transcription units. The 100-130 kb linear and 

circular NeoChrs in this study showed equal growth rate and mitotic stability. This is 

in good agreement with earlier studies showing approximate equal stability of linear 

and circular chromosomes of 100 kb, while beneath this size circular chromosomes 

appear more stable and above this size linear chromosomes are more stable (11,42-

45). A remarkable observation was the low assembly efficiency of linear chromosomes 

as compared to their circular counterparts. As opposed to transcription units, 

telomeres and centromeres have specific, cell-cycle dependent localizations within the 

nucleus (46-49). It is conceivable that, for linear chromosomes equipped with one 

centromere and two telomeres, accessibility and spatial organization of these DNA 

parts conflict with homologous recombination, a difficulty potentially alleviated for 

circular chromosomes equipped with a single centromere and no telomeres. 

Additionally, the frequent occurrence of non-homologous repair in the linear NeoChrs, 

an otherwise rare mechanism active throughout the entire cell cycle (13), might 

indicate temporal incompatibility between telomere and centromere availability and 

homologous recombination, mostly active during the S/G2 phase (13). For 

biotechnological applications, circular chromosomes, easier to isolate from yeast, are 
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therefore recommended, and can be equipped with a telomerator to enable ulterior 

linearization if required (11,12). 

In their current design, the NeoChrs are extremely information-dense, with short 

intergenic regions and a concatenation of highly transcribed genes. While this genetic 

design leads to functional expression of the NeoChr-born genes and is not harmful for 

the host cells, many fundamental questions regarding optimal genetic design remain 

to be systematically explored, such as the cell’s tolerance to ‘transcriptional hotspots’ 

(4,5,50), the impact of transcription units localization, orientation and distancing on 

gene expression, or the requirement for multiple selection markers for chromosome 

stability. Furthermore, while NeoChrs harboring spaced homologous sequences were 

genetically stable, the presence of homology between DNA parts might lead to 

unwanted recombination events during in vivo assembly of the NeoChrs. In this work 

the DNA parts were designed as ‘homology-free’ as possible, a design principle difficult 

to apply considering the limited availability of strong, constitutive promoters. 

Homology between DNA parts could be kept to a minimum thanks to the 

implementation of promoters from S. cerevisiae relatives (27). Nevertheless, the 

highest homology between promoters was still 75% (with stretches of identical 

sequences up to 42 nucleotides (pSkTDH3 and pTDH3)). Along this line the S. cerevisiae 

toolbox could be further enriched by mining non-Saccharomyces yeasts genetic 

diversity for functional but sequence divergent promoters (27,51). In a more distant 

future, progress in the design of synthetic promoters should enable the construction of 

libraries of in silico-designed, artificial promoters with minimal homology (52,53). 

From the present study, we can envisage future microbial cell factories with modular 

genomes in which core metabolic network and processes, localized on satellite, 

specialized NeoChrs can be swapped for alternative configurations. Following the 32% 

reduction of the 111 genes of yeast central carbon metabolism (16,54) the present 

strategy for in vivo assembly of NeoChrs can be applied to construct yeast strains 

carrying specialized NeoChrs as exclusive expression platforms for central carbon 

metabolism. Combined with pathway swapping (4), such strains would enable fast and 

easy remodeling of large sets of core cellular functions. As yeast is tolerant to 

chromosome ploidy variation (55), other strategically designed NeoChr could carry 

other industrially-relevant pathways (e.g. nitrogen or fatty acids metabolism) and 

processes (e.g. protein secretion). Additional NeoChrs, similar to the test NeoChrs from 

the present study, but tailored for CRISPR/Cas9 targeting, could also serve as landing 

pads dedicated to the addition of functionalities. 
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Materials and Methods  

Strains, growth medium and maintenance.  

All S. cerevisiae strains used and constructed in this study are derived from the CEN.PK 

family (Supplementary Table S6-S7) (56).  

For liquid cultures yeast was cultivated in 50-/100-/500 mL shake flasks containing, 

respectively 10-/20-/100 mL media in an Innova 44 Incubator shaker (New Brunswick 

Scientific, Edisan, NJ, USA) at 30 °C and 200 rpm. Cultures on solid media were 

incubated at 30°C until single colonies were visible. For non-selective growth, yeast 

strains were cultivated on Yeast extract Peptone Dextrose (YPD) medium containing: 

10 g L-1 Bacto yeast extract, 20 g L-1 Bacto peptone and 20 g L-1 glucose. For selective 

growth to maintain plasmids or NeoChrs, Synthetic Medium (SM) was used, consisting 

of: 3 g L-1 KH2PO4, 0.5 g L-1 MgSO4·7H2O, 5 g L-1 (NH4)2SO4 and 1 mL L-1 of a trace 

element solution (57). Alternatively, synthetic medium with urea as sole nitrogen 

source was used, consisting of 3 g L-1 KH2PO4, 0.5 g L-1 MgSO4·7H2O, 5 g L-1 K2SO4, 

2.3 g L-1 urea and 1 mL L-1 of a trace element solution (58). Media were set to pH 6 by 

1M KOH addition and for solid media, 20 g L-1 Bacto agar was added. Autoclaving was 

performed for 20 min at 110°C and 120°C for YPD and SM medium, respectively.  

Thereafter SM medium was supplemented with 1 mL L-1 of a filter sterilized vitamin 

solution and 20 g L-1 of glucose separately autoclaved for 20 min at 110°C. For 

auxotrophic strains, SM was supplemented with 125 mg L-1 histidine and/or 150 mg L-1 

uracil. Disruption of the URA3 marker was verified by growth on SMD with 150 mg L-1 

uracil and 1 g L-1 5-FluoroOrotic Acid (SMD–5-FOA). For the selection based on the 

markers hphNT1, KanMX and amdS, SM medium without nitrogen source was prepared 

by replacing (NH4)2SO4 with 6.6 g L-1 K2SO4. For hphNT1 and KanMX, 2.3 g L-1 urea was 

used as nitrogen source and 200 mg L-1 hygromycin (Hyg) and 200 mg L-1 G418 were 

added to the medium, respectively. For amdS, 1.8 g L-1 filter sterilized acetamide was 

employed as nitrogen source.  

All E. coli strains were cultivated in Lysogeny Broth (LB) medium containing: 10 g L-1 

tryptone, 5.0 g L-1 yeast extract and 5 g L-1 NaCl. For plasmid selection 100 mg mL-1 

ampicillin (ampR), 50 mg mL-1 kanamycin (kanR), or 25 mg mL-1 chloramphenicol 

(camR), was supplemented to the medium. Liquid cultivation was performed in 5 mL 

medium in a 15 ml Greiner Tubes at 37°C and 200 rpm in an Innova 4000 shaker (New 

Brunswick Scientific). Cultures on solid media were incubated at 37°C until single 

colonies were visible.   

S. cerevisiae and E. coli strains were stored at -80°C in 1 mL vials containing cultures 

mixed with glycerol (30% v/v).   
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Molecular biology techniques 

Genomic DNA from E. coli (migula) Castellani and Chalmers (ATCC 47076) or 

S. cerevisiae used for strain construction purposes was isolated using the QIAGEN 

Blood & Cell Culture Kit with 100/G Genomic-tips (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) or 

alternatively for yeast with the YeaStar genomic DNA kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA). 

E.coli DNA from a mixed population of E. coli XL1-Blue and E. coli BL21 used for 

construction of the test NeoChrs was isolated as described by Postma et al. (5). 

Plasmids were isolated from E.coli using the GenElute Plasmid Miniprep Kit 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or the GeneJET Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  

All PCRs for strain construction purposes were performed with Phusion High-Fidelity 

DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using either desalted or PAGE purified (in 

case of ORFs) primers (Sigma-Aldrich).  PCR products were verified by separation on 

1% (w/v) or 2% (w/v) agarose (TopVision Agarose, Thermo Fisher Scientific) gels in 

1x Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or 1x Tris-Borate-EDTA 

(TBE) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) buffer. For size determination GeneRuler DNA Ladder 

mix (Sigma-Aldrich) or GeneRuler DNA Ladder 50 bp (Sigma-Aldrich) were used. For 

DNA staining 10 μL L-1 SERVA (SERVA Electrophoresis GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) 

was added to the agarose gel solution. DNA was purified using either the Zymoclean 

Gel DNA Recovery kit (Zymo Research), the GenElute PCR Clean-Up kit 

(Sigma-Aldrich), the GeneJET PCR Purification Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or using 

AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) according to the suppliers’ protocols. 

Purity of DNA was checked using the NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) and the concentration was measured either by the NanoDrop 2000 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) or by the Qubit dsDNA BR Assay kit (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) using the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Gibson assembly 

used to construct gRNA plasmids and some expression plasmids was performed with 

the NEBuilder® HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) 

in a final volume of 5 µL according to the supplier’s instruction.  

Chemical E. coli XL1-Blue transformation was performed as described by Inoue et al. 

(59) and correct assembly of plasmids was verified by diagnostic PCR or restriction 

analysis. S. cerevisiae was transformed using the lithium acetate/polyethylene glycol 

method (60). For diagnostic PCR, DNA was isolated by resuspending some culture in 

0.2 M NaOH or by using the method described by Looke et al. (61). All diagnostic PCRs 

were performed using DreamTaq PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according 

to the manufacturer’s instruction. For yeast, single colony isolates were obtained by 

three consecutive re-streaks on solid selective medium.  
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Plasmid construction 

All plasmids used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table S8. 

gRNA plasmids. GuideRNA (gRNA) plasmids (Supplementary Table S8A) for targeting 

Cas9 to specific loci were constructed as described by Mans et al. (37). Primers to 

construct and verify the gRNA plasmid are listed in Supplementary Table S9-S10. 

Golden Gate part plasmids. Part plasmids compatible with Golden Gate Assembly, 

harboring promoter, gene or terminator were constructed using the Yeast Toolkit 

principle (24). A range of part plasmids were present in-house and previously 

described (Supplementary Table S8B). Some of the promoters, genes and terminators 

flanked by BsaI and BsmBI restriction sites were ordered from GeneArt (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). The promoters and terminators listed in Supplementary Table S8C were 

subcloned by GeneArt (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in the entry vector pUD565 and could 

be directly used for construction of expression plasmids. The pentose phosphate 

pathway genes were ordered from GeneArt but subcloned in-house into entry vector 

pUD565 (Supplementary Table S8D).  Finally, some part plasmids were made by 

amplifying the target region with primers containing part type specific overhangs 

(Supplementary Table S11) and assembling in entry vector pUD565 by BsmBI cloning. 

These plasmids are listed in Supplementary Table S8E with the respective primers and 

template for target region amplification. Internal BsmBI or BsaI sites were removed as 

described by Hassing et al. (62) and verified by Sanger sequencing (Baseclear, Leiden, 

The Netherlands). For two parts (coAtANS #1 and pSePYK1) no correct E. coli part 

plasmid transformant was found. Therefore, the PCR fragments containing yeast 

toolkit flanks were directly assembled into expression cassettes (Supplementary 

Table S8G) Plasmids were verified by PCR and/or restriction analysis (Supplementary 

Table S12). Golden Gate expression plasmids. All expression plasmids were made using 

BsaI mediated Golden Gate assembly (24,62) in the pGGKd012 GFP dropout plasmid. 

All expression cassettes and the part plasmids (or PCR fragments) used for 

construction are outlined in Supplementary Table S8F-G. Plasmids were verified by 

PCR and/or restriction analysis (Supplementary Table S13). Correct assembly of some 

of the expression plasmids was verified by Sanger sequencing (Baseclear). Gibson 

assembly expression plasmids. For two expression cassettes, namely: 

pRPS3-coAtCPR1-tIDH2 and pSeTPI1-At4CL3-tSDH2, the individual parts contained too 

many BsaI/BsmBI sites, making Golden Gate assembly impossible. Therefore, the 

individual parts were amplified with PCR primers containing homology flanks and the 

expression cassettes were constructed via Gibson Assembly (Supplementary 

Table S8H and S11).   
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Strain construction 

Construction of strains harboring test NeoChrs  

Test NeoChrs, NeoChr10 and NeoChr11 consisted of 43 fragments namely: 36 

non-coding 2.5 kb E. coli DNA fragments, CEN6/ARS4, ARS1, ARS417, mRuby2, 

mTurquoise2, HIS3 and two TeSS fragments (Supplementary Table S14). The TeSS 

fragments were amplified from the telomerator plasmid pLM092 (12). To prevent 

possible circularization of the linear NeoChr, in NeoChr11 the sequence of the right 

TeSS was changed by modifying a few base pairs (PCR amplification with a mutated 

primer). Fragments were amplified by PCR using primers with 60 bp SHR flanks (63) 

(Supplementary Table S15). NeoChrs were assembled by transforming 200 fmol of 

each non-coding 2.5 kb E. coli DNA fragment, 200 fmol of each fluorescent marker, 200 

fmol of the TeSS fragments, and 100 fmol of CEN6/ARS4, HIS3 and the two ARS 

fragments. Transformants were checked by FACS, CHEF and long-read Nanopore 

sequencing. One transformant (NeoChr10.13) missing only 2113 bp of fragment 7A 

was stocked as strain IMF22.  

Construction of strains harboring NeoChrs designed for anthocyanin production 

Construction of the host strain IMX2770. Before assembly of coding NeoChrs a suitable 

starting strain was engineered by several rounds of CRISPR/Cas9 gene deletions as 

described by Mans et al. (37) . As parental strain, the SwYG strain IMX589  from 

Kuijpers et al. (4) was used. In this strain the minor paralogs of glycolysis are deleted 

and the major paralogs are centralized at the sga1 locus on chromosome IX.  From this 

strain, the amdSYM marker located between the major paralogs of glycolysis was 

deleted using in vivo assembly of a pMEL10 gRNA plasmid backbone (amplified with 

primer 6005, Supplementary Table S16) and a gRNA insert made from annealing 

primers (11588 & 11589, Suppl. Table S15). The DSB was repaired with a 120 bp repair 

fragment homologous to the flanking SHRs K and L, made by annealing of 

complementary primers (11590 & 11591, Supplementary Table S16), resulting in 

strain IMX1433 and IMX1769 before and after plasmid recycling, respectively. 

Subsequently the minor paralogs of the pentose phosphate pathway, GND2, NQM1, 

SOL4 and TKL2, were deleted by transformation of two gRNA plasmids (pUDR286 & 

pUDR590, Supplementary Table S8A) and 120 bp repair fragments (Supplementary 

Table S17) homologous to the 60 bp upstream and downstream of the ORF. The strains 

were stocked before and after discarding the gRNA plasmids, resulting in respectively 

IMX2154 and IMX2204. Next as much as possible of the promoter, gene and terminator 

of the ura3 and his3 as well as of the functional SpHIS5 gene were removed using gRNA 

plasmids pUDR426 and pUDR546 and repair fragments (Supplementary Tables S8A 

and S18) obtaining strain IMX2234 after plasmid recycling. Finally, in the last round of 

deletion, the ARO10 gene was removed with gRNA plasmid pUDR406 and a 120 bp 

repair fragment (Supplementary Tables S8A and S19). Again, the plasmid was removed 
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and the strain was stocked as IMX2270.  Assembly of NeoChr25 and NeoChr26. In 

strain IMX2270 the circular NeoChr26 and the linear NeoChr25 were assembled. The 

fragments for assembly were identical between the two NeoChrs namely: 7 pentose 

phosphate pathway genes (ZWF1, TKL1, GND1, RKI1, TAL1, RPE1, SOL3), 13 glycolysis 

genes (HXK2, PGK1, FBA1, TPI1, TDH3, GPM1, ENO2, PGI1, PYK1, PDC1, ADH1, PFK1, 

PFK2), 10 codon optimized E. coli shikimate pathway genes (coEcAroGfbr, coEcAroB, 

coEcAroE, coEcAroL, coEcAroA, coEcAroD, coEcAroC, coEcTyrAfbr, coEcPheAfbr, 

coEcTyrB), HIS3 selection marker, two fluorescent markers (mRuby2, mTurquoise2), 

CEN6/ARS4 and two ARS sequences. For NeoChr26 (circular), the telomerator 

fragment was transformed, while for NeoChr25 (linear) two TeSS were used instead. 

The fragments were amplified by PCR from the corresponding expression cassettes for 

all transcriptional units or from genomic DNA and other plasmids for auxiliary parts 

using primers with 60 bp SHR flanks (Supplementary Table S20-S21). For each 

fragment 200 fmol was used, with the exception of HIS3 and CEN6/ARS4 fragments, 

where 100 fmol were added instead. The pooled transformation mix were 

concentrated with Vivacon 500 (Sartorius AG, Gottingen, Germany) up to a final volume 

of 50 𝜇l and transformed in IMX2270. Both the NeoChr25 (linear) and NeoChr26 

(circular) transformants were screened by FACS and long-read Nanopore sequencing, 

and NeoChr25 was additionally also verified by CHEF. After sequence confirmation 

using short-read whole genome sequencing, the strains were stocked as IMF27 

(NeoChr25) and IMF29 (NeoChr26). Removal of single locus glycolysis from native 

chromosome. In IMF29 (circular NeoChr) the glycolytic cassette was removed from the 

sga1 locus by induction of two double strand breaks (DSB) in the flanks of the cassette 

with the gRNA plasmid pUDR413, and providing a 120 bp repair fragment homologous 

to the upstream and downstream region of sga1 (Supplementary Table S8 and S22). 

For IMF27 (linear NeoChr) the glycolytic cassette was replaced by a KlURA3 

transcriptional-unit by providing a KlURA3 expression unit as repair fragment, 

obtained by PCR amplification from pMEL10 with primers containing flanks 

homologous to sga1 locus (Supplementary Table S22). After discarding the gRNA 

plasmids the strains were stocked as IMF31 (linear NeoChr) and IMF32 (circular 

NeoChr). The circular NeoChr in strain IMF32 contained a mutation in the RKI1 ORF. 

The mutation was repaired by inducing a DSB in the vicinity of the mutation with the 

gRNA plasmid pUDR756, targeting only the watermarked gene but not the native copy, 

and repairing it with a 120 bp repair fragment (Supplementary Table S8 and S23). The 

repair fragment contained the non-mutated sequence and a silent mutation of the PAM 

sequence.  A correct transformant was confirmed by Sanger sequencing (Baseclear) 

and named IMF35. Deletion of major PPP paralogs from their native chromosomal loci. 

In a first transformation round, ZWF1, SOL3, GND1 and RKI1 were removed from IMF31 

and IMF35 using the gRNA plasmids pUDR703 and pUDR700 and 120 bp repair 

fragments (Supplementary Table S6 and S24). Plasmid removal resulted in strains 
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IMF33 and IMF36 with linear and circular NeoChr, respectively. In a second 

transformation RPE1, TKL1 and TAL1 were removed using the gRNA plasmids 

pUDR701 and pUDR702 and 120 bp repair fragments (Supplementary Table S7 and 

S24). After plasmid recycling, the strains were stocked as IMF34 and IMF40, for the 

linear and circular NeoChr strains respectively. Integration of plant anthocyanin 

pathway. The next step in strain construction was the integration of single copies of 

the plant genes of the anthocyanin pathway on the NeoChrs, AtPAL1, coRcTAL1, 

coAtC4H, coAtCPR1, At4CL3, AtCHI1, coAtCHS3, coAtF3H, coGhDFR, coAtANS, coAt3GT, 

under expression of strong, constitutive yeast promoters. The fragments were 

amplified from their corresponding Golden Gate expression plasmids with primers 

containing 60 bp SHRs for in vivo assembly (Supplementary Table S25-S26). They were 

integrated in a single locus of the linear (strain IMF34) and circular (strain IMF40) 

NeoChrs by induction of a DSB in the E. coli fragment 16AB using gRNA plasmid 

pUDR765 (Figure 3, Supplementary Table S7). The two outer fragments contained 

60 bp homology to a stretch of 60 bp in the E. coli fragment 16AB and in the flanking 

SHR DL. After verification of correct integration by PCR (Supplementary Table S26), 

the gRNA plasmid was removed by unselective growth on SMD and the strains were 

stocked as IMF41 (circular NeoChr) and IMF42 (linear NeoChr). Integration of multiple 

copies of coAtCHS3. To integrate multiple copies of coAtCHS3, the coAtCHS3 expression 

unit was amplified from pUDC352 using primers adding 60 bp homology flanks to the 

integration sites Chunk 7BC, chunk 15CD, SHR N and chunk 9CD in the linear NeoChr31 

and CAN1, X2, YPRCtau3 and SPR3 in native chromosomes (Supplementary Table S6, 

S7 and S27). The coAtCHS3 expression units carrying homology with native 

chromosomes were transformed to IMF42 using the gRNA plasmids pUDR771 and 

pUDR772 for targeted editing. After recycling of the gRNA plasmids, strain IMF44 (Lin, 

5x CoAtCHS3 (4 copies in native genome)) was obtained. IMF44 was then transformed 

with suitable coAtCHS3 cassettes and gRNA plasmids pUDR780 and pUDR781 

targeting four loci in NeoChr31 resulting in strain IMF47, containing nine copies of the 

coAtCHS3 (five on NeoChrs and four on native chromosomes). coAtANS repair. coAtANS 

was repaired by integration of a correct copy of coAtANS in the mTurquoise2 gene of 

NeoChr33 in IMF47. The sequence of pUDC398 (pSeENO2-coAtANS-tFUM1) was 

verified and the transcriptional unit was amplified using primers 18740/18741 

(Supplementary Table S28) adding flanks with homology to mTurquoise2 on 

NeoChr33. IMF47 was transformed with the template DNA and pUDR400 

(gRNA-mTurquoise2) for targeting mTurquoise2. After PCR confirmation 

(Supplementary Table S28), pUDR400 was recycled and the final strain was stocked as 

IMF48 (linear NeoChr34, 9x coAtCHS3, correct coAtANS). 

Strain verification by PCR and whole genome sequencing 

All strains constructed by CRISPR-Cas9 were verified by diagnostic PCR.  
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In addition, whole genome short read sequencing was performed in-house for IMF27 

and IMF29 on an Illumina MiSeq Sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA) as described 

previously (5,32). Strains IMF41, IMF42, and IMF47 were sequenced on a NovaSeq 

6000 at GenomeScan Leiden (GenomeScan, Leiden, NL).  

Long-read sequencing of IMF22, IMF27, IMF29, IMF41, IMF42, IMF47 and IMF48 was 

performed in-house on MinION flow cells using the SQK-LSK109 sequencing kit with 

the EXP-NBD104 expansion kit (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, United 

Kingdom). Average DNA size and integrity were verified with the TapeStation 2200 

(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Before sequencing, flow cell quality was 

assessed by running the MinKNOW platform QC. Samples NeoChr10.10, NeoChr10.13 

(IMF22), Neochr10.47, NeoChr10.54, NeoChr10.16, NeoChr10.62, NeoChr10.67, 

NeoChr10.69, NeoChr11.19, NeoChr11.22, NeoChr25.25, NeoChr25.47, NeoChr25.53, 

NeoChr25.56 (IMF27), NeoChr26.2, NeoChr26.4 (IMF29), NeoChr26.6, Neochr26.9 

and NeoChr26.1 were sequenced on a FLO-MIN106 flow cell with sequencing kit 

SQK-LSK108. Samples NeoChr12 (IMF23), NeoChr30 (IMF41), NeoChr31 (IMF42), 

NeoChr33 (IMF47) and NeoChr34 (IMF48) were sequenced on a FLO-MIN111 with 

sequencing kit SQK-LSK109. Basecalling was performed for samples with NeoChr10 

and Neochr11 by using Albacore (version 2.3.1, Oxford Nanopore). Demultiplexing of 

the fastq files of the NeoChr10 and NeoChr11 samples was performed with Porechop 

(https://github.com/rrwick/Porechop). Basecalling and demultiplexing was 

performed with Guppy (Oxford Nanopore) for samples with NeoChr25 and NeoChr26 

with version 3.1.5, samples IMF41, IMF42, IMF47 with version 4.4.2 and IMF48 with 

version 4.5.4. All resulting fastq files were filtered on length (> 1kb) followed by 

de novo assembly by Canu version 2.0 (64).   

The sequences were deposited to NCBI as a BioProject under the accession number 

PRJNA738851. 

Characterization of NeoChrs fidelity, stability and toxicity. 

Fluorescence-based sorting by flow cytometry. Flow cytometry employing an 

BDFACSAriaTM II SORP Cell Sorter (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ), was used to 

sort single cells in the chromosome stability experiment, as well as for screening of 

fluorescent transformants bearing the constructed NeoChrs as both described earlier 

by Postma et al. (5). Karyotyping with CHEF analysis. Chromosomes separation and 

size determination was performed using contour-clamped homogeneous electric field 

electrophoresis as described earlier by Postma et al. (5). Quantification of strain 

viability and NeoChr stability. NeoChr stability was assessed based on plating cells 

from shake flask cultures on selective and non-selective growth medium with respect 

to the NeoChr as described by Postma et al. (5). On the second- and fifth-day strain 

viability and stability was measured, on the third and fourth day, only the cell density 

https://github.com/rrwick/Porechop
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(OD660) of overnight cultures was measured. For the test-chromosome bearing 

strains (IMF22 and IMF23) viability and stability was based on sorting of 96 cells, while 

for CEN.PK113-7D, IMF27, IMF29, IMF34, IMF40, IMF41, IMF42 and IMF47, 384 cells 

were sorted on a microtiter plate. Determination of specific growth rates. For 

determination in shake flasks, strains were inoculated from a -80⁰C freezer stock in a 

500 mL shake flask with 100 mL medium and grown until late-exponential phase. Cells 

were transferred to fresh 100 mL medium and grown until mid-exponential phase. 

Finally, from these cultures, shake flasks containing 100 mL medium were inoculated 

at an OD660 of 0.3. Cell density was measured with a 7200 Visible spectrophotometer 

(Cole-Parmer, Staffordshire, United Kingdom). A maximum specific growth rate (µmax) 

was calculated from at least biological duplicates, using five data points and at least 

two doublings in the exponential phase. For growth rate determination in multi titer 

plates, a Growth Profiler (Enzyscreen, Heemstede, NL) was used as previously 

described (5) using plate 06 and constants: a: 0.084327,  b:5.35 × 10-8 , c: 4.398348, 

d: -0.41959. Growth rates were calculated from six biological replicates, using ODs 

between 1 and 8.  

Characterization of aromatics production by the engineered strains 

Shake flasks. The strains were inoculated in biological triplicates in 500 mL shake 

flasks containing 100 mL synthetic medium with 20 g L-1 glucose. Urea was used as sole 

nitrogen source to prevent acidification of the medium, thereby allowing respiration 

of the produced ethanol. After 72 hours of cultivation, the optical density was 

measured using a Jenway 7200 spectrometer (Jenway, Staffordshire, United Kingdom) 

at 660 nm and aromatics were quantified as described below. Aerobic batch 

bioreactors. Strains IMF41, IMF42 and IMF48 were characterized in bioreactors. 

2L bioreactors (Applikon, Delft, The Netherland) were filled with 1.0 L synthetic 

medium, containing 20 g L-1 glucose and ammonium sulfate as nitrogen source. 

Exponentially growing cells were used to inoculate the bioreactors at an initial biomass 

concentration of around 0.12 g L-1. The cultivations were performed at 30 ˚C, 800 RPM 

using 0.5 L min-1 pressurized air to sparge the bioreactor with oxygen. Automated 

addition of 2 M KOH and 3 M HCL ensured maintenance of the culture pH at 5.0. 

Samples were taken at regular time intervals for optical density, metabolite 

concentrations and cell dry weights determinations. Cell dry weight, organic acids, 

sugars and ethanol concentrations were measured as previously described (62,65). 

Analysis of aromatics. Extracellular naringenin and upstream aromatics were 

quantified by HPLC as previously described (62). HPLC analysis of aromatic compounds 

up until naringenin.  For extracellular aromatic compounds, a sample containing broth 

was mixed 1:1 with 96% ethanol, vortexed thoroughly, spun down for 5 minutes at 

14800 RPM and the supernatant was used for further analysis. The aromatic 

compounds up until naringenin (2-phenylethanol (2PE), p-hydroxyphenylethanol 
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(pOH2PE), phenylacetic acid (PAA), p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (pOHPAA), 

phenylpyruvic acid (PPY), coumaric acid (COUM), cinnamic acid (CIN), phloretic acid 

(PHLOR) and naringenin (NAR) were measured using an Agilent Zorbax Eclipse plus 

C18 column (4.6 x 100mm, 3.5 μm) (Agilent). As mobile phase, 0.020 M KH2PO4 set at 

pH 2.0 containing 1% acetonitrile was used at a flow rate of 0.8 mL min-1 at an 

operating temperature of 40 °C. The amount of acetonitrile was gradually increased to 

10% within 6 minutes, then to 40% after 23 minutes, followed by a decrease in amount 

to 1% after 30 minutes. The compounds were detected using a diode array and a 

multiple wavelength detector (Agilent G1315C) at different wavelengths: 200 nm for 

PAA, 210 nm for PPY, 214 nm for 2PE, pOH2PE, pOHPAA and PHLOR, 270 nm for CIN 

and finally 280 nm for NAR and COUM. The extracellular concentrations in the 

supernatant of the aromatic compounds kaempferol (KEA), dihydrokaempferol (DHK), 

kaempferol 3-O-glucoside (K3G), pelargonidin (PEL) and pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside 

(P3G) were detected using LS-MS, as described in the next section. Additionally, since 

P3G has never been measured extracellular before, the intracellular concentrations of 

P3G, and its precursors kaempferol, dihydrokaempferol, K3G and pelargonidin were 

also measured. A certain amount of cell culture was spun down for 5 minutes at 5000 

RPM, washed once with dH2O, resuspended in 0.5-1 ml methanol (0.75% HCL) and the 

samples were stored overnight at -80 °C. Next, the samples were lyophilized for 24 h 

using a Mini Lyotrap freeze-dryer (LTE Scientific TLD, UK) operated at -80 °C, 

connected to a Pirani 501 manometer (Edwards Vacuum, UK) using a RV8 pump 

(Edwards Vacuum, UK). Finally, the pellet was resuspended in 1 mL methanol 

(2.0% HCL) and stored overnight at -80 °C. Mass spectrometric analysis of anthocyanin 

pathway compounds. Identification and quantification of compounds from the 

anthocyanin pathway downstream of naringenin was performed using an ACQUITY 

UPLC chromatography system (Waters, UK) coupled online to a high-resolution 

Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Q-Exactive Focus, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany). 

For chromatographic separation, a reverse phase separation column (ACQUITY UPLC 

BEH C18, 1.0 mm × 100 mm, 3 μm particle size, part No 186002346, Waters UK) was 

used at room temperature using H2O plus 0.1% formic as mobile phase A, and 

acetonitrile plus 0.1% formic acid as mobile phase B. A gradient was maintained at 

50 μL/min at 7.5% B over 5 minutes. Solvent B was then increased to 80% over 

4 minutes, and kept constant for additional 3 minutes before equilibrating back to the 

starting conditions. The metabolite extracts were taken from -80°C immediately before 

injection, brought to room temperature, vortexed and 15 μL crude extract were mixed 

with 85 μL 1mM HCl. The mixture was carefully vortexed and centrifuged using a bench 

top centrifuge for 1 minute to remove insoluble materials. 5 μL were subsequently 

injected onto the UPLC reverse phase separation system. The mass spectrometer was 

operated alternating in full scan and PRM mode. Full scan was acquired from 250-

700 m/z in ESI positive mode (+3.25 kV), at a resolution of 70K. Parallel reaction 
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monitoring was performed for the precursor masses for dihydrokaempferol (DHK, 

Cas No. 104486-98-8) 289.07 m/z [M+H]+ using a NCE of 26, kaempferol (KEA, 

Cas No. 520-18-3) 287.05 m/z [M+H]+ using a NCE of 30, kaempferol 3-O-glucoside 

(K3G, Cas No. 480-10-4) 449.10 m/z [M+H]+ using a NCE of 24, pelargonidin (PEL, 

Cas No. 134-04-3) 271.06 m/z [M]+ using a NCE of 30 and pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside 

(Cas No. 18466-51-8) m/z 433.10 [M+H]+ using a NCE of 24. Fragment ions were 

measured at fixed first mass of 75 m/z, a resolution of 35K, a max IT of 100ms and an 

AGC target of 1e5, by acquiring 2 microscans. Raw data were analyzed using 

XCalibur 4.1 (Thermo) where retention and unique fragments for each individual 

compound were compared to commercial standards. For quantification, peak 

intensities of identified compounds from the samples were summed using Matlab 

2020b, and compared against an external calibration curve established using 

commercial standards. The standards were purchased from Sigma Aldrich 

(dihydrokaempferol Cat No. 91216, kaempferol Cat No. 60010, 

kaempferol 3-O-glucoside Cat No. PHL89237, pelargonidin chloride Cat No. PHL80084, 

pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside chloride Cat No. PHL89753). The mass spectrometer was 

calibrated using the Pierce™ LTQ ESI positive ion calibration solution (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Germany). Detection of P3G is illustrated in Supplementary Figure S12. 

Data availability 

Genome sequence data are available at NCBI as Bioproject under the accession number 

PRJNA738851. 
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Supplementary data 
 

Figure S1 Reactions from glucose to pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside 

Yellow: glycolysis an ethanolic fermentation. Blue: pentose phosphate pathway. Brown: E. coli 

shikimate pathway. Green: plant anthocyanin pathway. The gene names encoding the enzymes 

involved in the indicated reactions are indicated in italics. Genes deleted in the present study are 

indicated in red and underlined. Ec is E. coli, At is Arabidopsis thaliana, Rc is Rhodobacter 

capsulatus, co is codon optimized. Fbr is feedback resistant, Glc is glucose, Glc-6P is 

glucose 6-phosphate, Fru-6p is fructose-6-phosphate, Fru-1,6-BP is fructose 1,6-biphosphate, 

GAP is glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate, DHAP is dihydroxyacetone, 1,3-BPG is 

1,3-biphosphoglycerate, 3-PG is 3-phosphoglycerate, 2-PG is 2-phosphoglycerate, PEP is 

phosphoenolpyruvate, Pyr is pyruvate, AcAL is acetaldehyde, EtOH is ethanol, 6p-GLCN-lac is 

6-phosphogluconolactone, 6p-GLCN is 6-phosphoglucono, RL5P is ribulose 5-phosphate, R5P is 

ribose 5-phosphate, S7P is sedoheptulose 7-phosphate, XUL-5P is xylulose 5-phosphate, GAP is 

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate, Ery-4P is erythrose 4-phosphate, DAHP is 

3-deoxy-D-arabino-heptulosonate-7-P, DHQ is 3-dehydroquinate, DHS is 3-dehydroshikimate, 

SHIK is shikimate, SHP is shikimate 3-phosphate, EP3P is 

5-enolpyruvoyl-shikimate 3-phosphate, CHA is chorismate, PPA is prephenate,  PPY is 

phenylpyruvate, PAC is phenylacetaldehyde 2PE 2-phenylethanol, PAA is phenylacetic acid, PHE 

is L-phenylalanine, pOHPPY is p-hydroxyphenylpyruvate, pOHPAC is 

p-hydroxyphenylacetaldehyde, pOH2PE is p-hydroxyphenylethanol, pOHPAA is 

p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid, TYR is tyrosine, COUM is coumaric acid, CIN is cinnamic acid, 

COCOA is coumaroyl-CoA, NARCC naringenin chalcone, PHLOR is phloretic acid, NAR is 

naringenin, DHK is dihydrokaempferol, KAE is kaempferol, K3G is kaempferol 3-O-glucoside, 

LPE is  leucopelargonidin, PEL is pelargonidin and P3G is pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside. 
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Figure S2 Flow cytometric analysis of the test linear neochromosomes 

Cells from shake flask cultures were analysed by FACS. The fluorescence is plotted on the y-axis 

and the forward scatter (FSC-A) on the x-axis. Negative control: CEN.PK113-7D. Positive 

controls: IMC111 (mRuby2), IMC112 (mTurquoise2) and IMF6 (mRuby2 and mTurquoise2). 

Gates for fluorescence of the two different fluorescent proteins were drawn based on the IMC111 

and IMC112 controls. Approximately 10000 events are shown for each plot. 
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Figure S3 Separation of the test linear neochromosomes on pulsed-field electrophoresis  

A. 1) IMX1338: control strain without neochromosome. 2) IMF6: control strain with 100 kb in 

plug linearized neochromosome NeoChr1. 3) IMF23: strain with 100 kb in plug linearized 

NeoChr12. 4) NeoChr10.10: correct size. 5)NeoChr10.13: correct size. 6) NeoChr10.16: wrong 

size. 7) NeoChr11.7: no visible neochromosome. 8) NeoChr11.8: wrong size. 9) NeoChr11.12: 

wrong size. 10) NeoChr11.19: correct size. 11)NeoChr11.22: wrong size. 12) NeoChr11.26: no 

visible neochromosome. 13) Size ladder 
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B. 1) IMX1338: control strain without neochromosome. 2) IMF6: control strain with 100 kb in 

plug linearized neochromosome (NeoChr1). 3) NeoChr10.30: no visible neochromosome. 

4) NeoChr10.47: correct size. 5)NeoChr10.54: correct size. 6) NeoChr10.60: no visible 

neochromosome. 7) NeoChr10.62: correct size. 8) NeoChr10.67: correct size. 9) NeoChr10.69: 

correct size. 10) NeoChr11.29: no visible neochromosome. 11)NeoChr11.34: wrong size. 12) Size 

ladder 

Figure S4 Sequencing results of test linear neochromosomes 

In silico fragment configuration in NeoChr10 / NeoChr11 as well as in vivo fragment 

configuration of the neochromosome transformants as measured by long-read nanopore 

sequencing. The fragments of the in silico design which are present in the neochromosome 

transformants are connected by the same colored line. A dotted line indicates an area which is 

inverted. Fragments are color coded as follows: blue represents a correctly assembled fragment; 

red represents a missing fragment; green represents a duplicated fragment; and yellow indicates 

an inverted fragment.  
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A) NeoChr10.13 and NeoChr10.47 are missing an internal part of chunk 7A. B) NeoChr10.69 is 

missing 3 chunks: 8A, 15B and 4D. C) NeoChr10.10 is missing 4 chunks: 7A, 15C, 16B and 4D. 

D) NeoChr10.67 is missing 6 chunks: 7A, 19D, 16B, 4B, 4D and 9D 

 

E) NeoChr10.62 is missing 4 chunks: 15B, 17B, 19A and 17D. In addition, a region containing the 

chunks 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D is duplicated  

 

F) Neochr10.54 has a large inversion from 8D until 19A, from this region 2 chunks are missing: 

15C and 18B. This region is linked to a region spanning from 19A (which is thus duplicated) until 

the right telomere. From this region chunk 17D is missing 
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G) NeoChr11.19 contains several duplicated and inverted areas, from one area chunk 16A is 

missing. 
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Figure S5 NeoChr copy number estimation based on fluorescence 

mRuby2 and mTurquoise2 fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry. CEN.PK113-7D with 

no fluorescent markers was used as negative control. IMX2224 and IMX2226 with a single copy 

of mRuby2 and mTurquoise2 integrated in the genome, respectively, were used as positive 

controls. All strains showed a fluorescence corresponding to the expected NeoChr copy number. 
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Figure S6 NeoChr copy number estimation based on sequencing 

IMF22 and IMF48 were analyzed by long-read Nanopore sequencing and IMF23, IMF41, IMF42 

and IFM47 by short-read Miseq sequencing. Plots on the left represent the copy number of native 

chromosomes, while plots on the right show the NeoChrs copy number 
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Figure S7 Flow cytometric analysis of (linear) NeoChr25 and (circular) NeoChr26 

designed for anthocyanin production 

Cells from shake flask cultures were analyzed by FACS. The fluorescence is plotted on the y-axis 

and the FSC-A on the x-axis. Negative control: CEN.PK113-7D. Positive controls: IMX2224 

(mRuby2), IMX2226 (mTurquoise2). Gates for fluorescence of the two different fluorescent 

proteins were drawn based on the IMX2224 and IMX2226 controls. Approximately 10000 or 

100000 events are shown for each plot 
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Figure S8 Separation of (linear) NeoChr25 transformants on pulsed-field electrophoresis. 

Pulsed-field electrophoresis was used to estimate the size of NeoChr25 in several yeast 

transformants. 1) Size ladder. 2) NeoChr25.4: correct size. 3) NeoChr25.15: no visible 

neochromosome. 4) NeoChr25.19: no visible neochromosome. 5) NeoChr25.23: no visible 

neochromosome. 6) NeoChr25.24: no visible neochromosome. 7) NeoChr25.25: correct size. 

8) NeoChr25.47: correct size. 9) NeoChr25.53: correct size. 10) NeoChr25.56: correct size. 

11)NeoChr25.57: no visible neochromosome. 12) NeoChr25.73: no visible neochromosome. 

13) NeoChr25.75: correct size. 14) IMF22: positive control. 15) Size ladder

  

Figure S9 Duplication and inversion of four plant genes in linear NeoChr25 and circular 

Neochr26. 

An unexpected recombination was observed upon integration of the genes encoding the 

anthocyanin production pathway in the linear and circular NeoChrs. A) Schematic 

representation of the in silico design for the integration of the anthocyanin pathway in the 

circular NeoChr26 of IMF40 resulting in IMF41 and the linear NeoChr25 of IMF34 resulting in 

IMF42. B) Schematic representation of the genetic organization observed in IMF41 and IMF42. 

The last four genes in the anthocyanin pathway (coAtF3H, coGhDFR, coAtANS and coAt3GT) were 

duplicated and inversed, and ARS106 was absent. The dashed boxes illustrate the recombination 

events that occurred on the left and right flank of this duplicated region. For the left flank, there 

was probably an exonuclease and subsequent Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) event 

between the two SHR CJ, since there was no homology between the inverted and non-inverted 
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sequences. In the sequenced IMF41 strain (circular) 57 bp of SHR CJ was retained and in the 

sequenced IMF42 (linear) 51 bp of SHR CJ was retained. For the right flank, in the IMF41 strain 

(circular) the first 649 bp showed exact homology to pSeFBA1, while the last 414 bp showed 

exact homology to pScFBA1 (100% homology overlap of 7 bp). In the sequenced IMF42 strain 

(linear) the first 29 bp showed exact homology to pSeFBA1 and the last 710 bp showed exact 

homology to pSceFBA1 (overlap of 100% homology is 24 bp). 

 

 

Figure S10 schematic representation of coAtANS mutation in strains IMF41, IMF42, IMF44 

and IMF47 

After sequencing, the coAtANS gene in strains IMF41, IMF42, IMF44 and IMF47 turned out to be 

mutated. A) The original coAtANS has a length of 1071 bp and encodes for an enzyme consisting 

of 356 amino acids. B) In strains IMF41, IMF42, IMF44 and IMF47, 21 nucleotides of 

non-homologous DNA (indicated in grey) together with 25 of the first 26 nucleotides of the 
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coAtANS gene (indicated in dark green) were inserted right after the 26th nucleotide. C) This 

insertion resulted in a total insertion of 46 nucleotides disrupting the original ORF. However, 

this also resulted in a new ORF starting from the 284th nucleotide. D) The new ORF of the 

truncated coAtANS has a length of 834 bp and encodes for an enzyme consisting of 277 amino 

acids.  

 

Figure S11 Substrates and products profiles during aerobic batch cultivation in 

bioreactors of IMF41, IMF42 and IMF48. 

A) IMF41 (Cir, 1x coAtCHS3), B) IMF42 (Lin, 1x coAtCHS3), and C) IMF48 (Lin, 9x coAtCHS3, 

coAtANS), were grown at 30°C in aerobic batch cultures in bioreactors, in chemically defined 

medium with 20 g L-1 glucose as sole carbon source (SMD). Biological duplicates were performed 

and are shown in two columns as #1 and #2.   

Row 1) ■ CDW (g L-1), ○ Glucose (mM), ● EtOH (mM),  PYR (mM), △ Glyc (mM) 

Row 2) ■ PPY (mM),  COUM (mM), ● Phlor (mM),   pOH2PE (mM) 

Row 3) ■ DHK (mM),  PEL (mM), ⯀ KEA (mM) ○ K3G (mM) P3G (µM)  
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Figure S12 Detection of pelargonidin and pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside by LC-MS  

A) Extracted ion chromatogram for the pelargonidin 3-0-glucoside (P3G) mass peak with the 

composition C21H21O10+ and the m/z of 433.1. Data shown for the cell pellet extract of IMF48 

duplicate #1 (Table 2), grown in aerobic bioreactor (sample, upper trace), for a blank injection 

(trace in the middle) analyzed just before the sample and for a synthetic P3G standard shown in 

the lower trace (Pelargonidin 3-O-glucoside chloride, Sigma Aldrich, Cat No. PHL89753).  

B) The mass spectra show the accurate mass of P3G observed in the sample (upper mass 

spectrum) and the standard (lower mass spectrum). No corresponding P3G peak was observed 

for the blank injection (spectrum in the middle) analyzed before the sample. 

C) Extracted ion chromatogram of the pelargonidin (PEL) fragment with the composition 

C15H11O5+, and a m/z of 271.06 Da. The corresponding fragment was observed in the sample 

(upper mass spectrum) and the standard (lower mass spectrum). No corresponding PEL 

fragment peak was observed for the blank injection analyzed just before the sample. 

(Pelargonidin chloride, Sigma Aldrich, Cat No PHL80084). 

D) The spectra show the accurate mass of the PEL major fragment with the composition 

C15H11O5+ and a m/z of 271.06 Da, as observed for the sample (upper spectrum) and the standard 
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(lower spectrum). No corresponding fragment mass peak was observed for the blank injection 

(spectrum in the middle), which was performed just before the sample. 

E) The table summarized the chemical compositions of P3G and the major fragment of 

pelargonidin (PEL) (loss of the sugar unit), the resulting theoretical m/z values, the sobered m/z 

values and the mass deviations (ppm). The observed mass deviations for standard and sample 

peaks were < 5 ppm compared to their theoretical m/z values. 
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Table S1 Promoter-gene-terminator combinations in the NeoChrs 

Promoters, genes or terminators originate from S. cerevisiae unless indicated by: Ec is 

Escherichia coli, At is Arabidopsis thaliana, Rc is Rhodobacter capsulatus, Gh is Gerbera hybrida Se 

is Saccharomyces eubayanus, Sk is Saccharomyces kudriavzevii, co is codon optimized. 

Watermarked S. cerevisiae genes (32) are indicated with an *.  

Promoter  ORF Terminator 

Genes from glycolysis and ethanolic fermentation are expressed from their native 

promoters and terminators 

pFBA1 FBA1* tFBA1 

pPGM1 PGM1* tPGM1 

pHXK2 HXK2* tHXK2 

pPDC1 PDC1* tPDC1 

pPFK1 PFK1* tPFK1 

pPFK2 PFK2* tPFK2 

pPGK1 PGK1* tPGK1 

pPYK1 PYK1* tPYK1 

pTPI1 TPI1* tTPI1 

pADH1 ADH1* tADH1 

pTDH3 TDH3* tTDH3 

pENO2 ENO2* tENO2 

pPGI1 PGI1* tPGI1 

Genes from the pentose phosphate pathway are expressed from their native promoters 

and terminators 

pZWF1 ZWF1* tZWF1 

pTKL1 TKL1* tTKL1 

pGND1 GND1* tGND1 

pRKI1 RKI1* tRKI1 

pTAL1 TAL1* tTAL1 

pRPE1 RPE1* tRPE1 

pSOL3 SOL3* tSOL3 

Auxotrophic markers are expressed from their native promoters and terminators 

pHIS3 HIS3 tHIS3 

pURA3 URA tURA3 

Fluorescent markers are expressed from S. cerevisiae promoters and terminators. 

Promoters identified from (24) 

pCCW12 mRuby2 ENO1 

pTEF2 mTurquoise2 tSSA1 

Genes from the E. coli shikimate pathway are expressed from S. cerevisiae promoters 

and terminators. Promoters identified from (24-26) 

pRPL3 coEcaroA tSOL4 
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pRPL25 coEcaroD tGPH1 

pRPP0 coEcaroE tCYC1 

pHHF1 coEcaroGp150L tTEF1 

pHTB2 coEcaroL tPGM2 

pRPL10 coEctyrAM53I A354V tGDB1 

pCWP2 coEctyrB tGLC3 

pHHF2 coEcaroB tTEF2 

pRPL8A coEcaroC tGPD2 

pRPL18B coEcpheAT326P tGSY2 

One gene from the anthocyanin pathway is expressed from a S. cerevisiae promoter and 

terminator. Promoter identified from (24-26) 

pTEF1 coAtCHS3 tMDH1 

Genes from the anthocyanin pathway are expressed from a S. eubayanus and 
S. kudriavzevii promoters (27) and S. cerevisiae terminators. 
pSePDC1 AtPAL1 tLAT1 

pSeGPM1 coRcTAL1 tCIT1 

pSkADH1 AtCHI1 tSDH4 

pSeFBA1 coAtC4H tADH3 

pSkTDH3 coAtF3H tSDH3 

pSePGK1 coGhDFR tACO1 

pSeENO2 coAtANS tFUM1 

pSePYK1 coAt3GT tDIC 

 

Table S2 Sequence fidelity of NeoChrs 

Mutation identified in the neochromosomes as compared to the in silico design and with the most 

relevant parental strain. The * indicates mutations which are the same in two separate 

transformations and therefore probably resulting from the template DNA and not during the 

in vivo assembly. Non-synonymous mutations are indicated in bold.  

Position Region Mutation type 

NeoChr25 (IMF27) 

8648 pTKL1 C to CT 

14466 SHR BQ C to CT 

20137* pTEF2 (mTurquoise2)* CAT to C* 

26993 pHHF2 (EcAroB) AT to A 

46676* pCWP2 (EcTyrB)* A to G* 

52732 SHR AE G to GT 

66608 SHR N CA to C 

73854* tENO2* C to A* 

86809 pPFK2 GA to G 

90753 SHR M GC to G 

90762 SHR M AT to A 
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NeoChr26 (IMF29) 

14306 tGND1 CT to C 

15181 RKI1  C to A (Glu-129-Gln) 

20137* pTEF2 (mTurquoise2)* CAT to C* 

22220 SHR DF TC to T 

22223 SHR DF TC to T 

46676* pCWP2 (EcTyrB)* A to G* 

57795 SHR DL A to AG 

64374 SHR Q T to TG 

66632 pPYK1 CT to C 

73854* tENO2* C to A* 

73864 tENO2 GT to G 

73925 SHR B T to C 

73926 SHR B A to T 

73928 SHR B G to A 

78556 pPGI1 C to A 

88608 pHIS3 GA to G 

90398 pGPM1 C to CTA 

NeoChr30 (IMF41) as compared to NeoChr26 (IMF29) 

8648 pTKL1 C to CT 

35602 tPGM2 (coEcAroL) CT to C (In T stretch) 

67393 pSeTPI1 (At4CL3) G to GT (In T stretch) 

71689 tMDH1 (coAtCHS3) GA to G (In A stretch) 

73063* pSkADH1 (AtCHI1)* AT to A* 

73209* pSkADH1 (AtCHI1)* CT to C (In T stretch)* 

81107 tFUM1 (coAtANS) CG to C 

82459* coAtANS* Insertion of 46 bp*  

115179 pPFK2 G to GAA (In A stretch) 

NeoChr31 (IMF42) as compared to NeoChr25 (IMF27) 

57432 Chunk 16AB A to AC 

64168 tLAT1 (AtPAL1) TAA to T (In A stretch) 

67393 pSeTPI1 (At4CL3) G to GT (In T stretch) 

67753 At4CL3 A to G (Thr-15-Ala) 

70927 coAtCHS3 G to A (Leu-155-Leu) 

70930 coAtCHS3 A to G (Arg-156-Arg) 

73063* pSkADH1 (AtCHI1)* AT to A* 

73209* pSkADH1 (AtCHI1)* CT to C (In T stretch)* 

82459* coAtANS* Insertion of 46 bp*  

NeoChr33 (IMF47) as compared to NeoChr31 (IMF42) 

48856 pCWP2 (coEcTyrB) A to G 

50730 tMDH1 (coAtCHS3) A to AT (In T stretch) 

85431 SHR EB AT to A 
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85439 SHR EB TG to T 

85458 SHR EB GA to G 

96995 tPGK1 T to A 

 

Table S3 Amino acid substitution in native genome of NeoChr strains 

Amino acid substitutions identified in the genome of the constructed strains as compared to 

most relevant parental strain. 

Systematic name Name  Type Amino acid change 

IMF27 compared to IMX589 

YPL283W-A - Intron - 

YNL327W EGT2 synonymous Tyr-583-Tyr 

YNL327W EGT2 Non-synonymous Thr-586-Ser 

YNL161W CBK1 Non-synonymous Ser-711-Ala 

IMF29 compared to IMX589 

YPL283W-A - intron - 

YPL283W-A - intron - 

YPL283W-A - intron - 

YPL283W-A - Non-synonymous Gly-132-Ser 

YMR160W - Non-synonymous Gln-11-Arg 

YNL327W EGT2 Synonymous Tyr-583-Tyr 

YNL327W EGT2 Non-synonymous Thr-586-Ser 

YNL161W CBK1 Non-synonymous Ser-711-Ala 

IMF41 compared to IMF29 

YCR089W FIG2 Non-synonymous Thr-1017-Arg 

YCR089W FIG2 Non-synonymous Ala-1020-Ser 

YDR224C HTB1 Synonymous Ala-121-Ala 

YIL137C TMA108 Non-synonymous Ser-742-Leu 

IMF42 compared to IMF27 

YCR089W FIG2 Non-synonymous Thr-1017-Arg 

YCR089W FIG2 Non-synonymous Ala-1020-Ser 

YBL113C - Non-synonymous His-252-Asn 

IMF47 compared to IMF42 

YEL075W-A - intron - 

YHR016C YSC84 intron - 

YJR143C PMT4 Non-synonymous Met-1-Ile 

 

Table S4 Extracellular concentration of aromatic compounds produced by engineered 

S. cerevisiae strains in shake flask cultures. 

Determination of the intermediates of the anthocyanin pathway in S. cerevisiae strains IMF41 

(Cir NeoChr, 1X coAtCHS3), IMF42 (Lin NeoChr, 1X coAtCHS3), IMF47 (Lin NeoChr, 9X coAtCHS3) 

and IMF48 (Lin NeoChr, 9X coAtCHS3 repaired coAtANS), grown in aerobic shake flask batch 
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cultures on glucose (20 g L-1) and urea. The data represents the average ± standard deviation of 

independent biological triplicates. Intermediates of the anthocyanin pathway coumaroyl-CoA, 

naringenin-chalcone, and leucopelargonidin were not measured. * Indicates statistical 

significance when comparing IMF47 or IMF48 to IMF42, and # when comparing IMF48 to IMF47 

(Student t-test, two-tailed, homoscedastic, p-value threshold 0.05). 

(mM) IMF41 IMF42 IMF47 IMF48 

Phenylpyrurate 2.00E-02 ± 
0.00E+00 

4.33E-02 ± 
4.04E-02 

BDa BDa 

2-Phenylethanol 8.67E-02 ± 
1.15E-02 

8.67E-02 ± 
2.52E-02 

3.23E-01 ± 
3.51E-02* 

1.97E-01 ± 
2.62E-03*# 

p-

Hydroxyphenylethan

ol 

2.33E-02 ± 
2.08E-02 

3.33E-02 ± 
5.77E-03 

1.10E-01 ± 
1.73E-02* 

BDa 

Cinnamic acid 3.80E-01 ± 
2.00E-02 

1.60E-01 ± 
2.00E-02 

0.00E+00 ± 
0.00E+00* 

1.46E-01 ± 
3.06E-03# 

Coumaric acid 4.27E-01 ± 
1.15E-02 

5.40E-01 ± 
2.00E-02 

7.13E-01 ± 
1.15E-02* 

7.64E-01 ± 
6.24E-03*# 

Phloretic acid 7.25E-01 ± 
1.21E-02 

7.18E-01 ± 
8.72E-03 

5.09E-01 ± 
1.15E-03* 

1.07E+00 ± 
7.66E-03*# 

Naringenin BDa BDa BDa BDa 

Dihydrokaempferol 2.25E-02 ± 
2.57E-03 

2.84E-02 ± 
1.27E-03 

9.49E-02 ± 
4.29E-03* 

3.83E-01 ± 
8.34E-02*# 

Kaempferol 6.33E-04 ± 
3.44E-05 

6.96E-04 ± 
3.46E-05 

2.14E-03 ± 
3.06E-04* 

1.39E-02 ± 
5.72E-03*# 

Pelargonidin 2.45E-03 ± 
1.60E-04 

1.81E-03 ± 
1.98E-04 

5.76E-03 ± 
4.11E-04* 

3.65E-02 ± 
7.64E-03*# 

Kaempferol 3-O-

glucoside 

2.24E-04 ± 
1.83E-05 

2.24E-04 ± 
5.98E-06 

4.39E-04 ± 
2.41E-05* 

5.53E-03 ± 
1.13E-03*# 

Pelargonidin 3-O-

glucoside 

BDa BDa BDa 2.14E-05 ± 
3.93E-06*# 

Total aromatics 

before CHS 

1.66 ± 0.06 1.58 ± 0.06 1.66 ± 0.05 1.98 ± 0.01*# 

Total anthocyanins 

(after CHS) 

0.03 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.00 0.1 ± 0.0* 0.45 ± 0.10*# 

Total aromatics 1.69 ± 0.06 1.61 ± 0.08 1.76 ± 0.05 2.43 ± 0.11*# 

aBD: below detection 

Table S5 Physiological characterization of anthocyanin-producing strains grown in 

bioreactors 

A) The specific growth rate (µ) and the yield (Y) of biomass (X) and ethanol (ETOH) on 

glucose (S)  
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B) The overall yield (Y) of glycerol (GLYC), pyruvate (PYR), coumaric acid (COUM), phloretic acid 

(PHLOR) and dihydrokaempferol (DHK) on glucose and ethanol (S) during aerobic bioreactor 

batch cultivation of IMF41 (Cir NeoChr, 1x coAtCHS3), IMF42 (Lin NeoChr, 1x coAtCHS3),) and 

IMF48 (Lin NeoChr, 9x coAtCHS3, repaired coAtANS). 

A) aµMAX aYX/S aYETOH/S 

h-1 (g g-1) (mol 

mol-1) 

IMF41 (Cir) 0.23 ± 

0.00 

0.12 ± 

0.00 

1.44 ± 

0.05 

IMF42 (Lin) 0.22 ± 

0.01 

0.12 ± 

0.00 

1.41 ± 

0.02 

IMF48 (Lin, 9x 

coAtCHS3, coAtANS) 

0.20 ± 

0.01 

0.13 ± 

0.00 

1.29 ± 

0.05 

 

 

   

B) YGLYC/S YPYR/S YX/S Ycoum/S YPHLOR/S YDHK/S 

(mol 

mol-1) 

(mol 

mol-1) 

(mol 

mol-1) 

(µmol 

mol-1) 

(µmol 

mol-1) 

(µmol 

mol-1) 

IMF41 (Cir) 0.056 ± 

0.005 

0.029 ± 

0.001 

0.29 ± 

0.01 

7.30 ± 

0.08 

4.71 ± 

0.20 

0.28 ± 

0.01 

IMF42 (Lin) 0.048 ± 

0.002 

0.029 ± 

0.001 

0.30 ± 

0.01 

6.70  ± 

0.12 

5.02 ± 

0.15 

0.28 ± 

0.00 

IMF48 (Lin, 9x 

coAtCHS3, coAtANS) 

0.052 ± 

0.003 

0.019 ± 

0.003 

0.27 ± 

0.01 

20.2  ± 

0.59 

5.89 ± 

0.35 

2.85 ± 

0.02 
a Determined for the glucose phase only 

Tables S6 until Table S28  

Can be found in the Supplementary Materials file at the data.4TU.nl repository via 

https://doi.org/10.4121/16539927  

 

Below the titles of these tables: 

Table S6 S. cerevisiae strains used in this study,  

Table S7 Neochromosome configurations,  

Table S8 Plasmids,  

Table S9 pROS/pMEL gRNA primers,  

Table S10 Primers to check correct construction of gRNA plasmids,  

Table S11 Primers to make golden gate part plasmids and expression plasmids with 

Gibson assembly,  

Table S12 Diagnostic primers to check golden gate part plasmids,  

Table S13 Diagnostic primers to check golden gate and Gibson assembly expression 

plasmids, for PCR and Sanger sequencing,  

Table S14 List of NeoChr10 and NeoChr11 chromosome parts,  

Table S15 List of primers for amplifying NeoChr10 and NeoChr11 chromosome parts, 

Table S16 Primers for of amdSYM deletion,  

https://doi.org/10.4121/16539927
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Table S17 Primers for deletion of GND2, NQM1, SOL4 and TKL2,  

Table S18 Primers for deletion of ura3, his3 and SpHIS5,  

Table S19 Primers for deletion of ARO10,  

Table S20 List of NeoChr25 (linear) and NeoChr26 (circular) chromosome parts,  

Table S21 List of primers for amplifying NeoChr25 and NeoChr26 chromosome parts, 

Table S22 Primers for glycolysis deletion,  

Table S23 Primers to repair RKI1 mutation in IMF32,  

Table S24 Primers for deletion of native ZWF1, GND1, SOL3, RKI1, TAL1, TKL1 and RPE1 

ORFs,  

Table S25 Parts of the “basic design” of the anthocyanin pathway,  

Table S26 List of primers for amplifying the fragments of the “basic design” of the 

anthocyanin pathway and diagnosing integration,  

Table S27 List of primers for amplifying the fragments of the “elaborate design” of the 

anthocyanin pathway with several copies of the chalcone synthase and diagnostic PCR 

and  

Table S28 List of primers for amplifying the correct CoAtANS transcriptional unit and the 

diagnostic primers used to confirm correct integration 
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Outlook 

Implementation of specialized neochromosomes as novel, efficient way for the 

construction of yeast cell factories 

Microbial cell factories have become increasingly important for the sustainable 

production of a range of bulk and fine chemicals from renewable feedstocks (1-3). 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, also known as baker’s yeast, is a popular host for these 

applications due to its long industrial track record and excellent accessibility to 

modern genome-editing techniques (4,5). The high efficiency of homologous 

recombination (HR) of DNA strands in S. cerevisiae has enabled a tremendous 

acceleration of genetic modifications. In combination with CRISPR/Cas-based 

genome-editing technologies, the native HR machinery of S. cerevisiae allows for 

simultaneous introduction of multiple ‘seamless’ gene deletions, insertions and 

modifications into the yeast genome (6-8). However, even in S. cerevisiae, the 

development of new cell factories is still hampered by the number of alterations that 

can be simultaneously achieved in a single transformation step, which is currently at 

nine (8,9). This limitation stems from insufficient repair efficiency of the double strand 

breaks introduced via the CRISPR system, which result in cell death. Study and 

modifications in this repair reaction (donor DNA design and delivery, cell 

synchronization, increasing HR with respect to alternative repair pathways) could 

possibly increase the multiplex genome editing efficiency (8). In addition, the lack of 

predictability of genome engineering on product titer, production rate, and product 

yield (TRY) typically necessitates multiple, iterative rounds of engineering (10). The 

research described in this thesis therefore explored a new approach for fast and 

efficient construction of yeast cell factories.  

In the native S. cerevisiae genome, genes encoding the enzymes of any given metabolic 

pathway are scattered over multiple chromosomes, which complicates fast and 

combinatorial approaches for pathway optimization. Relocation of all genes encoding 

enzymes of a metabolic pathway (or a set of proteins involved in another cellular 

process) to a single chromosomal locus offers the opportunity to rapidly and easily 

exchange entire pathways for alternative designs. Based on relocation of pathway 

genes to a native yeast chromosome, this approach was successfully explored and 

tested in studies on the ‘pathway swapping concept’ of Kuijpers et al. (11). In this thesis 

a new, more radical approach was explored, namely the use a synthetic supernumerary 

neochromosome as orthogonal platform for expression and remodeling of multiple 

(metabolic) pathways.  

The concept of ‘synthetic’ chromosomes in yeast is not new and the first functional 

small circular chromosome was already made in 1980 (12). Since then, Yeast Artificial 
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Chromosomes (YACs) have been used for the study of complex eukaryotic genomes in 

terms of architecture and gene functions (13,14). Lately, a range of synthetic (minimal) 

genomes were assembled in S. cerevisiae, before potential transplantation in a 

recipient cell (15-22). Finally, in the Sc2.0 project, all native yeast chromosomes have 

been replaced by synthetic versions that carry some deliberate alterations (23). The 

approach described in this thesis is profoundly different, both in terms of the 

experimental approach and in the design of the synthetic chromosomes. While 

previous studies relied on existing S. cerevisiae chromosomal sequences as backbones 

or as scaffolds for sequence replacement, the present study demonstrates single-step 

assembly of entirely synthetic chromosomes with a modular design that is specifically 

geared towards rational engineering of metabolic pathways and cellular processes. 

By harnessing the HR capacity of yeast, we were able to synthesize complete, 

supernumerary synthetic neochromosomes in a single transformation step. Circular 

and linear neochromosomes with a size of 100 kb were efficiently assembled from up 

to 44 transcriptional-sized fragments. While this number of fragments is already 

impressive, there is no reason to assume that the limit of HR capacity, in terms of 

number of fragments that can be simultaneously assembled or neochromosome size, 

has been reached. It is therefore highly relevant to further explore the limit of the HR 

capacity of native S. cerevisiae strains and, subsequently, to investigate how this 

capacity can be further extended by genetic engineering (24,25). Such research may 

also help to provide insight in the molecular requirements for efficient HR and, thereby, 

contribute to its transfer to other eukaryotic cell factories and laboratory model 

organisms (26-28). Furthermore, this thesis demonstrates that newly assembled 

neochromosomes can be used as vectors for expression of multiple clustered metabolic 

pathways. Using a plant-derived pathway for anthocyanin production as proof of 

principle, it was shown that these pathways can either be derived from yeast or from 

other organisms. The implied vision for future research is that single-step assembly of 

modularly organized neochromosomes can be used to generate large numbers of 

different configurations of precursor-supply and product-synthesis pathways. In 

application-oriented research, these configurations can be used for screening of 

optimal TRY performance indicators. In fundamental research, our approach can be 

used to investigate other cellular processes (e.g. related to cell division, cell wall 

synthesis or stress tolerance). These and other potential applications of 

neochromosomes as well as their relation to neochromosome design will be further 

elaborated on below.  

Genetic reduction can increase genome engineering efficiency  

The central carbon metabolism (CCM) of yeast plays an essential role in industrial 

product formation by providing metabolic precursors and energy-rich molecules, as 

well as for cofactor balancing. Product-specific rewiring of the CCM is therefore highly 
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important for optimizing TRYs (29-35). Ultimately, it would be relevant to relocate all 

genes encoding CCM enzymes to a synthetic neochromosome and, thereby, open up 

CCM for combinatorial optimization for specific industrial applications. Achieving this 

goal would benefit from eliminating any genetic redundancy in the native S. cerevisiae 

CCM. Results presented in Chapter 2 demonstrated that 35 deletions in the CCM of 

S. cerevisiae, corresponding to an approximate 32% reduction of gene number, led to 

only a slight decrease of the specific growth rate on standard glucose 

chemically-defined medium. Also, in growth experiments on a wide range of growth 

conditions including other carbon sources and stressful environments, only minimal 

impacts were observed. These results show that many of the iso-enzymes of yeast are 

dispensable under standard laboratory conditions as well as for a wider range of 

environments. For many of these proteins, their fixation in the yeast genome during 

evolution in natural environments remains an intriguing scientific question. The 

‘minimal CCM’ strain described in this thesis presents a perfect starting point towards 

a neochromosome-based reconfiguration of yeast CCM. In follow up studies, 

relocalization of the remaining 76 major paralogs of the minimal CCM strain to a ‘CCM 

neochromosome’ would enable large scale CCM optimization for yeast-based 

production of industrially relevant compounds. 

The CCM minimalization effort presented in Chapter 2 focused on a subset of 

pathways (glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, ethanolic fermentation, pentose phosphate 

pathway, TCA cycle, mitochondrial transporters, fumarate reductases, anaplerotic 

reactions, glyoxylate cycle, acetyl-CoA synthesis and glycerol synthesis) strategically 

chosen for their relevance for most industrial products. Beyond CCM, some other 

pathways are relevant for specific product classes, such as amino acid biosynthesis and 

shikimate pathway for anthocyanins, as illustrated in Chapter 5. Depending on the 

product or research question, it would therefore be useful to (re)locate other pathways 

(e.g. pathways for assimilation of alternative carbon sources, plasma membrane 

transporters, reserve carbohydrates etc.) and their regulatory genes on one or more 

specialized neochromosomes. On the short term, we can envision neochromosome 

platform strains with specific sets of clustered pathways dedicated to TRYs 

optimization. Looking further ahead, the yeast genome could be redesigned towards a 

modular genome, with sets of specialized neochromosomes tailored for industrial 

strains optimization.  

Design principles and applications of specialized neochromosomes 

Results in this thesis show that assembled non-coding neochromosomes were stable 

in terms of mitotic segregation and genetic composition and had no impact on the 

physiology of the host. Also, fully coding neochromosomes exclusively containing the 

glycolysis, ethanolic fermentation and pentose phosphate pathway as well as the 

Escherichia coli amino acid biosynthesis and shikimate pathway were mitotically stable 
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and only resulted in a minor growth rate decrease of 10-16%. While these results are 

very promising for the use of neochromosomes as expression platforms, for initial 

strain construction homologous sequences within the neochromosome could lead to 

unwanted recombination events during in vivo neochromosome assembly. 

Recombination is less likely to occur during strain propagation as yeast’s native 

chromosomes are very stable despite the occurrence of many homologous sequences, 

and subculturing of neochromosome strains with significant homology did not result 

in recombination (36,37). Avoiding unintended recombination events during 

neochromosome construction, implies that the same genetic sequence (promoters, 

genes, terminators, auxiliary parts etc.) cannot be used multiple times in the 

neochromosome design. This can become limiting considering that S. cerevisiae 

toolbox does not contain enough well-characterized strong constitutive promoter 

sequences, important for the design of multi-gene heterologous and/or synthetic 

product-pathway gene-clusters. Fortunately, research in this field is expanding, 

highlighted by the recent addition of strong heterologous promoters to the molecular 

toolbox of S. cerevisiae and the vast amount of research that is currently dedicated to 

the design of (fully) synthetic promoters (38-42). Still, there is insufficient quantitative 

data on the nature of homologous sequences (length of the homology sequence in 

combination with tolerated sequence divergence and spatial proximity of homologous 

sequences) and the occurrence of homologous recombination. This is exemplified by 

the fact that a recombination occurred between the FBA1 promoter of S. cerevisiae and 

the FBA1 promoter of S. eubayanus during anthocyanin pathway integration in the 

neochromosome, while these sequences did not have the highest global or local 

homology as compared to other promoter sequences used (38). Further systematic 

research on homology threshold for neochromosome in vivo assembly would bring 

valuable insights for the design of future specialized, synthetic chromosomes. 

From chapter 3, in which the reduced growth rate of 10-30% of the single locus 

glycolysis strain was investigated, several important design principles could be 

learned. First, while natively ARS sequences are spaced every 30-40 kb, doubling this 

distance by integration of the 35 kb glycolytic cassette did not influence growth rate, 

which confirms observations by Karas et al.(43) that ARS sequences or only required 

every 100 kb or not at all if AT-rich sequences are used (44). Furthermore, the 

orientation of transcription with respect to replication is not important, at least in the 

13 gene containing highly transcribed glycolytic cassette. Finally, clustering of genes at 

a single locus only marginally effects expression (and activity) of the genes in the 

cassette and the neighboring genes at the site of integration. It would be interesting to 

evaluate if the same conclusions hold true for synthetic chromosome design. In future 

research, the single-step chromosome-assembly strategy described in this thesis can 

be used to accelerate studies on the impact of chromosome architecture (e.g. size, 
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spacing of ARS sequences and clustering of highly expressed genes) on chromosome 

segregation and gene expression. Moreover, the current modular neochromosome 

design, clustering pathways to enable individual swapping, results in transcriptional 

hotspots. While this modular design did not result in visible negative impacts on yeast 

physiology in our work, further studies are required before it can be established as 

general principle for neochromosome design.  

To efficiently evaluate design principles like sequence homology and gene placement, 

an experimental infrastructure is required that not only enables generation of many 

large neochromosomes with different (combinatorial) designs, but also the 

high-throughput sequence verification and quantitative analysis of the performance of 

the resulting yeast strains. Liquid-handling robots and automated protocols for 

chromosome design, assembly and strain analysis are indispensable requirements for 

such research. In addition, quality control of the constructed neochromosomes and 

strains will require access to affordable, high-throughput DNA-sequencing platforms.  

While the research on these fundamental aspects, such as gene and ARS placement, 

requires the generation of neochromosomes true to a carefully planned design, for 

applied research this does not necessarily have to be the case. Initial screening of 

strains with different neochromosome configurations could be based only on TRY 

performance indicators, possibly made more efficient by use of appropriate 

biosensors. Sequencing of the best strains, even if they are not true to the initial design 

could then reveal beneficial, potentially unexpected genetic configurations. Rational 

chromosome design based on experimental data and modelling could even be replaced 

by chromosome-level combinatorial approaches. Cells, provided with multiple gene 

variants for each reaction (all containing the same flanks), would then be selected for 

the most favorable chromosomal configuration based on their performance in 

high-throughput screening (45). Classical genetics could also provide an interesting 

way of increasing genetic diversity and thus allow for higher TRY performances. This 

would be accomplished by changing the mating type of neochromosome harboring 

strains and subsequently mating cells with different neochromosome configurations, 

thus generating a range of different diploid strains.  

Towards fully synthetic cells 

The HR machinery of S. cerevisiae has already played a key role in the assembly of the 

first (fully synthetic) bacterial genomes (15-22). The research described in this thesis 

can contribute to an acceleration of the synthesis of novel synthetic chromosomes, 

which will not be constrained to yeast and might also be applied in the manufacture of 

Human Artificial Chromosomes (HACs). HACs can be used in fundamental research on 

chromosome and gene function as well as possibly applied for gene- and stem 

cell- therapy, although these disciplines might be considered as controversial (46,47).  
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Finally, this research might bring scientists closer to achieving the goal of synthetic 

biologists to de novo design and construct completely synthetic cell factories dedicated 

to specific functions or products (48). Achievements have been made in the three main 

aspects important for bottom-up synthetic cell construction: compartmentalization, 

metabolism and informational control. Mostly DNA synthetic genomes are considered 

for storage of information. Whether S. cerevisiae will have a role to play in this synthetic 

genome assembly remains to be seen. An ever-increasing amount of research is 

dedicated to writing and assembling error-free DNA as reviewed by Hughes et al. (49). 

Joining of DNA bases into oligonucleotides by phosphoramidite synthesis chemistry 

has expanded from column-based approaches to microarrays reducing cost and 

allowing multiplex synthesis. Synthons assembly from oligonucleotides is mainly 

based on polymerase cycle assembly (PCA) but can also be efficiently achieved by 

Gibson assembly. Moreover, error correction methods using MutS techniques or 

NextGen sequencing can efficiently sieve error-containing synthons from correct ones. 

Finally, synthons can be assembled into larger constructs by a variety of in vitro 

techniques which are becoming ever more efficient. What is now feasible can be seen 

from genes synthesis companies such as: CodexDNA which sells a cell-free DNA writing 

device which can from 60-mers make up to 7 kb long DNA fragments based on 

automatized Gibson assembly; and companies like GeneArt from which you can order 

up to 100 kb long DNA sequences. Despite these achievements in in vitro methods, 

ordering of genome scale DNA construct remains expensive. Moreover, E. coli, a 

preferred host for propagation and amplification of in vitro assembled constructs, often 

experiences toxicity from introduced bacterial DNA and has difficulty with replicating 

very large genome-sized DNA constructs (43). Another option is amplification by 

in vitro methods such as rolling circle amplification and E. coli chromosome-replication 

cycle, however these methods still have to improve themselves on delivering sufficient 

DNA yield and on routine and faithful amplification of genome-sized DNA (due to 

shearing) (50,51). Until these shortcomings of in vitro assembly and amplification can 

be improved, S. cerevisiae remains an attractive host for synthetic genome assembly.  

An important research topic in bottom-up synthetic cell biology is how to kick-start a 

living cell from a life-less genome. However, the biggest challenge in the construction 

of a cell-like entity which can grow and divide, is merging the knowledge and 

accomplishment from the different disciplines into one working system (52). Several 

research consortia (e.g. BaSyC, Build-a-cell, MaxSynBio and the Synthetic cell initiative) 

aim to do just that (53). The managers of these research consortia predict that they will 

be able to construct living artificial cells in just over a decade (54). 
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